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PREFAOE 

The present volume contains the translations of the texts given 
in Part I of this volume. The translations correspond to the texts 
as nearly as possible line by line. For this reason it was necessary 
to employ sometimes an awkard order of words which, however, 
will not be found to obscure the sense of the translation. The page 
numbers of the texts will be found in the margin. The end of each 
text line is indicated by a slanting line and every fifth line is 
numbered corresponding to the numbering of the text lines. 

The difficulty presented by the translations of Indian names 
could not be entirely overcome. Wherever it seemed possible, 
I have translated the names, even in cases in which the translation 
is doubtful, because the reading of the texts is made unnecessarily 
difficult by the use of native terms. The reader is warned not to 
accept the translations of names as absolutely correct. In a number 
of cases I have accepted the translations or explanations given by 
Indians and transmitted by Mr. Hunt, which are probably folk 
etymologies. 

Additional notes on the religious beliefs and practices of the 
Kwakiutl will be found in my report on the Ethnology of the 
Kwakiutl in the Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the Bureau of 
American Ethnology, Washington, 1921, pp 603-7 49and1318-1333. 
The winter ceremonial has been described by me in Social Orga
nization and Secret Societies of the Kwakiutl Indians, Report of 
the United States National Museum for 1895, Washington, 1897. 
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Shamanism. 

I Desired to Learn / 
the Ways of the Shaman / 

I desired to learn about the shaman, whether it is true or / 
whether it is made up and (whether) they pretend to be shamans. 
Now I knew the one who is referred to as a great (5) new shaman 
of the Na'k!wax·daExu, who has the name Making-alive ( Q!we
q!ii1lag·ila) /and about the shaman of the L!a'L!asiqwala, who has 
the name Bringing-Life-out-of-Woods ( Q!iila'molt!Elsila), for / 
they were my intimate friends, the two shamans. / And so I went 
to the Na'k!waX'da1xu who were living at Hanging-at-Mouth 
(Te'giixsteE). / 

Now as soon as night came I heard a shaman singing his sacred 
song (10) in the woods at (a place) not far from the rear of the 
village. Then / I asked Causing-to-be-well (He'lamas), the head 
chief of the Na'k!wax·da'xu, /for it was his house where I stayed, 
"Who, indeed, is the shaman / singing his sacred song behind the 
houses 1" said I to him. Then/ he said, "It is the new great shaman 
Making-alive, (15) who is going to cure this Place-of-Home-Coming 
(Na'nagwas), the son of Potlatch (1ma'~wa)," /said he. "We are 
all about to go in with the women and the children / to this house of 
Potlatch, for that is where Place-of-Home-Coming is lying down 
sick," / said Causing-to-be-well to me. It was not long that 
Causing-to-be-well stopped speaking, / saying his words to me 
when four men came wearing red cedar bark around their heads (20) 
and round red cedar bark tied around their necks. Their faces were 
blackened with/ charcoal. They wore belts of flat red cedar bark./ 
As soon as they came into the house they stood up inside of the / 
doorway.Thenspoke not aloudoneof them whenhesaid, "Wecome/ 
walking that we may all go into the house to witness our friend (25) 
Making-alive, as he will try to make alive this our friend Place-of
Home-Coming," / said he. Then three of them said, "Get up 
quickly," while / they all were covered with eagle down. Then 
they went out / of the house and they never laughed. I asked 
Causing-to-be-well, / "Who are these four men 1 What are they 1 
Cannibal dancers r said (30) I to Causing-to-be-well. Then he 
answered me laughing /and said, "These are our great shamans, 
the four who came walking/ to us. That one has the name Fool 

1 

1 
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2 ReUgion of the Kwakiutl 

(NEno'lo), who spoke first, and that / is Cause-of-Falling-down 
(Ts!Ela'xel) and Bringing-Life-out-of-Woods and Life-Owner 
( Q!ii'la'd). These are our / great, feared shamans for they can 
throw (sickness)," said he to me. (35) Then Causing-to-be-well 
asked me to gret ready also, for he was / getting ready with his 
wife to go to witness (the performance). Now we / went out of 

2 the house and we went into the house of Potlatch. (1) Then we 
were asked by Fool to sit down in the middle of the / left hand side 
of the house. Then came in / all the men and all the women and 
children / and not even one of them was smiling as they came in 
(5) and they did not talk loud. Only they did not come in, /the 
menstruating young women. As soon as they were all inside/ the 
four shamans took a board for beating time and / put it down in 
the rear of the house in front of the / song leaders. And also this, 
the shamans took batons (10) and distributed them among the song 
leaders. That one also, /Fool, took eagle down and feathered all 
the / song leaders and all the spectators. As soon as he had finished, 
/ the song leaders beat fast time. They had not been doing so very 
long when / they lifted their batons. It was not very long before 
they (15) again beat fast time. Then it was not very long before 
they lifted / their batons. Then the shaman came singing his 
sacred song on the/ right hand side of the house. Now the four 
shamans went out / of the door of the house and the song leaders 
beat fast time again. /Again they lifted their batons. Now came 
singing his sacred song (20) the shaman, / at the seaside of the 
house. Again beat fast time / the song leaders. It was Fool who 
was leading, coming into the house at the door. /Then the new 
shaman came next to him, singing his sacred song. Behind him 
came / the three shamans like the attendants of the cannibal 
dancer, whom we /call, "those upon whom he leans." Now they 
went around the fire in the middle of the (25) house. They went 
around four times as he was singing his sacred song and swinging 
his/ rattle. Then he sat down in front of the place where Place-of
Home-Coming was sitting, / the sick one. The four shamans went 
by twos/ standing on each side of Place-of-Home-Coming, who was 
naked. / Now Making-alive felt of the chest of Place-of-Home
Coming while he was (30) just all the time singing his sacred song; 
but not for a long time had Making-alive been feeling / of the chest 
of Place-of-Home-Coming when Fool asked Skin-dressing-Woman 
(Ala'k·ilaopa), / the mother of Place-of-Home-Coming to take a 
new dish with / fresh water in it as a dish for wetting (the mouth) 
of the shaman. Now Skin-dressing-Woman / took a new dish, 
which was ready on the floor, to give to Fool. (35) Then Fool put 
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3 

down the dish, the receptacle for wetting (the mouth), at the right 
side of / Making-alive. Then Making-alive put his right hand / 
into the water that was in the dish, the receptacle for wetting (the 
mouth), and he scooped up the water/ and put it into his mouth 
while he was pressing with hie left hand/ on the chest of Place-of
Home-coming. As soon as he had the water in his mouth he (40) 
blew it on the place that was being pressed by him. Then the 
shaman sucked it. / And so he was sucking for a very long time 
when he lifted his head and took out of his mouth / the blood in his 
right hand, and he squeezed the / blood so that it dripped into the 
water in the dish, the receptacle for wetting (the mouth). {l) When 3 
the blood was all out, he stood up and sang his sacred song, / going 
around the fire in the middle of the house. Then he stretched out 
his left / hand, opening out his fingers and something stuck, / 
(that looked) like a worm, in the middle of the palm of his hand. 
That (5) was referred to by Fool as the sickness. Then he went 
around (the fire) and threw upward /the sickness. He sat down 
near the sick / man and blew on his chest; but not really for a 
long time / had he been blowing when he stopped. He sucked only 
once,/ for he obtained right away the sickness. When they do not 
get the (10) sickness when they suck the first time, then they only 
get the sickness when /they have sucked four times. Then Making
alive arose. /Around him were standing the four shamans and I 
saw/ that they secretly talked to one another. Now they probably 
finished their talking. / Then Making-alive sang again his sacred 
song and walked out from among (15) the four shamans. He 
walked around the fire in the middle of the / house, swinging his 
rattle while the song leaders were not beating fast time. / As soon 
as he came to the place from which he had started and where were 
standing the four shamans, he gave his rattle to Fool. / Fool told 
the song leaders to go ahead and beat time on the boards. Then 
{20) Making-alive pressed both his hands against his stomach as he 
was / going around the fire in the middle of the house, as though he 
were a drunk/ man. Now he tried to vomit. Four times he went 
around the / fire in the middle of the house, then he vomited blood 
and he caught it with / his left hand. Now there was among it 
what was referred to by Fool (25) as quartz, among the blood when 
Making-alive opened his fingers. / Then Fool dipped a cup into 
the water and / poured it into his hand in the middle of the quartz 
crystal so that the blood came off. / Then it was shining. Now 
he held on the palm of his hand the quartz crystal,/ as he stretched 
out his left hand. Then Fool and the (30) three other shamans 
followed him as he went around the fire in the middle / of the house 

I* 
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4 Religion of the Kwakiutl 

and Fool said as they walked following / Making-alive, "Do you 
not now wish to become a shaman and to let this / great shaman 
go ahead and throw this quartz crystal into the stomach of the one 
who wishes / to become a shaman 1" said he. Then not one man 
answered him. (35) Now Fool told the song leaders to go ahead and 
beat fast time on the board. / As soon as the song leaders were 
beating fast time on the board Making-alive pressed together his/ 
hands and threw the quartz crystal. Fool who was following (him)/ 
looked upward watching the quartz crystal. Then he said it was 
flying about in the house. / Now Fool came and stood still in front 
of (40) the place where I was sitting. He said, "0 shamans, 
important is what has been done by the/ supernatural quartz for it 
went into this our friend here, /into this Giving-Potlatches-in-the
World ('mii,'~ulag·ilis)," said he, naming my Indian name. / "Now 

4 this one will be a great shaman," said he. Then (1) all the men 
turned their faces looking at me/ where I was sitting. As soon as 
he finished all went out, / the men and women and children, / out 
of the house. Now we all went into our (5) houses for it was late at 
night. And so I was ready / to lie down when the old woman, 
whose name was /Throwing-away (Ts!Eqa'la) came and sat down 
near (the place) where I was sitting. / She whispered as she said, 
"Go·outside that we may talk together/ at the seaside (of the house) 
there," said she, as she arose and went out. (10) But I went out 
also, not far from her. As soon as I / had gone out of the door of 
the house I saw two / men standing at the seaside of the house. 
Then came the / one, that Making-alive, and took hold of my right 
hand / and said, "Come, friend, and let us go," said he, as he 
pulled (15) me to walk behind the houses. Now/ we went into the 
woods and we sat down at the foot of a thick / spruce tree. Now 
I heard men whispering together. / Then spoke one of the men, 
behold, it was /Fool, and he said, not loud, "We have come, we have 
come, (20) friends invited by Healing-Woman with our / great 
friend Giving-Potlatches-in-the-World, that he now may come 
to be among us,/ in our quality of shamans. Now, friends, let us 
pray our/ great friend to accept what I am going to say, that I our 
great friend may not make ashamed this new shaman (25) Making
alive who threw into his stomach the quartz which / makes great 
shamans as it goes into the stomach, for he only does not / feel it yet. 
So now he will reply to what I have said to him," said he/ to me. 
Now I did not see Cause-of-Falling-down, as he was sitting/ near to 
where I was sitting on the ground, for it was very dark that (30) 
night. Then he spoke and said, "Go ahead friend Giving-Pot
latches-in-the-World, /go on and take this what makes it easy to 
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Shamanism 

obtain property, only / waiting for the amount of payment for 
shamanistic services from the chiefs, when their children are sick / 
and (what is paid) to us shamans here. Let us now have you for a 
chief and/ do come among us," said he. Then spoke Qa'snomalas. 
(35)Hesaid, "Good was your word, Cause-of-Falling-down, when you/ 
said that we should have our great friend as a chief. Now let him 
know all the / secret ways of the shamans, in case he should answer 
kindly / our speech as we were trying to get him to come among us," 
/said he. Now I replied to their speeches. I said, (40) "Good are 
your words, friends, for now you say that I / shall be among you. 
And so I shall look into my heart tonight. / I shall tell you tomorrow 
night," said I to them. /Then all the shamans begged me not to 
talk (I) about what they had said to me. Then spoke Making- 5 
alive. /He said, "O, friend Giving-Potlatches-in-the-World, do not 
by any means fail to hold / these words of our friends here, else it 
would be a shame if you should not join / me, I mean this, that 
you should really make up your mind to (5) come among us that 
you may be always happy / as we all are in this way," said he. 
Now we stopped/ our speeches for a while after this. We all went 
home to / our houses. Then at once I went to bed. / For a long 
time I did not go to sleep that night for I was thinking (10) what 
was to be my answer to the words of the shamans to me. Then 
/ it occurred to me that I was the principal one who does not 
believe in all / the ways of the shamans, for I had said so aloud to 
them./ Now I had an opportunity by what they said that I should 
really learn / whether they were real or whether they only pretended 
to be shamans. Now I made up my mind to (15) go among them 
and I went to sleep after this. As soon as day came / in the morn
ing I arose and went out of the house. When I / went out, one of 
the young men who has the name gwaEyo'sdedzas, /saw me coming 
walking and he came and stood on the ground where I /was stand
ing. Then he questioned me. He said, "Have you not felt the 
(20) quartz crystal of the liars, the shamans, the one that they 
referred to that was thrown into your st01nach 1" /said he to me. 
He meant that he really did not believe the / shamans and he said 
this aloud to them. Then I said to him, / "I did not feel it." He 
said, "You will never feel it, for / these are just great lies what the 
shamans say," said he as he (25) left me. Then I went into our 
house and saw / Causing-to-be-well who was building a fire. Then 
he called me to sit by his side. /He whispered and questioned me. 
He said, "What did you / dream of last night 1 I mean this, what 
was done by the new/ shaman Making-alive to you 1" said he. And 
I said I had had no (30) dream. Then he laughed. He said, "You 
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will never dream / about the ways of the true shaman-make.r for 
those are just lies/ what the shamans say," said he. Then I laughed. 
I I said to him, "Now I shall wait for what is going to happen with 
what Making-alive / did to me. I shall not feel it," said I to him. 
Now I found out that (35) all the shamans of the Na'k!wax·da1xu 
were angry with Making-alive, / because he said that he had 
thrown the quartz crystal into my stomach, for I was a visitor, / 
and so it was said that all the shamans would be ashamed if I did 
not feel/ that anything had happened to me. Now I really made 
up my mind / to go among the shamans for they had said that they 
all would (40) teach me all their ways. As soon as I had finished/ 
my breakfast with Causing-to-be-well I went out of the house and 
I / walked towards the north end of the village of Te'giixste ... / 
As soon as I came to the end I went into the woods and I went 

6 behind ( 1) the houses coming baclr. As soon as I came to the rear 
of the / house of Causing-to-be-well an old woman came to head 
me off./ The woman came out of the woods, for she was a shaman 
woman / whose name was Q!iilEnts!e'sama~a. She asked me to go 
(5) into the woods following the trail, "that you go and talk with 
our/ friends," said the woman to me. Now the woman/ went home 
to her house. I walked following the trail into the woods. / I 
arrived at the foot of a thick spruce tree. Then/ I saw Fool hiding 
at the foot of the (10) tree. As soon as I had gone to the place where 
he was hiding he requested / that we should go into the woods; 
and so Fool went ahead. / I followed him. Then we arrived at the 
lake of the river of/ Te'giixste'. And so I saw a house there, the/ 
house of the Cannibal Dancer who disappears in winter when the 
(15) Na'k!waX'da1xu have their winter ceremonial, and the one to 
which those go who pretend to be sick, who wish / to be made sha
mans by Healing-Woman. We went in at the door of the / house, 
the house, the receptacle of the supernatural power, for that is 
the name of the house, and I / was asked by Fool to go and sit down 
in the rear of the house / where were sitting Making-alive and 
Qa'snomalas and Cause-of-Falling-down (20) and Bringing-Life
out-of-Woods and Life-Owner ( Q!ii'la'de) and To'~omalis and the 
women / shamans, Shaman-Woman and Q!iilalta'lidzEme;a. As 
soon as I / was seated, Fool spoke. He said, "He has come, our / 
great friend here, friends. He came here, he came into this great 
place / where we are sitting, this which is not known to all the 
uninitiated (25) men, the secret ways of the shamans. So / let us 
listen to the way of the mind of our great friend/ Giving-Potlatches
in-the-World. Now you will reply, friend Giving-Potlatches-in-the
World, / for really our friends wish that you come among I us," said 
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he. Immediately I replied to his words. (30) I said, "Now you all 
listen to what I am going to say, / friends. And so I shall know all 
the ways in which / the shamans act. Evidently you will teach 
them to me, /for I have resolved in my mind to go among you," 
said I to them. / Then replied chief Endeavoring-to-Invite (La.'le
liL!a) who is not a shaman, (35) for he is only a song leader (a 
wise man), for he gives advice to the shamans /what they are to do. 
But chief Causing-to-be-well is different; / he owns the shamans 
on the opposite side of the numaym of Endeavoring-to-Invite 
which is/ the numaym Si'sEnL!e. Causing-to-be-well is chief of the 
numaym / Tsi'tsEme'leqala. Then Endeavoring-to-Invite said, 
"O, friends, (40) now we got this our great friend. Take care, / 
friends, and let us begin to teach him the beginning of the ways / 
of the one who wishes to be a shaman, the one who faints and who 
trembles with his body / when the quartz crystal is thrown into his 
stomach. Now go on, friend Life-Owner, (1) and try to pretend 7 
to faint that it may be seen by Giving-Potlatches-in-the-World 
here from you," / said he. Then Life-Owner sat down on the right 
hand side of the / house. For a long time lasted his breathing. 
Then he was turning on his back / and he stretched out. Then he 
trembled with his body. (5) Then four shamans went and took 
hold of him as he went around in the / house and he cried, "Haai', 
haai', haai'," trembling with his body. /As soon as he reached near 
the door of the house / he stopped. Then Life-Owner stopped 
breathing as he lay down on his back./ One of the shamans, that 
Fool, spoke, for he (10) was holding Life-Owner. He said, "The 
breath of our /friend here has jumped out. Now I shall feel of 
him, friends," /said he, as he sat down by the side of Life-Owner, 
on his right hand side. / Then he felt of the middle of the lower end 
of his sternum,/ and of his navel. For a long time he was feeling of it. 
Then (15) he blew on what he referred to as a swelling inside at the 
upper end of the stomach of/ Life-Owner. But he had not been 
blowing very long at his stomach when / Life-Owner began to 
breathe. Then he trembled with his body. Now / Fool arose and 
spoke. He said, "O / friends, now listen tQ.at you may know why 
our friend {20) did thus. This came into his stomach, this super
natural power," said he. /Then I was told by Cause-of-Falling-down, 
that I should watch all the actions of / Life-Owner, for this was the 
first of the ways of the shamans, the way / Life-Owner was acting. 
Then Qa'snomalas arose and sat down/ by the side of Life-Owner 
who was still lying down on his back on the floor. Then (25) 
Qa'snomalas felt of the upper part of his navel. / He blew on it. 
He had not been blowing long when Life-Owner opened his eyes / 
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and sat up. Then he spoke. He said, "O /friends! What may have 
been my way of being thus or (my) being made foolish," said he. 
/Then Qa'snomalas just said, "You were dead; you were just (30) 
brought to life by our friend Fool," said he. Then sat down / 
Qa'snomalas with Life-Owner, for he was now well. Then/ Fool 
spoke. He said, "This is the beginning. Now /friend, you will lie 
down among the graves every night, always, so that they / may be
lieve that you are a shaman." Then next is the fainting, the 
trembling of the (35) body, always at night; the singing of two/ 
sacred songs for healing the sick; the singing of two sacred songs / 
for trying to catch the soul of the sick one who is nearly / dead; 
the singing of two sacred songs for putting the ring of hemlock / 
and of white shredded cedar bark on the sick one; the blowing on 
the top of the head (40) of the sick one when his soul is not right; 
the feeling of the stomach of the shaman / when the cause of his 
shamanism is not right; the feeling when he tries to find the sickness 
of the/ patient; the feeling for the child of a pregnant woman when 
the child does not lie properly / in the womb of the woman, for 

8 that is always a reason for calling the ( 1) shaman and he goes to 
put right the child; then also when is eating / the shaman. As 
soon as a person walks behind him, then the/ shaman at once falls 
on his back and trembles with his body. / Then he bites the edge of 
his tongue and he sucks out the blood and (5) pretends to vomit. 
Then he says that it jumped into him the soul of the / man who 
walked behind his back while he was eating; no matter whether it 
was a woman / or a child or even a dog; then he falls on his back / 
and trembles with his body and he pretends to vomit the blood of 
his tongue. / Then for a long while he tries to get it and he vomits 
out the soul. As soon (10) as he has vomited what he refers to as 
the soul, the man, the owner /of the soul, sits down and the shaman / 
sets the soul on top of his head. Then he sings his / sacred song. 
As soon as he has finished singing his two / sacred songs, he blows 
on the top of the head of the man. ( 15) As soon as he has finished the 
shaman presses it down with both/ hands. Now he says that the 
soul has gone down / at the crown of the head of the man, for that 
is referred to by the / shamans as the doorway of the soul of the 
man, the crown of the / head. Therefore the shaman does this. 

(20) As soon as the child of a chief is very ill and also when /a 
chief is very ill, they give up trying in vain / to give medicines of 
various kinds. Then he sends his attendant to ask / the shaman to 
come and cure him. Right away the shaman who has been named / 
follows the one who was sent that he may go and try to cure (the 
patient). (25) As soon as they enter the house the shaman is asked 
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by the father of the / patient to sit down on the right hand side of 
the sick one. /The shaman just stares at the sick one who is now 
naked. / When he has been there awhile feeling about the stomach 
or the chest / of the sick boy, the shaman speaks. (30) He says, 
"Great is the sickness here. Now clear our house / that I may try 
to obtain supernatural power in the woods towards evening," / 
says he as he arises and goes out of the house. Then he goes into / 
the house of the dreamer, for the dreamer does not cure / sick 
persons, for he is not (35) given the power by the shaman-maker to 
cure sick persons, / but he is given the power to feel the sickness. 
/ They are not called by the name shaman for this is just their name, 
/ dreamer, a common name. However / a creature of the shamans 
is the dreamer, for he (40) listens all the time for the sayings of the 
sick people /when they point out with the first finger where they 
feel very ill / in the chest or in the stomach, and all this is found 
out / by the dreamers and they go to tell all this to the (1) shamans 9 

of their numaym. For this reason I call the dreamer the eyes of 
the / shamans, for as soon as he / finds out everything about the 
sickness of a sick man, he at once / calls secretly all the shamans to 
go into the woods. (5) As soon as all the shamans are seated on the 
ground the dreamer speaks. / He tells the shamans the / place of the 
sickness seen.by him in the person who is very sick./ As soon as he 
has finished telling them, one/ of the shamans speaks. He asks his 
friends (10) about the kind of sickness that the patient will have, / 
whether a fly went into him or whether it is the reason of the winter 
ceremonial or whether it has been thrown by a shaman/ or whether 
it is sickness orwhethertheshaman-makerwent into him. "Nowyou 
will pick out / one of those named by me," says he. Then all the 
shamans are just quiet. / One of them speaks after this. He says, 
( 15) "O friends, I think it is a sickness that makes lie down / the 
patient," says he. Then he takes eagle down/ and gives it to the 
shaman who is to cure the sick person, the one who / goes to feel 
of the sick person. That is the reason why he goes to the / house 
of the dreamer, that he is to call secretly all the (20) shamans to go 
into the woods and also to listen to the dreamer / when he tells them 
where the sickness of the sick / person is. After this has been done 
/ the shaman is called who had gone to feel of the sick person, and 
he/ succeeds in one attempt to suck (out the sickness), if he makes 
(25) the down stick on the palm of his left hand, (the down) which 
is pretended to be the sickness. "Now you / will go around the fire 
in the middle of the house singing your sacred song as you are 
going." / When he arrives at the starting place, he presses on his 
mouth the / blood-covered down which is sticking on, the pretended 
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sickness / and he draws it into the mouth and swallows it. "Then 
you (30) blow on the place where it is sticking. Then clasp your 
hands together and/ the song-keepers will beat fast time." Then he 
throws up what is referred to as /the sickness, the blood-covered 
down, but he has just / swallowed it. Then it is believed by those 
who do not know the ways of the / shamans. That is the reason 
why the down sticks onhishand, (35) the blood, for long before this 
the shaman put the down / between the inner upper lip and the 
gums before / he goes in. It is not apparent although he rinses his 
mouth /before he begins to heal (the sick). It does not come off. 
As soon as he / has made the cure, the first thing he does is to bite 
the edge of his (40) tongue and when he sucks the sick person/ the 
blood comes out of his tongue. Then the shaman raises his head. / 
Then the down mixed with blood comes. (There are) / many 

10 shamans who suck the sick person and (1) the blood comes out 
from the gums. This is an easy way to obtain / the blood when it 
is this way with the blood of the gums. / It is a good shaman who 
does this, but it is difficult when the shaman / bites the edge of his 
tongue for it is very painful, and (5) for a long time it does not stop 
bleeding, even a long time after he has stopped / sucking the one 
who is being healed, although he rinses out his mouth with cold / 
water. The blood does not stop flowing. But it is very/ easy to 
get blood from the gums, for the blood only comes when / the 
shaman sucks strongly. After he has stopped sucking, (10) the 
gums stop bleeding. After he has sucked/ he rinses out his mouth 
with cold water and immediately / the gums stop bleeding after 
that. 

Now the killer-whale is the shaman-maker of the/shamans who 
have for their chief Endeavoring-to-Invite, the head chief of the/ 
numaym Si'sEnL!e£ of the Ni'k!wax-da£xu; and it is said, other
wise is(l5)Causing-to-be-well, who(also)ownsshamans, forCausing
to-be-well is the chief of the / numaym Tsi'tsEme'lEqala of the 
Na'k!wax·da1xu. It is said, /the toad is the one makes his shamans. 
It is said, the Magic-of-the-Woods/ is the shaman-maker of the 
shamans of chief Owner-of-Throwing-away- (Property) (Ts!ExEed), 
for/ Owner-of-Throwing-away is the head chief of the numaym 
Chiefs'-group (G·e'xsEm} of the (20) Ni'k!wax-da£xu. It is said 
that Warrior-of-the-World (Winalag·ilis) is the shaman-maker of 
the shamans of / chief Potlatch, for Potlach is the head chief of 
the / numaym Great-ones (Ewa'las). It is said that Quick-moving
Woman (Ha'lam8.la'1a), the Mouse-Woman /is the shaman-maker 
of the shamans of Ha'qalal, the head chief of the/ numaym TE'ml
tEmlEls. And one each is the dreamer (25) of each of the chiefs of 
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the various / numaym who watches for the kinds of sickness of / 
all the men and the women and the children, / and he informs the 
shamans regarding the sick persons who have been seen by him. 
And so / therefore, the shamans know early the place of the sickness 
in the (30) body of the person. This is often done by the shamans 
when /they say that they dream of the sickness that is said to be 
on the left hand side of the chest of the / person; for, indeed, the 
shaman just follows the words of the / dreamer. It is he, the 
dreamer, / who tells the shaman what is heard by him, spoken 
about the feeling of weakness (35) of the people when they talk 
that they think that they do not keep together with their / souls. 
Then the shaman says right away that he dreamed that he / tried 
to catch his soul. Immediately the man / referred to by the shaman 
as the one who has no soul begs the shaman to /have mercy on 
him and to try to get his soul that it may come back to him. (40) 
As soon as night comes he builds a fire in the middle of the house of 
the person who has no / soul, and then is set right by the shaman r 
the soul of the man. And so this is the reason why I say that / 
the ways of the shaman are (according to) what is said by the 
dreamer; (1) for the one who has the name Made-to-be-Foolish 11 
(No'li'laku) is the dreamer of the shamans of / Endeavoring-to
Invite whom I now joined, for Made-to-be-Foolish is the son of 
Fool, /the shaman. Made-to-be-Foolish is the only one who owns 
the right to get / the bodies to be eaten by the cannibal dancers 
of the Na'k!wax-da'xu, when the (5) Na'k!wax-da1xu have their 
winter ceremonial in winter. Now I was told/ just to follow the 
instructions given by the shamans to me, / according to everything 
that I talked about in this writing. / Now I really resolved to 
pretend to be a shaman. Now I / fainted and, before it was really 
daylight in the morning, ( 10) I went to the graves and I sat down 
and was waiting for those to wake up who belong / to the Kwakiutl. 
As soon as I saw one man / walking along I arose so that he should 
see me. /Then I started and went home. Now that man/ talked 
about seeing me among the graves. I had not (15) been doing this 
long before I went to Landotter-Point (Xumda'sbe), the village 
of the/ L!a'L!asiqwala. As soon as I had thrown my anchor stone 
into the water / the late chief of the L!a'L!asiqwala, the late Getting
Rich ( Q!o'ma'nakiila), came. /He spoke and said, "Welcome, child;/ 
welcome, you have come, you have come being sent for to come to 
this my (20) grandson Food-Owner (Ha'mdzid), who dreamed about 
you that you would come and take out / his great sickness, this one 
who is now given up by the shamans of my tribe, /the L!a'L!asi
qwala. Now he said that he had a dream last night / that you came 
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to take out this his sickness. Therefore I / come to beg of you, 
Giving-Potlatches-in-the-World, to go tonight," -for(25) although 
he is not a shaman, that one of whom the sick person dreams, / 
generally the sick person gets well quickly for, indeed, /he himself 
believes in his dream, although that man is not a shaman / who 
comes to take out the sickness, -said the late Getting-Rich /to me. 
Now the L!a'L!asiqwala did not know that I (30) was trying to 
become a shaman. Now I always kept with me/ a little eagle down 
which is to represent the sickness sucked out / of the patient. 
As soon as it was getting dark / in the evening many men came in 
their canoes to get me. / I had already taken the eagle down and 
(35) put it under my upper lip between / (the lip and) the gums. 
As soon as this was done I went aboard/ the canoe and when the 
canoe arrived on the beach of the house of/ the late Getting-Rich, 
then all the men went ashore / and they all went into the house of 
the late Getting-Rich. I was (40) the last. When all the men had 
gone in we went in/ with the late Getting-Rich and his late elder 
brother, the late Q!o'mo¥us'ala, for these were / the great shamans 
of the L!a'L!asiqwala, both of them. Now the fire was in the middle 

12 of the house and they were all inside, the men (1) and the women 
and the children, in the house. And so he was / the first, the late 
Q!o'mo¥us'ala. I was next to him. The last / was theUate Getting
Rich. Then we walked and went to the/ place where Food-Owner, 
the sick young man, was lying in the middle of the rear of the (5) 
house. Then the late Q!o'mo¥us'ala asked me to sit down at the 
/right hand side of Food-Owner. Then I saw that he/ was really 
weak, for his breath was really short. /Then the late Q!o'mo;ustala 
spoke. He said, / "Now go on, Food-Owner, point out where in 
your dream Giving-Potlatches-in-the-World took out (10) your 
sickness, for it is he who has come and / sits by your side," said he 
to him. Now Food-Owner opened his eyes and/ looked at me, for 
he had his eyes shut when I sat down by his side. / I almost did not 
hear him when he spoke. He said,/ "Welcome, have mercy on me 
that I may live, father," said he as he (15) pointed with the first 
finger of his right hand to / the lower end of his ribs. "I dreamed 
that here you took out something like/ a worm,'' said he. At once 
I pressed on it with my / right hand. I said to him, "Now I shall 
try to get it out/ so that you may get well," said I to him. And 
the wife of the late Getting-Rich, who (20) had the name Xa'nEyos, 
came and put down a wash basin with / fresh water on my right 
hand side,/ (this basin has the name "the shaman's receptacle for 
wetting"), and also a/ cup full of fresh water. Then I took the cup 
and I / rinsed my mouth with the water of the cup and (25) after 
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I had done so I tried to suck out what was referred to by Food
Owner as /the sickness that I had taken out in his dream. Now I 
tasted the blood that / came out of my gums. Not very / long 
had I been sucking when I lifted my head. I spat the / blood into 
my hand, mixed with the down intended to represent the sickness, 
into my (30) right hand. Then I squeezed the blood in the water 
in the /basin. I only squeezed the surface of the /down. Then 
I arose and I opened my right / hand and sang the sacred song 
made by Cause-of-Falling-down for me./ Now the blood-covered 
down stuck on my right (35) hand as I went around the fire in the 
middle of the house. Then / the L!a'L!asiqwala beat fast time, for 
they all saw / that what they called the sickness, sticking to my 
hand. / Now Food-Owner also saw it. Therefore he wished to / 
sit up. Now Food-Owner was sitting on the floor. Just at his sides 
(40) were the late Getting-Rich and his late wife Xa'nEyos holding 
him. / As soon as I came to where he was sitting I asked him to look 
/at his former sickness. And so he said that this was/ the way of 
his dream, said he. Then I took off the blood covered down and ( 1) 13 
wrapped it in shredded white cedar bark and I went and buried it 
in the / hot ashes of the fire in the middle of the house. Now I 
finished /after.this. Now all the L!a'L!asiqwala were surprised at 
what I had done/ for Food-Owner, for he said right away that he 
was very hungry (5) in the morning, and he also said that there 
was no pain in / his right side, indeed, because he believed strongly 
in his dream about me. / As soon as I sat down, the late Q·o' -
mo~us'ala went and/ sat down by the side of the head of Food
Owner and they whispered together and talked together. / After 
they had finished their talking, the late Q!o'mo~ua'ala arose and 
(10) spoke. He said, "O you slaves, Getting-Rich / and you, 
Xa'nEyos, don't stay in this way in the house. Arise and let us / 
sing our sacred songs to thank our master for his words,· for he / 
said that he felt the sickness taken out by this great / shaman. 
Now he is alive," said he and all the L!a'L!asiqwala sang their 
sacred songs. (15) After they had finished singing,/ the late Getting
Rich took a well made neck ring of the cannibal dancer,/ of thin red 
cedar bark, for Food-Owner was a cannibal dancer. He told his/ 
tribe that he would now put the ring around my neck for my 
shaman's neck ring,/ "and also the name Qa'sElid, for the shaman's 
name of this (20) great shaman, for he has pulled Food-Owner out 
of/ what would have been his grave box," said he as he came and 
put around my neck the red cedar bark. /Now we finished after this. 
Now I was known by/ all the tribes as a great shaman on account 
of Food-Owner/ who became at once quite well; and now he was 
a strong man (25) again. / 
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Now I was walking along late at night, when I saw a / small 
canoe coming to the beach and a single man in it. / I went down to 
the beach to meet him for he was just sitting still / in his small 
canoe as though he hesitated whether he should come ashore (30) 
or not. Then I went up to him. Behold, who should it be but Made
to-be-Foolish, the/ dreamer of the shamans of the Ni'k!waX'da1xu. 
As soon / as he recognized me he spoke to me secretly. / He said, 
"O friend, this is the work I do traveling in the night, / trying to 
find out the sickness among the various tribes that I (35) may go 
and tell our friends at Te'guxste', so that they may dream. /Now 
I only wish to come and tell you about chief / Calumniated (He' -
nak·!ilasoE), for now he is very ill and they have/ already made his 
grave box. I mean that you may dream / this night about what I 
told, and that you tell your dream in the morning," said he. (40) 
Then he started and paddled away. Now he went home to / 
Te'guxsteE, and he also told what had been seen at Fort Rupert 
(Tsi'xis); / - that Calumniated was now very ill, -to the shamans. 
/Made-to-be-foolish did not tell the Ni'k!warda'xu that he had 

14: come to (1) Fort Rupert and he also did not tell thatCalumniated/ 
was now very ill, for that is the way for Made-to-be-Foolish to act,/ 
because nobody in his tribe knows where he goes when he goes 
paddling, /for he generally starts in the night. But (5) then the 
shamans know. You know what I have done to /Calumniated, 
for a long time ago I have written about this to you.1/ 

This is the reason why I do not believe in all the doings of the 
shamans / of all the tribes. I mean this, I went to the / Koskimo. 
When I arrived at the beach of the house of (10) Great-Mountain 
(NEg'i'dze) I was invited in by him. Immediately his wife got 
ready / to give me to eat.. And after I had eaten, / Great-Mountain 
told me that all the Koskimo would go in /with their wives and 
children into the house of Beginning-to-Give-Potlatches (MaE'm
~'wid), / for he felt strongly about his sick princess Woman
Made-to-Invite (L!ilelilao'pa) (15) and that all the shamans had 
tried in vain to cure her, said he. / Immediately I asked Great
Mountain, "In what part of the body does Woman-Made-to-Invite 
feel the / sickness," said I to him. Then he said, "She also / feels 
it at the lower part of the chest at the upper end of the stomach," 
said he./ As soon as it was evening, therewenttocallfourofthosewho 
are referred to by the Koskimo (20) as real shamans who have gone 
through (everything), that is Hi'daho and Place of-Getting-Rich I 
and Great-Dance (Awi'lasElal) and Post-of-World (QE'ldedzEm). 
As soon as the four / shamans had gone out to walk and call at the 
house of Great-Mountain, I took some/ down which I alwayskept 

1 See pp. 281, 282. 
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with me and I wrapped it up so that / it was round like a worm. 
As soon as I had done so I went (25) and put it under my upper lip 
in the space between it / and my gums, and this was the reason why 
I had done so, because/the four shamans asked me to go and look on, 
for they did not yet know that I / was believed to be a shaman by 
the L!a'L!asiqwala and the Kwakiutl./ Now Great-Mountain asked 
me to go with him and his (30) wife, and we went into the house of 
Beginning-to-Give-Potlatches./ Then we were asked to sit down at 
the right hand side of/ the door of the house. Now I saw Woman
Made-to-Invite /lying down on a new mat in the middle of the rear 
of the /house. When all the men and (35) women who did not 
menstruate and the children had come in / Beginning-to-Give
Potlatches arose and spoke. He said, "Welcome, / supernatural 
ones, for you have come to fight for my child with theEvil-Bringing
Woman. / I mean this, supernatural ones, now you will really 
suck it out," said he. /Now none of the shamans of the Koskimo 
went near Woman-Made-to-Invite, (40) the sick woman, for they. 
kept together sitting down in the middle / of the right hand side of 
the house. They do not act / in the way as is done by the Ni' -
k!wardasxu, for the song leaders beat fast time four times/ before 
the shaman comes into the house. (1) And so the first to stand up 15 
was Hi'daho, and he sat down at the/ right hand side of Woman
Made-to-Invite. Then they took off/ the shirt of Woman-made-to
Invite and immediately Hi'daho pressed his/ right hand on the 
lower end of the chest, not (5) making a sound. Then Beginning
to-Give-Potlatches took a small dish and/ poured fresh water into 
it. After he had done so/ Beginning-to-Give-Potlatches called the 
four late shamans, /old women, to go and pray that the shaman 
might cure her. / The name for the four women is "Those-who
Pray-for-the-Shaman". (10) Now two women sat down on the 
right hand side of/ Hi'daho, and two sat down on his left. /And 
when the four who pray for the shaman were ready, Hi'daho / 
put his right hand into the water in the small dish / and he put the 
water into his mouth and took it in his hand. Now (15) he rinsed 
his mouth. As soon as he had finished, he bent his mouth to the / 
upper end of the stomach of the sick woman. As soon as he began 
to suck / the women began to pray speaking together, the / four 
praying-women of the shaman. They said, "Go ahead,/ go ahead, 
curer, curer, curer, who begs for our true friend. You, super
natural power, (20) supernatural power, go ahead, go ahead! Now 
have mercy of her; use your supernatural power/ that you may make 
her alive with your true life-bringer of your/ supernatural power. 
Supernatural power, go ahead, go ahead, curer, curer, curer." / 
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As soon as the shaman lifted his head, for this is referred to by the 
Indians as / lifting the head, when he stops sucking the sick woman, 
then again (25) /the four women said together, "Now it has come, 
now it has come, now it has really come. You have obtained what 
made sick our friend," said they. / Then the shaman pressed with 
his right hand his / mouth and he. took out of his mouth saliva and 
put it on his hand. He squeezed/ the saliva which is called by the 
shamans of the Koskimo (30) "mixed with sickness." He put his 
hand / into the water in the small dish and he squeezed it in the 
water so that all/ the saliva should come off. Ha'daho just squeezed 
what was referred to as the / sickness with his right hand. Then 
he lifted his hand / and he opened his hand and blew upon it once. 
Then (35) he blew upward what is referred to as the sickness. This 
was all that/ Ha'daho did. Then Ha'daho arose and went and sat 
down where he had / first been sitting, but the four women never / 
moved from where they were sitting. Then Place-of-Getting-Rich 
arose/ and sat down; he only followed the (40) actions of Ha'daho, 
and the four women also did / the same as they had done first, 
speaking the same way when they were praying. And each / 
poured out the water in the small dish at a place where the rain 
dripped down / from the roof of the house at the right hand side, 

16 (1) when one of the shamans had finished his work. Then they put 
down again / the small dish after it had been rubbed out well with 
shredded cedar bark. /Then they again poured fresh water into it 
and as soon as the small dish was ready,/ Post-of-World came and 
sat down at the place where (5) Place-of-Getting-Rich had been 
sitting. He felt with both hands of the lower end of the/ chest of 
the sick woman. As soon as he finished feeling of it / he put his 
right hand into the water in the small dish/ and put the water in 
his hand into his mouth. /Immediately he sucked at the place of 
which he had been feeling. Immediately ( 10) the women prayed 
together. Before long/ he raised his head. Then he put out of his 
mouth into his hand something that was really white. Then / 
Post-of-World, the shaman, spoke and said, "Now I have at last/ 
found your great sickness, this rotten material. And so I have come 
/and obtained this matter," said he, as he tilted his open hand so 
that (15) might be seen by all the spectators, what he referred to as 
matter, as he was putting it / into the water in the small dish. 
And he also stopped / and finished. Then he arose and sat down 
where he had first/been sitting. Then Great-Dance arose and sat 
down where /Post-of-World had been sitting. As soon as he sat 
down (20) he at once washed his hands in the water in the small 
dish. /When he had done so he followed the ways of Ha'daho /and 
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Place-of-Getting-Rich. As soon as he had finished he arose and / 
sat down where he had first been sitting. Now the shamans had 
finished. / Then it came to my mind that I would try to find out the 
strength of the (25) shamans, whether it was real or whether they 
only pretended to be shamans as the shamans/ of the Na'k!wax·
da'xu did who are no real shamans, for they only / act as though 
they were shamans. Then I told Great-Mountain that I wished/ 
to feel of Woman-Ma.de-to-Invite, said I to him. Immediately / 
Great-Mountain arose and told the Koskimo what I had said. (30) 
All the Koskimo just thanked me for/ what I had said, for Woman
Made-to-Invite was just sitting on the mat, / for the four women 
were still sitting where they had first been / sitting, before they were 
called to come and pray. Now I/ arose and went and sat down by 
the side of Woman-Made-to-Invite. I (35) felt where it was seen by 
me that she was felt of by the four shamans. I/ saw that it was 
truly swollen after the sucking of the shamans; for / when they 
suck strongly they bite and pull with their / heads. Therefore the 
marks of the sucking are really blue. Then I / asked the sick woman 
to lie on her stomach. She obeyed what I (40) said to her. Then I 
felt of the lower end of her shoulderblades / on her back. After I 
had been feeling I asked / Beginning-to-Give-Potlatches to draw 
some water for me. He came / carrying a cup full of water and gave 
it to me. Then I (1) put down the cup with the water in it, and I 17 

tucked up the / sleeves of my shirt and I was barefoot. Then I told 
Beginning-to-Give-Potlatches/ that I would try to get the sickness 
of his princess, / said I to him. Immediately he arose and told his 
tribe (5) what I had said. Then all the Koskimo thanked me. / 
Now I took the water in the cup and rinsed my mouth. /After I 
had rinsed my mouth I spat the water on the floor / near the fire in 
the middle of the house. Now the four shamans / came who had 
been taking out the sickness of the woman and sat down on each 
side of me. (10) Also the four praying women came and sat down/ 
where they had been sitting before. After I had rinsed my mouth / 
I bent down my head on the back of the sick woman / and I did not 
act roughly when I first sucked, but finally / I sucked strongly and 
I nearly lifted my head. Now I tasted the (15) blood when it came 
and filled my mouth, coming out of my / gums. Now the four 
women were praying together. /Then I lifted my head and I put 
the blood from my mouth into my hand, / among it the down, the 
pretended sickness. Now I just/ held the blood in my right hand. 
As soon as (20) Beginning-to-Give-Potlatches saw the blood as it 
was dripping down he took a / small dish and he came and put it 
down at my right hand side. / Then I squeezed the down with my 
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right hand. / When all the blood had come out, I passed it from one 
hand to the other like / a worm with a long round body, the down in 
my hands being covered with blood. (25) Now this was seen by all 
the Koskimo and by the sick / woman. While it stuck on my hand 
I was/ singing my sacred song. Now I arose and went around the 
fire in the middle / of the house. I turned downward my right hand 
so / that by all the Koskimo might be seen the pretended sickness 
sticking (30) on my hand. After I had gone around the fire / I 
stood up on the outer side of the sick woman. I / asked Beginning
to-Give-Potlatches to get a small piece of shredded cedar bark for 
me. /Then he took it, came and gave it to me. I took the /shredded 
cedar bark and wrapped it around the blood covered down. (35) 
Then I went and buried it in the hot ashes. / As soon as I had done 
so I gave away one hundred dollars to the Koskimo, /that they 
might know my name as a shaman, Qa'sElid. Now I finished that 
/ night after this. Now Beginning-to-give-Potlatches spoke, after / 
he had been whispering with his princess Woman-Made-to-Invite. 
He said, "O (40) Koskimo, good are these words of this Woman
Made-to-Invite, for/ she says she feels that the sicknes8 has been 
sucked out by this/ Qa'sElid. Now she is alive, says she." Then all 
the / Koskimo sang their sacred songs and their women thanked 

18 him for his words. (1) Now I saw that the shamans of the Koskimo, 
were ashamed, the four reputed ones,/ on account of what I had done, 
for only they / did not sing their sacred songs. Then I was scared 
of what they might say to me. / Then we all went out of the house 
and we went home (5) to the house of Great-Mountain, for now it 
was past midnight. / Then Great-Mountain said to me to go and 
lie down in the bedroom where he sleeps. / I obeyed his words. 
As soon as I lay down, / he came and sat by my side. He whis
pered as he was speaking. /He said, "This is the reason why I wish 
you to come and lie down inside, (10) that you may sleep soundly, 
for these shamans of the / Koskimo are now ashamed of what you 
have done, for/ you have shown the sickness so that it was seen by 
all/ the men. Now all the Koskimo are surprised. /I mean this, 
you might be called by the shamans (15) before daylight and they 
will try to find out what was done by you / and why you got the 
sickness so that it stuck on your hands. / It would be best if you 
would not tell them," said he. "This is it, that/ you may be ready 
for them," said he and he lay down. Now it was really sweet I in 
my eyes when I fell asleep, for I was tired; for almost (20) the whole 
day I had been walking on the trail going through to / Koskimo. 
Now I did not know that day had come in the / morning when 
Beginning-to-Give-Potlatches came and I was awakened that I 
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might take breakfast / in his house. Then at once I arose and went 
out of the / bedroom. I washed my face and, a.fter I had done 
so, {25) Great-Mountain asked me to sit down where he was sitting / 
with his wife, Ne:y:a':y:use1sta1laku. He said, "Do not/ go too quickly, 
when they call you the first time, / for they will come and call you 
four times, according to the ways of the / Koskimo when they 
invite. Now you will go after that," said he. (30) Now I followed 
what he had said to me. As soon as he had / come back three times 
to call me I arose and followed him. / When I went into the house 
I was told by Beginning-to-Give-Potlatches /to sit down in the rear 
of the house and now I / saw Woman-Made-to-Invite, as she was 
sitting down in the middle of the right hand side of the house (35) of 
her father. Then the six chiefs of the / various numaym of the 
Koskimo came in. They sat down, three / on my right hand side 
and they sat down, three / on my left hand side. When they were 
all seated, / dried salmon was taken and was roasted by the wife of 
Beginning-to-Give-Potlatches. ( 40) When four dried salmon were all 
roasted they were broken into pieces / and put into four dishes. 
And /when that was done they came and put the dishes down in 
front of us. Now /there was no grease, for the dried silver salmon is 
very fat. (1) Then water was drawn for me to drink. After I had 19 

done so/ the chiefs also drank, and when they had done so, /Woman
Made-to-Invite arose, the woman who had been sick, and / she came 
and stood in front of me. She took the dried roasted salmon (5) 
which was in my dish and broke off a small piece from it. Then she 
turned around / to the right and she spoke and said holding the / 
piece of dried salmon in her right hand, "Now since I have been 
brought back to life by this / great shaman, I put this into his mouth 
so that he may eat first / from this for which I invited him," said 
she as she put it into my mouth. (10) She also said, "You alone will 
be my shaman, Qa'sElid, /for you have brought me back to life, 
although I had already been given up by / the shamans of the · 
Koskimo," said she and she went back and/ sat down in her seat. 
Now we ate the dried salmon after this. / After we had done so 
each chief spoke in turn, thanking (15) Woman-Made-to-Invite for 
what she had said to me. And that is why / they praised me 
because Woman-Made-to-Invite really stopped being sick /after this. 
As soon as they had finished speaking to me, all / went out of the 
house and I went into the house of Great-Mountain./ And so I was 
sitting there for quite a while thinking about many things, for I was 
hesitating and (20) was afraid of the words of all the chiefs who 
had praised/ me. They had made their shamans common people. 
That is why I ./ said in my mind that I would go home to Fort 

2• 
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Rupert so / Great,fvlcic1ntain thvl would go when 
day / next be tkrn.t :reat-MnirntHin told 
somebody what I (25) had said to him, therefore a man, named 
LE'lpila, /came at once and sat down by my side as I was lying on 
my back in the house of Great-Mountain. He/ whispered as he was 
speakind lo me. icaid, " lrnve been / to con1e vnd call 
you me we to thz· purifying in the 
woods of our fellow shamans, for they are all ( 30) there now. Now 
get up and let us go through the rear door," / said he. Then I at 

ready. / GrziHl·Mountain He "Whal 
are Are sent bv friends 
to cm::ne you WiH.1P rne to rrhy yotr 
call him? Now, wait for me, (35) Qa'sElid, and let us go," said he. 
Then Great-Mountain was angry because he / was not called also, 
and notknnrn /the were nu.Hing me. 
Then we/ went through 1·+·ar door 
of his as WH going into the wnnds. / We eLt.rne to the 
foot of a hill and (40) there I saw a cave. Then Great-Mountain 
went down/ into it, for a ladder was standing in it. I was next to 
him. As soon went I heard somethinp 
like rnrhing of a Now I lo the ( rtnne floor 
of the inside and it was like a house which was dark. /Then I was 
taken hold of by Ha' daho and he made me sit down where /hemlock 
branches were. For a long time none of the shamans spoke. /Now 
it wai+ getting light I was down time. ii) could 
see th<i of mri.:nv :men and trvo womcm rhamanfi the Kos, 
kimo and of the G·a'p!enoxu. Now I/ saw a large riverinsideofthe 
place where we were sitting down. / Then Ha'daho spoke and said, 
"You come. frieHd, / welcome Qa'sElid. you have come, for 
you the faccii our ( frH:nds. are thri 
superrw.htral rif the / 'p!enox these who 
are now seen by you, who all have come and are sitting in this / 
purifying house of the one who gives us supernatural power, for whose 
sake nre sham£tns. I only first to to our here. 
you, " As Great, 
Dance (15) said, deome, Qa'sElid me teH 
you all I about our own ways when we cure a sick / man and what 
we obtain when we cure /a sick man. As soon as we get the soul 
of / sickness is a mH.n then dieH sickner:'. which 
is a Its body ust disappears in our i:ncddes. 
being sICh the place in which it has been, after that, / every 
sickness is a man: boils and / swellings, and itch and scabs, and 
pimples and / coughs and consumption and scrofula; and also this, 
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stricture of the bladder (25) and stomach aches; and all the various 
kinds of sickness; / they are all men, for they walk about where we 
are walking. / That is when the man that is the sickness goes into 
us, /when we meet him. I mean this, that you can get out the/ 
sickness, which is a man, and his body and his soul; (30) our friend 
Qa'sElid, that I may mention it. Now he / also will tell us shamans 
the reason why the sickness sticks to / his hand," said he. Then all 
the shamans were silent / and they were all waiting for me to speak 
and tell them also / what kind of a thing a sickness is. For a long 
time I kept quiet (35) for I could not plan what to say. And so 
(I thought) /my name was that of a novice shaman and I could 
not / talk about my secret ways because I had not yet been / a 
shaman for four winters. I also could not / take pay from the 
father of the one whom I had cured, ( 40) because I had not yet 
been a shaman for four winters. Now for a long time/ I felt foolish 
in my heart. It may be I was afraid / of what had been said by 
them, or it was the different kind of smell below, therefore / I was 
as though I was sleepy where I was sitting and therefore I was 
really startled (1) when Great-Mountain spoke with really angry 21 
words to the / shamans. He said , "O shamans of the Koskimo 
and of the / G·a'p!enoxu, it does not seem that your words are wise, 
for / you know about this novice shaman, Qii.'sElid, that he (5) 
cannot talk about what is given to him by the shaman-maker / 
to do," said he as he told me to / go out of the purifying place and 
he told me to go first. / Then I arose and went up the ladder. / 
Great-Mountain went next to me. We went home to (10) his house 
after that. Not one of the shamans spoke / as we went out. Then 
we sat down in /his house and Great-Mountain spoke and said, "O / 
son, Qa'sElid, do not deliberate long why I spoke/ angry words to 
the shamans in the purifying place. That is the reason of my anger 
(15) against them that they did not tell what they had done when 
they all went secretly / into the purifying place and when they came 
secretly to call you to go to them /that they might find all the in
structions given by the supernatural power what / you should do. 
Now I am grateful that you never replied to their words,/ for I was 
angry with the shamans because I am the head shaman of the (20) 
shamans, for it was that way with the first Great-Mountain who 
came along, beginning at the time / when Q!a'neqeElaku made 
Great-Mountain a shaman at Qo'sei:, /when Q!ii.'neqetlaku brought 
back to life those who had been vomited by the / lake-monster. 
The only great shaman of the ancestors / of the Koskimo was 
Great-Mountain. That is his name, for he was the (25) only first 
chief of the ancestors of the Koskimo. His shaman's name / is 
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T<>'~omalis. By force came to obtain the ancestors of the Koskimo / 
Calm-Water ( Q!o'xsta) from the Xoyi'las. When were finished 
the houses of/ all the Kosldmo at Calm-Water, then Great-Mountain 
found the/ purifying place and, therefore, it is really mine," said he. 
Then (30) Great-Mountain forbade me to go home at once,/ and I 
obeyed him. Now I was always invited by / Beginning-to-Give
Potlatches to go and eat in his house, for he was glad / on account 
of his daughter Woman-Made-to-Invite, for she was now walking 
about./ Great-Mountain never tried to find out what I had done to 
the pretended sickness, ( 35) the down that stuck to my hand. Now 
/all the Koskimo really believed that I was a great shaman after that. 
/ I asked Great-Mountain, "Don't these also tie with shredded 
cedar bark / rings the sick person, that may come back / the soul 
when it has missed (the owner of) his soul 1 When (40) there is no 
shredded cedar bark then a ring of hemlock branches is used by 
the shaman," said I to him. / Then Great-Mountain said that 
a bird is our soul as we are / men and women. "When our bird flies 

22 away/ from a man here, then our bodies are not strong. (1) It is 
just all the time as though we were sleepy. / The man just goes down 
in weakness without cause, / for he is not hungry and, therefore, he is 
lean. Also, he does not / feel any sickness in his body. Then he asks 
the (5) soul-catching shaman, Place-of-Getting-Rich, to feel of him/ 
and then Place-of-Getting-Rich feels of the place where our soul is 
sitting/ as we are men, on each side of our necks. / Then the shaman 
says that the soul has flown away./ Then theman who has no soul 
just prays the shaman to (10) try to get the bird; (it is the soul that 
is meant). And when /evening comes, then the one who has no 
bird calls his numaym and / all go into this house. When they are 
all inside then /the shaman is called. Evidently at that time he 
catches the bird, / as he comes walking along to the house in which 
the whole numaym is inside. ( 15) When the shaman goes in he 
never / sings his sacred song after the manner of the shamans of the 
Na'k!wax·dat:xu, when / they try to catch a soul, for they sing their 
sacred songs as they are searching for it. / The shaman just stands 
inside of the doorway. Then he speaks/ and says, "Truly, by good 
luck I found this bird of our (20) friend here, for I bring it now, as I· 
caught it," says he, as he comes walking /and squeezing it in his 
right hand. Then he presses / with his right hand as he spreads it 
open on the right hand side of the neck of the / man. Then four 
times he blows on it. This is referred to by the / shamans as 
blowing the bird into (the body). Now it is finished after this," said 
he. I 

(25) Now I had discovered everything regarding the ways of the 
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shamans of the / Koskimo and G·a'p!enoxu after this. They did 
not give up, the two/ shamans of the Koskimo, Ha'daho and Great
Dance, /to find out what I had done. So I told Great-Mountain 
that I/ would walk to the north side of the point of Xiite's. Then 
(30) Great-Mountain said, "Only take care of Made-to-be-Only-one
in-House ('nEmo'gwili1fak"), / the virgin, the nice daughter of 
Ha'daho, for I suppose / that she will be sent by her father to try 
to inveigle you to tell her / what her father tries to find out. You 
must not tell her, /therefore I say to you that I have seen Made
to-be-Only-one-in-House trying {35) to come into my house really 
dressed up. / I mean this, Made-to-be-Only-one-in-House never 
comes into my / house. Go on! I just want you to be careful," 
said he. / Then I walked to the place where I was going. When I 
was able to look into/ K·!a'g·iku I sat down on the rocks. After 
(40) I had been sitting there on the rocks for some time two young 
women came along laughing / as they came towards me and they 
came one on each side of me/ and sat down on the rocks. It was 
Made-to-be-Only-one-in-House, the daughter of Ha'daho /and the 
daughter of Great-Dance, whose name was Aya'~a. (1) Then Made- 23 
to-be-Only-one-in-House spoke. She said, as though / she recog
nized me, "What are you thinking as you are sitting here on the 
rocks 1" / said she to me. I imitated the ways of the / novice 
shaman of the Na'k!warda£xu, for they do not dare to laugh (5) 
for four years. I also did not/ reply to her right away. Then I said 
to her, "I just wished to come and sit down on the roclrs," /said 
I to her. Then both of them laughed together and/ Made-to-be
Only-one-in-House spoke again and said, "I know/ why you came 
to sit down on the rocks, you long to see your sweet-heart ( 10) at 
Fort Rupert. Therefore you are downcast." Now she stopped 
talking, / for Great-Mountain came in sight at the point. Right 
away / he spoke and said, "O Qa'sElid, come and leave those 
prostitutes," /said he. Immediately I got up and went to him /. 
When I came to the place where Great-Mountain was standing on 
the rocks, he said, "This (15) is the reason why I told you to be 
careful, on account of these bad women, for they are / the bait of 
their fathers who wish to find out what they are not allowed / to 
know, these two mischievous women/ of whom their fathers say 
that they are virgins; but they have been going for a long time with / 
men, when they were not yet nearly menstruating and they were 
wishing (20) to try to inveigle you. They wanted you to tell them 
what their fathers are trying to find out," / said he. Then he went 
into his house and we / sat down. / 

Now I told Great-Mountain that I was going to go home when/ 
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daylight came the next day, said I to him and he allowed me to (25) 
come home. As soon as daylight came in the morning / Great
Mountain awakened me and we quickly took breakfast. / As soon as 
we had finished Great-Mountain took me up /to the head of the 
trail, seven miles from Xiite's, /traveling in a small canoe. Now 
Great-Mountain never (30) tried to find out what I had done in the 
shaman's talk. When/ we arrived at the trail I stepped out of the 
small canoe / and I started and went on alone and it was not nearly / 
evening when I came here to Fort Rupert. As soon as I / entered 
my house my wife at once gave food (35) to me./ 

As soon as I had finished eating, my wife told me / what had been 
said by the one whom the Kwakiutl referred to as the great shaman 
of the / numaym of Those-Having-a-Name (Le'~E~ed) of the Great 
Kwakiutl (cwa'las Kwa'g·ul), that he said I / should play with 
him with our shamanistic power, (Il with him. "I mean that you 
shall be (40) ready for him tonight," said she to me. Now it was 
evening when / someone came to call to witness the great one who 
had been for a long time a shaman, / Ai'x-ag·ida'lag·ilis, who was 
going to play, said the four young men / who were not shamans. 
And when the four young men went out, (I) the inviters, I took 

24 the eagle down which I always / keep with me and I put the round 
imitation of a worm / which represents the sickness, between my 
upper lip and my / gums. Then I put on my headring of red cedar 
bark and (5) also my shaman's neckring of red cedar bark. Now I 
was ready / for the callers. They went around four times calling, 
then / they said, ''We come, sent by our tribe that you may be a 
spectator, / together with your wife," said they. Immediately we 
/arose, I and my wife, and we followed the four young men. (IO) 
Then we went into the house of Ai'x·ag·ida'lag·ilis. We / were told 
to sit down in the middle of the right hand side of the house. / 
Now the four Kwakiutl tribes were all inside with their women / 
and their children. Now I saw that I was alone, /the last one to 
enter the house, for immediately the door was barred (15) after I 
had come in and I sa.t down with my wife. / I had not been sitting for 
a long time when Ai'x-ag·ida'lag·ilis came out of his room/ holding 
the shaman's rattle in his right hand. /He had on his head a ring of 
rough red cedar bark and spread out was the/ neckring of red cedar 
bark. He stood up in the rear of his (20) house in front of the song 
leaders. Then he spoke / and said, "This was my dream last night; 
the shaman-maker said / to me that you should come into my house 
here, friends. /If I should not obey what he said to me I should have 
bad luck. /Therefore I thank you that you have all come to my 
house, (25) said he and swung his rattle. Now he went around / 
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the fire in the middle of the house and he came up near to the door. / 
Then he sang his sacred song. Now the supernatural power came / 
to him. He continued going around the fire in the middle of the 
house. / After he had gone around four times he stood still in the 
rear of the (30) house. Then he said, "I am very hungry, I am very 
hungry," said he /swinging his rattle. Evidently all the men did 
not understand/ what he meant by being hungry, and therefore no
body spoke./ Then he said again, "I am very hungry, I am very hungry, 
/I am very hungry,'' said he. Then his daughter, (35) whose name 
was Inviter-Woman (Le'lElaopa) arose at the right hand side of the 
rear of the house. / "You fools, don't you understand why my 
father here, the shaman, says he is hungry 1 / This is what he means 
by being hungry, it is your sickness. / Go on, take off your clothes, 
you who are sick, so that he may take pity / on the one who will do 
so; for there is nothing to be feared this night, (40) for that is his 
dream. Therefore, you will not pay / my father, this shaman,'' 
said she. Immediately undressed / one man, whose name was 
Wa'wE~Enol, for he was consumptive. / And when he had done so 
Inviter-Woman came and put on the floor (I) a basin containing 25 
water and spread under it a new piece of white f calico while the 
shaman was still standing there on the floor and did not move f in 
the place where he was standing in the rear of his house. Then 
Inviter-Woman finished / after she had put down the basin on the 
floor and she told the shaman (5) her father. Now the shaman 
turned to the right and he went and sat down / at the right hand 
side of Wa'wEn~Enol. For a long while / he felt of the middle of the 
chest. I heard Ai'x·ag·ida'lag·ilis / say that there was no sickness 
in the middle of the chest. / Then he felt of the right hand side of the 
chest. He had not been feeling long (I 0) before he felt of the left hand 
side of the chest. Then he pointed with his / first finger to the place 
where the heart of Wa'wE~Enol was beating. /Then the shaman 
spoke and said, / "I have now found the place where the sickness 
is,'' for I heard all / the words of the shaman, for there was only one 
man between myself (15) and him. Then he rinsed his mouth with 
the water in the basin. / After he had done so he put his mouth to 
the place where was beating /his heart. Four times he blew at it and 
then he sucked. / He was sucking at it for a long time, then he 
lifted his head. He pressed his mouth with f his right hand and 
then he blew out of his mouth into his hand (20) something really 
white. Then the shaman said that it was pus sucked out, / and 
mixed with it was what he referred to as the sickness. Then he 
washed off / what he called pus and he squeezed the sickness in 
his /left hand. Then with his right hand he took his rattle and I 
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arose on the floor and shook his rattle, then he sang his (25) sacred 
song. Then he went around the fire. When he / came in front of 
Wa'wE~Enol the shaman put down his / rattle on the floor and he 
took off his rough head ring of red cedar bark. / Then Ai'x-ag·idi' -
lag·ilis spoke and said, "Now all/ you friends, now I will show you 
the strength of the sickness (30) for I shall put the former sickness 
of this / our friend into my head ring," said he as he tucked / what 
he called the sickness into its front part. After / he had done so he 
took his rattle and he told the song leaders to go on and / beat fast 
time. Then the shaman shook the rattle and (35) sang his sacred 
song, as he walked towards the / post of the ridge pole on the right 
hand side of the door. Then he put /the red cedar bark on a smooth 
place on the post. He said that/ the sickness had bitten the post. 
He came walking and / went around the fire in the middle of the 
house. He went straight up to the (40) post and took off the head 
ring and he pinched off what was/ referred to as the sickness. He 
put it into his mouth and swallowed it. / He does that way for he 
says that he puts the sickness / into his stomach after he has 

26 obtained it. He sucked just once ( 1) on Wa'wE~Enol, for the 
shaman said that he had taken out the sickness. / The shaman 
never showed the sickness / to Wi'wE~EnOl and to all the specta
tors. / As soon as he had finished another man ( 5) whose name was 
Made-to-Give (Ts!a'g·i'laku), who belongs to the numaym La'xsa of 
the / Q!o'moya'ye who was also sick of consumption, took off / his 
shirt. Then Made-to-Give spoke and / said, "Indeed, you my tribe, 
now we are told by this great / shaman to come to this house to be 
pitied by him. (10) Now I came to beg you to have mercy on me 
and to pity me and to try to save me, you, /great shaman," said 
he. Immediately Inviter-Woman/ took the wash basin and poured 
out the saliva and water that was in it / where the rain drops from 
the roof on the right hand side of the house. / The reason why 
Inviter-Woman poured out the water in the (15) wash basin for 
wetting (the mouth) is that her father tried to guess whether it 
might be attempted to take / the saliva mixed with water; .for 
Inviter-Woman said/ to me that, when she poured on the ground 
what her father had sucked out, / that she stepped over it four 
times to take away its supernatural quality, so that her father 
should not feel / the witchcraft of the witches, said she to me. 
She came carrying the (20) wash basin and put it on a new piece of 
cotton goods / which she spread down on the right hand side of 
Made-to-Give. /Then she put on it the wash basin and she drew 
fresh / water and poured it into the wash basin. As soon as / she 
had done this she called her father who was just standing still in 
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the (25) rear of the house. Immediately her father, the shaman, / 
started, still carrying the rattle. Then he sat down at the / right 
hand side of Made-to-Give. He felt of each side of his neck. / 
Then he said that there was no sickness there. Then / went down 
what was being felt by him on each side of the chest. It arrived (30) 
what was being felt by him down at the lower end of the sternum 
and the upper end of the / stomach. Then the shaman spoke and 
said, "Now I have found / what does this to you, for it is this 
sickness which stops up the mouth / of your stomach," said he. 
Now the shaman pressed/ his right hand in the water in the wash 
basin and he (35) scooped up the water and put it in his mouth and 
rinsed his mouth. / As soon as he had done so he applied his mouth. 
Now he blew four times / and sucked at the upper part of the 
stomach. When he had been sucking a long time, / then finally he 
lifted his head. He said that he had not succeeded in getting the / 
sickness, "for it is rooted, therefore I find it really difficult ( 40) to 
get it. Now go on, please help / me, you song leaders, go on and 
beat fast time that/ this great sickness may jump out of our friend," 
/ said he. As soon as the shaman applied his mouth the song 
leaders beat fast time; ( 1) but it was not long before the shaman 27 
lifted his head. / Then the song leaders stopped beating fast time. 
Now the shaman spit out / the saliva into his left hand and he 
squeezed /it when he put it into the water in the wash basin (5) 
and he squeezed it so that all the saliva came off from what he 
referred to as the sickness. /Then he arose and squeezed with his 
left hand / what he called the sickness. Then he held in his right 
hand his/ rattle and he said that he got the mother of the sick
ness." / As he said this he walked around the (10) fire in the 
middle of the house. When he arrived at the rear of the / house he 
lifted his hand in which he held his rattle, and / looked at his rattle. 
Then the shaman spoke looking at his / rattle. He said to his rattle, 
"You say that you are also hungry 1" / Evidently his rattle an
swered him saying that it was hungry. (15) I only guess that this 
was what the rattle said because the shaman /said, "Go on, take 
care that you swallow this / great sickness," said the shaman, as he 
told the song leaders/ to go ahead and beat fast time. As soon as 
the song leaders beat fast time / the shaman put the beak of the 
raven carving on his rattle (20) nearest to the knuckle of his second 
finger and of his first finger. / Then his rattle hung down from there 
while he went around / the fire in the middle of the house. When he 
arrived at the rear of the / house he took the handle of the rattle 
and pulled it off. Then said / the shaman to the spectators, "Did you 
see my rattle as it (25)bit the palm of my hand after it had swallowed 
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the great/ sickness 1" said he. Now also had never seen/ one of the 
men what was referred to by the shaman as the sickness./ Now he 
finished after this. And now he sang his sacred song./ Then he told 
the song leaders to sing after him the words of his sacred (30) song./ 

Do those supernatural ones really see it 1 Those supernatural 
ones / see it plainly, those supernatural ones. /No one can 
imitate our great friends the supernatural / ones. Wae. / 

(35) Now the shaman danced around the fire in the middle of the 
house /and all the shamans started to sing, for that was meant / 
by the words of the sacred song, for Ai'x·ag·ida'lag·llis said to the / 
shamans that only he was a real shaman. He said that they /all only 
pretended to be shamans, therefore he said this in the last ( 40) words 
with which he had danced ; / 

"Nobody can see through the magic power, 
Nobody can see/ through my magic power." / 

28 (1) As soon as the sacred song was at an end the shaman sang 
again, / dancing with the sacred song which said this, / 

1. We came to this one whom we praise; the one who is 
praised; the one with/ supernatural power. Ha ham am am 
hamai. / 

2. (5) We came to witness the one to be witnessed,/ the super
natural power. Ha ham am am hamai. / 

3. We came to ask him to bring us back to life, the one who 
brings back to life; / the supernatural one. Ha ham am am 
hamai. / 

As soon as the dance with the sacred song of the shaman ended, 
(10) he sat down. Now he finished. Now he did not say a word./ 
Then Ts!a'lag·ilis arose, who belonged to the numaym of the / 
Kiikwa'kiim of the Gwe'tEla, and spoke. He said, "It is good / that 
we came together in this house of our great friend Ai·x·ag·ida'
lag·ilis / for this is not the place to hesitate .to speak. He is the one 
of whom I speak, this ( 15) new shaman Qa'sElid, I ask you to take 
mercy, Qa'sElid, /to take pity and to bring back to life my daugh
ter, La'lak·ots!ayo'pa," /said he, for La'lak'ots!ayo'~a was not 
sitting among / all of those who had come into the house. There
fore, / Ts!a'lag·llis sent four middle aged men to (20) call his daugh
ter. They had not been gone long when the four / men came in 
with La'lak·ots!ayo'~a. Then / La'lakots!ayo'~a went straight 
to the rear of the house and/ Inviter-Woman spread out a new mat 
on which La'lakots!ayo'f1Wa sat down. / As soon as she was sitting 
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on it Inviter-Woman took a (25) wash basin and spread a mat under 
it. She put on to it the / wash basin and then she poured fresh 
water into it. / When everything was ready she came to call me. 
I arose/ and sat down at the right hand side of La'lak·ots!ayo'pa. / 
As soon as I was seated La'lak·ots!ayo'pa took off (30) her shirt; 
she only kept her petticoat. Now / she pointed to what she referred 
to as really a kind of heavy hanging/ sickness, below her ribs on the 
right hand side. "This / Ai'x-ag·ida'lag·ilis always tried to set right. 
Then / he said he would now take out my sickness, but I am only 
getting much (35) weaker," said she. Then I tucked up both 
sleeves / of my shirt and I asked that four times for a long time / 
the song leaders should beat fast time as is done by theNa'k!wax·
dacxu /for their shamans. Immediately they beat fast time. /The 
first time I felt what was referred to by her as her sickness. Now 
I saw (40) Ai'x·ag·ida'lag·ilis lying down on his back near the place 
where I was sitting./ Now, evidently he tried to find out about me, 
for he was watching / me. When the song leaders had beaten fast 
time four times, ( 1) I pretended that my body trembled. I applied 29 
my mouth and / immediately I sucked. I had not been sucking 
long when I raised my head / and at the same time the song leaders 
stopped beating fast time. / Then my mouth was full of blood mixed 
with the down, ( 5) the alleged worm. Then I spat the blood into 
my hand and I / tilted my hand so that all the men and women / 
could see the blood as it ran into the water in the wash basin. / 
As soon as all the blood was out they all/ saw the alleged worm, the 
down that stuck on the palm of my right hand. (10) Now I stood up 
after this and went around / the fire in the middle of the house. 
Now I was singing my sacred song and also a sacred song against/ 
the shamans, made for me by Fool, the shaman of the / Na'k!wax·
da'xu. As soon as I arrived at the post,/ the place to which Ai'x-a
g·ida'lag·ilis had stuck his red cedar bark, I took off (15) the alleged 
worm, the sickness, and I stuck it on to the post. / Then I left it 
and went and felt of the woman, La'lak·ots!ayo'~wa. / Then she 
spoke and said, "For what was felt by you, / great supernatural 
one 1 I felt it when you took out the sickness/ that now sticks on 
the post," said she. Then I arose and (20) went to the post. I took 
off the alleged sickness, the worm. / I asked someone to get a small 
piece of soft cedar bark for me. /Then Inviter-Woman came and 
gave me the soft cedar bark. / I wrapped it around the worm, the 
alleged sickness, and I / buried it in the hot ashes of the fire in the 
middle of the house. (25) Now this was finished after this. This is 
my sacred song which was sung./ 
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I. He tried to prevent me from succeeding, the one who does 
not succeed,/ the reason of not succeeding, Wo. / 

2. Ah, I shall not try to fail, /to have no sacred secrets, wa 
waai wa wahai hawo. / 

3. (30) He tried to make me succeed, the one who causes 
success,/ the reason for success, wa waai wa wahai hawo. / 

4. I was purified by the one who purifies, / the reason of 
purification, wo wa waai wa wahai hawo. / 

As soon as I had ended, my wife Made-to-Spout-in-House (L!a'le
li1laku) arose (35) and called her late brother, O'mx-'id, whose name 
is Mythical-Person (Nu'~'nemis) /in the winter ceremonial, to go 
where she was standing. Then O'mx·'id went / and stood by the 
side of my wife. He spoke and/ said, "O, you great brother-in-law, 
that is what you do, you, you great / supernatural one. Turn to me 
and listen to my speech (40) to you, brother-in-law. This will be a 
marriage gift from your wife to you, these two hundred / dollars," 
said he. Immediately Ten-Fathom-Face (NEqa'p!Enk·Em) arose / 

30 and thanked for the words my wife had said to me. Then (I) one 
hundred dollars were given to the Q!o'moya'ye; one hundred / 
dollars to the Great-Kwakiutl and the Q!o'mk·!iit!Es that they 
might know / my shaman's name, Qa'sElid. Now all the men went 
out/ after this. When day came in the morning (5) Ts!a'lag·ilis called 
me and my wife to come to / his house. Immediately we went and 
followed him. When /we had gone into his house La'lak·ots!ayo' pa 
stared / at my wife. She said, "O Made-to-Spout-in-House, take 
good care of this / great shaman, your husband. There is no (IO) 
sickness left, the one that was seen by me buried in the ashes. / 
Now I am alive, master, I am surprised by this, for I was only / 
getting worse when Ai'x-ag·ida'lag·ilis finished treating me,'' said 
she. /Then she gave us to eat and after we had eaten/ she did so twice 
in the house. Then spoke her father (15) Ts!alag·ilis and said, 
"Indeed, you, Qa'sElid, and your great treasure, /the water of life, 
are the reasons that my daughter is alive. Now you, now you / 
have brought her back to life. Now take care, look out, you and 
your / wife, for all the men see in the minds of the / shamans that 
they are ashamed for what you did last night. (20) I mean this, 
that you should be careful of them," said he. /I thanked him for 
what he and his daughter had said. When / I had finished thanking 
them for what they had said we came home to our / house. Then 
we sat down, (I) with my wife, and / my wife spoke and said, "Did 
you hear what was said (25) to us by Ts!a'lag·ilis 1 He asks us to be 
careful / of the shamans, for it might be true that they are envions 
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on account of what you did, / for not at all did you make invisible the 
sickness, for I saw / into the inside of Ai'x-ag·ida'lag·llis last night 
when you were going with the / sickness then sticking to the palm 
of your hand, to the post. Then I (30) saw he was truly downcast. 
I mean that we together must/ be careful on account of him," said 
she; but I did not meet her sayings to me. / And so it got dark in the 
evening, when entered/ Inviter-Woman my house. She came and 
sat down beside me. / She whispered and spoke and said to me, 
"Father sent (35) me to come to you secretly to call you to go 
secretly / to talk with him in the back of the village. Then he said 
you / should follow me," said she. Then Inviter-Woman got up 
and / went and sat down beside my wife, Made-to-Spout-in-House. 
They also whispered / talking together. When they had finished 
talking (40) my wife told me to go into the/ bedroom. Then she 
told me why Inviter-Woman had called, that she / came for me on 
behaH of her father, Ai'x·ag·ida'lag·ilis, for me to go and talk/ with 
him, because he was truly ashamed, as he was being talked a"'bout 
as being ashamed, because he had said (1) that he was the only 31 
great shaman, by all those men who hate him. /"Go now, follow 
her, only take care," said my wife to me./ Right away we went out 
of my house, with Inviter-Woman. / She was the one who led, 
Inviter-Woman. We walked behind (5) the village and we went 
under a spruce tree. / That was where Ai'x·ag·ida'lag·llis was 
sitting under the tree. Immediately / he spoke and said, "It won't 
be bad what we say to each other, / friend, but only I wish you to 
try and save my life for me, so that / I may not die of shame, for 
I am a plaything of our people on account of (10) what you did last 
night. I pray you to have mercy / and tell me what stuck on the 
palm of your hand last night. Was it the true / sickness or was it 
only made up ~ for I beg / you to have mercy and tell me about the 
way you did it so that I can imitate you. / Pity me, friend," said he. 
I did not answer him for a long time, (15) at last I answered him 
and said to him, "Your saying to me is not quite good, /for you 
said, 'Is it the true sickness, or/ is it only made up 1' You do not 
believe that it was the sickness, in the / way you spoke to me, that 
they were only made up, your red cedar bark / that stuck on the 
post, and your rattle that (20) bit the palm of your hand," said I to 
him. Then he spoke and said, / "Let me tell the way of my head 
ring of red cedar bark,"/ said he as he took it off, for he always had 
it on his head./ Then he said, ''Truly, it is made up what is thought 
by all the / men it is done this way. Go on! feel the thin, {25) 
sharp-pointed nail at the back of the head of this my cedar bark 
ring, for I tell a lie / when I say that the alleged sickness which I 
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pretend to suck out from the sick / person and which is put into 
this my head ring of red cedar bark, goes and bites into / the post. 
I only press the nail into the post. / Then it looks as though it was 
truly biting, the sickness that was not seen and that is only (30) 
made up." Then he talked about his rattle. /He said, "And that 
about the raven rattle used by the shaman /for that is why the 
head of the raven of my rattle is short and round, /because in the 
beginning I wished to do this, to pretend that it bites/ the palm of 
my hand. That head of the raven is just tucked {35) between the 
proximal joints of my second finger and my first finger. /All these 
fools believe that it is truly biting the palm of my hand," / said he. 
"Hereafter you also talk to me about/ the way you do it," said he. 
Then I also spoke and / said to him, "O, friend, now, truly, I am 
surprised at what you say, {40) for you are common, for you say 
that you only make up all that you/ do in your shamanism." Then 
he said, "It is for the sake of the amount / of pay given to the 
shamans by the sick person. That is why I was tempted. / There
fore long ago I pretended to faint at O'sequ. For a long time I (1) 

32 lay down as· dead on the beach, and then many ravens / came 
soaring above me. Then I saw them. It occurred to me/ to say to 
my tribe if they should find me, that all / the soaring ravens had 
become men and that so it happened that they instructed (5) La.'le
p!alas, - for this was his name before he was made a shaman by/ the 
raven men, for he was going to have the shaman's name/ Ai'X'a
g·ida'lag·ilis, - thought I, as I lay down as dead, for / there is no lie 
that is not believed by the early men./ Now I truly told a lie after 
that, for now I told those (10) who found me, when I pretended to 
come to life, I mean this, I pretended to come to life, / for I just 
pretended to faint, as my whole mind / began from that time on 
to be covetous for the property of the sick men. / I mean this, not 
one of those is honest who says / he is made a shaman by what we 
call 'Healing-Woman.' It would be wonderful, if a man could (15) 
talk with the animals and the fishes. / And so the shamans are liars 
who say they catch the soul of the / sick person, for I know that we 
all own / a soul. When we are asked to try to catch / the soul of the 
sick person, t.I:ien I resort to taking tallow and (20) to pretend that 
it is a soul. And so the tallow is sitting on the palm of my hand / 
when I come into the house of the sick person. / When all the 
spectators see the white thing, the alleged soul, / sitting on my hand, 
I blow at it and then / press on my mouth; and so I draw the tallow 
into my (25) mouth and I swallow it. Then I go to the place where 
the sick woman sits / and I pretend to make the alleged soul sit 
on her head. Then I / blow on it. Now it is done after that. Then 
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the sick one believes /that it is really the soul, but it is just a lie," 
said he. Now I/ was afraid of him, for he was talking angrily to 
me when he was talking. (30) Then his daughter, that is, Inviter
Woman, spoke, for she was still sitting there/ just listening to our 
words, (mine) and her father's. She said, / "O Qi'sElid, do have 
mercy also, tell my father what he / means that you should tell him, 
for don't you know that he is / troubled by all the talk of the men~ 
(35) I mean this; do have mercy that he may live," said she. Then 
I said to her,/ "This is disconcerting at the coming of daylight," for 
it was now really getting daylight / in the morning. "Let us go 
home, else we might be seen,"/ said I to her. Then I stood up and 
went home to my house. / Then my wife said that she never slept 
for she was worrying (40) about me, for Ai'x-ag·idi'lag·ilis was a 
bad man. / My wife said I should not agree to go to him, "if he 
should call for you again," /said my wife to me. Then my mind 
met the / wishes of my wife. That made me happy, that he (1) 
now had told me that he only pretended to be a shaman; / and they 33 
truly believed, the early men, that he was the only, really / great 
shaman. Then I was glad that I had found out that / all he did was 
made up, for he said that there was not ( 5) one true shaman among 
the shamans in this our world here, /when he spoke to me. Now 
he was truly an ordinary person after this. I/ never saw him again. 
One man came /whose name was 'na;;:walis, who belongs to the 
numaym True-Name (~e'q!Em), /and told that Ai'x·ag·idi'lag·llis 
had started away at night, when it became night again (10) after 
the time of our talk together under the spruce tree. / Nobody knew 
which way they had gone, he and his wife/ Ha'k!wag·ilao'pa and 
their daughter Inviter-Woman and also /their son, whose name was 
Sparrow (Ts!E'sqwana). Then said/ tna'~walis that he went away 
for shame on account of the talking of all (15) the men, for they 
said he should be ashamed because he did not let all / the men see 
the sickness of the sick person / that he referred to as the thing 
sucked out of him; for always many blankets / were paid to him, 
and a large canoe was paid to him, when the sick one was a respected 
person. / Therefore was very sick the heart of Ai'x·ag·idi'lag·ilis. 
(20) Then tna';:walis asked me to take care / in case I should happen 
to meet him, for it was really not too serious a matter for him to 
shoot anyone, / whosoever beat him in giving potlatches and in 
practicing shamanism. / Therefore he was really feared. Oh! I 
have forgotten to /mention what he said to me that night under the 
spruce tree, when(25) Ai'x·ag·ida'lag·llis said to me, "Don't you know/ 
that it is bad to allow all the men to see the / sickness, for it blinds 
those by whom it is seen. /Therefore many of the first Indians have 
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one eye shut, those who have seen / the sickness. It is like the 
lightning of the thunder." (30) This is the last of what he said. 
Now I believe he / went crazy after this. For almost one year / 
he did not come home to FortRupert. Now/ it was autumn; then 
he came home. Now he was really crazy, /he and his daughter 
Inviter-Woman. Only (35) his wife Ha'k!wag·ilao'pa and his 
son / Sparrow paddled as they came home. Then I went to see him./ 
When I went into his house he at once tried to speak; / but I did 
not understand what he said to me. In vain / I pitied him, for really 
I did not understand what he tried to say to me. ( 40) Then Inviter
Woman was sitting at the right hand side of the fire of their/ house. 
She just kept on laughing. When for a short time she stopped/ 
laughing then she cried and she herself pulled out her hair. / Her 

34: mother Ha'k!wag·ilao'pa told me (1) what troubled her, that a 
great unholiness had been brought down upon her husband,/ when 
he happened to find the double-headed serpent at O'sEqu, when he 
went hunting in the evening, /with Inviter-Woman steering, for 
she was menstruating. "Then, it is said, / they arrived at Ao'sayao
~m, at the mouth of the river. Then it is said (5) Ai'x-ag·ida'lag·llis 
saw something crawling down like an animal/ creeping among the 
salal bushes. At once, it is said, / your friend took up his gun to 
shoot it. / It is said the aforesaid animal came out of the salal 
bushes and / lay crossways on the rock there near the bank of the 
river. Then your friend (10) recognized that it was the double
headed serpent, for it had one head at each end. / It is said in the 
middle of it was a large head of a man. It is said / your friend saw 
it plainly and then he no longer knew / our world, he and Inviter
Woman. They were dead./ And so, it is said, they were brought to 
life by a handsome man who came. ( 15) Then, it is said, the man 
said to your friend, / 'I was seen by you. I was going to give good 
luck to you, but this was the cause of unholiness, / the menstruat
ing woman sitting in the stern of your canoe. Therefore, / 
from this day on, you will have trouble until / the time of your 
death,' said the double-headed serpent-man as he disappeared," 
(20) said Ha'k!wag·ilao'pa, as she was telling me. / "And so from 
that time on he does not know what he is saying, and also Inviter
Woman," / said she. Now Ai'x·ag·idi'lag·llis and his daughter/ 
Inviter-Woman were just getting worse. They became more crazy. 
/It may have been three winters before Ai'x-ag·ida'lag·llis (25) died. 
Then for a short time Inviter-Woman came to her senses. / Perhaps 
six months or seven / beginning from the time when her father died 
she came to her senses. /Then Inviter-Woman lived a long time. 
Then she also died. / Now that is the end of the talk about 
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Ai'x·ag·idi'lag·ilis (30) who was believed by all the tribes to be 
really a great shaman who had gone through (all the secrets). / 
Then I found out that he was just a great liar about everything 
that he did/ in his shamanism. / 

Then I went to Nimkish at Yllis in the winter. There I / was 
going to stay in the house of ME'mx-o. When we went into his 
house, (35) his wife spread a new made mat for me /to sit on, as 
they do for the novice shaman; for / everything is new, the dish and 
the dipping dish for grease and new was/ my eating spoon, because 
all the tribes / believed me to be a true shaman, but I only pre
tended to be a shaman, (40) because I wanted to find out all the 
ways of the shamans of the /tribes. Now, thewife of ME'mro of the 
Nimkish was a shaman. / She gave my wife and me dry salmon to 
eat. / When we had finished eating the dry salmon then she gave us 
a second course, clover roots, ( 1) and when we had finished eating 35 
the clover roots then / the wife of ME'mx·o went into her bedroom. 
Her shaman name is Hela~o'lsEla. / She did not stay long in the 
inside room, when / she showed herself at the door of the room, and 
I saw that she (5) had red cedar bark around her head. Then she 
called me Qi'sElid /and said, "Do come with me for a short time 
so that I may ask you something," / said she. Right away my wife 
Made-to-Spout-in-House, asked / me to go to her. Immediately I 
got up and went / into the bedroom. When I had gone inside, 
Hela~o'lsEla (10) closed the door of her bedroom. Then she asked 
me to / sit down for a little while. When I was seated she came / 
and sat beside me and she whispered as she spoke / and said, "I have 
come to see you, friend, you great supernatural one, / on account of 
your fame, for you are said to make alive (15) even those who are 
dying, to whom you go. Now I / beg of you to go and help me, for 
I am trying in vain for one to be healed/ in the woods, that you may 
look at my ways. Insufficient is / my healing-house for the sick one; 
and so we will go into the woods /through this back door. It would 
be good if you would tell in whispers (20) to your wife," said she. 
Then I asked her to tell my / wife. Then we went out of the room 
(I) with her. Immediately / she went and sat down beside my wife 
and whispered to her. Immediately / my wife asked me to follow 
Hel~o'lsEla. / Then we went through the back door of the house 
and we (25) kept going into the woods towards the pond in the 
woods. Then we arrived / at a house made of spruce branches. 
In it lay the sick woman / and her parents were sitting outside the 
house. / We went into the house made of spruce branches and 
Hel~o'lsEla went right in, /to the right hand side of the sick woman. 
(30) She was feeling of her stomach, while I was just standing close 
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to the / door of the house made of spruce branches, the house of 
the sick one. Then Hela~o'lsEla /told the sick one that there was 
much green matter in the stomach of the / sick woman, "for you 
were approached by a ghost when you / were asleep. That is where 
the green matter stays, in your (35) stomach," said she, (as I think 
she began to think of me). /Then she said to me, "Come, sit down 
beside me, friend, Qa'sElid, /so that you may help me," said she. 
Immediately I went / and sat down, but not near her. When I sat 
down / Hela~o'lsEla took a kelp bottle and untied its mouth. She 
(40) let the silver perch oil in the kelp bottle drip on the stomach of 
the sick / woman, on her naked stomach. When the silver perch oil 
covered / the stomach of the sick woman, she put down the / kelp 
bottle in which was the silver perch oil, while Hela~o'lsEla pressed 

36 with both ( 1) her hands on the lower part of the ribs of the poor 
woman / and she pressed strongly with both her hands inward, 
evidently she went / to our bac'k bone, as she went down with both 
hands. / Then she passed over the navel of the woman, it was 
evidently very painful, (5) for the poor sick woman in vain made 
faces/ and groaned for pain. Then, when both hands/ of Hel~o'l
sEla came down to the inside of the crotch of the sick woman, / 
then Hela~o'lsEla repeated (the treatment); she put up both her 
hands and / pressed them on the lower part of her ribs. Again she 
(IO) pressed strongly and passed down with both hands./ For a long 
time Hela{to'lsEla was doing this way. As soon as it sounded as 
though / the intestines of the woman were boiling, Hela~o'lsEla 
spoke and / said to her that now she had gotten the sickness to go 
downward, - that/ which she referred to as green matter, - to 
collect at the root of the (15) rectum of the sick woman, so that it 
would just at one time come out, when / she would go to defecate, 
said she, as she applied her mouth to the upper end of the /stomach 
of the sick woman, and blew going downward going to the / inside 
of the crotch. Then she was blowing at her for a long while. (This. is 
referred to / by the shamans of the Nimkish and Ma'maleleqala 
and La'wits!es and (20) Ma'dilbe' as "blowing downward the green 
matter.") Then she was doing so,/ blowing from the upper end of 
the stomach of the sick woman / to the inside of the crotch. This 
is referred to as "pressing downward the/ green matter," when she 
presses downward along the stomach of the sick woman, / beginning 
at the upper end of the stomach of the sick woman, going down to 
(25) the inside of the crotch. This is all that is done by the shamans 
of the / four tribes, when they treat a sick woman / or man. They 
call the sickness "green matter,"/ even when a man has a headache. 
Then Hela~o'lsEla says / that the green matter has gone into the 
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head of the man who has a headache; (30) and even when a man 
cannot pass water, Hela'1o'lsEla also says / that the green matter 
is dried inside at the lower part of the stomach of the man. /Then 
it peels off from where it sticks in the stOmach of the man / because 
it is a flat piece. And that lies flat across the root of the / bladder 
of the man or when it is a woman. Then the man cannot (35) pass 
water. When it is a woman, she also cannot /pass water. This 
sickness is called, "blocked up inside," /said Hela'1o'lsEla to me as 
we were going homeward to / her house. Only I wish to tell this 
what she told me while she had / not yet finished what she was 
doing to the sick woman. When (40) she finished blowing down
ward on the stomach of the sick woman, she took / well shredded 
cedar bark and put it between the / breasts of the sick woman. 
Then also she pressed with both / hands on the shredded cedar bark 
wiping off the perch oil (1) from the stomach of the sick woman, 37 
going downward, wiping it off, / to the inside of the crotch. Four 
times she put the cedar bark wiper up / between the breasts of the 
sick woman and / then went downward to the inside of the crotch. 
When she had done this (5) Hela'1o'lsEla spoke and said, "Now 
friend, Qa'sElid, / you have seen everything that I do to our 
friend here." / (She referred to the sick woman as "our friend.") 
"These / instructions came from the one who is referred to as toad, 
the great supernatural one (who instructed me)/ what to do to sick 
men and women, (10) that what has now been seen by you, what I 
did to them; and this wiper, the shredded cedar bark, for it / is the 
last for the green matter, for it comes out as perspiration / of the 
skin of the sick woman, when I am pressing down on her / stomach 
for the green matter to go down in her stomach. She will just / 
excrete it. Now I have obeyed everything (15) told me in a dream 
by the toad,'' said she. Then she asked / me for matches. Then she 
struck them and lit the cedar bark wiper. / Then it burned. Then 
Hela'1o'lsEla spoke again / and said, "Now the Woman-Doing
Evil will be afraid to come near/ us when she smells the burn smell 
of the cedar bark wiper. (20) 0, friend, Qa'sElid, don't you smell 
this smoke that it smells of green matter,/ for evidently an amount 
of green matter came through from the stomach of our friend. / 
Later on the spruce branch house will be burned when / four times 
I have treated our friend, as the toad told me/ when I last dreamed 
of his sayings," said she. When (25) the cedar bark wiper was 
burned we went home to her house./ We just sat down for a little 
while in the middle of the trail leading out of the woods / and she 
talked about the different kinds of sickness. / When we came to 
the rear of the house, we went in / through the back door of her 
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house. I never found out (30) why she wanted me to go and help 
her. I hesitated to ask her, because / Helae;o'lsEla is a very old 
woman. Then my wife asked / me, "What were you doing where 
you went with Helae;o'lsEla ~" / I told my wife that I just sat on 
the ground as a spectator watching all / she did to the sick woman, 
said I to her. Then (35) my wife spoke again and said, / "P!ep!a
dzEyo'dzEme;ahas only justgone out, she who is also a shaman, and/ 
she instructed me to instruct you not to let her know any / one of 
all the ways that you do to the sick / men and women, for it has been 
found out that (40) your friend Hela~o'lsEla is covetous of the 
property of all the / men and women; therefore she planned how 
to get the / property of all the men and the women. / Your friend 

38 Hela~o'lsEla invented it with her husband, (I) that she should 
pretend to be a shaman. Now really she is paid many blankets/ 
whenshe istreatinga respectedman. Therefore/she does this: when 
she sees a novice shaman who comes from / the different tribes she 
tries to find out ( 5) all he does. When she has found out one part 
of it / then she immediately says that she has done wrong in her 
ways, and that, therefore, the toad / will throw sickness into her. 
And so, therefore, / Helae;o'lsEla becomes very sick. It is thus all 
the time. Before four / days have passed she asks that a fire be 
built in the middle of her house and, that (10) all her tribe-fellows 
shall witness her new treasure (obtained) from/ the toad, says she, 
but she only gets it from another shaman. / That is what P!ep!a
dzEyo' dzEme;a meant," said my wife/ to me. Then my wife said I 
should pretend to be kind to her when / she talked to me. "Do 
not tell her anything,'' said she. (15) Now it was night, and then 
Helae;o'lsEla got ready to go to lie down / in the inner room. Before 
she went in she came and sat down beside /my wife. Then Helae;o'l
sEla whispered as she spoke to my / wife. When she had finished 
talking she got up and / went into the inner room. Evidently my 
wife hesitated (20) to tell me what Helae;o'lsEla had said. My wife 
kept still for a long time; / then she whispered as she spoke to me 
and said, / "Wonderful is the saying of Helae;o'lsEla, for she said 
we should / go in where she is in bed, and I shall listen to your 
conversation with her, /for evidently she thinks I know the reason 
why you are a shaman. I (25) only want you to listen to her. Do 
not answer her," said she. / Then my wife went first into the / 
inner room. Immediately Helae;o'lsEla sat up on her/ feather bed 
and she asked us to sit down, one on each side of her. /Then she 
spoke to my wife and she said to her, (30) "This was my thought 
when I asked you and your / husband to come; for a husband 
cannot disobey,/ even if it is difficult, what his wife says. /I mean 
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to say this to you, Made-to-Spout-in-House; I beg this/ renowned 
great shaman, your husband, to add (35) to my power," said she. 
My wife kept silent for a long time; / she never spoke fo1· a long 
time, for she was waiting for me to answer/ the speech of Hela~o'l
sEla. Evidently my wife gave up expecting/ me to speak and she 
said, "This is what you say, Hela~o'lsEla, / for my husband has 
never once talked about ( 40) why he became a shaman. I do well 
not to ask him, and / so I don't know at all why he became a 
shaman," said my / wife to her. Then Hela~o'lsEla spoke again 
and/ said, "Am I not surprised at what you say, Made-to-Spout-in
House, for (1) evidently you do not wish to do as is done by my 39 
husband. He it is / who planned what I was to do; that was the 
reason why I am a shaman. It is / a new plan of my husband, the 
spruce branch house, that / was already seen by your husband in 
the woods. Now about the (5) spruce that is now a house; into 
which the Woman-Doing-Evil is afraid to go and / add to the 
sickness of the sick man that lies / in it; also the two baskets through 
each of wihch are stuck / four sticks sharpened on both ends; two 
of which / hang on each side inside of the door. This is the name of 
it (10) 'Quills to hurt the Woman-Doing-Evil.' The reason for 
its / being this way is to hurt the Woman-Doing-Evil as she comes 
into / the spruce branch house; for my husband said I / should say 
that the Woman-Doing-Evil cannot see the 'Quills to / hurt the 
Woman-Doing-Evil', and this is why the red cedar bark is (15) split 
in narrow st~ps, and why the (white) shredded cedar bark is tied 
to the / spruce at both sides of the inside of the spruce branch 
house, and / that there is also much down of the eagle, to call the / 
Healing-Woman to have mercy on the sick man, so that she may 
take out the / sickness that was put in by the Woman-Doing-Evil. 
That is why (20) the man or woman was sick, because enemies are / 
the Healing-Woman and the Woman-Doing-Evil," said HeJ:a~o'l
sEla to my/ wife. And so she stopped speaking, because a forcible/ 
attempt was made to open the door of the inner room where we 
were sitting. Then a man called/ Qa'sElid, namely me, and said, 
"I hava been sent by (25) LEli'lawek· who got weak, "that I should 
come and beg you Qa'sElid, to have mercy/ and pity on her and 
follow me," said he. Then my wife/ spoke to Hela~o'lsEla and said, 
"Later on my husband will answer / what you wish him to tell, 
tomorrow, for now we / must follow him who has been sent to us on 
account of the important matter that happened to her," (30) said 
she as we got up and went out of the / inner room with the man 
who had been sent to come and call me. / Then we went into the 
house of the woman LEli'lawek·. / I was called to go right on to 
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where LEli'lawek· was lying. / I sat down at her right hand side and 
I was asked to (35) feel of her chest and stomach. Then I felt of 
her. /When I had just begun to feel of her chest she opened her eyes. / 
She spoke and said, "Oh wonder! You have come, master. /Now 
that you have come in time I have come to my senses," said she 
to me. / She kept right on talking about what was seen by her since 
she began to faint; (40) namely only a hand of a man from the wrist 
on, holding the end of a thin, twisted sinew. Tied on the other end 
of it / was one of the hind legs of a toad. "That he swung around 
towards /me. I had not been looking at him very long before I 

40 lost my senses. (1) Evidently I fainted after that," said she to me. 
Then / her father said that his daughter was treated with medicine 
so that she should have fainting fits, said he. / Now I only felt of 
her for a little while and it was nearly / daylight. Then we went 
home, (I) with my wife. When (5) daylight came in the morning 
we came home to Fort Rupert, / and now I had found out all the 
ways of the shamans of all the / tribes, for all of them do as is done 
by Hela~o'lsEla, /for she only presses downward with both her hands 
on / the stomach of the sick woman so that may go down what she 
calls green matter, that (10) she may pass it off. Only lately the 
new shamans of the / Fort Rupert speaking tribes imitate the 
shamans of the Na'lr!wax·da'xu who suck. / 

One man whose name is l..a'la~ano'gwi'laku who/ belongs to the 
numaym Real-Kwakiutl of the Q!omoya'ye says/ that he was born 
a fish, for he says that he comes from the olachen. (15) From his 
blanket hang always white feathers of the / tail of the eagle. Here 
and there a carved figure of an olachen of cedar wood / hangs from 
his blanket. The Q!o'moya'ye say / that he is a great shaman, 
for his father, the late No'lis said, / that at the time when he first 
spoke when a child, La'la~ano'gwi'laku (20) asked his father 
No'lis to get white feathers from the tail / of the eagle to sew them 
on to his blanket. "If you do not / do this hereafter then I shall go 
home early to my tribe fellows,/ the olachen," said he. Immediately 
his father got the white / feathers of the tail of the eagle and sewed 
them on to (25) his blanket. Then, it is said, he spoke again and, 
it is said, / the child said to his father No'lis, "My tribe fellows, the 
olachen do not / wish my name to be changed from theirs, for this 
is my name,/ La'la~ano'gwi'laku, and this shall still be my name/ 
when I come to you," said he. Now there is not one man (30) who 
knows the meaning of the nameLa'l~ano'gwi'Iaku, for it belongs to 
the names of the olachen. / Only one shaman was seen by me, who 
sucked at a / sick man and I never found out whether he was a 
real/ shaman or only made up. Only for this reason I believe that 
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he is a/ shaman; he does not allow those who are made well to pay 
him. I (35) truly never once saw him laugh. Now it is done here
after. I 

I went to the Ma'ts!adExu who have many shamans and I / saw 
that all the shamans of the Do'pida~EnladExu and of the / numaym 
Yii.'low~EnladExu did the same as Hela~o'lsEla, / the Nim.kish 
woman. Now Do'pid, who is referred to as (40) a great shaman by 
the Ma'ts!adExu says that they all only pretend to be / shamans, 
although he said that he did not want to disobey / his father when 
he wished him to pretend to be a shaman. And now is ended / 
the talk about shamans. 

(1) Talk about the Great Shaman of the Na'k!wax ·da'xu / 41 

Called Fool. / 

I am (literally: this is) a hunter of all kinds of animals, I always 
go/ paddling about, for this is what I desire, seals, (5) for I try out 
the oil from the blubber, to be bought by my tribe for / gravy. 
I always get many hair seals; / and so I am never poor. I was f 
the principal one who does not believe in the shamans, when they 
speak about taking out sickness / from sick people, and when they 
say that they see the souls of men; (10) and formerly I did not 
believe in shamans, for I/ used to tell them aloud that they were 
lying when they were curing the sick; / for I would sit down among 
them when they were beating time for the shamans when curing 
those / who were very sick, and therefore I was really hated by the / 
shamans of the Nak!waX'da'xu. I just wish to (15) talk about this 
first. 

One fine day I paddled on the sea shooting / seals with the one 
who was always my steersman, whose name was/ Le'lamedEnol, 
for he was courageous. Nothing frightened him, neither gales / 
nor all the bad animals, or the bad / fishes, or the sea monsters 
which are often seen by hunters (20) when they hunt game at night. 
Therefore / hunters ask courageous men to be their steersmen. / 

Now I was paddling along at A'xolis. Then I saw a / wolf sitting 
on a rock, rolling about on the rock, scratching with his fore/ paws 
both sides of his mouth. When I came near (25) he saw us. He 
whined. He was / never afraid of us and I stepped out of my small 
canoe/ and went to where he was sitting on the rock. When I 
came up/ to him, the wolf was whining and I saw that his mouth/ 
was bleeding. I looked into his mouth and (30) saw a deer bone 
crossways in/ his mouth, stuck between the teeth on both sides of 
his mouth, and it was really f firmly (imbedded). The wolf was 
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sitting on a rock watching me / and evidently expected me to do 
something; to kill him / or help him out of his trouble. I sat down 
on the rock (35) close to him and I spoke to him, as he was sitting 
still, / looking at me. I said to him, "You are in trouble, friend. / 
Now I shall be like a great shaman and cure /you, friend. I will 
take out your great trouble and / set you right, friend. Now reward 
me, friend, that I ( 40) may be able, like you, to get everything 
easily, all that is taken by you, / on account of your fame as a 
harpooneer and of your supernatural power. / Now reward my 

42 kindness to you, friend. Go on! (I) Sit still on the rock and let me 
get my means of taking out that bone," said I to him,/ as I went and 
took cedar twigs from a cedar tree inland from me. I / twisted the 
cedar twigs and now they were a good rope. After / I had done so, 
I went to where the wolf was sitting on the rock, just always (5) 
keeping his mouth open. I took hold of the back of his head and put 
/ the thin end of the cedar rope into his mouth and I tied it to the 
middle part / of the bone in his mouth and I pulled at it. / Then the 
bone came out after that. (The wolf) only stared / at me and I spoke 
to him and said, "O, friend (10) your trouble has gone. Now take 
care of your mind/ and reward me for what I have done to you," 
said I to him. After / I had said so to him the wolf turned around to 
the right and/ trotted away, not fast. He did not go far before he 
stopped / and turned his face. Then he howled. Once he spoke 
and (15) howled and went into the woods. I stepped into my small 
traveling canoe /and paddled with my steersman Le'lamedEnol. / 
Now we never talked about the wolf/ as we paddled along./ 

Now night came and I wished to anchor (20) inside of Foam
Receptacle (A'wats!e), for no wind ever blows there. / Now we lay 
down in our small travelling canoe, floating on the water; / but 
really my eyes went to sleep. Le'lamedEnOI also did the same. / 
His eyes also really went to sleep, for we had risen early / when we 
started before nearly daylight came in the morning; (25) and so we 
were very sleepy. I 

Now I dreamed of a man who came to me in a dream speaking / 
to me in a dream. In my dream he said to me, "Why do you / stay 
here 1 There are many seals lying on this island, / friend. Take 
care, friend, I am Harpooneer-Body (30) on whom you took pity 
today, and now I reward you for kindness/ to me, friend. There is 
nothing hereafter that you will not obtain, / whatever you wish to 
get. This also, / do not lie down with your wife for four / years, 
to pass through all that you will have to do," thus he said in my 
dream, (35) Harpooneer-Body to Fool (NEno'lo). Then in my 
dream he disappeared. / 
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I woke up and called Le'lamedEnol. When / he awoke he hauled 
up the anchor. We went ashore and/I washed in the sea. After I 
had done so / I went aboard our small traveling canoe. I wished to 
( 40) see whether my dream would come true regarding the words 
that Harpooneer-Body had said in my dream, / that there were 
many seals lying on the rocks on the island, for I / did not believe in 
dreams and shamans and all the sayings / of the people, for I only 
believed in my own (1) mind. Then we paddled away before 43 
daylight came / and we arrived at the island without trees. Now 
I/ saw that it was really covered with seals that were tight asleep./ 
I took my yew wood seal club, stepped out of (5) my small canoe 
and clubbed four large / seals. Then a great number of seals 
tumbled into the water. Then I put /the four large seals aboard 
my small canoe and we / went home. / 

Now there was one thing I believed, namely the words of Har
pooneer-Body, that he had said in my (10) dream. Now it was 
really easy for me to get seals when I / went out hunting and also 
all kinds of animals. Two/ years later, beginning at the time when I 
took out the bone from the / wolf, I went to Victoria with my late 
nephews, / Ha'meLElasEme' and his late younger brothers Kwa'nas 
and Owner-of-Throwing-away-(Property) (Ts!Ex'e'd), (15) and also 
their late wives and their late children. I was / with my wife the 
late Ma'x·mak·!odi'laopa. It was in the summer of 1871. / We 
came home now traveling in a large canoe. / We came to Rock 
Bay, at the north side of Seymour Narrows. We / went ashore 
there. After we had stepped out of our canoe (20) the late Ha' -
meLElasEmet saw m'O.ch clothing / and four nice boxes full of / 
very good clothing on the beach; and also two flour bags / and all 
kinds of food. We/ did not see any man who owned them. Then 
we took them aboard and (25) went away. When we came to 
Beaver Cove/ a northeast wind sprang up. We stayed there for six 
days. /It was ten days after we had left from where we had found the/ 
boxes. Now my whole crew became sick and we / started in the 
morning and it was calm. We arrived at A'xolis. (30) We unloaded 
our cargo there. Now we / all were sick with the great smallpox. 
We got it/ where the boxes were found by us. We all lay in bed/ 
in our tent. I was lying among them. Now I saw /that all our 
bodies swelled and were dark red. (35) Our skins burst open and 
I did not know that they were / all dead and I was lying among 
them. Then I thought that I also/ was dead. I was as in a sleep 
and I awoke / on account of many wolves who came whining and 
others howling./ Two of them were licking my body and I saw (40) 
two wolves vomit up foam and putting it on my / body. The two 
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wolves tried hard to put / the foam all over my body. They did 
not treat me well when they/ turned over my body. Now my body 

44 was quickly getting stronger (1) and also my mind. The two 
wolves kept on / licking my body. After they had licked off all they 
had vomited, / they vomited foam again and put it on my / body. 
Again they licked it off and then I saw (5) that they had taken the 
scabs from the sores on my body. / Now I saw that I was lying 
among / my dead past nephews. / 

Now it was evening and the two wolves took a rest. / I must have 
been afraid, being the only one who was still alive, therefore (10) 
I crawled away and went to the shelter of a thick spruce tree. And 
/ so I lay down that night. Now I had no bedding; only / a shirt 
which I had on. Then it was as though the two / wolves came 
and one lay down on each side of me. When daylight came / 'in 
the morning the two wolves got up and again licked my (15) body. 
They licked it for a long time and vomited white foam / and put it 
on my body, my face and / my head. Then they licked the foam 
off again. Now I was / getting strong, I was strong enough to stand 
up and now I recognized / that the one wolf was the one who had 
been introublewiththebonewhichl(20)had takenout of themouth 
of the wolf. Then /the many wolves did not leave me. Indeed, 
I walked among them. / Indeed I became well and I lay down when 
the other / wolf came, the one of whom I had dreamed at Foam
Receptacle and who told me his name was / Harpooneer-Body. 
He sat down seaward from me and nudged me with (25) his nose 
that I should lie on my back, and he vomited and pushed his / 
nose against the lower end of my sternum. He vomited / the magic 
power into me. After he had done so he / sat down. I was getting 
sleepy and I went to sleep. Then I / dreamed of the wolf who was 
still sitting there. In my dream (30) he became a man. In my 
dream he laughed and spoke and / said, "Now take care, friend, now 
this shaman-maker has gone into you./ Now you will cure the sick 
and you will catch / the souls of the sick and you will throw sickness 
into anyone whom you wish/ to die among your tribe. Now they 
will be afraid of you," said he to me in my dream. (35) Then I woke 
up and my body was trembling/ and my mind was different after 
this,/ for all the wolves had left me. Now I was a shaman./ Now 
I walked and went to Fem-Point (Sa'giimbala). Then I met / 
Qwe'salalis there. I told him that my whole crew (40) was dead, 
killed by the smallpox. Then Qwe'salalis /was afraid of me, and 
he left me and went home to Te'giixste'. /I stayed for a long time 
in a house at Fem-Point. I did / not mind it, for I stayed in one 

45 of the houses and there was much ( 1) food in the seven houses 
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which are / at Fern-Point. There were also two canoes there. / 
I was never depressed and I kept on singing my sacred songs / 
every evening, the four sacred songs of the wolf, for I was (5) just 
like drunk all the time and I was always happy. /More than one 
moon I stayed at Fem-Point, / then Spearing-Dance (Sa'k·Elal) 
paddled along in the evenning going toward Te'giixste'. /He heard 
me singing my sacred song and he reported /to the Na'k!wax·da'xu 
at Te'giixste'. Immediately (10) the Na'k!wax-da'xu wished to 
come for the new shaman that was heard / singing his sacred songs 
at Fem-Point, to cure the chief, Causing-to-be-well. (He'lamas). / 

Now the wolf came in my dream and/ warned me to be ready 
for the chief, Causing-to-be-well who was very / sick. "Now you 
will suck out his sickness and throw upward (15) his sickness. Do 
not apply your mouth more than four times/ when you treat him," 
said in my dream the wolf to me. Then / I woke up after that. At 
once began to tremble my body / and my stomach. I sang my 
sacred song and, when it had been day for a long time, / I stopped 
singing. Then I heard many men (20) talking outside of my house 
and /Endeavoring-to-Invite spoke and said, "We come to ask you, 
great/treasured one, to take pity, to bring back to life our friend, chief/ 

, Causing-to-be-well, with your water of life, friend," said he. Then 
/ all the men went aboard their traveling canoe, a large canoe. 
(25) Endeavoring-to-Invite came into my house and begged me / 
to. go aboard with them. I followed him and we went aboard / the 
traveling canoe. We arrived at Te'giixste'. /When we arrived at 
the beach of the house of Causing-to-be-well /all the men stepped 
out of our traveling-canoe (30) and they all went into the house of 
Causing-to-be-well. /They made a fire in the middle of the house. 
As soon as the fire blazed up four / shamans went to call all the men 
and all the women / and all the children that all should come and 
watch the new / shaman. When they had all come in the four 
shamans (35) called me, for I was still sitting in the canoe. I 
walked among / the four shamans and we entered the house where 
they were beating time/ for me. When I went in I saw Causing
to-be-well /sitting on a new mat in the rear of the house. /As soon 
as all the men had seen me I went in with the (40) four shamans and 
they all beat fast time with batons on the / boards. Then my body 
and my belly began to tremble / and I sang my sacred song while I 
was still / standing in the doorway of the house with the four 
shamans. ( 1) Then I went to the place where Causing-to-be-well 46 
was sitting and / the four shamans followed me. Then I treated 
him, / and I followed the instructions given by the wolf what I 
should do, / and now I have the name Fool as a shaman's name. 
(5) It is ended after this. / 
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Lebi'd, the Real Shaman of the Gwasila. / 

"Lebi'd had been sick for a long time," said the one who told the 
tale. "For three / winters he had been sick abed and he was / just 
bones. It was real mid-winter (10) and it was very cold at Q-we'
k·Elis, for that is where the Gwasila were living. /The beach was 
covered with ice. It was nearly midnight / when they were wailing, 
the wife and daughters of/ Lebi'd. Now Lebi'd had died. All the 
/ Gwasila quickly changed his clothing. After they had (15) 
changed his clothes, they wrapped the body in two pairs of blankets. 
/ After the Gwasila had wrapped up the one who was now dead, / 
they wrapped him on the rock at the other end of the village site 
of qwe'k·Elis. /As soon as they had done so, and when they had 
spread a mat over the past Lebi'd, /we all went home, for it was 
snowing. (20) A strong northwest wind was blowing. When day 
came in the morning /the snow was deep. Therefore, there was 
no way/ to bury the pastLebi'd. Then all the Gwasila went/ to 
look at the place where he was wrapped up on the rock. Then 
they saw that the snow lay deep / on top of the dead one. They 
could not (25) bury him, because it was still snowing. When day 
came again it was / very cold and again the Gwasila could not 
stand the / cold. Then they did not bury him. Night came. / 
When all the Gwasila lay down, a wolf / began to howl behind 
qwe'k'Elis. It was not long that (30) one wolf was howling, when 
many wolves began to howl. / They gathered at the place where 
Lebi'd was wrapped up on the rock. Then/ the Gwasila guessed 
that the wolves were going to eat him. Probably / the wolves were 
sitting around the dead one, for they were all /howling together. 
The Gwasila did not sleep for they were afraid. (35) When it was 
near daylight the wolves were still howling,/ many. Then all the 
Gwasila heard Lehi' d / singing his sacred song among the howling 
wolves / and they knew that Lehi' d had now become a shaman. / 
When day came in the morning the many howling (40) wolves went 
back into the woods, and Le bi' d went also into the woods, singing his 
sacred song. / He kept together with the wolves. Now the sisters 
of Lebi'd /and his late wife, Ma'x-mak·!oda'lao'pa were running 

4 7 about in vain, (I) looking at the place where he had been wrapped 
up on the rocks. They /saw the tracks of Lebi'd who had been 
walking among/ the wolves. Now the Gwasila were asked by the 
shamans of the / Na'k!wax·da'xu that they should all go and wash, 
with the women and (5) children in the morning and in the evening, 
so that all should purify themselves. / Then they did so. Now 
he had been away for two days, /then he was heard singing his 
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sacred song inland from the village of / Q-we'kElis. · The sound of 
Lebi'd came nearer as he was / singing his sacred song. It just 
approached the rear of the village (IO) and it went back again inland 
keeping on singing the sacred song. /When day came in the mor
ning the Gwasila went to get fire wood. / Lebi'd's wife and daughters 
and sisters cleared/ Lebi'd's house so as to make it clean. The men 
came home / who had gone after the fire wood. Then all the 
Gwasila carried up (15) the firewood and put it into the house where 
they were going to beat time for the new / shaman who had come 
back to life. Now the fire was ready for the time when/ Lebi'd 
should sing again his sacred song. All the Gwasila were purified. / 
When it got dark in the evening he came singing his sacred song. 
They could hardly / hear him in the woods. Now at once the 
Gwasila started a fire in the middle of the house. (20) All the men 
and the / women who were not menstruating and the children went 
in. Now / the shaman of the Na'k!wax-da'xu told all those who 
went into the house / to carry batons. When they were all holding 
the / batons the shaman of the Na'k!wax·da'xu, whose name was 
(25) Making-alive ( Q!we'q!ii'lag·ila) told the Gwasila to beat fast 
time together. / They all beat time together. For a long time 
they were beating time. / Then they stopped beating time and 
the sound of Lebi'd came nearer as he was singing his sacred song/ 
behind the village. Three times the Gwasila beat fast time. / Then 
the sound of the sacred song came to the front of the house. (30) 
Again they beat fast time; the fourth time Lehi' d came / into the 
door, really naked, only hemlock was wound around his head/ and 
hemlock was wound around his neck. He was really lean. / The 
Gwasila beat fast time. He went around the fire in the middle of 
the house / still singing his sacred song. These are the words of 
his sacred song: 

(35) 1. I was taken away far inland to the edge of the world by 
the / magical power of heaven, the treasure, ha, wo, ho. / 

2. Only then I was cured by it, when it was really thrown 
into me, the past life bringer / of Nau'alakiime', the 
treasure, ha, wo, ho. / 

3. I come to cure with this means of healing of Nau'alakii
me', the treasure. (40) Therefore I shall be a life bringer, 
ha, wo, ho./ 

4. I come with the water of life given into my hand by 
Nau'alakiime', / the means of bringing to life, the 
treasures, ha, wo, ho. / 
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48 (I) Then Lebi'd sang his other sacred song: / 

I. He turns to the right side, poor one, this supernatural 
one, so as to obtain this / supernatural one, ha, wo, ho. / 

2. Let the supernatural one be the life bringer, the super
natural one (5) ha, wo, ho. / 

3. That the poor one may come to life with the lifebringer 
of/ Nau'alakumeg, ha, wo, ho. / 

4. The poor one comes, this supernatural one, to give 
protection with the means of giving protection of / 
Nau'alakUme', ha wo, ho. / 

( 10) After he had danced, all those went out of the house who 
were not shamans. / Then the real shamans of the Gwasila sat down 
in the house. / Le bi' d sat down on a new mat / in the rear of the 
house. All had their faces blackened, / the old shamans, and all 
had on their heads (15) the shamans' head rings of red cedar bark. 
All had around their necks shamans' neck rings / of red cedar 
bark. Then they all lay on their backs and there was no/ talking. 
Only Lebi'd, the new shaman who had come back to life / was 
sitting on his new mat. He had wound around his neck hemlock 
branches / and wound around his head hemlock branches, and they 
were waiting for (20) all the men and women who were not shamans 
to go to sleep./ When they thought they were all asleep they sent 
four/ real shamans to go and look into the doors of all the houses /of 
the Gwasila to see whether they were not barred. Then they found 
that all / the doors of the houses were barred. They came into the 
(25) meeting house of the shamans and they barred the door of the 
house. /Then they sat down. They were sitting quite a while in 
silence, then / arose one of the shamans, whose name was Bringing
Life-out-of-the-Woods ( Q!u'la'molt!Elsi'la). / He spoke and said, 
"Indeed, friends, indeed, /this is the way it is done, for we came 
here to this house, that (30) Lebi'd, who is newly added to us, our 
friend, may tell us how / it was brought right down to this shaman. 
Now he will tell us why he came to life again. / He will keep nothing 
hidden from his friends." Thus he said / and sat down. / 

Then Lebi'd spoke and said, "Indeed, friends, (35) you fellow
shamans, thus you must do to a new / shaman. Now I will tell you, 
friends. I was / very sick, and a man came into / the place where I 
was lying in another house and invited me to /follow him, Imme
diately I arose and followed him. (40) Then I saw that my body was 
still lying here groaning. / We had not gone far into the woods / 

49 before we arrived at a house and we entered (1) the house. I was 
asked by the other man to / go and sit down in the rear of the house. 
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When I had seated myself, / then spoke the man who was sitting on 
the right hand side of the/ doorway of the house. He said, 'Go 
on, (5) speak, Nau'alakiimee:, he who is the great shaman, of what 
we shall do to him who has come /and is sitting among us,' said he. 
Then a man came who had tied around his head / a thick ring of red 
cedar bark, and a thin neck ring of cedar bark./ He spoke andsaid, 
'Our friend will not stay away, /for I wish him to go back to his 
tribe so (10) that he may become a great shaman and that he may 
cure the /sick in his tribe. And so he shall have my name for his 
name. /Now he shall have the name Nau'alakiimee:. And I shall 
take out the breath / from his body so that I may keep it,' said 
he as he went out/ of the door of the house. It was not long before 
he came back. (15) He spoke and said, 'Now his body is dead on the 
ground, / for I am holding his breath, which is the owner of the 
soul of/ our friend. Now I shall give him my shamanistic power,' 
said he and he/ vomited a quartz crystal. Then all the men beat 
fast time on the boards. / He sang his sacred song as he threw the 
quartz crystal into (20) the lower part of my sternum, and now I 
had become a shaman / after this as it was getting daylight. Then 
Nau'alakiimee: said, 'Again we shall / beat time for our friend 
tonight,' said he. Then all / the wolves who were now men, went 
to sleep. In the evening / they all went into the house, (25) for 
Lebi'd was still sitting there. And when the men were all in, / 
Nau' alakiimee: came singing his sacred song outside the house. / 
Then he came in. There was a wolf carved of / yew wood on the 
back of his rattle. He went around the fire in the middle / of the 
house. After he had gone around four times he sat down near (30) 
me and pressed (on top) with his right hand on the / top of my head, 
and he put down his rattle and / pressed with his left hand the top 
of my head; then he sang his sacred song./ Then he pressed down 
with both his hands on both sides of my head, / down to the lower 
end of my trunk." And so he brought (35) his hands together, put 
his hands flat together, and raised / his hands throwing up the 
sickness of Le bi' d. After / he had done this four times he finished. 
Then he spoke /and said, "Now get ready, treasures, to put on / 
your treasure masks and let us surprise the tribe (40) of our friend, 
this Nau'alakiimee:; and/ begin to sing outside the house," said he./ 
Now our friend will walk among us," said he. Then/ all the men 
put on their wolf masks and ( 1) when they all were dressed, they all 50 
went out of the / door of the house, and also Lebi'd. As soon as 
all had come out, /all the wolves howled. Lebi'd walked among 
them, / and also Nau'alakiimeE kept the breath of the body of 
Lebi'd, (5) for only his soul had been taken by the wolves. /Now 
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they went to where the body of I..ebi'd was wrapped on the rocks./ 
As soon as they had arrived there, Nau'alaJdime' asked the other/ 
wolves to take off the mat that had been spread over the body 
and the wrapping of /two pairs of blankets. As soon as all had 
been taken off, (10) Nau'alaJrume' went there. He called I..ebi'd 
to sit by his side. He / took his breath and drew it into his mouth. 
Then he blew it into/ the mouth of Lebi'd's body. He asked the 
many / wolves that they all should lick the body of the dead one. / 
"Now my soul was sitting on the ground and was just watching the 
wolves ( 15) as they were licking the body. They had not been licking it 
long when it began to breathe. /Then Nau'alaJrume' pressed both 
his hands / on the head of the soul of Lehi' d and he pressed down 
with both his hands / on the head. Then the soul began to get 
small / and it was of the size of a large fly. He took it and (20) 
put it on top of the head of Le bi' d and blew it in. / Immediately 
I..ebi'd arose and sang his sacred song. Now he was singing/ among 
the wolves who were howling and they went back into the woods 
and went home / to their house. I..ebi'd also followed them. / 
Again the wolves beat time at night. And now they really (25) 
taught I..ebi'd who had now the name Nau'alakiime' / how to treat 
the sick." /He said that he could not throw (sickness); and other 
Gwasila say / that he could throw (sickness), he who had now the 
name Nau'alakiime'. Then said/ the great shaman of the wolves 
that he would always make him dream / "about what I should do 
when curing really sick ones, as he was (30) giving instructions to 
me," said he who had now the name Nau'alakiime', /as he informed 
the shamans of the Gwasila. "Now I came / into this house where 
we are sitting now." That is the end. / 

The Shaman who has not Passed Through./ 
Cured by Magic-of-the-Ground of the Magic-of-the

Earth. I 
(35) "We Na'k!wax·da'xu were living at Te'giixstet," / said 

L!aL!alawi'dzEm~a, as she told me this story. "I had been / 
coughing for a long time, therefore I was told by my parents / that 
I was consumptive for there was just skin sticking on my bones. / 
Now my heart was bad for it was one saying of (40) all the men, 
that is my relatives, that I /could not live long; and also that I had 

51 no good / (I) dreams. Now I was very weak; and I heard / my 
father tell my mother that he would build / a small house for me in 
which I was to lie down. Now the small/ house built for me was 
finished. They spread a new mat ( 5) on the floor on the front side 
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from me, and I moved on to it, and I was sitting on it / for I was not 
strong enough to stand up. Then they / took hold of each end of 
the mat on which I was sitting and they took me into the / small 
house for the sick on the bank of the small stream of Te'giixste'. / 
It was all soft hemlock on the ground on which I was going to lie 
down. (10) As soon as I lay down I went to sleep. 

Now evidently I felt happy / on account of my small house. 
I awoke. Behold, what should there be 1 / It was night! Now it 
was not seen that my father and my / mother had come and were 
sitting at the place where I lay down. I was alone on the ground / 
at night. When day came in the morning my father came in (15) 
and sat down on the ground. He asked me whether I had had a 
dream, and I/ said that I hadhad no dream." For this is first asked 
by the Indians / from people who are very sick, about their dreams 
when they lie down on the ground /in a small house. "Now was 
bad the heart of my / father because I had had no dream, and my 
father said to me (20) 'O, Mistress, as soon as you dream what you 
think is a good dream / at night, then, as soon as I come in the 
morning, just send me away / that I may not go in at the place where 
you are lying on the ground. Then I shall just leave you / after 
that, when I know that you have had a good dream, and/ for four 
days I shall not come near you,' he said. Then came my (25) 
mother and came in, and she said I should eat dried clams / carried 
by her," -for it is dried clams that are fed to the sick when/ they 
wish to dream of a good word from Healing-Woman, when / (a 
person) has been given up to be treated with medicine, and when it 
has been given up to have him treated by the shamans. / "So I ate 
a little of it. After I (30) had eaten the dried clams I became 
sleepy and I went to sleep. / I did not notice when my parents went 
out / of the small house for the sick one when it was still morning; 
and that was / when I began to keep on sleeping. I did not hear 
my / parents when they came to look after me each morning. Now 
(35) I was twelve days in this way, said my father/ to me when I 
woke up. Now I was very emaciated, / and my body was just 
heavy. I was too weak / to eat. Then my parents cried. I Now 
my mind became different and I did not care about my (40) woman
hood and I just wanted to commit suicide when I was strong 
enough/ to do so. Now I was too weak to lift my hands. Then/ 
night came and I could not go to sleep, for / my heart was sick, 
now that I was going to die. And so it was towards (1) daylight 52 
when I heard at a distance the sound of a sacred song. /The song 
came near and I just kept still on the ground when it came / to the 
inland side of the small house for the sick. Four times it went 

4* 
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around / to the right hand side of my small house for the sick. 
Then it went back again to (5) where it had come from. Now I 
could just hear it. Then/ daylight came in the morning and my 
father came and sat down; but he had no time / to speak to me 
before I sent him away to go out again, and / immediately he went 
home. Now he knew what I meant. /Now I sang, following the 
sacred song that was heard by me. (10) Then night came again. 
It had not been night long before again came / the sacred song. 
It did the same as it had done before. These / are the words of the 
sacred song: I 

I/ 
1. I try to come to cure our friend, wii., / 
2. (15) That our poor friend may come back to life, wi. / 
3. Oh, listen, our poor friend, to my means of healing, wa. I 
4. Go on, our poor friend, healed by the Magic-of-the-Ground/ 

of the Magic-of-the-Earth, wii., waai, wii., wiai. / 
5. And go on, poor one, your throat will be alive to sing the 

sacred song, our poor friend, (20) for his name is Long
Life-Maker, wa, waai, wa, waai, wa, waai. / 

II I 
1. And so I come to cure with this means of curing of the 

Magic-of-the-Ground of the / Magic-of-the-Earth, wiai, 
waai. / 

2. For it will come to cure the poor one, our poor friend, (25) 
this Magic-of-the-Ground of the-Magic-of-the-Earth, wiai, 
waai. / 

3. Go on, poor one, and sing with the means of healing of this / 
Magic-of-the-Ground of the Magic-of-the-Earth, waai, 
waai. / 

III I 
1. Indeed, I came to put into you the song of the Magic-of-the

Ground (30) of the Magic-of-the-Earth for you, friend. / 
2. For you, poor one, shall go ahead and sing the song of the 

Magic-of-the-Ground / of the Magic-of-the-Earth, for you, 
friend. I 

3. For you shall come back to life, poor one, on account of the 
words of Magic-of-the-Ground / of the Magic-of-the-Earth 
for you, friend. / 

4. (35) Indeed, this is the Life-Maker, the song sung for you, 
poor friend, by the / Magic-of-the-Ground of the Magic
of-the-Earth, for you, friend. / 
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IV I 
l. The supernatural one is the Life-Bringer, wai. / 
2. The supernatural one is a Long-Life-Maker, wai. / 
3. (40) The supernatural one is the one who makes you walk, 

wai. / 

(1) Now for four nights the Magic-of-the-Ground of the/ Magic- 53 
of-the-Earth came singing the sacred song around the small house 
of the sick one. /Now he was singing for a long time and I took/ 
his four sacred songs. Now I sang his sacred songs (5) after that 
and he must have left me then. Now I had become a shaman. j 
I never saw him, as the real shamans/ say, when they say that they 
see the one who makes them shamans, and I do / not cure the sick, 
for I was only helped by the Magic-of-the-Ground / of the Magic
of-the-Earth. I 

(10) Shaman of the DEna'x·da'xu and A'waiLE'la. / 

I went to Dza'wade and I also saw many shamans of the / 
DEna'x·datxu and of the A 'waiLE'la. Their shamans are different 
from the / shamans of the Na'k!warda'xu and the L!a'L!asiqwala, 
because all / the shamans of the DEna'x·da'xu and of the A twaiLE'la 
say that (15) the sun made them shamans and that is why all their 
shamans /make the sign of the cross when they cure a sick man 
or woman. /The shamans of the DEna'x·da'xu and of the Atwai
LE'la do not suck/ when they are curing; they just begin on each side 
of the / head of the sick person, pressing with both (20) hands, 
going downward pressing here and there, until they reach the 
lower part of the / stomach of the sick man. Then they press their 
hands together/ and raise their hands which are pressed together. 
They just put on their knees / the hands which are pressed together. 
Then they pray to the/ sun looking upward. Then she (Xii'ngwid) 
said, "O praised one, (25) I came to get the sickness of our friend 
here, (I pray) that you may have mercy /and help me, give the 
power to me that there may be nothing that I do not get/ of the 
whole sickness. You, praised one, chief on high, /you, that gave 
me advice how to act," said Xii'ngwid, /for that is the name of the 
woman shaman, when she made the sign of the cross. (30) Then she 
sang her sacred song while she was still squeezing with her left hand / 
what she called the sickness. Now she stood up and / went around 
the fire in the middle of the house. These are the words of her I 
sacred song: / 
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1. Haai' haai' haai' hahaai' haai' aai' haya haai' haai'. / 
2. (35) Do not let us be unwilling to dance to our/ Lord, the 

praised one, haai' haai'. / 
54 3. (1) Let him take away this means of causing pain of our / 

Lord, the praised one, haai' haai'. / 
4. To whom we pray ( 1) haai' haai' haai' hahaai' haai' aai'; 

To whom we pray ( 1), / haai' haai' aai', to whom we pray 
( 1), haai' haai'. I 

(5) Now Xii'ngwid, the shaman woman, spread out her left/ hand 
and she blew at the palm of her hand where was / what she called 
the sickness. Four times she did this. Then she / finished after 
this. I was just lying on my back watching her. Evidently she/ 
did not know that I was said to be a shaman of the Kwakiutl. 
Then ( 10) I started. I had it much in mind how I might find out 
the reason why she was a shaman./ Now it occurred to me to go to 
the house of Xii'ngwid. When / I entered at the door of the house 
in the evening, her husband / whose name is Moon ('mEkii'la) 
called me to go and sit down at the right hand side of / where he was 
lying on his back and to eat the evening meal with him. When (15) 
we had finished eating, Xii'ngwid told her husband that I / had 
watched her while she was curing. Then her husband asked / me 
and said, "O, friend, do you believe all the doings of the /shamans 1" 
said he to me. I said that sometimes I / believed, and sometimes I 
did not believe; I said to him. Then (20) Xu'ngwid spoke and said, 
"O, master, that is/ what your friend said; he does not believe that 
I am a shaman. He just / said that I am a fool. Now I will tell you 
the reason why I am a / shaman," said she and she began with the 
time when she was very / sick at Dzi'wade. "This is known by my 
foolish husband, (25) that for almost three full moons/ I lay down 
sick in my bedroom. I was truly emaciated, for I / had not tasted 
any food. Therefore I / was not strong enough to sit up. I gave up 
trying to keep alive./ Your friend was now secretly crying, for now 
he saw (30) how weak I was." - "True," said her husband./ "Now 
I thought I should die that night. / Towards morning I thought I 
had died in the house. /Now I saw a very good place on which I 
went walking about. /There I saw a large, shining house. (35) Then 
a man came out of the door of the house and he / came to where I 
was. When he came up to where I was standing / the man spoke 
to me and said, "I am sent / by our Lord to come and call you. 
He says you are to follow me," /said he. I followed him and we 
went into the house. ( 40) Now I was asked to sit down close to the 
door of the house. /Then the chief, who had been referred to as 
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Lord by the man sent / was sitting in the rear of the shining house. 
When I ( 1) sat down the chief spoke and said, 'It is good / that you 55 
have come to my house, for I see the/ sorrow of your husband and 
of your parents and of your/ near .relatives, for you have now died. 
(5) Your body is dead. Now they are all crying, your husband/ 
and all who sit down beside your body; for this /is the favorable 
dream of the sick man, this good place /where I am chief. Now you 
will go back to your body, / for I pity all who are crying for you,' 
said (10) the chief. Then he called the shaman of his house to 
come and take / the sickness out of the soul of Xu'ngwid. At once / 
the shaman sang the sacred song that has come to be the sacred song 
of Xu'ngwid in the room at the/ right hand side of the rear of the 
house. Then he came out of the door of the / room and sat down 
at the right hand side of Xu'ngwid. (15) Now the shaman pressed 
with both hands / on each side of my head. Behold, this was the 
first thing he did when he / first sat down and turned his face to 
the chief; he made the sign of the cross. / When he had made the 
sign of the cross he pressed both hands / on each side of my head. 
He came down (20) with his hands on both sides of my neck. Then 
he came with his hands / to the lower end of my stomach, and he 
brought his hands together / and pressed them together. Now 
he raised his hands. / Again he sang his sacred song and he stood up 
and went /into the room. At once the chief spoke and (25) said, 
'O friend, go home, and go into / your body. Then immediately 
sing the sacred song sung by my / shaman who set you right again. 
Now you will be a shaman and you will have mercy/ and cure your 
people. Now I pass my name Xu'ngwid / over to you. You will 
put the sun on the forehead of your head ring (30) of red cedar bark. 
Only twisted red cedar bark shall be your / neck ring of red cedar
bark,' said our Lord to me. Then I came out of / his house. I came 
through the door of our upper / world. I came down and entered 
our house / and then I went into my body as it was wrapped up in 
blankets. (35) Then I heard many women crying /for me. Now I 
sang my sacred song inside my wrapping of / blankets. At once 
all the women stopped/ crying. Then the old shaman spoke/ and 
said, 'Let us all now go out of this (40) house and leave alone this 
great one who has come back to life, for / she has great good luck,' 
said he. Now they all went out / of the house, all the men and all the 
women and/ sat down outside of our house. Now they all (1) sang 56 
after me as I was singing my sacred song. For four days I was 
alone / in the house; then I got strong and now I stood up / and I 
went around inside singing the sacred song of the shaman of our 
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Lord in the / upper world. Now all the DEna'x·da1xu washed 
themselves, (5) men and women, every morning for four days./ As 
soon as evening came all ca.me into our house / and all sang after 
me as I sang my sacred song. Now I was a shaman/ after that." 
Now it is ended. / 
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The Winter Ceremonial. 

(1) Mink and the Wolves. / (Told by La'bid, a La'alax·- .57 
se:Endayo.) I 

The myth people all lived at Crooked-Beach (Qa'lopis) and / 
the Wolves lived at the north end of the village site at Crooked
Beach. (5) Then the Wolves had for their chief Head-Wolf, and the/ 
chief had for his wife Wolf-Woman. Four men /were the children of 
Head-Wolf. Not very friendly were/Head-Wolf and K!we'k!waxa'
wes and his younger brothers, / Mink and Raccoon, and Deer, and 
Land-otter, (10) and Squirrel. It is said that / Head-Wolf and 
K!we'k!waxa'wee: did not know each other's mind, / and therefore 
it is known by the recent men that a long time ago the Wolves / 
and K!we'k!waxa'wee: and his younger brothers hated each other 
when first /daylight came into our world. It is said that the (15) 
Wolves and K!we'k!waxa'weE and his younger brothers never met. 
Now / Head-Wolf was downcast when winter was coming, there
fore / the chief of the Wolves called four (of his tribe) to come / into 
his house past midnight, and as soon / as the four chiefs under 
Head-Wolf came in they sat down (20) and Head-Wolf spoke. He 
said,/ "Welcome, friends, and listen to what I want to say/ to you, 
for it is only right that a chief first of all / inform those who have 
him as their chief of all he has in his mind. Therefore / they 
feel happy, the tribes of chiefs, for they know beforehand. (25) 
I mean this, my words will go out to you / chiefs. This is the reason 
why you came. I wish to give a winter ceremonial / this coming 
winter, and I will show my Great Dance, the/ Great-Dance-from
above. Now my fol!r sons will disappear," /said he. Then spoke 
Sea-Hunter-Body (Ale';iilalit), one (30) of those who had been 
invited by Head-Wolf. He said, "Good are / your words, chief 
Head-Wolf. Go on, just call our/ tribe in, that they may come and 
all may hear this your word, chief," / said he. And then also spoke 
Made-to-be-Speaker (Ya'q!EntEyeg·i'e:lake:). /He said, "True is your 
word, chief Head-Wolf. It is (35) good that you wish us to know 
beforehand that you are going to give a winter ceremonial. / Now 
we shall all be happy, because you spoke/ to us. Go on and call 
our tribe in, chief, (1) that it may be heard and that they may know 58 
your wishes, chief; and / also this, that it may not in any way be 
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known why we come to sit in this/ house of our chief Head-Wolf by 
K!we'k!waxa'we' /and his younger brothers, the little secular ones, 
else they will imitate us," (5) said he. As soon as these speeches 
were at an end, then spoke/ Walker (Ta.'lag·llis) and said, "Now is 
finished the speech of our/ chiefs, Sea-Hunter-Body and Made-to
be-Speaker, and you Made-to-be-Mountain-Goat-Hunter (TE
wi'x·i'laku). / Don't we know that it is said by our chief, Head
Wolf, that he wishes us / to come to know what he has in his mind ? 
Now we (10) already feel happy, friends, on account of the way of his 
speech. /Now, go on, chief, you will give a winter ceremonial and 
show our / Great Dance the Great-Dance-from-above. I mean this, 
now already / my heart is trembling, because we are going to be 
happy. And this is also my speech /to you, friends, do not let know 
K!we'k!waxa'wet (15) and his younger brothers about our chief 
Head-Wolf,/ that he is going to give a winter ceremonial this winter, 
so that they may still be secular," said he./As soon as he had finished 
his speech Made-to-be-Mountain-Goat-Hunter also spoke / and 
said, "O chief, now is finished/ the speech of our chief, Head-Wolf, 
for what else (20) can we say, except that I am thankful to Sea
Hunter-Body, Made-to-be-Speaker and Walker. / Now let us only 
go ahead and tell our chief Head-Wolf to/ go on and give a winter 
ceremonial this coming winter, that we may be very happy. /I mean 
this, chief Head-Wolf, go on and /call our tribe together that we 
may go and have a meeting on the (25) Sacred Ground, that our 
tribe may hear and know the wishes/ of our chief Head-Wolf, so 
that they may be very good and /happy when the supernatural 
power comes to this house of our chief/ Head-Wolf. And this is 
one more word to you, chief, / that K!we'waxa'wet and his younger 
brothers may not know (30) what we are talking in the house," 
said he when day almost came / in the morning. Then, it is said, 
the four men went out of the house and / went to their houses to 
sleep for a little while. / 

Now Head-Wolf and the four chiefs/ who had been called did 
· not know that K!we'k!waxa'wet had come and was sitting on the 

ground (35) behind the house of Head-Wolf, listening to the 
speeches of / Head-Wolf and his four friends. Therefore / K!we' -
k!waxa'weE knew all they had said. / 

This was the time when the children of Head-Wolf ate the food 
roasted / by Mink, namely the salmon, in the morning at the time 
when Head-Wolf called in (40) the four lower chiefs when it was 
past midnight. / Then also the children pulled out the I musk bag 
of Mink as he slept, waiting for his roasting / salmon to be done. 

59 Then the four children of Head-Wolf (1) carried among them the 
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musk bag of Mink, and they played hi'yaho'yo, / at a place not 
very far away from the sleeping place of Minic Then / Mink heard 
while waking up that the children said, / "Ha'ya ho'ya, ho, yaho', 
throw up!" Then immediately Mink (5) arose and tried to walk. 
Then he went backward./ It is said that he was light behind. Now 
he discovered that he had no/ musk bag. It is said, he arrived at 
the playing ground of the children of/ Head-Wolf. Now Mink saw 
the eldest one / of the children of Head-Wolf holding in his (10) 
right hand the round musk bag of Mink. Then/ the children said at 
the same time, "Hi'ya ho'ya, ho, yaho', /ya.ho', throw up!" said 
they as they threw it up. And as soon as / the musk bag struck 
the ground the children / pulled away the musk bag from one 
another. Then Mink, wished his (15) musk bag to come and fall 
down in the place where he was sitting, when it should be thrown 
again by the / eldest one. Then it is said the children said again, 
"Ha'ya ho'ya, / ho yaho', ya.ho', throw up!" said they as they 
threw up the musk bag./ Then the musk bag came and fell down 
at the place where Mink was sitting. /Immediately, it is said, Mink 
went up to it. Then, it is said, the children (20) said to Mink, "Try 
to sit on your musk bag, / try to sit on your musk bag, try to sit on / 
your musk bag." Then, it is said, Mink sat down on his mu$ bag, / 
then the musk bag went into the backside of / Mink after this. 
Then, it is said, Mink threatened thechildren(25) that he would do 
something bad to them. Now they really/ hated each other, Mink 
and the children of Head-Wolf./ 

And so I shall again talk about Head-Wolf when he/ called in 
again his whole tribe, the Wolves, as he sent/ Made-to-be-Speaker 
to call the tribe to a meeting, that (30) all of the men should go to 
the Sacred Ground inland from Crooked-Beach. / Immediately 
Made-to-be-Speaker started and whispered / into the ears of the 
Wolf tribe to go quickly to the/ Sacred Ground. Immediately, it 
is said, all the Wolves went into the woods/ and sat down on the 
ground on the Sacred Ground. As soon as they (35) were all seated 
on the ground Made-to-be-Mountain-Goat-Hunter spoke and / 
said, "Welcome, tribe. Now come and sit on the ground/ which has 
the name Sacred Ground, and come and listen to what I have/ to 
say, what is given into my mouth by our chief/ Head-Wolf, he who 
will give a winter ceremonial this coming winter. Now (40) the 
four sons of Head-Wolf will disappear at / the time you wish, 0 
tribe, they should disappear. Now/ will be shown our great dance 
of the Wolves, the Great-Dance-from-above. /Now you will speak 
about the time of disappearance of the four (1) children of our chief 60 
here." said he. Then Walker spoke /and said, "O, tribe, now you 
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have learned the way/ of the mind of our chief, this one who will 
give a winter ceremonial / this coming winter, and who will come 
and show our Great Dance, the (5) Great-Dance-from-above. 
Now will disappear the four sons / of our chief here. This Who
first-Came-down-on-Earth (G·i'l~Emaxes). Now he will sit / on 

4 

r 
.( 
tl\1\ 

the nape of the neck of Crawler-Body 
(G•ila'lalit), the made Wolf, /the large 
dancing board, in this way (1). And 
then Leader (Tc3' ~omeg·ilis), the younger 
brother of (10) Who-first-Came-down
on-Earth, will sit behind him (2), /but 

his younger brother Wolf (Non) will sit in the middle of the 
back, (3) / Standing-in-Front-on-Earth (G·i'~Emalis) will sit on 
the rump / at (4) when they come, being brought out of the 
woods by our chief, Crawler-Body, / as it is done when is shown 
our Great Dance, the (15) Great-Dance-from-above. Now go 
on, only take care, Wolves that we / may be very happy when 
the supernatural power will come into the house of / our chief 
here. Now nothing will be known by K!we'k!waxa'we' and / his 
younger brothers about our speeches, for they are secular," said 
he. / Then spoke Made-to-be-Speaker and said, (20) "True is what 
you say, Walker, to this chief, our Head-Wolf / who will give a 
winter ceremonial, so that it will come and appear, our great 
privilege /the Great-Dance-from-above, that came at the same time 
with Crawler-Body. Now / be just ready to be happy in your hearts, 
tribe, / for the winter ceremonial is one that makes us happy when 
it is used by the chief. (25) Now let disappear the eldest one of the 
children / of our chief, Who-first-Came-down-on-Earth, with his 
younger brothers / Leader, and Wolf, and Standing-in-Front-on
Earth, and / they all will go to live in the house at the upper part of 
the river of/ Crooked-Beach," said he. It is said that immediately 
the four children of (30) Head-Wolf disappeared, at the place 
where they were sitting on the ground and/ Sea-Hunter-Body a.rose 
and spoke. He said, "Now is finished/ your speech, friend Made
to-be-Speaker, now the four/ children of our chief Head-Wolf have 
disappeared. I mean this, / I just begin to believe that our chief 
will give a winter dance. I mean this, (35) now I ask those to 
stand up who have the privilege of assembling (the people for the 
winter dance), /for this is what is spoken of at the Sacred Ground 
where we are sitting./ Therefore, the speeches that we deliver in the 
winter ceremonial are not common,/ for our chief Head-Wolf said/ 
that we should hear and learn what he will do. I mean this, when I 
(40) speak in this way, it is my privilege. Now stand up, friend / 
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Sea-Hunter-Body, and you, Made-to-be-Speaker, and you, Walker, 
and you Made-to-be-Mountain-Goat-Hunter," / said he, as he 
named his own name. "Now you will show / your privileges, now 
you will go and invite on behalf of our chief Head-Wolf, (1) he 61 
whose privilege it is to assemble (the people). Now friend, you will 
clear the floor of / this house for the winter ceremonial. Now you 
will make red cedar bark according to your privilege / of assembling 
the people. Now stand up, Sea-Hunter-Body and you,/ Made-to
be-Speaker, and you Walker, and also I, (5) we who have the 
privilege to go and invite the tribe for the future assembly. Now/ 
stand up, friend G·i'lg·iya'lis, you who have the privilege of taking 
care of the/ face wiper, the shredded cedar bark, and distribute it 
among our / friends when they all come into the house of the winter 
ceremonial of our/ great friend Head-Wolf. Now you will stand up, 
friend (10) Sea-Hunter-Body, you who have the privilege of taking 
care of the charcoal to/ blacken the faces of those who have dances. 
Now you will stand up, friend/ Made-to-be-Speaker, you who have 
the privilege of taking care of the great / red cedar bark, and you 
come into the winter ceremonial house of our/ great friend, Head
Wolf. Now you will stand up, friend (15) Walker, you who have 
the privilege of cutting the round thick / red cedar bark. Now 
you will stand up, friend Made-to-be-Mountain-Goat-Hunter, 
you who/ have the privilege of carrying in the eagle down into the 
assembly/ house. And now you will stand up friend Howling-here
and-there-in-the-World (Qa'moti'lalag·ilis), you who / have the 
privilege of distributing the red cedar bark among those who have 
dances (20) and the Sparrows. Now you will stand up, friend 
To'~malis, / you who have the privilege of distributing the red 
cedar bark to those who have dances / and the Sparrows. Now 
you will stand up, friend / Making-supernatural (NE'nwalakwila), 
you who have the privilege of distributing the red cedar bark / 
among those who have dances and the Sparrows. Now you will 
stand up, (25) friend Great-Supernatural-One (Nau'ala~udze), 
you who have the privilege of distributing the / red cedar bark 
among those who have dances and the Sparrows. And also you 
/ Head-Supernatural-One (Nau'alakiime'), you great one will stand 
up, friend, you who have the privilege /of calling our spirit of the 
winter ceremonial to come into the house of the winter ceremonial / 
of our great friend, Head-Wolf. Now, you will stand up, (30) 
friend Head-Winter-Ceremonial (Ts!a'qame'), you who have the 
privilege of telling our / world that the shamans are dressed, before / 
Head-Supernatural-One comes into the winter ceremonial house. / 

That is the number of those who have your privileges. / All of 
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you will help our great friend, Head-WoH, (35) when he takes care 
of the red cedar bark," said he. And again he spoke and said, / 
"Now you will stand up, friend Ts!a'qElalis, you who have /the 
privilege of bringing in the batons into the assembly / house. Now, 
you will stand up friend Causing-to-Swell-in-the-House (Ba.'~iilali
li'la), you who/ have the privilege of bringing in the drum into the 
assembly house. (40) Now, this is all I have to say."' 

Then all the men went out of the house and went home / to 
their houses. Now the Wolves who had been sitting did not / 

62 know that K!we'k!waxa'we' and Mink were in hiding (1) behind 
the Wolves who were seated talking about the winter ceremonial, 
and that / they were listenillg to their speeches. Now Mink was 
glad / because he knew the place of the house of the four children 
of Head-WoH, /for it was at the upper part of the River of Crooked
Beach, for Mink really (5) hated them. However, it is said that 
a long time after the Wolves had gone home / they came also and 
went home, K!we'k!waxa'we' / and Mink, to their houses. 

Immediately Head-WoH /engaged the women of his tribe to help 
him to dye red / much shredded cedar bark. However for three 
days (10) they were working on the red cedar bark. Then it was 
finished, for he was going to call his / tribe on the following day 
in the morning. As soon as daylight came / in the morning Sea.
Hunter-Body, and Made-to-be-Speaker and Walker, and/ Made
to-be-Mountain-Goat-Hunter went into the house of Head-Wolf 
and sat down, /for the four men had the privilege to call (15) the 
tribe on behaH of Head-WoH when he assembled his tribe. Then/ 
Head-WoH spoke and said, "Welcome /friends, you have come, come 
into this winter ceremonial house, the / place in which you will be 
happy, the whole tribe. Now, you/ will attend to your privileges, 
to your privileges that were put on to you by your forefathers. (20) 
You will invite the tribe to the assembly. Now go on /and eat 
first. As soon as you have done eating/ dress yourselves in your 
red cedar bark and eagle down, so that you / have the down on you. 
Also you will all carry the / Sparrow canes, for indeed, you are 
Head Sparrows," said he. Immediately (25) the four Head Spar
rows were given to eat. As/ soon as they had finished, Head-WoH 
gave them tallow to / rub on their faces, and when they had finished 
they took soft / cedar bark and wiped their faces and / they wiped 
off again the tallow on their faces. This is referred to by the Indians 
as "wiping off (30) the secular face." Now they took the charcoal 
and blackened / their faces. This is called by the Indians, ''putting 
the supernatural power / of the winter ceremonial on the face." 
This has the name, / "Supernatural Power on the Face," when the 
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faces are blackened with charcoal. As soon as this has been done / 
they put around their heads the red cedar bark, and (they put on) 
their neck rings. They (35) had on a belt made of a broken rope. 
Then they took the / SpaITow canes. Now stood up Head-Wolf 
and took / eagle down and put the down on the four inviters. / 
As soon as he had done so the four men / went out and walked 
towards the east end of the village (40) of Crooked-Beach. Then 
Made-to-be-Speaker said, / "We come to invite you, shamans, on 
behalf of our friend Head-Wolf," / said he. Then it is said Sea
Hunter-Body said, "We have come, shamans,/ to invite you to the 
assembly for our friend (I) Head-Wolf," said he. Then Walker 63 
said, "You / will get up, shamans, to go into the assembly / house of 
our friend Head-Wolf, rise quickly," / said he. Then Made-to-be
Mountain-Goat-Hunter said, "We have come, shamans, (5) to invite 
you to go into the assembly house of our/ friend Head-Wolf. Go 
into the water all of you, friends," / said he. Then they went out 
of the house and went /to the next house. They just repeated/ 
what they had said before. As soon as they had gone to all the 
houses of the (10) Wolves they went into the house of Head-Wolf 
and took a rest. /Now it was nearly morning when the four men 
went out again / of the house. They went again towards the east 
end of the village site. / They went into the house and they all 
said together, / "We are calling again shamans, wa, wa, wa, get 
up." said the four ( 15) Head SpaITows who went calling again. Then 
they said the same / in all the houses. As soon as they had been 
into all the houses/ they went into the house of Head-Wolf. Then 
they took a rest again./ Now they were going to call the shamans 
again. They went out/ of the house of Head-Wolf and to the east 
end of the (20) village, and they entered the house. Then they 
spoke together / and said, "We come back to invite you, shamans, 
wa, wa, wa, get up and/ go in," they said as they went out of the 
house and went into the / next house. And again they repeated / 
what they had said before when they went back inviting. As soon 
as they had been to all the (25) houses they went into the house of 
Head-Wolf and for awhile/ they took a rest. Now some of the men 
came in / with their wives and their children, and they sat down 
on the floor/ on each side of the house of Head-Wolf. As soon as 
they were / all in the four "who look for a face" went out of the 
house (30) and went to the east end of the village. They went into 
the/ house and said, "We come to look for a face." And as/ soon 
as they found a person sitting on the floor in the house, then they 
said at the same time,/ "Wa, wa, wa, get up and go in," they said 
to him, /and immediately the man started and went into the (35) 
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assembly house. When the four men who look for a face / had 
been to all the houses, they went into the assembly house. / Then 
they said at the same time, "We have all come in," / they said. 
Then Head-Wolf spoke and said, "Now/ we are all inside, tribe, in 
this house which has a name. It (40) has the name 'Place of 
Happiness Assembly House.' Now come, / friends Sea-Hunter
Body and you, Made-to-be-Speaker, and you, Walker,/ and you, 
Made-to-be-Mountain-Goat-Hunter, you who have the privilege 
of calling the one who / sits at the head of the house that he may 
come and sit in the rear of the house," / said he. / 

64 {l) Immediately the four Head Sparrows arose and/ went out of 
the house and they had not been outside for a long time before they 
came back / and stood on the floor inside the door of the house, 
standing in a row. / Then spoke Made-to-be-Speaker and said, 
"Now be silent, ( 5) friends, for now our great friend is coming," /said 
he, as the four Head Sparrows sat down at the left hand side of 
the / inside of the house. Then first the grizzly bears came in, and 
the / Cruel Dancers, and then came in the Treasures, and the War 
Dancers; /and then came in the Wasp Dancers, and the Weather 
Dancers. They (10) sat down in the rear of the house, they all./ 

Now I will stop after this and I will talk for a while about/ Mink 
and Deer. It is said that Mink knew / that all the Wolves were 
inside with their women and the / children. Then, it is said, Mink 
called Deer (15) to go into the woods with him. "Just take your 
club," said he/ to him. Immediately, it is said, Deer took his club/ 
and Mink took the sharp knife of his mother. /They went up the 
river of Crooked-Beach. Now Mink / spoke to Deer and said to 
him, "This is the reason why we come (20) here inland, to kill the 
children of Head-Wolf, who have disappeared, / so as to spoil the 
work of the Wolves," said he; but Deer was well pleased / with his 
words. "What shall I do, I'll just strike them on their heads 
wherever they are," / said Deer. Then they saw the / small 
house, the house on the bank of the river. Then Mink heard (25) 
the four children of Head-Wolf snoring. / Deer just went straight 
into the small house and / struck each of them on the head. Now 
the four children/ of Head-Wolf were dead. Then Mink wished to 
come/ carrying away on their backs the four dead children to sink 
them (30) in front of Crooked-Beach. Immediately, it is said, 
Deer / took two, the eldest one and the next one. Then / Mink took 
the two younger brothers, and they came / carrying them out of the 
woods. As soon as they arrived at the beach of his / house, Deer 
took a small canoe and put/ (35) four stones into the small canoe. 
Then he took a/ rope and put it into the small canoe. It is said he 
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put / the four children aboard and Mink / and Deer went aboard the 
small canoe. Then Deer/ alone paddled while Mink was tying the 
rope around the necks (40) of three. Then he tied on the other end 
of the rope / a stone. As soon as he had finished with three of them 
he cut off the head of the / eldest and he tied a rope to his hands. / 
He tied the other end of the rope to a stone. (1) After he had done 65 
so he threw into the water those who had disappeared, the four 
children of / Head-Wolf. Then they were pulled down by the 
anchor stones at the end / of the rope that was tied around their 
necks. Now Deer did not / know that Mink had cut off the head 
of the eldest brother.( 5) Then Mink and Deer went home / to their 
house. Now Mink hid the head in his / bedroom. / 

Now I will stop for awhile talking about Mink / and Deer. / (10) 
Now I will talk again about those/ who had come in and assembled 
with the dancers. Again they did not /know, - all the Wolves 
who were in the house, - that K!we'k!waxa'we' / was hidden 
behind the house in which they were assembled, the house of 
Head-Wolf, listening / to their speeches and all the ways of the 
assembly. (15) Then K!we'k!waxa'we' took notice of all the speeches 
of Head-Wolf / and his tribe, the Wolves. The reason why are 
known to all/ the tribes the ways of the assembly, is K!we'k!waxa'
we' / who went and talked about what had been heard by him, 
the speeches of the owners of the privileges / when Head-Wolf 
assembled his tribe and the other (20) owners of the privileges of 
the Wolves. I 

Now I stop for awhile talking aboutK!we'k!waxa'we'. /I will talk 
again about / all the Wolves who were in the house, and the 
dancers./ 

As soon as all the dancers were seated in the (25) rear of the 
assembly house, Head-Wolf arose /and spoke. He said while he 
had on his head / a thick ring of red cedar bark and a neck ring. 
His face was blackened /with charcoal, and also he was covered with 
eagle down. / "Now welcome, great friends, sit down comfortably in 
your seats. (30) Come, friend," said he, as he called by names the 
dancers. / "Come and take care of us in this house which has 
become different on the ground / beginning this night; and you 
also, all (you) friends, /you have come into this assembly house 
which has become different on the ground, my house / for the winter 
ceremonial. Now welcome, for you have come to be happy (35) 
with this happy maker, the red cedar bark, when it came and was 
put/ on us by Healing-Woman. I mean this; Now I will call the one 
/ who has the privilege to begin the ways of the assembly," I said 
he, and he turned his face to the door of the house, for / they were 

5 
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seated, all those who owned the privileges of the ways of the assem
bly. (40) Then he said, "Now come friend Head-Wolf, you/ whose 
privilege it is to take care of the tallow," said he naming himself, 
/Head-Wolf, by his name. Thus he said and went back and he/ 

66 took two dishes filled with pieces of tallow ( 1) and he put them on 
the floor near the door. Then he /went back again and carried 
two more dishes full of/ tallow. Then he took his round rattle. He 
spoke/ and said, "Indeed, friends, shall I not go on (5) and announce 
this sound of my privilege with my sacred song, that I may bring;the 
/ supernatural power to come into this tallow ~" said he as he sang 
his sacred song,/ shaking his rattle. As soon as his sacred song was 
ended he said, / "op, op, op." Then he said, "Now, this tallow 
will go that you may rub it on your faces, / friends, to remove your 
secular faces," said he. (10) Now a number of men went and took 
the tallow and / distributed it among the dancers, and after they all 
had it / he distributed it among all the Sparrows. And as soon as 
all / the dancers had tallow on their faces and all the Sparrows and 
the / Sparrow women and the little Sparrows, and as soon as (15) 
they had all rubbed the tallow on their faces then Head-Wolf spoke 
again /and said, "O friends now the supernatural power has gone 
into /this tallow and your minds will change. I mean this, /now 
stand up, friend G·i'lg·Eyalis, you who have the privilege of / 
taking care of the face wiper of shredded cedar bark and distribute 
it (20) among our friends," said he. / 

Immediately G·i'lg·Eyalis arose and spoke. / He said, "True is 
your word, friend Head-Wolf, / it is true, this is the way of my 
privilege and mine is next to your privilege, / the care of the tallow, 
but I am really the owner of the privilege of the supernatural (25) 
shredded cedar bark for wiping the face," said he, as he went back 
into /the inner room. He came back carrying a bundle of shredded / 
cedar bark for wiping the face. He put it down on a new mat that 
had been spread on the floor, / and he took the round rattle of 
Head-Wolf. / He spoke and said, "Now I will sing my sacred song 
(30) for calling the supernatural power that it may come and enter / 
this shredded cedar bark," said he as he shook the rattle. For a 
long time / he was singing his sacred song. As soon as his sacred 
song was at an end he said, "Op,/ op, op." Then various men arose 
and took / the soft cedar bark for rubbing the face and distributed it 
(35) among the dancers and all the Sparrows. As soon as/ they all 
had it G·i'lg'Eyalis said, "Now, go on and wipe your faces/ to wipe 
off your secular faces, friends," said he. / Immediately all wiped 
their faces, the dancers and the/ Sparrows, with the soft cedar bark. 
Now this was finished. (40) Then Head-Wolf spoke again and 
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said, / "Now, this is done, friends, now you have wiped off your 
summer faces; / now you have wiped off your sickness; and / you 
have wiped off your quarrels; now you have wiped off your troubles. 
(1) Now you will put on the happy maker on your faces. /I mean G7 

this, now come friend Sea-Hunter-Body, you who own the privilege 
of/ taking care of the charcoal," said he. Immediately Sea-Hunter
Body arose / and went back into the inner room. He did not stay 
long (5) before he came carrying a dish in which there was pounded 
/ charcoal. He walked around the fire in the middle of the house / 
singing his sacred song and shaking the rattle of Head-Wolf in his 
right hand. / As soon as he had gone around the fire he stopped 
singing his sacred song. / Then he put down the dish and Sea
Hunter-Body asked Head-Wolf (10) to take three dishes with 
charcoal from the/ inner room. Then Head-Wolf went and took 
them and he came and / put them down where the one dish was on 
the ground. Then spoke/ Sea-Hunter-Body and said, "O, friends, 
now this / charcoal will be put on you, now you will blacken your 
faces (15) with this supernatural Healing-Woman, the happy 
maker," /said he, shaking his rattle, stooping down over the four 
dishes / with charcoal, and saying, "op, op, op." Then he asked / 
four men to put down one dish / before the dancers, and three 
dishes were put down (20) before the Sparrows. Immediately all 
/ the dancers blackened their faces, and the Sparrows and the 
Sparrow women / and the little Sparrows. When this was done 
Head-Wolf spoke again /and said, "O, friend Sea-Hunter-Body, / 
now the supernatural power of the charcoal has come to our 
friends, (25) now it will change all our minds. I mean this, /now 
come, friend Made-to-be-Speaker, you who own the privilege of 
/taking the thick cedar bark," said he. / 

Immediately Made-to-be-Speaker arose. He spoke / and said, 
"True is your word, friend Head-Wolf, (30) this is my privilege, to 
take the thick red cedar bark, /together with my friends," said he 
as he asked Sea-Hunter-Body and / Walker and Made-to-be
Mountain-Goat-Hunter to stand up. As soon as /they were standing 
on the floor Made-to-be-Speaker said, "Look / at us now, we will 
go and get the thick red cedar bark and we (35) will bring it into 
this assembly house," said he when they went, / one • 
after the other, as they went out of the house. Now 0 
/ Made-to-be-Speaker carried the round rattle of • • 
Head-Wolf. /They did not remain outside long before/ 
Made-to-be-Speaker came singing his sacred song. They • 
all came into the (40) doorway holding the thick, round, red cedar 
bark /in this manner, as they came in at the door of the house. / 

5• 
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Now Made-to-be-Speaker held with his left hand/ the thick, round, 
68 red cedar bark. He was shaking his rattle with his (I) right hand, 

while he was singing his sacred song. Four / times they went 
around the fire in the middle of the house. But now Sea-Hunter
Body, /Walker and Made-to-be-Mountain-Goat-Hunter shouted in 
turns, / saying, "Hoi'p, hoi'p, hoi'p." As soon as they had gone 
four times around ( 5) the fire in the middle of the house they stood 
next to the door of the I house and at once Head-Wolf spoke and/ 
said,"You have come, supernatural ones, Made-to-be-Speaker, / 
Sea-Hunter-Body, Walker, and also you, friend Made-to-be
Mountain-Goat-Hunter, you bring in the / thick, red cedar bark, 
the great happy maker, the long life giver. (10) I mean this, go on 
and stand up, friend Walker, for you/ own the privilege of cutting 
the thick, red cedar bark," said he, naming the / one who is the 
fourth companion of Made-to-be-Speaker, and immediately / 
Walker came and stood up. Then he spoke and said, / "It is true, 
it is my privilege to cut the thick, red cedar bark, (15) indeed, for 
I was made not to be afraid by my father, I should not fear anything 
and I / should not respect anything. I mean this, I mean this, I 
shall not / hesitate to cut our Lord, the great respected one, / 
this great supernatural thick, red cedar bark. Now hold it, /friends, 
that I go and get my knife from my house (20) to cut it with," said 
he, and he ran out of the door of the house. / Made-to-be-Speaker 
and his two / friends were standing still waiting for Walker to come 
back. Now, Walker came /into the house wearing a neck ring of 
mixed /red cedar bark, not walking fast, going around the fire in 
the middle of the house. (25) He had no head ring of red cedar 
bark. As soon as he arrived at the / place where his friends were 
standing holding the thick, red cedar bark / he turned around to 
the right and he aimed with his knife at the / red cedar bark. Then 
he went around the fire in the middle of the / house. As soon as he 
reached them again he turned around. ( 30) Then he aimed again 
with his knife at the red cedar bark. Four times/ he went around 
the fire in the middle of the house. Then he cut one side of the red 
cedar bark. / As soon as it had been cut through by Walker he 
cried, "Wo," for /he was a grizzly bear dancer. As soon as it was 

• apart, what had been cut by Walker, / his 
friends opened up the thick, red cedar bark in 
this way. ( 35) As soon as they had finished Walker 

• • went back to his three / friends. Immediately 
/Made-to-be-Speaker spoke and said, / "Now, 

the great red cedar bark / is apart, this great supernatural one 
(40) who makes us all happy, friends,/ our respected one. I mean 
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this, friend Walker. Now you will use your privilege. /Bring a new 
mat, spread it on the floor / and let us put down on this your red 
cedar bark," said he. / 

(I) Immediately Head-Wolf went into the inner room/ and took 69 
a new mat and he came and spread it on the floor/ outside of the 
place where Made-to-be-Speaker was standing with his friends. / 
As soon as it was spread on the floor, Made-to-be-Speaker and his 
( 5) friends placed the red cedar bark on it, and Walker / went 
again among his three friends. They sat down on the/ edge of the 
mat on which the red cedar bark had been placed. They / untied 
the strings and then the red cedar bark was divided, / for it was 
already cut in strips just the right (10) length for the head rings. 
As soon as all the red cedar bark had been divided /Made-to-be
Speaker took one piece. /He stood up holding the red cedar bark.· 
Then he spoke and/ said, "Now be ready, great, true friends, now 
/ this red cedar bark will be given to you, the supernatural one, 
and (15) your minds will be different," said he as he gave the red 
cedar bark / to the dancers. As soon as they all had it, the red cedar 
bark was distributed / among the Sparrows. As soon as they all had 
it, / Made-to-be~Speaker sat down with his friends. /Immediately 
Head-Wolf arose when all the Sparrows had on their heads (20) 
rings of red cedar bark. Then spoke Head-Wolf / and said, not 
speaking really loud, ''Good, good / is this supernatural red cedar 
bark which has been put on to you by Healing-Woman,/ great, 
true friends; only take care, friends. / I mean this. Now come, 
friend Howling-here-and-there-in-the-World and (25) To'~omalis 
and you Making-Supernatural, and you, friend Great-Supernatural
one / you who own the privilege to get the eagle down," said he. / 

Immediately the four men named by Head-Wolf stood up./ Then 
spoke Howling-here-and-there-in-the-World and said,/ "You said 
it, friend Head-Wolf, it is our privilege (30) to take care of the eagle 
down, we four. Now / bring me your rattle, Head-Wolf, that we 
may bring the / supernatural down, that we bring it into this / 
assembly house. Come, friend Tc3'$Jomalis, and you, friend /Making
Supernatural, and you friend Great-Supernatural-one," said he. 
Immediately / (35) they went into the inner room and they did not 
stay long before they came, led by / Howling-here-and-there-in
the-World who carried a new dish full of / eagle down. He was 
singing his sacred song and / his three friends came carrying each 
one dish./ Now they went to the right around the fire in the middle 
of the house and (40) To'q;omalis, and Making-Supernatural and 
Great-Supernatural-one took turns in / saying, "Hoi'p, hoi'p, 
hoi'p." Four times they went around the fire in the middle of the 
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/ house. Then the four men put down the four / dishes with down in 
70 it, and immediately Howling-here-and-there-in-the-World (1) 

stopped singing his sacred song. He spoke and / said, "We have 
come, great, true friends, we have come and / brought in this eagle 
down, this great supernatural/ life bringer, this Healing-Woman. 
Now we will go and put the down (5) on to you great, true friends," 
said he as he carried / one dish and put the down on the dancers. / 
Then his friends put the down on all the Sparrows. As / soon as 
they had done so they sat down. Then arose Head-Wolf./ He spoke 
and said, not loud, "O, great, true friends, (10) now it has come, it 
has come, this down, put on to you, / great, true ones, friends, now 
we have been taken by the maker of the winter ceremonial, /now 
we are going through it, great, true friends. Only take care, / 
shamans. I mean this. Now come, friend, Ts!a'qElalis, you who 
have /the privilege of taking care of the batons," said he. Imme
diately (15) Ts !a'qElalis arose. He spoke and said, "It is true, / 
it is true, I am the owner of the privilege of taking care of the 
batons. Now / I will go and bring the batons from my house," 
said he as he / went out of the house. And he had not been away 
long before he came in at the/ door of the house·. Then he stood 
on the floor and spoke carrying in his arms (20) many batons, and 
he said, "I have come, I,/ the owner of the privilege of taking care 
of these batons. / Now I will go with these to our great friends," 
said he as he was / distributing them among the dancers, to each 
one a baton. / As soon as they all had them he distributed them 
among the Sparrows, and as soon (25) as they all had them, he sat 
down. Immediately/ Head-Wolf arose and spoke. He said, "Now,/ 
these batons have come, they have been put down in front of you 
by our / friend the one who has the privilege of looking after the 
batons. Now, / only take care, great, true friends, for now it is 
ended (30) what we are doing in this house. I mean this. Now come 
and stand up, friend / Causing-to-Swell-in-House, you who have 
the privilege of looking after the drum,'' /said he. / 

Immediately Causing-to-Swell-in-House arose and spoke. / He 
said, "True is your word, friend Head-Wolf, indeed, it is true, it is 
my (35) privilege to look after the drum. Will I not get it and 
bring it here, f. shamans, into this assembly house of our / great 
friend Head-Wolf 1 Now take care, / great, true friends, I will go 
and get the supernatural drum," / said he as he went out of the door 
of the house. It was not really (40) long before he came carrying on 
his shoulder the drum, as he came into the house. / He did not sing 
a sacred song. Four times he went around the fire in the middle / of 
the house, then he put the drum on the flooron theright hand side 
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of the house, / and he shook it. Then the whistles sounded. As 
soon as (1) he had done so Head-Wolf arose and spoke. He/ said, 71 

"O friends, now you have heard the supernatural power /of the 
drum, now the supernatural power has come into this house, / great, 
true friends. Now only take care, great, (5) true friends. I mean this. 
Now come, friend Head-Winter-Ceremonial, /you who have the 
privilege of going out of this house of the winter ceremonial / to tell 
our world that we have been covered by the red cedar bark," / 
said he. / 

Immediately Head-Winter-Ceremonial arose and spoke./ (10) He 
said, "True is your word, friend Head-Wolf, indeed I am/ the owner 
of the privilege of telling our world, and so I will go," said he as he / 
went out of the house. He stood up in front of the house / and said 
very loud, "I have come to tell you, world, that we have been 
covered by the / red cedar bark, our great friend," said he, and he 
came into the house. (15) Then he said, "Now I have told my world, 
great, true friends," / said he as he sat down. Immediately stood 
up/ Head-Wolf and spoke. He said, "It is great, it is great, /it is 
known by our world, shamans. Now take care, shamans, for / our 
head shaman will come in, Chief-Supernatural-one (Na.u'alakume'). 
Now (20) come, friend Sea-Hunter-Body, and you, Made-to-be
Speaker, and you, Walker,/ and· you, friend Made-to-be-Mountain
Goat-Hunter, you who own the privilege of / calling the head 
shaman, our great friend Chief-Supernatural-one," / said he. Im
mediately the four men called by/ Head-Wolf came and stood up, 
then Made-to-be-Speaker spoke (25) and said, "We will go and call 
our / great friend to come into this house of the winter ceremonial, 
that he / may call our spirit of the winter ceremonial," said he. / 

Then they turned to the right and went out of the house. / It was 
not very long before they came into the house and they stood on 
the floor. Then (30) spoke Made-to-be-Speaker and said, "We have 
come, / shamans, now only ta,Jce care when our head shaman comes 
in. /I mean this. He is now approaching," said he, andhe sat down./ 
Then came Chief-Supernatural-one singing his sacred song, and he 
came into the door / of the house. He went to the right a.round the 
fire in the middle of the house; but when he had (35) gone around 
it four times he stood on the floor in the rear of the house and he 
began to shake quickly / his rattle. Then all the Sparrows beat 
fast time/ on their boards that lay on the floor. As soon as Chief
Supernatural-one lifted / his rattle then all the .Sparrows stopped 
beating time./ (This is called in the winter ceremonial "to lift up".) 
As soon as(40)some time had passedChief-Supernatural-one swang 
his rattle again and/ immediately all the Sparrows beat fast time 
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on the / boards for time beating. Then Chief-Supernatural-one 
lifted his rattle./ Then for some time Chief-Supernatural-one swang 

72 his rattle again ( 1) and immediately all the Sparrows beat fast time. 
Then / became excited several of the dance owners after this. Then 
sang his/ sacred song the Shaman-Dancer. As soon as Chief-Super
natural-one lifted / his rattle all the Sparrows stopped beating 
time. (5) Again it was some time before Chief-Supernatural-one 
swang his rattle again. / Then all the Sparrows beat time and all / 
the dance owners became excited after this. Now they were running 
about/ inside the house and the Shaman-Dancers were also singing 
sacred songs. / As soon as all the dance owners who were excited 
had gone out of the house (10) all the Sparrows went out and went 
to their houses / when it was nearly daylight in the morning. Now 
they were very happy / after this; and it is said that for four days 
they were all really/ happy, all the Head Sparrows and the real 
Sparrows, and the / Sparrow women and the little Sparrows, as 
they now (15) continued giving feasts, beginning from the time 
of the assembly of Head-Wolf,/ the Wolf./ 

Now Head-Wolf send out Walking-about-in-the-World (Ta'wiE
la'lag·llis) who owns the privilege/ of looking for those who have 
disappeared in their house in the woods./ It is said Walking -about
in-the-World started immediately and went (20) into the woods 
behind Crooked-Beach, for he knew the house in the woods of the 
children of Head-Wolf. /It is said that, as soon as he arrived in the 
little house he went right / into it. Then not one of the children 
was seen / sitting in the house, only dry / blood was sticking on the 
mat spread on the bed of the four children of (25) Head-Wolf. Then 
it is said Walking-about-in-the-World gave up searching in vain for 
the/ children and he came home to the house coming in through the/ 
back door of the house; but he did not stay long in his house / before 
he went out of the real door of the house and went / to the winter 
ceremonial house of Head-Wolf. As soon as he (30) had gone he 
saw Head-Wolf sitting on the floor. Now /Walking-about-in-the
World whispered and told him about the children, that they were 
not/ sitting in the house. It is said Head-Wolf just said that/ his 
four sons had just gone to play somewhere, said he. Then Head
Wolf / invited secretly Made-to-be-Speaker and Sea-Hunter-Body, 
and (35) Walker, and Made-to-be-Mountain-Goat-Hunter to talk 
about his four /children who had disappeared. Now Head-Wolf 
told I the news brought by Walking-about-in-the-World, that the 
four children who had disappeared were not sitting /in the house 
in the woods, "Therefore I wish / you to consider it in your hearts 
that you go and try (40) to search for them," said he. Immediately 
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Made-to-be-Mountain-Goat-Hunter spoke/ and said, "Great is your 
word that you say/ to us, Chief Head-Wolf, it is really great. Now 
come,/ friends, and let us go. It is best for us to hurry and look (1) 
at the house of the children of Chief Head-Wolf./ Now come, friend 73 
Walking-about-in-the-World, and walk among us,"/ said he. Then 
they went through the back door of the house of/ Head-Wolf and 
Walking-about-in-the-World led them when (5) they were going 
into the woods. Now they arrived at the little house. They went / 
in and they all together saw the dry / blood sticking on the mat on 
which the children had been lying. /Then the five men guessed that 
the/ four children of Head-Wolf had been murdered, for they saw 
(10) the dry blood. I 

Then Walker spoke and said, "Do not let us / just doubt whether 
the princes of our Chief/ Head-Wolf have been murdered. I am 
convinced that they are / all dead. We shall tell the Chief about 
the blood spots (15) on the mat. I mean this, they are all dead," 
said he. / All his friends just agreed to what he said. / 

They came walking out of the woods and they went again through 
the rear door of the /house of Head-Wolf. Then they sat down. 
He was the first to/ speak, Head-Wolf. He said as he was waiting 
for(20) thefive men to speak first, "Now /tell quickly whathasbeen 
seen by you," saidhe. Then/Walkerspoke and said, "Oh, whatmay 
it be Chief, /that has been seen by us 1 There is none of the beloved 
children, and now we / are all convinced that they have been 
murdered on account of the (25) dry blood on the place where our 
beloved children were lying on their /mat. I mean this, Chief. Take 
care now of your heart,/ Chief Head-Wolf, for it is best that we do 
quickly / what you wish," said he. Then Head-Wolf was just / 
silent. He had no word, for his heart dropped. (30) Then Made-to
be-Speaker spoke and said, "Oh, only /take care, Chief, let us shorten 
the four days beginning / today to call our children, if they should be 
walking far away from here. / The only important thing in our 
minds is the blood, / it certainly was sticking on the mat on which 
our children were lying down, (35) therefore we guess that they 
have been murdered./ I mean this. I wish that we should really 
quickly begin the ceremonial of bringing back. Let us /be ready 
in four days," said he. / 

Then spoke Head-Wolf and said, "Your /words are coming to 
be true. My children have really been murdered. (40) What shall 
I do 1 Good are your words, Made-to-be-Speaker, for you/ say we 
should hUITy with the ceremonial of bringing back, /in case my 
children should still be alive. Four days are named by you for / the 
time of getting ready, and I wish this in my mind, that we engage (l) 
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74 K!we'k!waxi'we1 and his younger brothers to come and sit inside 
the door of our / house for the ceremonial of bringing back, so that 
they may change with us in the ceremonial of bringing back when 
we / finish dancing," said he. / 

Then Sea-Hunter-Body, and Made-to-be-Speaker, and Walker, / 
(5) and Made-to-be-Mountain-Goat-Hunter and also Walking-about
in-the-World agreed to what he said/ when Head-Wolf said that/ 
K!we'k!waxi'we' and his younger brothers should sit inside of the 
door of the winter ceremonial house. / Then spoke Made-to-be
Mountain-Goat-Hunter and said, "Now let us /send some one to 
K!we'k!waxi'we' that he may know that we wish (10) him to come 
and change with us when we finish the ceremonial of bringing back. / 
Go now, friends Made-to-be-Speaker, and Walker, and/ tell him," 
said he. Immediately stood up Made-to-be-Speaker/ and Walker 
and went out of the house, and they went into / the house of 
K!we'k!waxi'we'. Now (15) K!we'k!waxi'we' and his younger 
brothers were together. Now Mink was sitting among them./ Then 
K!we'k!waxi'we' led Made-to-be-Speaker / and Walker to their 
places. As soon as they were seated spoke / K!we'k!waxi'we' and 
said, ''A cause of surprise/ is your coming here,'' said he. Immediate
ly Made-to-be-Speaker (20) replied and said, "We were sent by/ 
Head-Wolf to tell you about his wishes. He wishes / you to sit 
inside the door of the winter ceremonial / house so that you may 
change in the ceremonial of bringing back when we finish./ Now, 
after four days we will be ready, for that will be my (25) time for 
the ceremonial of bringing back in the night of the fourth day / 
beginning with this day," said he. Immediately K!we'k!waxi'we' / 
spoke and said, "The words of Head-Wolf are good, /for we were 
expecting that you would engage us. Are we not/ going to go?" 
said he. As soon as he finished speaking (30) Made-to-be-Speaker 
and Walker went out of the house of / K!we'k!waxi'we' to tell 
Head-Wolf the kind words of / K!we'k!waxi'we'. / 

Now I will stop for awhile talking about the Wolves who /had 
for their chief Head-Wolf, the one who gave the winter ceremonial. 
(35) When Made-to-be-Speaker and/ Walker had gone out of the 
house of K!we'k!waxi'we', Mink arose/ and said he would go home 
to his house. As soon as he had entered/ he took his cape and he 
took his paddle. Then he was asked/ by his mother, "Where are 
you going, little one?'_' he was told. Then (40) Mink replied to 
his mother. He said, "I am going paddling, mother.~' /Then he 

75 went out of his (1) house and he went down to the beach to the 
place where his small canoe lay. / He went aboard and paddled going 
northward. He arrived / at the river at the east end of Me'mkiimlis. 
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Then he I stepped out of his small canoe and immediately he rolled 
together the stones (5) so that they were in this way. As soon as 
he had finished the salmon trap made by /Mink, he sat down on 
the large rock which lay on the beach / which has the name, "Place
where-Mink-Sat-on-the-Rock." Now he said, "What is in you, / 

Flshtrap 

-· 
.. 

·' 

. .. • 

, 

~ .. -..... 
~·" ·-

0 
Seat of Mink 

River 

Burial Ground 

Salmon Trap ~" Then / the Salmon Trap replied to him and said, 
"What little thing should this be, (10) a little bull head," said it. / 
Then Mink said, "Ah, throw it away,"/ said he. Now all kinds of 
fish were named by the / Salmon Trap as caught by it, and Mink 
replied saying to hie/ Salmon Trap to throw them away. Now the 
Salmon Trap had named (15) all kinds of fish. Then at the end 
named / the Salmon Trap the double-headed serpent. Then Mink 
said, "That's it, that's / it, that's it," said he, and took out the 
double-headed serpent / which was in the Salmon Trap and put it 
into his small canoe. / Then he paddled away and went to his village 
Crooked-Beach. As soon as he (20) arrived on the beach of his 
house Mink stepped out of his / small canoe and went up the 
beach. He entered/ his house when it was evening. Then he said 
to his mother, ''Mother, / mother, mother, carry up my salmon 
which I have caught," / said he. Immediately his mother (25) 
went down the beach to the place where the small canoe of Mink 
was lying. / As soon as she saw the salmon / her body became 
entirely contorted. A man was walking along and / saw the mother 
of Mink lying on the beach, all/ contorted her body. Then the man 
went and stood in the (30) door of the house of Min}{. The man 
said to (1) Mink, "Go, Mink, look at your mother!/ Her whole body 76 
is just contorted," said he. Immediately / Mink went down the 
beach. As soon as he saw/ his mother lying there Mink said, (5) 
"Mother is just glad," said he as he / straightened out his mother. 
And so Mink carried up / the double-headed serpent and put it 
down on the floor in the comer of his house, and he / spread a mat 
over it, preventing it to be seen by the people walking about, / for 
there was not a single man who knew why ( 10) Mink had gone 
paddling; and there was also not a single man / who knew that he 
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had caught the double-headed serpent. Even his mother did not 
know /that it was a double-headed serpent that had done so to her, 
that her whole / body had become contorted, for the mother thought 
it was a silver salmon; / and also K!we'k!waxi'we' and his younger 
brothers did not know that {15) Mink had caught the double-headed 
serpent. As soon as / day came in the morning Mink made a head 
ring of shredded cedar bark. Two /were what he made. As soon 
as he had done so he took the double-headed serpent and / placed 
it on top of the head ring of shredded cedar bark. As soon as / this 
was done he took the head of the eldest prince/ (20) of Head-Wolf 
and put it on top of the shredded cedar bark / head ring. As soon 
as the two head rings / made by Mink were finished he put them 
into his box which always / remained in his bedroom. Then Mink 
was just waiting until / the arrival of the time for the ceremonial 
for bringing back of Head-Wolf and his tribe, (25) the Wolves. / 

Now I shall talk about the invitation for going to the Song
Ground. / (It has two names, also Supernatural-Ground which / 
the recent men try to imitate, which was done in various ways by / 
Head-Wolf when he gave the winter ceremonial. The reason that 
it is known by the generations following Head-Wolf ( 30) is that 
K!we'k!waxi'we' in the beginning listened to the speeches / of the 
Wolves.)/ 

Now it was past noon when Head-Wolf called/ Walker and Sea.
Hunter-Body, and Made-to-be-Speaker and Made-to-be-Mountain
Goat-Hunter. /As soon as the four Head Sparrows came into the 
house (35) Head-Wolf led them to sit down in the rear of the/ house, 
and immediately Head-Wolf spoke and / said. "You have come, 
friends, to do what is to be taken care of by you, This is / one side 
of your privileges, to go and invite, that the tribe may go and sit 
down on the /supernatural place. I mean this, go and whisper at 
the sides of our ( 40) song leaders to go and sing their newly made 
songs on the / singing ground. I do not wish that K!we'k!waxa'wec 

77 (1) and his younger brothers should go at the same time and sit 
among us because I do not want them to listen to/ all our speeches,'' 
said he. / 

And so immediately the four Head Sparrows went out of the / 
house and they went into the house of the Wolves and they (5) sat 
down by the side of the men and whispered to them, telling them to / 
go to the singing ground. Then, however, went the song leaders 
ahead of/ all the dance owners and next went all the Sparrows. / 
As soon as all had gone out, came last the four inviters, / the Head 
Sparrows. Then they said, "We have come to be all on the ground." 
(IO) Now they sat down on the ground to listen to the song leaders 
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as they were singing their / newly made songs for the four children 
of Head-Wolf, who had disappeared. /As soon as all the Sparrows 
knew the /new songs Head-Wolf spoke/ and said, "Now I thank 
you for your words, song leaders, now it is (15) well done, I hope, 
I hope the supernatural spirit may not want / my children to stay 
away. I hope that my children may come, brought back by the/ 
supernatural spirit, that my children may not be kept away by 
Evil-Making-Woman (e:ya,'e:yak-il~as). / Now only take care, you 
dance owners and you / Head Sparrows, and you real Sparrows, in 
case something bad may happen to us, and also, (20) if you should 
not hear the sound of my children, when all finish / dancing, those 
who will be our means of the ceremonial of bringing back. Now 
we shall ask our friend / K!we'k!waxa'we' and his younger brothers 
to change dancing with us, / for it may be that they might cause my 
children to come to the roof of my / winter ceremonial house," said 
Head-Wolf, and he sat down. (25) Then Head-Supernatural-One 
spoke and said, "That is /what you say, Head-Wolf. Now when 
we have finished / the ceremonial of bringing back, and if our 
children do not / come on the roof of the house in which the cere
monial of bringing back is held, then evidently we / shall ask 
K!we'k!waxa'we' and his younger brothers to change with us in the 
(30) ceremonial of bringing back. As soon as they finish, and if 
they do not succeed, so that/ our children do not come to the roof 
of the house of our ceremonial of bringing back, / what shall we do 
then in the way as it is in my mind 1 / I think then we will just kill 
K!we'k!waxa'we' and his / younger brothers so that they all may 
die. For whom can we blame for the killing of our (35) children 
but them r• said he. / 

Then his words struck all the men right. / Now their speeches 
were finished and they were going to perform the ceremonial of 
bringing back in the evening of the/ next day. Then they walked 
out of the woods and returned to their houses. /Now the Wolves 
did not know that K!we'k!waxa'we' (40) had been listening to their 
speeches and therefore / K!we'k!waxa'we' invited his younger 
brothers late at night so / that all should go to his house. As soon 
as all came into his house / K!we'k!waxa'we' told them about the 
speech of Nau'alakiime' that was heard by him. (1) As soon as 78 
K!we'k!waxa'we' had finished what he was telling, / Mink spoke 
and said, speaking like a child / when he was talking, / 

"Don't, Master, don't be afraid. Only take care, ( 5) tribe, when we 
go in. I shall be the last to perform in the ceremonial of bringing 
back, / that those who are now dead may know that I am super
natural," / - / - / said Mink.1 / 

1 Lines 6-9 repeat in ordinary pronunciation }fink's words. 
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(10) Then K!we'k!waxii.'wec thanked Mink for what he had said./ 
Mink had a song known by his / friends. Now K!we'k!waxi'wet 
wished Deer to get excited first / for he was the very first one of 
the Fool Dancers. / Then Mink was to be the next. K!we'k!waxi' -
we1 (15) and his younger brothers relied upon the words of Mink 
for / they knew that he was supernatural. Now they finished / 
talking about this and they went out of the house to go / to their 
houses and to sleep for a short time. As soon as day / came in the 
morning Head-Wolf sent Ts!aqElalis to go and call (20) Sea-Hunter
Body and Made-to-be-Speaker and Walker and Made-to-be-Moun
tain-Goat-Hunter / and G·i'lg·Eyalis, and Howling-here-and-there
in-the-World, and TcY~omalis, and / Making -Supernatural, and 
Great-Supernatural-one, all of them to come into the winter 
ceremonial/ house. Immediately Ts!aqElalis went to call them and/ 
thus they all came into the house, the nine men, (25) and they went 
and sat down in the rear of the winter ceremonial house. / Im
mediately Head-Wolf spoke and said, /"Come, friends, for you all 
entirely own the privilege / to order those who perform the ceremo
nial of bringing back, to wash their bodies. Now go on and 
dress yourselves," said he./ Immediately the Head Sparrows took 
newly made red cedar bark (30) for their head rings and things for 
the neck which are called by some /men neck rings. As soon as 
they had done so they took / tallow and rubbed it on their faces, 
and they took / charcoal and blackened with it their faces, and they 
took a/ long cedar bark rope and cut it for belts. (35) When they 
were all belted, they took thin / cedar poles and cut them up so 
that all had Sparrow canes. / Then they took eagle down and put it 
on. / Now they had put on the dress of those who had to tell the 
dance owners to wash, / and also all the Sparrows. As soon as they 
had finished, (40) Head-Wolf told them to eat before going, and 

79 they sat down/ andate quickly. It was already towards (1) evening. 
As soon as they had finished they arose and went out / of the house 
and went to the end of the village to the house of K!we'k!waxi'wec / 
and they went in and stood on the floor inside the door of the / 
house. Then Made-to-be-Speaker said, "We are (5) trying to do 
something, shamans!" Then said Sea-Hunter-Body, "We are trying 
to /beat time, shamans!" Then said Walker, "We are trying to 
hear / our spirit of the winter dance, shamans!" Then said Made
to-be-Mountain-Goat-Hunter, "We are/ calling the spirit of the 
winter dance!" Then said G·i'lg·Eyii.lis, "Now you / will wash your 
body, Gwa'gwanomis (that K!we'k!waxi'wec was referred to as (10) 
Gwi'gwanomis); now you will wash yourself, No'litla.ku, (that 
Deer / was referred to as No'litla.ku), now you will wash yourself, 
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K·ax", (that Mink /was referred to as K·ax·). As soon as they had 
named the / names of the whole number of people in the one house, / 
Howling-here-and-there-in-the-World said, "Arise quickly, sha
mans." Then / (15) To'~omalis said, "We are going in while it is 
still daylight, shamans." Now all /said the same. They kept on 
saying this in all/ the houses that evening. As soon as they had come 
to the end of the village site / they went in for a little while into the 
winter ceremonial house. Then they went back / to call, and that 
was also where they first went, into the house of (20) Gwa'gwanomis, 
(that K!we'k!waxa'we'); and they said together, / "We come back 
to call, shamans, wa, wa, wa, stand up, stand up, stand up!" said 
they, and/ they all went out of the house. And they continued/ to 
say the same in all of the houses. Then they went in again into /the 
winter ceremonial house. They went out again, and they went (25) 
to the house of Gwa'gwanomis and they said again together,/ "We 
really go again to call, shamans, wa, wa, wa, stand up, / stand up, 
that you may all go in!" said they. And they/ all said the same in 
the houses. Then again / the inviters went into the winter 
ceremonial house and they rested for a short time. (30) Now the 
Sparrows and their wives, / and their children came in and the 
Sparrow women sat down /on each side of the house and the Spar
rows sat down / in the rear of the house. Then the inviters went 
out again/ and they went into the house of Gwa'gwanomis. They 
(35) said together, "We are trying to see a face." Then the inviters / 
saw Gwa'gwanomis, (that K!we'k!waxa'we'), for/ all his younger 
brothers were in his house. Then K·ax-, the /Mink, said to the 
song leader Raccoon the words of his/ song, for there were three of 
them, Mink, and Deer (40) and also Raccoon, who knew that Mink 
had killed/ with Deer the princes of Head-Wolf. /As soon as the 
speeches of the myth people were finished they went ·together / into 
the winter ceremonial house and sat down close (I) to the door of the 80 
house, keeping together. Now /they all, with the dance owners, 
came in. Then spoke Made-to-be-Speaker/ and said, "We have all 
come in, friends," / said he, and immediately Head-Supernatural
one stood up. He/ (5) spoke and said, "We have come, shamans, 
we have come into this / great winter ceremonial house, the winter 
ceremonial house of our/ great friend Head-Wolf. Now only take 
care, else / it will go wrong if we do not try hard to obtain good 
results,'' said he as / the Grizzly Bear of the Wolves became excited. 
Immediately the song leaders (10) started the song of the Grizzly 
Bear, and all the /real Sparrows sang. As soon as the song was 
at an end the Grizzly Bear calmed down. / And they kept on doing 
so. As soon as all / the songs of the dance owners were at an end 
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the women of the Wolves also/ danced, and as soon as they had all 
done so Head-Supernatural-one stood up and (15) spoke. He said 
as he sneezed, "Now take care, / friends, this is a bad sign, a notice 
given by this one who never / lies. The left side of my nose was 
sneezing. I mean thi~, friends, /I am troubled for all those have 
danced who perform the ceremonial of bringing back / and never 
have come on the roof of the winter ceremonial (20) house the four 
children of our great friend Head-Wolf, who have disappeared. / 
I mean this, now the sound of walking1 will be here, friends. / Now 
come, friend Sea-Hunter-Body, for you are the owner of the privi
lege of/ going to try and listen for the supernatural power. Now 
come, friend Made-to-be-Speaker, / for you are the owner of the 
privilege of going to try and listen for the (25) supernatural power. 
Now come, friend Walker, for you are the owner of the privilege of/ 
going to try and listen for the supernatural power. Now come, 
friend TEwe'x·i'laku, / for you are the owner of the privilege of 
going to try and listen for the supernatural power / to find the 
children of our great friend, Head-Wolf," said he. / Immediately 
the four men arose. (30) Then spoke Made-to-be-Speaker and said, 
"Now you / are sending us, friend Head-Supernatural-one, to try 
to listen for the / supernatural power of the children of our great 
friend, Head-Wolf, who have disappeared. /I mean this, we may 
just go," said he as they went out / of the house. They stayed 
away a long time, then they came back into the house (35) and 
Made-to-be-Speaker said, "O, shamans, we did not /hear anything. 
Now let our great friend Gwa'gwanomis /and his younger brothers 
change with us. They might succeed in getting them / to come to 
the roof of the winter ceremonial house," / said he. Then Gwa'
gwanomis arose and spoke. (40) He said, "Now, friend Made-to-be
Speaker, you wish us to / take your place in the ceremonial of 
bringing back. I hope that we may get the / children of our great 
friend Head-Wolf who have disappeared, so that they may come on 
the roof of / the great winter ceremonial house. Here is where I stop 

81 (1) speaking." Then Deer shouted, "Waai !"and he became excited 
in his/ Fool Dance. Immediately Raccoon sang his song. I Then 
he calmed down. Now Gwa'gwanomis, that/ K!we'k!waxa'we', did 
not know that K·ax·, the Mink, (5) had gone out of the house as 
soon as Deer became excited. / As soon as they had all finished the 
singing for taming the Deer, the sound of singing of/ K·ax· came 
outside of the house. Then Raccoon/ took up the song of Mink, 
the tune of whose song was, / 

1 That means four men are sent out to go and listen for the sound 
of the spirit of the winter ceremonial, to bring back t.hose who have 
disappeared. 
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Ya hi hi hi, ya ha1 / 

(10) Serves you right! Serves you right! / 

The!) all the myth people began to sing and/K·i·x· came holding 
up the edge of his blanket with his left hand, so that / his head 
could not be seen while he was dancing. As soon as he started with 
the words, I 

K·ax· uses as a mask the middle of the face of No'li'laku; 
(15) Ya ha ha ha, ya ha,/ 

as soon as he started, "uses as a mask," then K·ax· lowered that 
/ with which he covered his face with the left hand, and the Wolves 
saw/ the double-headed serpent lying on the head of K·ax·. Imme
diately / all the bodies of the Wolves became contorted. Then 
K·ix· (20) jumped out of the door of the winter ceremonial house 
and took off the / double headed serpent. He took the head of the 
eldest one of the/ children of Head-Wolf and made it stay on the 
crown of his / head, and again he covered his face with his left hand 
and he went in dancing. / Then he went in again into the house 
where the myth people were still singing. (25) The words of the 
song, said, I 

Ya ha ha ha, ya ha!/ 
K ·ax· is wearing as a mask the dead prince of the Wolf; / 

Ya ha ha ha, ya ha. / 

As soon as they started the words, ''K ·ax- is wearing as a mask 
the dead prince of the (30) Wolf," K·ix· put down that with which 
he covered his face with his left hand/ and the Wolves saw the cut 
off head of the/ prince of Head-Wolf sitting on the top of the head 
K·ax·. / Then the Wolves tried in vain to kill K·ax·; but, / what 
could they do with their bodies all contorted on account of the 
double-headed serpent~ (35) So K·ax· escaped and went to their 
houses with his ( 1) tribe, the myth people. The Wolves were de- 82 
feated.2 / Then for shame they went into the woods and they really 
became / wolves after this. They stayed forever in the woods. / 

Now K !we'k !waxa'we' was happy with his younger brothers, for 
they (5) lived alone at Crooked-Beach, for not one of the/ Wolves 
stayed behind. Now it is ended for a short time after this. / 

Now I will talk about the one who took the winter ceremonial 
of I Head-Wolf. I 

1 Considered as child's pronunciation. In Indian line IO is said to be 
the same properly pronounced. 

2 Literally : to pass off wind. In the winter ceremonial any mishap 
or mistake (which is considered shameful) is so called. 
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Now the Wolves had gone back into the woods and they (10) 
never came back to Crooked-Beach and K!we'k!waxa'wes must / 
always have remembered all the words of Head-Wolf that were 
heard by him / and those of his tribe, the Wolves, when he called 
them to / talk about the winter ceremonial. Therefore K!we'k!wa
xa'wes wished / to marry and to try to succeed in (15) having 
a son. Then he resolved to marry / E'lx-sA.o'pa. (Li'bid did not 
know whose daughter/ E'lx·sao'pa was.) Then K!we'k!waxa'weE 
invited his younger brothers in / and all went into his house. As 
soon as they were all inside / K !we'k !waxa'wes stood up. He spoke 
and said, (20) "You have come here, tribe, to listen to the reason 
why I / invited you. It would not be good if I should not ask your 
advice, for I do not know / what you will say, my tribe, whether 
you agree or not. I mean this, / I wish to marry E'lx·sao'pa so 
that I / may have a son to take my place. I mean this, (25) I know 
the winter ceremonial of Head-Wolf and his tribe the Wolves / 
which we obtained in war, all the ways/ of the winter ceremonial 
speeches. Now answer my words /to you," said he. Immediately 
Land Otter arose. / He spoke and said, "Go ahead and marry 
quickly(30)E'lx·sA.o'pa so that you may succeed in having a child,/ 
chief K!we'k!waxa'we'. Thus we say and my brothers," /said he. 
Then K !we'k lwaxa'we' sent Deer / and Raccoon to go and tell 
E'lx·sA.o'pa that/ K!we'k!waxa'we' would marry her that day. 
(35) E'lx·sA.o'pa just said that she wished to have K !we'k !waxi' -
we' for a husband, / said she. It was not long before Deer and / 
Raccoon came back and told the kindly words of/ E'lx·sao'~wa to 
K !we'k !waxa'we'. Immediately he / married E'lx·sao'pa. Now 
were a married couple E'lx·sao'pa (40) and K!we'k!waxa'wes. 
They had not been a married couple for a long time before/ E'lx·
sao'~a had a son. Then / K !we'k !waxa'we' named his child 

83 Ha'nis. ( 1) K !we'k !waxa'we' had only one child. As soon as Ha'nis 
was a full grown / man K !we'k !waxa'we' asked him to give a 
winter ceremonial / in winter with the ceremonial of Head-Wolf, 
"For I/ know all the ways," said he as he began (5) to tell the ways 
of the speeches of the Wolves from the beginning to the end / at 
the assembly. "For why should I not tell you to give a winter cere
monial, for /we obtained it in war from the Wolves," said K!we'
k!waxa'wes /to his son Ha'nis. But Ha'nis took no notice of/ the 
words of his father, for Ha'nis was that kind of a man, he was a 
slow (10) man. Then K!we'k!waxa'wes gave up to tell/ Ha'nis to 
go ahead and give a winter cremonial. K !we'k !waxa'we1 asked his / 
son to marry Thrush-Woman (Wa'xswaxiiliya11a). Then Ha'nis I 
agreed to the words of his father and immediately K !we'k !waxa'we' 
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/called in the myth people and all came to his house. (15) As soon 
as they were all in K !we'k !waxa'we1 arose. He / spoke and said, 
"You have come, tribe, you have come to my/ house that I may tell 
you the way of my mind, tribe. / I wish that Ha'nis should marry 
Thrush-Woman. /I mean this, I will send you, Deer and Raccoon 
(20) to tell her," said he. Immediately / Deer and Raccoon arose 
and went out / of the house and they went to the house of Thrush
Woman. /Then Deer and Raccoon sat down at the place where/ 
Thrush-Woman was sitting. And first Thrush-Woman spoke 
jokingly. (25) She said "It is a great thing that you are walking 
here, Chiefs," /said she. Then Deer spoke and said, / "Indeed it is 
a great thing that we are walking here. It is this, we have come 
from the / house of K !we'k !waxa'we' who sent us to tell you that 
he/ wooes you for his son Ha'nis. He said that we (30) should go 
to have you marry him today, said he, that is what we say to you," 
said he./ 

Thrush-Woman just agreed to what he said and / Deer and 
Raccoon just / at once went out of the house. They went into the 
house of K !we'k !waxa'we' / and they told the kindly words of 
Thrush-Woman. (35) Then the Myth people immediately married 
him to Thrush-Woman. / Now Ha'nis had a wife after this. They 
had not been / husband and wife very long before they had a son. / 
Now K !we'k !waxa'we' named his grandson Q !o'mo~us1ala. / AB 
soon as Q !o'mo~us1ala was a full-grown man, (40) K!we'k!waxa'we' 
told his grandson to give a winter ceremonial / in winter. Then 
Q !o'mo~us'ala agreed to give a winter ceremonial that / winter. 
(Now IA'bid did not know the name of / the one who disappeared. 
It may have been his mother, Thrush-Woman). Now (1) Q !o'- 84 
mo~us1ala assembled his tribe who have now the name Real 
Kwakiutl. /Now they were real men. They were a tribe after this, 
beginning / with Q !o'mo~"s'ala. When she first disappeared, (let 
me / say that it was the mother of Q !o'mo~us'ala, that Thrush
Woman, who had disappeared (5) that night) when day came in 
the morning, there came / to the beach of the house of Q!o'mo~"
s'ala a little canoe. / An old man was sitting in the stern of his 
little canoe. /All his clothing was red cedar bark. Then Q !o'mo~ 11 -
sca.1a, /with his father Ha'nis went there. As soon as they came to 
where the (10) little canoe was lying Ha'nis spoke and said to the/ 
old man dressed in red cedar bark, "O great, true Healing-Woman,/ 
who are you 1 Where do you come from, great, true supernatural 
one 1" /Thus said Ha'nis to him. Then replied the old man /and 
said, "I am La'lax·s'Endayo who came down as a bird at Taya'~ol. 
(15) My name is La'lax·s'Endayo in the secular season and my 
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name is / Ho'Lelid in the winter ceremonial. I am the head shaman. 
Heard are / my sacred songs by Healing-Woman," said he. / 
Immediately Ha'nis invited La/lars'Endayo to eat / in the house 
of Q !omo~ussala. Immediately La'la.x·s'Endayo (20) followed 
Ha'nis and Q !o'mo~ussala and they went into his house, / and 
immediately La'lax·ssEndayo was given food. / After he had 
finished eating Ha'nis spoke and said, / "Thank you, friend, you 
are welcome as you are coming along, /coming at the same time 
with his mother who has disappeared. I mean this, it is good luck 
(25) for me that you have come, Ho'Lelid, for you are the great 
head shaman, for / after three days is the time of the assembly of 
my tribe. /Now you will be the head shaman in the assembly and 
I am only trying to follow / the ways of the winter ceremonial of 
the Wolves," said he./ Then La'lax·ssEndayo replied to the speech 
of Ha'nis. (30) He said, "True is your word, Ha'nis. Indeed that is/ 
the reason why I came. I had a dream made by Healing-Woman 
for this / Q !o'mo~ussala who gives a winter ceremonial this winter 
at Crooked-Beach. Therefore/ I come, I, the great head shaman. I 
mean what you say / Ha'nis. Now go on and call the names of the 
Head Sparrows (35) who are handling the change of the ways/ in 
the assembly of your tribe," said he. / 

Immediately Ha'nis spoke and said, "Good is / your word, 
friend La'lax·s'Endayo. Let me invite my tribe/ so that they may 
come into the winter ceremonial house," said he, and (40) he sent 
a young man to go and call only the men / to come all to the winter 
ceremonial house. And immediately / the young man went to the 
houses inviting only the men. / And immediately the tribe of 

85 Ha'nis all came in. As soon (1) as they had come in Ha'nis spoke 
and said, / "Welcome, friends, come and listen to / the way in 
which I speak to you, that you / may know that after three days 
will be the time when you will be assembled, (5) friends, by Q!o'
mo~us'ala. I mean this, /now I will give you the privilege to assemble 
(the people), / to go from one (generation) to the other of our 
children as they are coming along. I mean this, friends, now I / 
will name them," said he as he named his son, Q !omo~us'ala, 
"You/ will be the assembler, you will have the privilege of assem
bling (the people). It will go over (10) to your children as they are 
coming along. And you, L !a'lis, you will have the privilege / of 
bringing in the tallow for rubbing on the faces of those assembled. 
It will /go over to your children as they come along. And you, 
Ts !alag·ilis it will be your / privilege of bringing in the shredded 
cedar bark for wiping off the faces / of our friends, the secular 
faces, when they are assembled. ( 15) It will go from one (generation) 
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to the other of your children as they are coming along. And you, 
L!a'lbe', /you will have the privilege of bringing in the charcoal for 
blackening the faces of our / friends when they are assembled, and 
it will go from one (generation) to the other of / your children as 
they are coming along. And you, K!wa'maxalas, and you Ts!Exts!E
~es, /and you, Ts!o'~uts!aes, and you, Ya'qalas, you will own the 
privilege of (20) bringing in the thick red cedar bark to put on the 
heads of our friends/ when they are assembled.You four will atso own 
the privilege of / inviting the whole tribe with the women and their 
children, to / go into (the assembly house), and it / will go from 
one (generation) to the other of your children as they are coming 
along. And you, LEk:a's, you (25) will have the privilege of cutting 
the thick red cedar bark and it will go from one (generation) to the 
other / of your children as they are coming along. And you, Ha'm
dzid you will have / the privilege of bringing in the eagle down to 
put the down on our friends/ when they are assembled, and it will 
go from one (generation) to the other of your children as they are 
coming along. / And you, Ya'qo~s, you will have the privilege 
of bringing in the (30) eagle down, you two with Ha'mdzid, to put 
the eagle down on our / friends when they are assembled, and it 
will go from one (generation) to the other of your children / as 
they are coming along. And you La'lep !alas, you will have the 
privilege of / bringing in the batons for beating time for our 
friends / when they are assembled, and it will go from one (gene
ration) to the other of your children as they are coming along. (35) 
And you, A'max·ag·i'la, you will have the privilege of bringing in 
the drum / to be used by our friends when they are assembled, and 
it will /go from one (generation) to the other of your children as 
they are coming along. And you, A'gwilae;amec, /you will have the 
privilege of going out of the assembly house to / go and tell our 
world that the winter dance spirit has come over the dance owners 
(40) and the Sparrows, and it will go from one (generation) to the 
other of your children as they are coming along. / And you, friend 

· Ho'Lelid, you are the head shaman, / you have the privilege of 
calling the supernatural power. Now begin,/ friends," said Ha'nis. / 

(1) Then Ho'Lelid spoke and said, "Go on, / friends, only take 86 

care of the privileges given to you by / Ha'nis. You will give the 
privileges to the eldest / of your children in later days. I mean 
this, go on (5) Q !omo~ustala, oniy follow all that has been done by/ 
Head-Wolf when he assembled his tribe, the Wolves," said he. / 

Then their speeches were at an end and they all / went out of 
the house into which they had been invited. Then Ma'tag·ila 
arrived at the beach of the / house of Q !o'mo~uscala, and imme-
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diately Ma'tag·ila was invited by (10) Ha'nis to eat in his house. 
He was the first owner of the / cannibal of the woods, Ma'tag·ila, 
who had the name as cannibal of the woods, Ha'msbe'. /As soon 
as four days had passed beginning from the time when the novice 
of / Q !o'mo~us1ala had disappeared, he assembled his tribe and 
/then followed all that was done by Head-Wolf when they were 
assembled (15) and when they had the ceremonial of bringing 
back the novices. That is the end after this. / 

Born-to-be-Sparrows / 

It was when the Wolves gave the winter dance at Crooked
Beach (Qa'lo~is). /The supernatural power came to the roof of 
the house of the Wolves. /Then, it is said, disappeared the princes 
of Wolf. (20) It is said, Mink said that he was holding on to the 
floor of the house, while it was as though / he was being pulled by 
the supernatural power that was taking along the four princes of 
/Wolf. As soon as the chief Wolf /learned that the supernatural 
power was trying to take along Mink / the chief of the Wolves 
said to his tribe, (25) "That child Mink will just be the beginning 
of the Sparrows." Now Mink discovered/ what had been said by 
Wolf, and Mink was angered by / his words. Immediately Mink 
secretly tried to discover / the place where the princes of Wolf 
who had disappeared were staying. Then / he found the secret 
house of the four princes of Wolf who had disappeared (30) inland 
from the village site of the Myth people at Crooked-Beach. Imme
diately /Mink called his friends Deer, / Raccoon, and Landotter, 
late at night. As soon /as the three friends of Mink had come in 
Mink/ arose and barred the door of the house, (35) Then he came 
and sat down. Then Mink spoke / to his friends. He said, "Listen / 
friends, it very much hurts me what Wolf said /to me, for Wolf 
said that I was the beginning of the Sparrows, / for the super-

87 natural spirit touched me. Now we will go and (1) kill the princes 
of Wolf in their secret house / inland," said Mink to his three 
friends, Deer, / Raccoon, and Landotter. Immediately I the four 
friends got ready to go up the river of Crooked-Beach, (5) for that 
was the place of the secret house of those who disappeared, at the 
head of the river./ Then Mink and his three friends arrived at the/ 
house of hemlock branches, and, it is said, Mink was the first I 
to go into the house. Then he saw the four princes of/ Wolf really 
bending up their necks, being asleep (10). Then Mink and his three 
friends easily / cut off each the head of one of the four princes of 
/Wolf. As soon as Mink had finished /cutting off the heads of the 
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princes of Wolf, /Mink asked his friends to hide (15) the bodies of 
Wolf's four princes who had disappeared. /As soon as they had 
finished, came out of the woods / Mink and his three friends. They 
carried with them / the heads that had been cut off and hid them 
on the ground, not very / far behind the house. It was not yet 
daylight (20) in the morning when they entered their houses. 
Nobody knew / what had been done by the four friends who had 
murdered the princes/ of Wolf. Now all the Myth people held their 
winter ceremonial. / Indeed, they held the winter ceremonial, for 
Wolf was giving the winter ceremonial. / Now for a long time 
the four princes of Wolf had disappeared (25) and they were 
searching in vain at their secret house. Then / their secret house 
was found, but the four who had disappeared were not found. / 
Then Wolf called in his tribe,/ the Myth people. When all had come 
into the house of the one who gave the winter ceremonial /Wolf 
himself spoke and (30) said, "Now look into your minds that the 
spirits may hear, / shamans," said he. Then spoke / Great-Inventor 
(K !wek !waxawe'). He said, "Now purify yourselves, / shamans, 
and also you, Mink (K·aX'), you who are the great beginning of 
the Sparrows according to what was said/ by our chief Wolf. Now 
for four (35) days you will purify yourselves rubbing with hemlock 
branches your bodies, so that all / the smell of the secular season 
may come off from your bodies," said he. Now after four /days 
they were going to catch the four princes of / Wolf who had dis
appeared. As soon as all had come out of the / house of the one who 
was giving the winter ceremonial, Mink, who had the name K·aX', 
(40) got ready. He carried his paddle and went down to the beach/ 
to go aboard his small canoe which was lying at the edge of the 
water. Now/ Mink came paddling northward to Islands-in-Front 
(Me'mkumlis). Then he went ashore/ at the east end, at the place 
of the mouth of the small river. He (1) rolled together stones for 88 
a salmon weir in this manner,1 which is still /in the same way at 
the mouth of the little river at the east end of Islands-in-Front. / 
He had not been working long before it was day. Then / K·ax·, 
namely Mink, went home in the evening. Now, it is said, (5) it became 
dark and he arrived at Crooked-Beach. At once/ he went into his 
house. Thenhis mothertold himwhatweretalking about/ the tribe, 
the Myth people, in regard to the princes of Wolf, /for they had 
just given up being looked for that day. Thus said his mother / 
to him. Then said Mink, "Oh, stop talking about it," (10) said 
he and lay down. Now really in vain searched / the tribe of Wolf for 

1 See sketch p. 75, also p. 88, Part I. 
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those who had disappeared inland. It is said, only / the secret 
house of the princes of Wolf was found. / Therefore there was much 
talk among the Myth people / that evening. Before it was really 
daylight, arose (15) Mink and went down to the beach to go aboard 
his small canoe / and he paddled. He went to the salmon weir 
made by him. / As soon as he arrived there he immediately worked 
at his/ salmon weir. He had not been working until noon, when/ 
the salmon weir was finished. Then he sat down on a rock, on a 
large rock (20) and K·ax-, that is Mink, said, "What kind of fish 
is in you, / salmon weir ?" Then the salmon weir answered him. / 
The salmon weir said, "What should it be but a small bullhead." 
Then / Mink said, "Oh, throw it into the water. Is that what I am 
working hard for, / making a salmon weir~·· said Mink to his 
salmon weir. (25) Immediately the salmon weir threw the bullhead 
into the water. Then it is said /Mink continued asking his salmon 
weir about the fish that was in it. As soon as/ the salmon weir 
named the fish in it, then Mink just said / his salmon weir should 
throw it into the water. Then it is said / the salmon weir had 
named all the fishes that evening. (30) Then Mink spoke again 
and said, "What kind of fish is in you, salmon weir ?" / Then, it is 
said, answered him the salmon weir, and the salmon weir said, / 
"What should it be but a little double-headed serpent." At once / 
Mink said, "That's it, that's it, that's it," said he and he carried / 
the double-headed serpent to his little canoe. Then he went aboard 

89 his (1) little canoe and paddled. He went home to his house / at 
Crooked-Beach. Now it is said, at night he arrived at /the beach 
of his house. Then Mink went up the beach and went into his / 
house. He asked his mother to carry up (5) what he had caught. 
Immediately his mother went down / the beach and as soon as his 
mother saw the double headed serpent /her body became contorted. 
Then saw I a man who was walking about that his mother was lying 
dead on the beach. Then, it is said,/ the man told Mink, and Mink 
just laughed. (10) He said laughing, "Funny mother, she only felt 
glad when she / saw what I caught," said he as he was carrying I 
the double-headed serpent which he hid in the corner of his house. / 
Then Mink went to sleep. When daylight came in the morning I 
Mink arose and went out of his house to talk ( 15) with his three 
friends, Deer, Raccoon, and / Landotter. It is not known what 
they were talking about, and it is supposed / that Mink told his 
friends that he had come and taken thedouble headedserpent and 
what he / was going to do. As soon as they stopped talking together 
they went / into the house of Mink. Then they sat down and (20) 
they ate breakfast. As soon as they had finished they all went out, 
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Mink / and his three friends, and went inland. Now, /it is said, 
they went far inland and sat down on the ground. Then Raccoon 
sang / a song for Mink when he was to dance in the (ceremonial of) 
bringing back of / the Wolves, on behalf of the princes who had 
disappeared. Then they were learning (25) the song made by 
Raccoon for the great first beginning of the Sparrows, / Mink; 
for only he, Mink, was the first great beginning of the Sparrows of 
the / Myth people. Therefore he is said to be the great beginning of 
the Sparrows, because /he killed the four princes of Wolf. There
fore / are matched the Cannibal-of-the-Woods (ha'mshamts !Es) 
and the Beginning-of-the-Sparrows, for (30) there are two names, 
also Head Sparrow for the one who is of the kind of Mink. / 
As soon as the three friends had learned the song made by Raccoon / 
to be the song of Mink, they went out of the woods and returned / 
to their houses. Then the Myth people were going to perform the 
ceremonial of bringing back on behalf of/ Wolf, when daylight 
would come on the next day. Therefore (35) all the Myth people 
went to bed early, for they all knew that /they would not sleep 
for the whole length of the night, when they were going to perform 
the ceremonial of bringing back. /As soon as daylight came in the 
morning, they came to invite all the / Sparrows and all the Sparrow 
women and all the / dance owners, that they all should go into the 
house of Wolf who was giving the winter ceremonial. (40) Imme
diately Mink arose and / asked his three friends, Deer and Raccoon / 
and Landotter, to go together into the house of Wolf who was 
giving the winter ceremonial /and to listen to all that was being 
said by the wolves (1) to the Myth people. Then they went in and, 90 
it is said, they / sat down next to the door of the house in which 
Wolf was giving the winter ceremonial. / Then, it is said, were 
going in all the Myth people /and he himself, Wolf, spoke and (5) 
said, "Oh, friends, see what we are going to do on account of /those 
who have disappeared, for I fear that they may have overdone (over
walked) it," said he. Then it is said / Great-Inventor spoke and 
said, "Let / my friends just take turns in dancing this night. / As 

• soon as those who have disappeared hear our singing, they will 
come (10) into this house of our friend who is giving the winter 
ceremonial," said he./ Now all the Myth people agreed to the words 
of / Great-Inventor. Now breakfast was given by Wolf/ to all the 
Myth people. Then Mink and his three / friends did not take notice 
of the words of the guests. They were just joking together. (15) 
As soon as they had finished eating / Great-Inventor asked that 
they should go to the singing-ground in the woods, for the songs / 
of the four princes of Wolf who had disappeared. / Immediately 
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all the Myth people went out of the house in which the winter cere
monial was being given / and went into the woods. As soon as they 
were all seated on the ground (20) Mink and his three friends came 
and sat down at a / place not near where all the Myth people were 
seated. In vain / they were invited to sit down among all the Myth 
people. They were unwilling, Mink and his three friends. / Then 
they just gave up (calling them). Now sang (25) the song leaders 
the new songs, the four made for/ each of those who had disappeared. 
Now there were sixteen / songs sung by the song leaders for the 
four/ princes of Wolf who had disappeared. Indeed, for there was 
going to be the Great Dance-from-above.1 / As soon as all the Myth 
people knew (30) the songs, Great-Inventor spoke / and said, 
"Now you all know these songs. / Now we shall go out of the 
woods and immediately you, friend Wolf, / will send four strong 
(true-bodied) men to go and call our / friends for the ceremonial 
of bringing back. Then the first caller will say / 

(35) I. Now we will try to go into the house, shamans. / 
2. Now we will beat time to be heard by the spirit, 

shamans. I 
3. Now you will sprinkle your body, Cannibal-of-the

Woods.2 / 
4. Now you will sprinkle your bodies, Owners of Dances. 

Now you will wipe the floor, / Little Sparrows. Go in 
while it is daylight, shamans." / 

(40) This was the advice given by Great-Inventor as to the words 
of the four/ messengers of Wolf. As soon as he had finished giving 
advice / as to the words to be said by the four messengers, they 
came out of the woods. / Immediately Wolf cleared his house. (1) 

91 Then he built a fire in the middle of his house. When this was done / 
the four messengers started. They had not been out long / walking 
before all the Myth people came in, for very uneasy were / all the 
Myth people to know what had become of the four who had dis
appeared, (5) whether they were dead or still alive. When/ all the 
Myth people were coming into the house, first came in the fool • 
dancer, / the Deer. He was the means of wiping the floor for the 
ceremonial of bringing back the novices.. He / is the first of the 
dancers. Then it was nearly daylight and / the four friends went 
out, Mink and Deer and / (10) Raccoon, and also Landotter. It 
was not long before / the sound of singing appeared outside of the 

i See Social Organization and Secret Societies of the Kwakiutl Indians, 
U.S. National Museum, 1895, p. 477. 

2 Here the name of the particular dancer in inserted. 
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house in which the winter ceremonial was being given. /Now they 
were singing the song without words, This. / 

Ya ha ha, ya ha; ya ha ha, ya ha.1 / 

They kept on singing the new song of Mink ( 15) when Deer came 
in at the doorway and stood there./ Then he spoke and said, "Now 
take care, /shamans. Now I think our friend, Mink, /will bring 
in the supernatural power," said he as he went out again, his face 
being blac)rened with charcoal./ Then were happy all (20) the Myth 
people on account of what he had said. Then Deer and / Raccoon 
came in leading, going backward singing. Then / Mink turned his 
face towards Deer and Raccoon. / Landotter went behind. Now 
Mink was a small person. / He covered his face with his black bear 
blanket hung all over with shells (25) of clams, as he was squatting 
down dancing, /going to the right around the fire in the middle of 
the house. As soon as /he arrived at the doorway he began the 
words of his song in this way,/ 

1. Ya ha ha, ya hi; ya ha ha, ya ha. / 
2. Mink is wearing over his face the middle of the face of Wolf. / 

(30) 3. Ya ha ha, ya hii..1 / 

As soon as the song had words , Mink lowered / his hand so that 
the head of the double-headed serpent was seen sitting on his head./ 
As soon as all the Myth people saw the double-headed serpent / 
their bodies became contorted for a while. It is said they kept on 
singing, (35) the friends of Mink. Then Mink ran out of the/ door
way. Then he took off the head of the double headed serpent which 
was sitting on his head. / He took the head of the eldest one of the 
princes / of Wolf and put it on his head. Then he covered his face 
with/ his hands as he was dancing into the house. He was dancing 
around the fire in the middle of the house. ( 1) As soon as he arrived 92 
at the doorway there began the words/ of the song of Mink,/ 

1. Ya ha ha, ya hii., ya hii. ha, ya ha./ 
2. Mink is wearing over his face the princes of wolf, / 

(5) 3. ya ha ha, ya hii..1 / 

That was, it is said, when they stopped their song and the four / 
friends ran out together, that is Mink, for they escaped from the 
Wolves when/ Mink lowered his hands and when the Wolves saw 
plainly/ the late prince sitting on the head of Mink, the head that 
had been cut off. (10) Now the Wolves in vain pursued Mink and 

1 See note on p. 81. 
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his three /friends. The Wolves did not get them. Now/ all the 
Myth people went out after this. Then they were ashamed / and 
they just scattered. Now they left Crooked-Beach after this. / 
They did not live together after this on account of what had been 
done by Mink, the great beginning of the Sparrows. (15)Now they 
were no more men after this. Now some are quadrupeds,/ others 
birds on account of what was done by K·ax-, the Mink./ Now it is 
ended after this. / 

The Head Shaman. / 

It was Adviser1 (Ho'Lelid) who belongs to the numaym La'alax·
s'Endayo, (20) who now has the name Head-Shaman (PExE'me'); 
for as soon as they all / assemble in the assembly house, when the 
winter ceremonial is given by / Squatter (K!wa'k!waxsdala) with 
the red cedar bark, to the Gwe'tEla; for/ Squatter, the Assembler 
Head-Shaman, belongs to the numaym / Real Kwakiutl of the 
Gwe'tEla. As soon as all the (25) men go into the house, with the 
women and the children, the/ four inviters stand inside of the door 
and/ one of them says, "We are all in the house. No one/ is now 
seen by us walking about," says he. Then arises / Yo'~uyagwas2 , 
who has the privilege of speaking in the assembly. (30) He belongs 
to the numaym Maa'mtag·ila. He says, "Indeed, / true is what 
you say, friends, for you said that all our /friends have gone into 
the house. Now go on (and call) our friends, the /Cedar Bark Boxes 
and the Seals, that they may come in." says he./ Immediately the 
four inviters go out (35) and it is not long before they come back 
and stand in a line inside / the door. Then one of them speaks 
and says, "O /friends, now keep quiet, for they are coming, /our 
great, true friends," says he. Then the Fool Dancers come in /and 

93 each Fool Dancer stands on one side of the (1) door. Then the 
Cedar Bark Boxes come in. These are the whistle owning / cannibal 
dancers, and they go and sit down in the rear of the house. / As 
soon as all the Cedar Bark Boxes have gone in, the Ha'mshamts!Es 
come /leading the Seals and as soon as they have gone in (5) the 
Seals go one at a time and they go and sit down at both ends / of 
the Cedar Bark Boxes. When they have all gone in, the two / Fool 
Dancers come who were standing on each side of the door and sit 
down / at the ends of their friends. Then arises / the speaker, 
Yo'~uyagwas, and he thanks the Cedar Bark Boxes (10) and the 
Seals that they have all come in, and he turns his face/ to the place 

1 Literally; Having listening; i.e. who has wisdom so that people listen 
to him. 

2 Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones. 
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where Squatter is sitting, and says to him, "Go on, / Squatter, you, 
for you are Head Shaman according to your great privilege, I you 
who are the Head Shaman. Now go on," says he. Then Squatter/ 
stands up with face blackened, and wearing a red blanket. (15) He 
has a belt of hide. Now he has around his neck flat red cedar bark. / 
He also has on his head red cedar bark. He holds in his left hand / 
a cane, and he holds in his right hand a round / rattle. Then he 
speaks and says, "Indeed, true is your word, / Y<'>'~uyagwas. Indeed, 
I will try again (20) to obey his words, the words of the supernatural 
one, to/ go to the end of that for which we have come to be in this 
house of the supernatural power," /says he. Then he rattles with 
his rattle. He is rattling a long time. Then / the rattling stops. 
Now he does not sing a sacred song, and all / the men are just 
quiet, also the women and the children. (25) Then Squatter rattles 
again and for a long time /he is rattling with his rattle. Then 
he stops again. The reason why he does so with his / rattle is 
that his rattle calls the / supernatural maker of the winter 
ceremonial to come into the body of Squatter. Then /he rattles 
again with his rattle. Again for a long time, he rattles with his (30) 
rattle, then he stops. He keeps quiet for a long time, then / he 
rattles again with his rattle. He has not been rattling long when / 
he sings his sacred song. Now comes the supernatural maker of the 
winter ceremonial into the body / of Squatter. (Now I have for
gotten his sacred song.) / When he stops singing his sacred song 
he speaks (35) and says, "Now the supernatural maker of the winter 
dance has come /to me, friends. I cannot become a common person; 
shamans./ Now take what you are always using, Standing-inside
(a-hole) (~'ts!ala[ 1 ]) who belongs to the / numaym Lo'yalalawa. 
He has the privilege of taking care of / the well-made soft cedar 
bark for wiping the face. Immediately (40) Standing-inside
(a-hole) takes it and goes around the fire in the middle of the house. / 
When he arrives at the place where Squatter is standing, then/ 
Squatter takes the well-made, soft cedar bark and / four times he 
cries, "Oi'p." Again he gives it to Standing-inside. Then says (1) 
Squatter, "Go and distribute this among our friends that / they 94 

may wipe their faces to wipe off their secular faces," says he. / 
Then Standing-inside takes the well-made soft cedar bark / and 
gives it first to the Cedar Bark Boxes and when (5) the Cedar Bark 
Boxes have all received it, then he distributes it among the Seals. / 
As soon as all the Seals have received it, Standing-inside calls / 
whomever he wants to go and help him to distribute the cedar bark, I 
one who belongs to the Sparrows. As soon as the cedar bark is 
at an end/ Standing-inside finishes his work which is his privilege, 
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beginning with the (10) myth people at Crooked-Beach. Then 
Squatter calls / Place-of-Carrying-Fire-out-of-House (Me'x·Emwil
dzas) and Watched-Feet (Do'dExsidzeso£), both belong to the /nu
maym l.a'alax·s£Endayo. Then Squatter says, /"Now come, according 
to your privilege, Place-of-Carrying-Fire-out-of-House and Watched
Feet, /which has been long ago given to you by your ancestors," (15) 
says he. Then the two who are to take care of the tallow, the head 
shamans, come and / stand at the right hand side of Squatter. 
Then / Squatter takes the dish with the tallow in his left hand. / 
He holds in his right hand his rattle. He / rattles with his rattle 
and sings his sacred song. As soon as (20) his sacred song is at 
an end he cries, "Oi'p," over the tallow. He/ gives it to Place-of
Carrying-Fire-out-of-House. Then he takes another dish / and 
cries, "Oi'p, oi'p," over it. He gives it to Watched-Feet. Then 
says/ Squatter, "O, friends, go now and distribute this among our I 
friends to grease themselves (with the supernatural tallow)," (25) 
says he. Immediately the two go around the / fire in the middle 
of the house. As soon as they have gone around, they first give 
to the / Cedar Bark Boxes; and when they have all received it, 
then next / to the Seals, and then to the Sparrows. As soon as 
they have given it to all/ Place-of-Carrying-Fire-out-of-House and 
Watched-Feet sit down, for indeed, (30) they have finished their 
work. Then Squatter speaks again/ and says, "Now come Holder
on-Beach (Da'mes) and Untied-Feet ( 1) (GiidEx-se's), I come and 
take care of what is given to you at the beginning, when first / 
light came into our world to the Myth people. Now come, friends," 
I says he, for Holder-on-Beach belongs to the numaym G·e'xsEm 
of the (35) Gwe'tEla, and Untied-Feet belongs to the numaym 
Se'nL!Em. J Immediately Holder-on-Beach and Untied-Feet arise 
from their I seats and go to the right, around the fire in the middle 
of the house. As soon as J they have gone around the fire in the 
middle of the house, they stand at the right hand side of/ Squatter. 
A dish is taken in which is powdered (40) charcoal, and it is given 
to Squatter. Then one dish / with charcoal is given to Untied
Feet, and Squatter / rattles with his rattle and sings his sacred song. 
As soon as is at an end/ his sacred song he cries, "Oi'p," four times 

95 over the dish containing the charcoal. ( 1) As soon as he has finished 
crying, "Oi'p," over the two dishes containing the charcoal, he I 
gives what he had held to the head shaman Holder-on-Beach, who 
attends to the charcoal. / Then Squatter says, "Go with:this 
charcoal, the supernatural power / of the maker of the winter 
ceremonial that our friends may blacken their faces," says he. (5) 
Then Holder-on-Beach takes the dish with charcoal and/ both tum 
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around at the same time to the right, and at the same time they / 
sing their sacred songs. Then they go around the fire in the middle 
of the house / and as soon as they have gone around it they go 
with the charcoal to the / Cedar Bark Boxes and next to the Seals. 
They also (10) apply a little of the charcoal to the faces of the 
Sparrows. When they have finished, / the two head shamans who 
look after the charcoal, sit down, namely / Holder-on-Beach and 
Untied-Feet. Now they have finished their work / after this. 
Then Squatter speaks and says, / "Indeed, friends, we are going 
to the end of this according to the words of the supernatural power 
(15) that told us what to do in this house of/ Healing-Woman, into 
which we have come, and we are doing it well. Now come friends,/ 
Mutilated-Fishtail (DzE'lk·!Exsde), and Shamans (Pe'pExEla) and 
Little-Shaman (PExa'labido') and Place-of-Drinking-Bilge-Water 
( 1) (To'xtapas), and / take care of your privilege," said he. / 
Mutilated-Fishtail belongs to the numaym Maamtag·ila, and / (20) 
Shamans belong to the numaym Se'nL!Em, and Little-Shaman 
belongs/ to the numaym ~o'yalalawa, and Place-of-Drinking-Bilge
Water belongs to the/ numaym Real-Kwakiutl. Immediately the 
four / head shamans who help to take care of the red cedar bark 
arise from their places where they are sitting, and/ they walk around 
the right hand side of the fire in the middle of the house. They 
stand (25) two on each side of Squatter. / Then Mutilated-Fishtail 
speaks and says, "Indeed, true is your word, / Squatter, indeed it 
is our privilege to get the / red cedar bark of the supernatural 
power. Go on, get four rattles / for us," say they. Immediately 
are brought four (30) round rattles and they are distributed one 
to each/ of the four. As soon as they have taken them, they rattle 
at the same time / and at the same time they sing their sacred 
songs, and they follow one another, / going around the fire in the 
middle of the house, and when they have gone four times around/ 
the fire in the middle of the house, they go right out of the door 
and they are (35) still singing their sacred songs in front of the 
house. / The singing of the sacred songs sounds way off. Then 
come nearer / the sound of the sacred songs. They come, Muti
lated-Fishtail leading, holding in his / left hand the end of the 
thick round, red cedar bark. /He is rattling with his right hand 
with his rattle, for indeed he is singing (40) his sacred song. Next 
to him is Shamans. He also is/ in the same way. And next to 
him is Little-Shaman, and last is / Place-of-Drinking-Bilge-Water, 
for he holds in his left hand the other end of the / thick round 
cedar bark. As soon as they are all inside they tum around. (1) 
Then they go around the fire in the middle of the house and as 96 
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soon as they arrive / inside the door they stand in a row. 'They 
have in front of their bodies/ the thick, round red cedar bark. 
Then they stop singing / their sacred songs and Yo':J.uyagwa.s, 
the speaker of the house, {5) speaks and says, "Indeed, indeed, we 
are finishing according to / the words, to the words of the super
natural power; for we /are truly following the words of Healing
Woman, who/ has told us what to do in this house of the maker 
of the winter ceremonial, the supernatural power. /Now come to 
your office, friend One-Eater (tna'wEyoku) and handle (10) what 
was handled by your forefathers," says he. Now One-Eater be
longs / to the numaym Li'alax·s'Endayo. Then comes One-Eater 
coming out, coming from the place where the Cedar Bark Boxes 
are seated, / for indeed One-Eater is a cannibal who has a whistle. 
/ Now his face is blackened and he carries in his right hand 
a sharp knife, (15) and he looks straight at the thick, round red 
cedar bark as he / is going around the fire in the middle of the 
house, and as soon as he arrives in / the middle of the round red 
cedar bark he turns around and he takes hold / with his left hand 
of the round cedar bark. Then he/ aims at it with his knife and 
again he lets it go. Again he (20) turns around and takes hold 
of it. Then again he aims with his knife at it. / Three times he 
does this, then when it is the fourth time he / cuts _with his knife 
the red cedar bark and as soon as / the red cedar bark is in two 
the supernatural power of the red cedar bark whistles. / Then One
Eater sits down and utters the cannibal cry. (25) Then he arises 
and goes again to sit among his friends, the Cedar Bark Boxes, / 
in the rear of the house. Then Mutilated-Fishtail and his/ friends 
take apart the red cedar bark and give it to Yo':J.uyagwas /and 
Yo':J.nyagwas distributes the red cedar bark among the / Cedar 
Bark Boxes. Shamans and Little-Shaman (30) give them to those 
among whom it is distributed, and the next are the Seals. And 
as / soon as all of the Sea.ls have received it, narrow strips· of red 
cedar bark are just given / to the Sparrows. As soon as all / the 
Sparrows have received it Mutilated-Fishtail and his three friends/ 
are asked to take eagle down and put it on the (35) Cedar Bark 
Boxes and the Sea.ls and the Sparrows. / Then Squatter asks 
them for it. Immediately they go with the / eagle down and 
they all put eagle down on the Cedar Bark Boxes, then/ next on the 
Sea.ls and last on all the Sparrows. /As soon as they have finished 
they sit down, Mutilated-Fishtail and his/ (40) friends. Now none 
of the Sparrows knows that secretly/ batons have been distributed 
among the Cedar Bark Boxes /and the Seals and the Head Sparrows. 

97 Then speaks/ Squatter and says, not speaking loud when he (1) is 
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speaking, "Come now Invincible-(?)1 (Wawana~adzoE), according 
to your privilege, / and tell our world about our friends here, / that 
they have been crowned in the house with the red cedar bark of 
our maker of the winter ceremonial, the supernatural power," / 
said he. Then Invincible arose from the place where he was sitting. 
(5) He spoke and said, "Indeed, true is your word, /Squatter, now 
I will go and show my mouth and tell our world, / for it is not a new 
order that we are following according to these orders, / the orders 
of the supernatural power," said he. Then he started and went / 
around the fire in the middle of the house. He went out of the door. 
(10) He spoke aloud and said, "I have come/ to tell you, World, 
that our friends have been crowned in the house. Now/ keep still 
this night, for now has come to these Kwakiutl / the winter dance 
maker, the supernatural power, wa, wa. That is what I say, World," 
said he, and / Invincible came into the house, he who has the name 
"He whose office it is to tell/ (15) our World, the Head Shaman," 
and he went and sat down in his seat. He / never spoke, for it is 
said thatthiswastheway it was done by the /MythpeopleatCrooked
Beach. Then spoke Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones (Yo'~uyagwas) 
and / said, "Now you have done according to your privilege, In
vincible, which / is not recently invented. Now I do think of the 
one who has not (20) come into this house of the supernatural 
power. Now come, /friend Calling-Mouth (Le'IExstala), and your 
friend Going-to-Rear-End-of-House (La'x~lil), and your / friend 
Sand-Eyes (:E'g·istolis), and your friend Running-on-Log (DzE'l
~ultEnd); / go and call our great friend Adviser, that he / may 
come, the great head shaman who looks after the batons, who 
handles what (25) we come for into this house of the maker of the 
winter ceremonial, the supernatural power," / said he. Going-to
Rear-End-of-House, who belongs tothe numaym /La'alax·sEEndayo, 
and Calling-Mouth, who belongs to the numaym /Maa'mtag·ila, and 
Sand-Eyes, who belongs to the numaym / Maamtag·ila, and Run
ning-on-Log who belongs to the numaym (30) Real-Kwakiutl of 
the Gwe'tEla, arose and also Invincible, who / belongs to the 
numaym E'lgiinweE. Immediately/ arose from their seats Calling
Mouth and Going-to-Rear-End-of-House, and / Sand-Eyes, and 
Running-on-Log, and they came and walked around the right hand 
side of the fire in the middle of the house, / and they came and 
stood at the right hand side of Squatter. (35) Then four round 
rattles were taken and one was given / to each. Now Calling-Mouth 
was holding a round / rattle and he spoke and said, "True is your 

1 Perhaps rather from wa - a fluid runs. 
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word,/ friend Place-of-eating-Burnt-Stones, true, true is your word, 
for not new is/ everything we are doing. For you have named me 
and my (40) friends here that we should go and call the great head 
shaman who looks after the batons. / Now we shall go to him. 
Indeed, it is our / office to do so," said he, and at the same time 
they rattled with their / rattles, and at the same time they sang 

98 their sacred songs. Then (1) they went one behind the other as 
they continued going around the fire in the middle of the house, 
and they went/ out of the door, and it was not very long before 
they came back, /still singing their sacred songs as they came into 
the door. / As soon as they came in they stood in a row inside the 
door, and they (5) stopped singing their sacred songs. Now spoke 
Calling-Mouth /and said, "We have come, shamans, we and our 
friends here, / and we never do not obtain what we want. Now / 
be ready, he is coming, our great head shaman who looks after the 
batons, /this Adviser," said he, as Adviser began to sing his sacred 
song (10) in front of the house. As he came into the door singing 
his / sacred song, he turned around in the door of the house, / his 
face was blackened, and he also had around his neck a broad, flat 
red cedar bark. / He had no head ring of red cedar bark. There 
was much / eagle down on him. He aITived at the rear of the house 
where (15) he turned around and he aimed with his rattle at the 
Cedar-Bark-Boxes, /and then all were beating time together, those 
who were sitting/ in the rear of the house. However, when they 
had been beating time for a long time, / Adviser lifted his rattle 
and he said, "Lift up!" / and immediately they all stopped beating 
time together, all the men. (20) Then Adviser aimed again with 
his rattle and again / all the men beat time and Adviser also did the 
same/ as he had first done when he lifted his rattle, /as he ordered 
them to stop beating time, all the men. Then / Adviser aimed again 
with his rattle and again they beat time, (25) all the men. Now 
all the men sang their sacred songs, / and the women sang their 
sacred songs. Then also became excited / the Fool Dancers and the 
Bears. Now Adviser lifted his rattle/ and immediately all the men 
stopped beating time. /Then Adviser aimed again with his rattle 
and again (30) all the men beat time. Now all the / Cedar-Bark
Boxes became excited and all the Seals./ Now the work of Adviser 
was finished, as I/ am talking about the first Adviser, the uncle of 
the last Adviser. / All these (offices) which I have named in this 
my writing, could not be (35) given by the father to his daughter, 
and when / the children of these eighteen who work in the assembly, 
are all girls, / then they just take a son of the younger brother 
who takes the place. / That is the end of this. / 
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Sparrows. / 

(40) These are referred to by the first Indians as Sparrows,/ who 
arebetweentheEaters-of-the-Qround(Ha'mshamts!Es)andHealing
Dance (Ha'yalildlal), and Real-Healing-Dance (Ha'yalik:ila'lEm), / 
and Teazer (Me'r.a), and Speaker-Dance (Haya'q!Enta'lal), and 
Chieftainess-Dance (Ao'malal), and (1) Weather-Dance ('nE'na'- 99 
lalal), and Salmon-Dance (Hame'yalal), and Treasure (~o'gwala), 
and War-Dance (To'~Ewid), / and Fool-all-around (No'IEme'sta), 
and Killer-Whale-Dance (Hama'xElal), and Eagle-Down-Dance 
( Qo'sElal), and / Obtaining-Everything-Dance (.Awi'loLElal); for 
once when the novice is caught for the first time, / then the novice 
stays there until he finishes purifying himself four times, (5) (namely) 
every fourth day, and four times they purify themselves,/ (namely) 
every sixth day, and four times they purify themselves, (namely) 
every eighth/ day. Then they are taken up Knight's Inlet. That 
is where / are taken off all the arm rings of red cedar bark of the 
novice and the / foot rings of red cedar bark of the novice, and the 
red cedar bark ornaments, and the bone ( 10) drinking tube, and 
the copper wire scratcher are taken off and they hide them / under 
the red cedar bark rock place at the foot of the mountain, a dry 
place. And as /soon as the Kwakiutl have again a winter ceremonial 
the following winter, /then they are all just Sparrows, and that is 
when the Seals tum into Sparrows, / and also the Cedar Bark 
Boxes tum into Sparrows, (15) that is the cannibals who have 
whistles. But the Eaters-of-the-Ground are/ among the Seals, they 
belong to the first Kwakiutl./ They have no whistles. They do.not 
belong to the first / Kwakiutl, the cannibal dancers with whistles, 
for they were obtained in marriage by the first / Kwakiutl from 
the Rivers Inlet tribe, and from the Bella Bella, and now (20) they 
are scattered among the tribes. As soon as these Kwakiutl have a 
winter dance, / then the cannibal dancers with whistles have the 
group name Cedar Bark Boxes, / for this belongs to the Rivers 
Inlet tribe and the Bella Bella, / the box of cedar bark in which 
they keep hemlock bark cakes, and they hold much / hemlock bark. 
Therefore the group name of the cannibal dancers with whistles is 
thus, (25) for they pretend that they are never satiated. That is 
the end of this. / 

Head Sparrows of the Four Kwakiutl Tribes. / 

Now about Place-of-Eating-Songs (Q!Emtq!adas), the Head 
Sparrow who belongs to the / numaym G·e'xsEm of the Gwe'tEla, 

7* 
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and Daring (Ne'na.tsa.), the / Head Sparrow, who belongs to the 
numa.ym Li'alars'Enda.yo. They a.re the two (30) Head Sparrows 
of the Gwe'tEla in the beginning at the meeting for the winter 
ceremonial of all the /Myth people at Qa'lopis. It is said that it 
was the work of K!we'k!wa.xi'we1 , /who made Head Sparrow the 
first Place-of-Eating-Songs and his friend, / Daring. K!we'k!wa
xi'we' gave a short song / to be the song of Place-of-Eating
Songs, the words of which are these: 

(35) Make a noise for me, ya hayi', ya hayaa, ya / ha.ya.a, 
ya ya ha./ 

These are all the words of the song of Place-of-Eating-Songs, for 
as soon as /the song of Place-of-Eating-Songs is ended he falls on 
his back, raising his hands and / trembling with the hands, and his 
feet are also raised, and his head is also raised, (40) and only 

100 the back lies on the floor. He says while he is (1) in this way on the 
floor: Hayai', hayai', hayai', hayai'. Then he tries to excite /the 
grizzly bears when he is on the floor. He pretends to be the rectum 
of the grizzly bear/ as he is on the floor in this way, and therefore 
those who have the grizzly bear for their dance / slap Place-of
Eating-Songs on the shoulder. Then (5) he arises after this. Now 
this is ended. I 

It is said that K!we'k!waxi'wec also gave a song to the / first 
one who had the name Daring, who has two names, also/ Woman
alive-in-Ca.noe ( Q!we'q!iilxsi'laia), and his true name is Q!we' -
q !iilxsi'l8ia. / These are the words of his song; 

(10) 1. This is not a death bringer, this is not a death bringer, 
the means of throwing all of our /great friends. Wii. 
haai' ya.a haai' ya.a ya, haai' ya haai' ya a. / 

2. Only your eyes were hurt by oil, only your eyes were 
hurt by oil thrown by/ our great friend. Wi haai' ya.a./ 

These are the names of the Head Sparrows, and all the ( 15) different 
tribes do in this way as is done by the Kwakiutl /in the winter 
ceremonial. This is the end. I 

And also the Q!o'moya'ye, they also have/ two Head Sparrows, 
and this is the head Sparrow, All-Excrement (MEnax·si), / who 
belongs to th~ numaym Yaai'x·aiEme' and (20) Walking-from
End-to-End ( Qi'qEsbEndi'la), who belongs to the numaym 
Hi'Enai;.ena. / There are also two Head Sparrows of the Great
K wakiutl, and / their head Sparrow is Burning (X·i'x-Eqila), 
who belongs to the numaym G·i'g·iliam / and also Sound-of
Wedging {LE'mk·!ala). And there are also two Head Sparrows of 

• 
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the / Q!o'mldut!Es, and he is the Head Sparrow Walking-behind
Village (A':r..anodala) and also (25) Given-Dishes (K·a'nEwesot). 
And these are of the true Sparrows who are named / Head Sparrows. 
This begins with the Myth people, when they / met in the winter 
ceremonial at Qa'lopis. The position of Head Sparrow is never 
given to / a daughter of the Head Sparrow, even if she is the eldest / 
of the children; but then it goes to his younger brother, for he is a 
man. (30) When the eldest one is a boy, then he becomes Head 
Sparrow./ It is not a privilege that is given in marriage to the hus
band of the daughter of a / Head Sparrow, for it is not given over 
to another man. / That is the end. / 

Made-to- be-Sparrows or Those-with-Head-Rings
Tied-on. / 

(35) I have talked to you about those who are to be sparrows. 
It seems to me/ that you do not understand the way of my words 
about them./ 

It is this, when the supernatural power of the winter ceremonial, 
that is the whistle, comes / being blown by the young men at the 
rear of the winter ceremonial giver's house; when /first the:Kwa
kiutl begin the winter ceremonial, then someone goes for all (40) 
the men and women and all go into the house where / the super
natural power is sounding. As soon as they are all inside, (I) the 101 
speaker of the winter ceremonial giver's house speaks. He says, / 
"Welcome, tribe, welcome to this speech of the supernatural 
power. / Now we shall discover which one is obtained by the 
supernatural power by its coming, (from) among /the children of 
this our chief," says he. Then all come and stand on the floor, (5) 
those who are going to disappear, at the left hand side in the rear 
of the winter ceremonial giver's house. / That is where I was 
standing, at the end towards the door. Now / all had their hair 
hanging over their faces, namely those who were going to dis
appear. Then spoke the / speaker of the winter ceremonial giver's 
house. He said, "Now go on and look at those/ obtained by the 
supernatural power by its coming, these children of our chief," 
(10) said he. "Now come, Ya'qawid, and you, Raised-over-All 
(We'x'wiiqa.'~amee:) and / take hold of Food-Owner (Ha'mdzid). 
(I was referred to, for I stood at / the end of those who were to 
disappear.) Then the two friends came, Ya'qawid / and Raised
over-AlJ. The name of Ya'qawid is Song-Eater ( Q!E'mtq!adas); / 
and Raised-over-All has the name Daring (Ne'natsa) after they 
have had (15) the assembly. They really all have their winter cere-
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monial names, / the men and the women and the children, for he / 
is the one about whom I am talking, L!a'qosde'sElas, for he was the 
first one who gave the winter ceremonial. /Therefore all the men 
had their secular names/ that night. Now Ya'qawid stood on my 
(20) right hand side in the house and Raised-over-All stood on 
my left hand side in the house. /Then Ya'qawid spoke and said, 
"Now, look/ at us, you tribe, that we may try against the/ super
natural power, for we say that there is nothing that can over
come me and my friendhere, /for we willpreventthatthisHa'mdzid 
is obtained by the (25) supernatural power," said he and he em
braced me. Then also /Raised-over-All embraced me from the 
other side. Then they told / the one who takes care of the batons to 
beat fast time on the boards. Then they / all together cried out. 
But now all those who had disappeared went back / behind the 
curtain in the house. Then those who took care of the batons beat 
fast time (30) and they all together cried out. Now they pretended 
that I had been taken away by / Ya'qawid and Raised-over-AU 
from the supernatural power and I was / thrown about going 
around the fire in the middle of the house. / As soon as they came 
to the place from which they had started they stood still and now 
/ I ceased being embraced by them. I was told to stand still on 
the floor. (35) Then spoke Ya'qawid and said, "O, tribe,/ now we have 
taken back this our friend from the supernatural power, which / 
took away the children of our chief. Now give me red cedar bark, 
/ L!a'qosde'sElas, to tie around the head of this Ha'mdzid, / said 
he. Then red cedar bark was taken and they came and gave it to 
(40) Ya'qawid. He took the red cedar bark and made it into a 
head-ring. / As soon as his work was finished he spoke and said, 
"Now / look at it, tribe! Now I will tie this red cedar bark around 
the head of / Hamdzid, for it is really put around the head of the 

102 one who is to be a sparrow. (l)Now you will call him Those-Floating
across-on-Water (Qayi'mg·iltala) after this. Now you will not 
fear / this one when he goes and sees what is in your boxes, for / 
the supernatural power of Healing-Woman is in him, (25) said he. 
This is the/ reason why Ha'mdzid had the ring of red cedar bark 
tied around his head, because they pretended that he had been 
taken by the (5) supernatural power which had taken away those 
who had disappeared. / 

This is referred to by the first Indians as Made-to-be-a-Sparrow, 
when they do this way. / Two are the means of naming it, also 
The-One-with-the-Head-Ring-Tied-on. That is all/ after this. / 
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Head Sparrow and The-One-Turned-into-a-Sparrow./ 

(10) When a man has for his dance the Fool Dance in the/ winter 
ceremonial, he is taken by his relatives when they give a winter 
ceremonial, that he may have/ the dance of the grizzly bear. Again 
he is taken by another one of his relatives / when he gives a winter 
ceremonial and he has the dance of the Thunderbird. Again he / 
is taken by another one of his relatives when he .gives a winter 
ceremonial and he has the (15) War-Dance and other kinds of 
dances, those that are among the seal society. / 

As soon as he gets tired of it, he just always lies on his back all 
the time in the / winter ceremonial giver's house. Then he tells 
his parents that he / wishes to turn into a sparrow1 • 

Immediately his parents / cleared the floor of their house and 
called in all the seals and (20) all the sparrows and the sparrow 
women. Now /the one who turned into a sparrow did not walk 
among his friends, the seals, as they / came in to the house. As 
soon as they were all inside, the father of the / one who turned into 
a sparrow spoke and said, "This is the reason why I have invited 
you, / friends, that you all may know these words of Becoming
Reckless (No'l'id). (25) Now he says he will turn into a sparrow," 
said he. Immediately / Song-Eater (Q!E'mtq!adas) and his friend 
Daring (Ne'natsa) arose from the place where they were sitting. / 
They were the head sparrows of the Koskimo. Then Song-Eater 
spoke / and said, "Let him come and say that he will turn into 
a sparrow/ that we may try him, for he may be just joking," said 
he. (30) Then Becoming-Reckless came and stood between Song
Eater and his friend/ Daring. Now the face of Becoming-Reckless 
was not blackened, for he / had ceased to be one of the seals. Then 
Song-Eater stared at / his nose and he did not speak. Then Be
coming-Reckless also/looked at him; and then Becoming-Reckless 
spoke. He said, (35) "Why am I so strongly looked at by you?" 
not laughing at all; / and Becoming-Reckless was not speaking 
loud when he said his words to Song-Eater. / Then Song-Eater 
said to him, "That is what is being looked at by me, / this different 
kind of a thing that is sticking in the middle of your face," said 
he as he pointed / with his first finger at the nose of Becoming
Reckless. Then (40) Becoming-Reckless sat down and pretended 
to cry. Then Daring forbade Song-Eater /to be exceedingly cruel 
to him. "Else he would not be true /to us," said he, as he asked 

1 The following is the description of a. specific case. 
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103 Song-Eater to go and stand (1) near the door of the house. As soon 
as Song-Eater / was standing at the door he said, "O shamans, 
now you all / look at my friend Daring. He wishes to be liked by / 
Becoming-Reckless," said he. Then Daring spoke and said (5) 
"Truly, I am liked by this Becoming-Reckless, for I did not treat 
him badly / in regard to that thing to which he refers, as the one 
we are not to touch," said he. Then Becoming-Reckless arose / 
and smiled a little. He was grateful for the words of /Daring. Then 
Daring turned his face to Becoming-Reckless. He/ spoke and said 
to him, "My dear, turn your face to me (10) that I may see where 
you have been hurt by the bad thing / done to you by Song
Eater," said he to him. Then Becoming-Reckless turned his face 
/to Daring and Daring asked Becoming-Reckless to look upward/ 
to the roof of the house. Then Song-Eater came quietly / as he 
was coming towards the place where Becoming-Reckless was 
standing. Now Becoming-Reckless closed his eyes (15) and Daring 
was just standing still, as he stood there looking into / his nose. 
As soon as Song-Eater arrived at the place where he was standing, / 
he stood behind Becoming-Reckless. Then he put down his sparrow 
cane /and he pressed both his hands on the nose of/ Becoming
Reckless and he pulled down the back of his head towards his 
chest. Then (20) Song-Eater said, "Now you wish to turn into 
a sparrow, friend, / and we do not wish you to walk among us when 
you have / such a big thing in the middle of your face, friend, 
and therefore I have done this to you, / to dissolve the middle 
of your face, friend," said he, as/ Becoming-Reckless walked around 
the fire in the middle of the house. Then Song-Eater (25) continued 
to do the same, pressing both his hands on his nose. / As soon 
as they came to the place from which they had started, near 
the door, / Becoming-Reckless was excited. Then Song-Eater 
let go of his nose and / said to Becoming-Reckless, "Oh, oh, Be
coming-Reckless, what is the matter with you? 0, Becoming
Reckless, / now your name is changed. You have not the name 
Becoming-Reckless; this is your name, (30) Always-Performing
Winter-Ceremonial (Ts!iqalalis). It has never been done in this 
way as you have been doing," said he to him. / Now stood still 
Always-Performing-Winter-Ceremonial, for now he had the sparrow 
name / Always-Performing-Winter-Ceremonial. Now he had 
turned into a sparrow after this. Now he went among the/ head 
sparrows of the Koskimo after this. / 
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The Cannibal Pole. / 

( 35) It is four days before the time when they are going to surround/ 
the cannibal who has disappeared, the one who had been obtained 
by marriage from the Rivers Inlet tribe / and the Bella Bella, 
for there were no whistles of the Eaters-of-the-Ground of the / 
ancestors of all the Kwakiutl speaking tribes, in the way in which 
cannibals / have whistles now. They had cannib~l head-masks 
and a cannibal pole and also (40) different were their decorations of 
red cedar bark, and his arm rings of red cedar bark / and his 
anklets and his bearskin for dancing and his (1) dancing apron; 104 
all these came from the Rivers Inlet tribe / and the Bella Bella. 
The Eater-of-the-Ground was different, /for just some of them 
had neck rings of flat red cedar bark / and the head rings also 
were in this way. There were many (5) Eaters-of-the-Ground 
who had neck rings entirely of hemlock and also head rings / 
and arm rings and anklets, as they were dancing./ They had no 
dancing aprons. As soon as they finished dancing / they put on 
the flat neck ring of red cedar bark and the head ring of flat cedar / 
bark./ 

(10) Now I will talk about the one that was first brought from 
the Rivers Inlet tribe; / the cannibal who owned a cannibal pole 
which belonged to the late A'wade. Now / A'wade had disappeared 
and after four days was the time for surrounding him. / Then 
the cannibals of the Rivers Inlet tribe all went into the "emptied 
house," / the one called by the Kwakiutl speaking tribes "the 
winter ceremonial giver's house." (15) Other people call it "the 
house of happiness." When / all the cannibals were inside, the 
oldest o:-pe of the cannibals spoke / and said, "Welcome, friends, 
in this / winter-ceremonial-house of the winter-ceremonial-maker. 
This is the saying of / Cannibal-at-the-North-End-of-the-World 
to our distant grandfathers (20) about the reason why we came 
into this winter ceremonial house, you winter dancers. / I mean 
this, we have been told by Cannibal-at-the-North-End-of-the
World to go / into the woods to look for a smooth cedar tree for 
the cannibal pole of the novice / cannibal which is seven fathoms 
long /and five spans around is the thickness of the (25) cannibal 
pole. I mean this, go now and let be called / four cannibals of the 
Kwakiutl to come and sit among us," / said he. Immediately one 
man whose name was / Laughing-Woman (Da'ltsEla~a) went 
through the rear door of the winter ceremonial house and / secretly 
he called Heaping-Full- (of-Property)- in-the-World (L!a'x·Elag·ilis) 
and Only-One-Eater-in-the-World ('nax·nEwe'sElag·ilis) and (30) 
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Deserted-among-a-crowd (Bo'ba~A.'layo) and Being-Suspended
from-his-Body (Ho'::J.witaso'). It was not long before they came / 
through the rear door of the winter ceremonial house and / sat 
down in the rear of the house. Immediately High-in-the-Middle
in-the-House (Ai'k·!o'yo'lil) spoke / and said, "Now you have 
come, friends; you have come among / us to see what we are doing, 
we (35) Rivers Inlet tribe, when we try to get the cannibal pole 
to come out of the woods / at the same time when the novice 
cannibal is surrounded, for this is most difficult to go / into the 
woods searching for a smooth cedar, the supernatural one. There
fore I / wish that you should come, friends, that you may / observe 
all we are doing when we find it. If you (40) should make a mistake 
in what is seen by you, what we do in our way, then your / life 
will be made short by the supernatural power of the cannibal 
pole/' said he. / Now never replied the four cannibals of the / 

105 Kwakiutl for not one of them owned a cannibal pole. (1) Then 
High-in-the-Middle-in-the-House asked all his cannibals and the 
four / cannibals of the Kwakiutl to go all through the rear door / 
of the winter ceremonial house and to go into the woods. / Generally 
they find at once a smooth cedar. As soon as (5) they found it 
they all sat down on the ground. Now only High-in-the-Middle
in-the-House / was standing up on the ground. Then he spoke 
again and said, "O friends, / now we have good luck, for we have 
found at once this supernatural one, / this winter ceremonial 
pole. Now I shall pray to him, friends," / said he. Then he said, 
"Now we have come, Healing-Woman, you (10) Long-Life-Maker, 
you winter ceremonial pole. We engage you that you may be 
put into the house, your winter ceremonial body / into the winter 
ceremonial house of our friend Going-to-the-End-in-the-House 
(Lax~'lil), who is giving the winter ceremonial. / And now our 
great friend Cannibal (Ta'nis) has disappeared. Now you / will 
be the cannibal pole of his great supernatural power. I mean this, 
you will just / protect us, friend," said he. Then one of the (15) 
cannibals of the Rivers Inlet tribe took an axe and stood at the 
foot of the / cedar tree. Then he turned around holding the axe 
and he pretended to chop the / cedar tree. Four times he turned 
around then he chopped it and / uttered the cannibal cry. He 
had not been chopping long before the cedar fell./ Now the cannibals 
changed off in chopping off (20) the sap wood of the cedar and the 
bark. As soon as / this was done all the cannibals carried it and 
went to hide it. / As soon as this was done they went home into 
the winter ceremonial giver's house. / Now they came through 
the rear door of the house. As soon as/ four days had passed the 
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Kwakiutl had their bringing back ceremony of the novices at 
night. (25) At that time the cannibals carried the cannibal pole 
out of the woods and / put it down not far from the rear of the 
winter ceremonial giver's / house. As soon as the bringing back 
ceremony was over, all the sparrows went out. /At that time the 
cannibals took the cannibal pole / and laid it down in the left 
hand comer (outside) of the house and covered it over with (30) 
mats, so that it could not be seen. The top of the cannibal pole is 
to go in first. /As soon as daylight came in the morning all /the 
Head Sparrows arose early and went and knocked at the doors / 
of the houses waking up the real sparrows, and the sparrows / 
and the sparrow women and the sparrow children so that all 
(35) should go into the winter ceremonial giver's house. Four 
times went about / the Head Sparrows and all came in. Then / 
a man of the Rivers Inlet tribe spoke and said, / 

"Now you have all come in, friends, into this house which has 
a name / that is different, for now it has the name "emptied house" 
and now it is (40) no longer called winter ceremonial giver's house. 
I mean this, take care, / all you friends, for we are going to surround 
the cannibal who / often causes to die those who disobey the words 
of Cannibal-at-the-North-End-of-the-World / in regard to the 
manner of surrounding (the novice). I mean this; now just/ take 
care, friends," said he. I 

(1) Now went out of the house all the head sparrows and the / 106 
real sparrows and the sparrow women and the sparrow children 
after / the dance owners, for they are the 
leaders of those who surround the cannibal. 
/There is not one of the Cedar-Bark-Boxes, 
I mean the cannibals, ( 5) for they are the 
ones who put up the cannibal pole. As soon 
as / all the sparrows had gone out of the 
"emptied house," the door was barred/ and 
then all the cannibals took hold of the can
nibal pole and / put up the thin end and 
pushed it through the opening / at the left 
hand side of the inside of the door of the 
house. Then ( 10) one of the cannibals of the 
Rivers Inlet tribe took hemlock and / tied it together with narrow 
split cedar bark. Now /the hemlock represented a man as it was 
hung up on top of the cannibal pole in this manner. As /soon as 
this was done the cannibal went up to the roof of the house, / 
carrying the man made of hemlock and tied it to the top of the 
(15) cannibal pole. As soon as this was finished the cannibal sat 
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down on the roof / near to the man made of hemlock that had been 
tied on, / then he said praying to it, / 

"Oh, great, real, supernatural one, now your dress has all been 
put on you, / Long-Life-Maker. Now you will help each other, 
your cannibal pole (20) and Cannibal-at-the-North-End-of-the
World who is sitting on top here./ Now you will protect our great 
friend here when the cannibal comes in, that / nothing evil may 
happen when he comes into the 'emptied house'," said he. / 

Now he told the cannibals to go ahead and to push up the cannibal 
pole so that / it should stand up. Immediately the cannibals 
pushed it up (25) and now the cannibal pole stood up straight. 
Now it was ready when / the new cannibal should come in. Then 
also all the cannibals were ready / to get excited when meeting 
the new cannibal when he would come to the beach in front of 
the/ "emptied house." As soon as those came who had surrounded 
the cannibal/ on the beach in front of the "emptied house," then 
all the cannibals of the (30) Rivers Inlet tribe and the cannibals 
of the Kwakiutl became excited inside the "emptied house", I 
and they all went out of the house to meet the new / cannibal. 
As soon as the cannibal arrived the song leaders / sang the new 
song of the new cannibal and / all the cannibals of the Rivers 
Inlet tribe and the cannibals of the (35) Kwakiutl danced. '.Pris 
is called "meeting in a dance the cannibal who has been surrounded." 
/ As soon as they finished singing, the cannibals went first/ into 
the "emptied house" and then the new cannibal ran up / the beach 
and went into each house of the Kwakiutl. /At that time those 
who surrounded the cannibal said, while they were beating time 
(40) on the time-beating boards, / 

Oh, it is great, you will make poor everybody by your super
natural power. Woai', woai'. / 

As soon as they had said, this four times they all walked up / 
107 the beach and went into the "emptied house" and (I) sat down 

in the rear of the house, but then all the cannibals / went into the 
sacred room. As soon as all the sparrows were seated, / the new 
cannibal came in. Immediately / the song leaders sang his new 
song that had been made. Then (5) the new cannibal danced and 
at that time came /the cannibals also dancing. As soon as they 
had finished dancing with four / new songs, he went into the sacred 
room with the / cannibals. Now you know everything from the 
place where I / stopped now. This is the talk about the new cannibal 
(10) when he does not carry a corpse in his arms. When he carries 
a corpse in his arms / the ways are hardly different. This is all 
known by you, / for a long time ago I wrote talking about it. Now 
it is / ended. / 
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Notice Left by a Novice./ 

(15) When the cannibal had disappeared at night, when the 
winter dancers gave a feast / among the early people, then he really 
went into the woods. / As soon as a man was told that he was 
going to disappear from the feast / that night, the man who was 
going to disappear took a / receptacle of eagle down filled with 
down of the eagle and he hid it on the ground {20) behind the 
feasting house. As soon as he had done so / he entered the feasting 
house when all the sparrows / and the dance owners were going 
in. Immediately the one who was going to disappear sat down and / 
immediately the real sparrows went to the place where he was 
seated and they tormented/ the one who was going to disappear. 
Now the one who was going to disappear became angry and he 
ran around {25) the fire in the middle of the feasting house. At that 
time / he was surrounded by all the sparrows, then he disappeared 
/ after that. As soon as he went behind the feasting house / he took 
the eagle down and squeezed it in his hand as he was going into 
the woods / and then caught some of the eagle down on all the 
bushes (30) as he was going into the woods. When he nearly arrived 
at a / sheltering cedar which was known to him he hid the down 
on the ground. / Then he went to the cedar tree and sat down 
under it. Now / he slept there. When day came in the morning 
two / cannibals went into the woods behind the feasting house, 
looking for the ( 35) place where the one who had disappeared 
had gone, for no cannibal and his / fellow cannibals wish that 
the cannibal dancers become too many and, / therefore, they 
try to find the one who has disappeared, whether he is sitting / 
in his bedroom, or whether he really went into the woods. When 
they found / the eagle down caught on the bushes on the way 
which the one walked (40) who had disappeared, for he did not 
walk on the trail, then the two cannibals / walked following the 
eagle down attached to the bushes. / When they arrived where the 
eagle down on the bushes was at an end, ( 1) one of the cannibals 108 
took his whistle / and blew it. Then the one who had disappeared, 
for that is the name of the / one who disappears, took his whistle 
and he also blew it. / When the two cannibals heard the sound 
of the whistle (5) they walked towards the place where it sounded, 
and as soon as the two cannibals / found the one who had dis
appeared, they asked the one who had disappeared to follow them 
and they / led him to the house in which all the cannibals who had 
disappeared lived, / way back in the woods. As soon as they arrived 
there, one of the cannibals spoke / and advised the one who had 
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disappeared not to go and see his (IO) house and his parents until 
the time when they would surround him. / "In case you should 
be seen walking about behind the village in the night / you will 
die," said they to him. Now the cannibals left him after this. / 
Sometimes it was red cedar bark that was hung up by the one 
who disappeared / when there was no eagle down on the bushes 
to give notice in regard to ( 15) the way he had gone when he 
disappeared in the night, for it was always /night when the cannibal 
disappeared. That is the end. / 

Dress of Ghost Dancer. / 

The reason why I write this is that it may be seen by you how / 
the ghost dancer is dressed when she is first surrounded, for all 
her dressing is hemlock. (20) On it hang four skulls of / men and 
also four thigh bones of men. / Of hemlock is her head ring and on 
the forehead sits / a split skull of a man. At the back of the head 
is also / the split skull of a man. Of hemlock are her arm rings 
(25) and her anklets. As soon as she is t~en into the winter cere
monial giver's/ house the song leaders sing for her and/ the ghost 
dancer is stooping down while she is dancing, stretching out one 
hand at a time with the palm downward / and going to the rear 
of the house. Then all the cannibals get excited / and they dance 
around the ghost dancer. Now the cannibals (30) pretend that 
they are greedy for the bones of the man that hang from the / 
hemlock dressing of the ghost dancer. When the ghost dancer has 
danced / with the four songs she goes into the sacred room, / and 
when she goes into the sacred room all is taken off, / her hemlock 
dressing and the skulls of the dead men and the (35) thigh bones 
of the dead men, and they go secretly / and throw the skulls and 
thigh bones of the / men into the sea. Then the hemlock branches 
are secretly burned / in the fire of the house. The reason why / the 
skulls and the thigh bones of the (40) men are thrown into the 
sea is that the perspiration of the ghost dancer/ that sticks on the 

109 bones of the dead men may come off. (1) If they do not throw 
the bones into the sea / the ghost dancer herself would be be
witched and would die quickly. When / night comes, four inviting 
men go into all the houses of the dance owners that all the (5) 
sparrows and all the sparrow women may come to the winter 
ceremonial giver's / house. Then the speaker of the four / inviting 
men says, "We will bring back to her senses Ghost-Face-Woman," 
/says he and the three others say after him, ''You will go in while 
it is still light, / shamans." When the four inviting men have 
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gone four times (10) into all the houses, all the dance owners and/ 
all the sparrows go in; and so the cannibals, when they are all / 
excited. Therefore they eta.y with the ghost in the 
room. / Noe song sing, one songs 

daneer that is 1Hovtt .. en on witll beatinll 
has three verses (15) of words. Then the gost dancer comes dancing 
out of the room wearing a head band/ with a made (carved) skull 

front llehind, head red bark as 
p. 49T figure She 1cnmnd h+n and 
it, carved, skulb yellow figure 

and four times / twisted red cedar bark are the rings on both 
arms and feet. (20) As soon as the fast beating for her song is ended, 

H."·"''"'1'0 sing H+mg beating Then 
daneecz Hnd / e>:nnnibals and at 

of ghost dancer. Now/ stops the one sound ot the large-mouthed 
whistle of the ghost dancer / after this, for now she is quieted. 
Then they all go into the (25) sacred room with the cannibal 
chzncers, also all qufotek. I One she is rh•j).C.)£.~•l'I 

hemlock she / surrounded and csu:spended real 
skulls of men / and bones. When night comes these are changed 
for / red cedar bark, and carved skulls of cedar wood hang from 
it. (30) Now also they show this once and then is kUt around her 

/ a thin of red eezfo.r bark thin Hing of 
There three /When goes feast she oeei.rs 

around her neck the feasting neck ring / of red cedar bark, larger 
than her walking neck ring of red cedar bark. There are four kinds. / 
When she again has foe neck feastinh 

of red bark. all red cedz.tr that 
the / that cornes frorn 

Bella. / 

The Spruce House. / 

dnd thic spruce Hela~olsehx,2 the 
ehcman ot NimkiL;;h that I sent you ( 1) 
fornia. (40) I am the one who pretends to be the woman. / 

p e Sh of t o 'gw x u. / 110 

hnd this is the woman shaman of the :i;.ao' gwaadExu. That 
is the way / she is when an o'sEmtsa, that which the Kwakiutl 
call novice. / And after the woman has been a novice when she 

Report United : .. ~ gfes Nat :med Museum 895. 
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wears hemlock, (5) then she wears two rings of red cedar bark. 
And stuck into the red cedar bark / are tail feathers of the crane 
and two / wings of ducks are tied to the end. That is like / a hat, 
for the shaman wears it on the head. / That way she is dressed 
when curing a patient. (10) She sucks. / 

Dresses of the Dancers. I 
This· is the cannibal of the Dza'wadEe~oxu the real one who 

cures, / for thus he goes to all the houses. / 
This is the No'ntse1stalal the real one who cures. ( 15) He throws 

about the fire of the house. / 

Witchcraft. / 

This is the sorcerer of the Na'k!wax·da1xu when he says that / 
a man shall die quickly. There are really four skulls, / and also 
there are four frogs on the picture.1 / 

(20) The War Dance. / 

The ancestors of the seven numaym of the / Gwe'tEla lived 
at Crooked-Beach (Qa'lopis). Then gave a winter dance Ha'nis 
the son of Q!o'mo~us'ila, /head chief of the numaymReal-Kwakiutl. 
/ Then the four children of Ha'nis disappeared; all (25) boys. 
Then those who had disappeared purified themselves. / The youn
gest of the four children of Ha'nis went every day / to rub his body 
with hemlock branches in a pond inland from Crooked-Beach / 
and he continued doing this every morning and evening. / As 
soon as he had finished rubbing his body with hemlock branches 
(30) he started and went far away. As soon as /evening came he 
came back and rubbed his body with hemlock branches. / As 
soon as this was done he went home to their secret house / in the 
woods. His three elder brothers never dared to ask / their youngest 
brother why he always went to purify himseH in the woods. Then 
(35) the youngest brother did not talk to his elder brothers about 
what he was doing / in the woods. And so, nearly for one moon 
he did / so, the youngest one of the three brothers, when he stayed 

111 away (1) during the day. Now he never came back to their secret 
house. I Then the elder brothers guessed that their youngest 
brother had something that was seen by him, / a different kind 
of thing. Therefore the elder brothers did not talk about it. / 

1 These were photographs which have unfortunately completely faded out. 
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And so I will talk about the youngest brother who (5) had the 
name First-Warrior (K·!e'sx-a£lis), about the reason why he stayed 
in the woods. Now he / started and left the secret house (where 

. he lived) with his elder brothers, in the morning. /As soon as he 
arrived at the lake at which he always rubbed his body with / 
hemlock branches, he at once rubbed his body with hemlock 
branches. / When this was done he heard ( 10) a man who was 
holding a skull by the crown of the head, which is now imitated 
by the / warriors of the Indians when they first cut off the head 
of one captured in war. / As soon as they cut it off the warrior 
holds up the / head that has been cut off and says, "Hai hai hai 
hai haai'a." / That is called by the first warriors Blood-of-the
Ground (Ex·EE'lk!us), the sound of holding the (15) severed head 
of a person. As soon as First-Warrior / heard it he walked towards 
the place from which the sound came. / He had not been walking 
long before he discovered a house, a house among / a patch of 
young trees on the ground. As soon as he came near the / door of 
the house he heard one man (20) inside the house saying, "War 
he." Then there was the sound of many / men speaking at the 
same time, saying "War he," and then /there was the sound of 
many men beating fast time. Now First-Warrior / started and 
stood outside the door of the house / while it was getting dark. 
Then he made up his mind to (25) enter the house of the Blood
of-the-Ground, for they were still beating time. / Then First
Warrior entered the house and sat down on the / right hand side· 
inside the door. Now the Blood-of-the-Ground /men did not pay 
any attention to First-Warrior when he was sitting on the floor 
at the/ place where he was sitting, for all the Blood-of-the-Ground 
men were looking up (30) at four men of the Blood-of-the-Ground 
who were suspended / in the rear of the house. As soon as they 
stopped beating time / the four men who were hanging up said 
at the same time, / "Hai hai hai hai haai'a." Then the speaker 
of the house arose / and spoke. He said, "Now tame these war 
dancers (35) so that they may be ta.med," said he. Immediately 
the song leaders of the/ Blood-of-the-Ground men sang these words 
of the song, / 

1. War ha, war ha, war ha ha ha, war. I was hung / up by 
the warrior of the sky. / 

2. War ha, war ha, war ha ha ha, war. I was hung up and 
moved (40) under the Milky Way of the sky. / 

There were four songs, one each for the four men who were 
hanging. / As soon as the Blood-of-the-Ground men stopped 
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112 singing (1) they lowered the four men who were hanging. /When 
they came down to the floor of the house / all the Blood-of-the
Ground beat fast time. Then four/ men of the Blood-of-the-Ground 
took each one a rope (5) that was passed through both thighs of 
the war dancers and also / two men held what was passed through 
the skin in the middle of / the shoulder blades on the back of the 
war dancers. Now the four / men held the ropes, and the skin of 
the war dancers tore. / Now the four war dancers took small knives 
(10) and stabbed with them among the hair of the forehead. As/ 
soon as the blood ran down they rubbed the blood on the chest. / 
This is referred to by the Blood-of-the-Ground men as the killing 
by the / war dancers of those captured in war when they stab 
their own foreheads. / Thus the chests of the war dancers were 
covered with blood as they (15) cut off the heads of those captured 
in war, but it is the own blood of the war dancer./ Now the four war 
dancers carried each a tool-for-making-courage ( 1 ), a double headed 
serpent. /When all the skin was tom, the four war dancers/ ran out 
of the door of the house and all the/ four war dancers had head rings 
of hemlock branches and also (20) hemlock arm rings and anklets. 
As soon as all / the four war dancers had gone out of the house 
spoke the speaker / of the house and said, "Now, friends, now 
have been tamed/ our friends, the war dancers. Welcome friend, 
First-Warrior,/ come now and stand in the place where I am stand
ing and try your (25) treasure, this great dance, the war dance. 
Now you/ will all be war dancers, (you) and your elder brothers, 
you who have disappeared," said he. / 

Immediately First-Warrior arose and stood by the side of the/ 
speaker of the house. Then the speaker of the house / spoke and 
said, "Go on, friend, take off your blanket (30) and try to hang 
in the house," said he as he took four pieces of / rope. At the end 
of the rope was something like the head, of a snake. / Then the 
speaker of the house measured one / span, beginning at the knees 
of First-Warrior, upward, / and he took one piece of rope with 
the head of a (35) snake at its end and put it in the place that 
had been measured. Then/ the snake bit the skin of First-Warrior. 
He did also the same/ on the other knee. When he had done this 
the snake bit / the middle of the shoulder blade and he also did the 
same I on the other side of the back of First-Warrior. As soon as 
this was done (40) they threw the four ropes over what was called 
by the speaker of the / house the Milky Way. Now he was hanging 
there, /First-Warrior. Then he kept on crying out, saying "Hai 
hai hai hai / haai'a." Now the Blood-of-the-Ground men began to 

113 sing (1) and then First-Warrior was shaking himself, dancing as he 
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was in this position, /holding the tool-for-making-courage which 
is drawn on page 515, figure 1681 • As soon as /they had sung all 
the four songs of the four war dancers/ of the Blood-of-the-Ground, 
the speaker of the house let down ( 5) First-Warrior and when he 
stood on the floor / of the house the speaker of the house gave a 
knife to / First-Warrior and said, "Now go on and strike," said 
he./ Immediately First-Warrior stabbed with the knife his forehead 
/ and when the blood was running down over the forehead of First
Warrior (10) he pressed his right hand on the blood which was 
running down his / forehead and he pressed it against his chest 
while he was always/ crying out saying, "Hai, hai hai hai haai'a." 
Now four / men took hold of each of the ropes that were biting 
his back / and those also biting his knees, while two (15) men 
were standing in front of First-Warrior pulling / the rope and 
two men were standing / behind him pulling the rope that was 
biting the back of First-Warrior. / Then the speaker of the house 
said, "War, he," / and the Blood-of-the-Ground men said all the 
same time "War, he," (20) and then the four men pulled against 
one another the four / ropes and the four men tried to succeed in 
tearing / the skin of the war dancer. As soon as was torn / the skin 
of the war dancer First-Warrior stood up. Then spoke/ the speaker 
of the house and said, "O friend, you have (25) done well. Now 
you all will be war dancers, you four with / your elder brothers, 
you who have disappeared. Now will go these your four/ names 
(for you), and your elder brothers," said he. "Now the name of 
the/ eldest one will be Striking-between-in-the-World (K·!e'lak:a'
wig·ilis) and the next one will have the name/ Head-War-Dancer 
(Hawi'nalalEm), and the middle one will have the name Head
one-who-always-Goes-to-War (Wi'nax·wi'nag·im), (30) and the 
youngest one will have the name Always-Warring (Wi'naldilEm). 
Now you will / carry these four tools-for-making-courage and these 
sixteen / pieces of rope to be the means of suspending you, and 
these four / knives as means of striking when you will draw blood 
from your foreheads," / said he as he gave the four tools-for
making-courage and the sixteen (35) pieces of rope and also the 
four knives to First-Warrior. / Then said the speaker of the house 
to First-Warrior,/ "Now go, friend, go home to your house," said 
he. / First-Warrior came and started and went to his elder 
brothers. As soon as he arrived / at the house of his elder brothers 
he went in and immediately ( 40) he told his three elder brothers 
of the treasure, the war dance. "Now we/ all shall be war dancers 

I Socia.I Organization and Secret Societies of the Kwakiutl, United 
States National Museum, 1895. 
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and so I will teach you the / ways of the war dance," said First
Warrior and he/ asked his three elder brothers to stand up. Imme-

114 diately (1) the three elder brothers stood up. He took four/ pieces 
of rope and measured one span / from the knee of his eldest brother. 
Then / it bit with the end of the rope. He also did in the same way 
(5) on the other knee. It also bit with two pieces of rope /on 
each side of the back. As soon as he had done so he gave the tool
for-making-courage / to him, and as soon as he had done so to all 
his elder brothers, he/ threw the four ropes of the eldest one upward 
over the beam / of the house. Then he hauled him up and now 
he was hanging there. (10) Then he did also in this way to his 
other elder brothers. As soon as/ they were all hanging, the three 
elder brothers of First-Warrior, /he sat down and sang his song. 
Then shook themselves / the three elder brothers keeping time with 
the time beating of the song and they / continued to cry as the 
war dancer says, "Hai hai hai hai haai'a." (15) As soon as First
Warrior had sung the four songs, / he let down his eldest brother. 
As soon as/ he stood on the floor he stabbed with his knife his 
forehead. When / the blood was running down the forehead, he 
pressed with his / right hand against his forehead and he pressed 
the blood down on (20) both sides of his chest. Then First-Warrior 
put down on the floor the ropes, / and the war dancer was standing 
on the floor while he let down the one next to /the eldest brother. 
He just repeated what/ was done by his elder brother. Then First
Warrior also just / laid down the ropes on the floor and the war 
dancer also stood on the floor. (25) Then First-Warrior let down 
also his middle elder brother. / As soon as he stood on the floor 
he also did what was seen done by his elder brothers / while the 
rope was still biting him. / As soon as First-Warrior had finished 
taking off the pulling ropes of his / three elder brothers and when 
all the ropes were off, he said to his (30) elder brothers that there 
would be one man holding each one / of the pulling ropes of each 
of the war dancers / and they would pull the ropes against one 
another so that the skin would tear / "when they come to let you 
down from the place where you were hanging under the beam / 
of the house of our father," said he. / 

(35) Now they took a rest for a while, and when evening came/ 
First-Warrior told his three elder brothers that they would / go 

out of the woods and that they would put 
up something as a place from which they 
were to hang at the lower end ot the / 
village site at Crooked-Beach, in this way. 

As soon as they had done so they went home to their / house in 
the woods when it was getting dark. (40) As soon as they had 
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entered their house /they lay down on their beds and went to 
sleep. When it was nearly /daylight First-Warrior awakened his 
three elder brothers and when (I) they were all up First-Warrior 115 
gave four pieces of / rope and one tool-for-ma.king-courage and 
one knife / to each of his elder brothers to be carried when they 
started to go to the / beam, the place from which the war dancers 
were to hang, for that is its name, "a beam to hang up the (5) war 
dancers." As soon as they arrived there, First-Warrior at once / 
asked his eldest brother to take off his blanket entirely / and also 
his younger brothers. As soon as they were all naked / First
Warrior tried at the right time to have the ends of the / pulling 
ropes bite his three elder brothers so that he might haul them up 
quickly ( 10) as daylight was coming in the morning. As soon as 
were hanging / the three war dancers on the 
hanging beam of the war dancers, for that ~~ 
is / the name of the beam, that is in this . . 
way, then /First-Warrior let the ends of / ' 
two pulling ropes bite himself above (15) his knees and he gave 
two pieces of / rope to his eldest brother to let the ends bite / 
each side of the back of First-Warrior. Then he pulled himself 
up. /As soon as they were all hanging, they took turns in crying/ 
"Hai hai hai hai haai'a." This was heard by the people of (20) 
Crooked-Beach and immediately Wrong-all-around-the-World 
(0'dze'stalis), / the chief of the numaym Real-Kwakiutl of the 
·Gwe'tEla was told, for / Wrong-all-around-the-World was the 
father of the four war dancers. Immediately /Wrong-all-around
the-World saw his four children. As soon as he arrived / there, 
First-Warrior spoke and said, "Now, father, (25) take care, for 
I got as a treasure this great dance, this war dance. / And also, 
if you come to get us with our tribe, / then untie us at once. As 
soon / as we are all standing on the ground, then one man (will) 
take hold of each of / the pulling ropes and pull them so that the 
rope may be tight. (30) Two will pull the two pulling ropes of the 
back / and two will pull the two pulling ropes / of the knees. As 
soon as we go into the house, / ask the sixteen men who handle 
the ropes to throw / the pulling ropes over the rafters at the right 
hand side of the (35) beam of our house and let them haul us up./ 
As soon as we are hanging in the house then we ourselves shall 
sing / our four songs,,, said he. "When we / finish singing our four 
songs, then the / sixteen men shall let us down. When (40) we 
stand on the floor of our house, then / four men take hold each of 
one of the four / pulling ropes of each war dancer. Then says / 
one of them, "War, he," then at the same time our tribe will say, 
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116 (I) "War, he," and then we shall stab our foreheads. / As soon as we 
press down the blood on / each side of our chests, then we shall 
try to tear our skin that is bitten / by the ends of these pulling 
ropes. All the (5) sixteen men who handle the ropes will pull 
strongly. / As soon as all the skin is tom, we will go into / the 
sacred room. That is all the advise I give you. Now, / father, ask 
our tribe to come to get us," / said he. / 

(IO) Immediately Wrong-all-around-the-World came home to 
his house / and when he had gone into his house he found that 
the / whole tribe of the six numayms of the Gwe'tEla had come 
in / with their women ,and their children. As soon as / Wrong
all-around-the-World whose winter dance name is Squatting 
(K!wa'k!waxsdala) (15) had come in he spoke and said, "Welcome, 
friends, for you/ have come by yourselves to this winter ceremonial 
house. Now take care / on account of the treasure of my four 
children, the war dancers. / I mean this, I shall now engage sixteen 
clever / men to handle the pulling ropes of the four (20) war 
dancers. Now stand up all of you, with the women, that we / 
may go to get our friends," said he. Immediately all / the men 
and the women went out of the house and / they went to the 
lower end of Crooked-Beach to the place where were hanging the 
four / war dancers. As soon as the men arrived and the women, 
(25) Wrong-all-around-the-World asked four men each to /handle 
the four pulling ropes of each / war dancer. Immediately there 
were four men to handle (the ropes)/ of each war dancer and they/ 
let them down. As soon as the four war dancers stood. on the ground 
(30) the four handlers of the pulling ropes took / each one rope 
and pulled it. That was when/ Wrong-all-around-the-World said, 
"War, he," and the whole tribe and / the women said, "War, 
he." But then the four war dancers/ just continued to cry, saying 
"Hai hai hai hai haai'a." Now (3,5) they arrived at the door of 
the house and they waited for all to go first / into the house, all 
the men and the women. As soon / as they were all inside, the 
war dancers came in one at a time, / with the four men that handled 
(the ropes). As soon as the / four war dancers were inside, the 
sparrows beat fast time in the (40) rear of the house and the 
four war dancers went four times / around the fire in the middle 
of the house. Then they were hauled up / to the rafters on 
the right hand side of the beam of the house, / at the right 
hand side of the rear of the house. When they were all hanging 

117 in the house, (I) Wrong-all-around-the-World asked four fool
dancers to go and stand / each under one war dancer and to point 
upward their lances / right under the war dancers; and if the pulling 
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ropes should break, /the war dancers would fall on the four lances 
of the fool-dancers. (5) It would be better that the war dancers 
should die thus, rather than / that Wrong-all-around-the-World 
should die of shame, if his children should fall down. As soon as 
/ all the sixteen fool-dancers were standing under the four / war 
dancers, then the four war dancers themselves sang / the four 
songs. When they had finished singing, (10) the sixteen fool-dancers 
started and sat down in the / rear of the house. Immediately 
the four men who handled the / pulling ropes of each of the war 
dancers let down / the four war dancers. As soon as they were 
standing on the floor / the men who handled the pulling ropes 
pulled. Now the four (15) war dancers stabbed their foreheads 
with their knives. As soon as / the blood came running down from 
their foreheads they pressed on it with their right hands, / on the 
blood, and they came pressing down the blood on each side of their 
chests. (As soon as this was done they tried to break the pulling 
ropes / and then the skin tore and they ran into the (20) sacred 
room at the left hand side of the rear of the house. For a short 
time / First-Warrior lay down with his three elder brothers and 
took a rest. / Now Wrong-all-around-the-World asked his wife, 
Woman-from-whom-(Property)-is-Taken (Lii.'lep!a'lasEme~a), / to 
feed his four children, the war dancers. Immediately / Woman
from-whom-Property-is-Taken cooked dried salmon for her four 
children. (25) When they had eaten the dried salmon, she steamed / 
clover root and when it was done her children ate the clover root. 
/ When they had done so First-Warrior sent his mother away 
out of the/ sacred room and when Woman-from-whom-Property
is-Taken had gone out of the / sacred room, First-Warrior asked 
his three elder brothers t~ (30) split cedar wood so that it would 
be two /fingers wide, and one /short span long. When/ enough 
thin cedar wood had been split they took their knives / and each 
of the four shaved the cedar sticks, (35) making paddles. When 
each had made twenty-four paddles /there were enough paddles 
for the bodies of the war dancers. / Then they took more split 
cedar wood and measured one/ span in length and/ each shaved 
it, making paddles. (40) Those newly made were a little larger 
than those first made. When they had/ each made eight paddles, 
each of them had made enough. /Now when it was really evening they 
finished making paddles. /Then Wrong-all-around-the-World sent 
four Head Sparrows to invite (1) all the dance owners and the 118 
Sparrows and the Sparrow women/ and the little Sparrows. There 
were four inviters, Head Sparrows. / As soon as they arrived at a 
house, they went in, to the/ inside of the door way, and they stood 
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together and one of them said (5) as he called out all the names 
of the four / war dancers, he said, "Now we will quiet, friends, / 
Striking-between-in-the-World. Now we will quiet, friends, Head
War-Dancer. / Now we· will quiet, shamans, Head-one-who
always-Goes-to-War. / Now we will quiet, shamans, Always
Warring," First-Warrior (10) he meant. As soon as they had 
named all the four war dancers, / the three who called with him 
said, "Friends, you will go quickly," / and the others said, "Be 
quick, shamans." Now/ they went to the (other) houses and said 
the same thing. As soon as they had been to all the/ houses they 
went back and entered the winter ceremonial giver's (15) house. 
They did not stay long before they went again into the houses / 
and they all together said, "We are walking again, shamans," 
as they were going / around inside the house. When they had 
again been to all the / houses they went back and entered the winter 
ceremonial giver's/house. They did not stay long before they went 
again to the houses (20) and they said together, "Trying to see 
a face," they said as they were going around / inside the house. 
As soon as they had been again to all the houses / they went back 
and went into the house of the winter ceremonial giver. When / 
they were inside, one of the inviters said, / "Now we are all inside, 
friends," said he. It was when first the (25) four men walked 
when First-Warrior immediately / took the body paddles of the 
war dancers and he put them down at the place where he was 
sitting. / Then he took a bone awl and long, thin / roots of the 
spruce tree and he came and put them down at the place where 
the body paddles of the /war dancers were. When they were all 
down on the floor First-Warrior asked (30) his eldest brother 
to come and sit down in front of him. When /he came and sat 

down, First-Warrior took the bone awl/and 
perforated his wrist. When / the awl had 
passed through, he pulled it out and/ pushed 

u....n"H~~ through the end of the root through the 
(35) hole in the skin. Then he took one/ of 
the paddles and tied it on so that it / hung 
down. He continued doing this, passing from 

• ~ ~ the right side / to the wrist of the other 
hand. / When he had all the body paddles 

of the war dancer on, it was in this way. (40) When all the paddles 
were on, they all took their /tools-for-making-courage and went 
out of the sacred room and danced with their / four songs. They 

119 did not put on their pulling (1) ropes. Now the four men who 
handled the ropes / stood near the four war dancers. / As soon as 
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the song leaders had sung the four / songs they went into the 
sacred room. Then they were quieted (5) after that. That is the 
end./ 

This is the writing on what is drawn on page 513, figure 1651 • / 

The Assembly.2 / 

Now spoktt Squatter (K!wa'k!waxsdala), the Assembler and 
said, I 

"Now come, (you) several friends, you have come into this (10) 
house which ~as changed on the ground, this house of the super
natural power, the house of / Healing-Woman (Ha'yalila~as). We 
have come to be assembled, friends, in this house which has a 
name, this/ Time-of-Happiness (ai'x·'aix-dEmes), this place of well
being. (ha'yalEyaas), the house, the receptacle of the winter cere
monial. /Now just take care, friends, take good care when /our 
great friends, the dance owners, come. I mean this, (15) come, 
friends, you who have the privilege of / inviting our great friends, 
the dance owners. Now eome friend, /you Many-Round-Things 
(Thoughts)-on-Head (Q!e'~Emxto) and you Song-Eater (Q!E'mt
q!adas) and you, / friend Greatest-Striker3 (K·!e'lak·awig·i:lis) and 
you friend Defender ( ~) (K·a'k·ali'k-!eg·ilis)," said he. / 

Immediately the four Head Shamans who had been named (20) 
stood up and they went and stood on the floor inside the door of 
the house and / Song-Eater spoke and said,/ 

"True is your word, friend Squatter, / we have the privilege 
of inviting our great friends. Now we will go,"/ said Song-Eater as 
he swang his round rattle and (25) sang his sacred song as he walked 
ahead of his friends / going around the fire in the middle of the 
house. As soon as they reached the/ door of the house they went 
out and these are the words of the sacred song / of this Song
Eater: / 

Wa ya, wa ya, ha ya, I will come and tame him with this 
my ( 30) means of healing, I the one w~o is a true shaman./ 

Wa ya, wa ya, ha ya, I will come and I will pacify him with 
my / means of pacifying, I the one who is a true shaman. / 

They had not been staying outside a long time before Song
Eater / and his three friends came back still singing the sacred 

1 The Social Organization and Secret Societies of the Kwakiutl; United 
States National Museum, 1895. 

2 The people, except the dance owners are assembled in the house!' 
Then the Assembler speaks. 

3 Striking.between-in-the-World. See p. 115. 
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song. (35) As soon as they came into the doorway of the assembly 
house/ Song-Eater stopped singing his sacred song and they stood 
on the floor inside the doorway. /Then Song-Eater spoke and said,/ 

120 (1) "We have come, friends. Now take care and be silent, /for 
our great friends are coming," said he as they / went to the left 
hand side of the house and sat down. Then / two fool-dancers 
came in and stood on each side of the (5) inside of.the doorway. 
After them came in order the cannibal dancers / and sat down 
in the rear of the assembly house. / As soon as all were seated 
the grizzly bears came in in order / and sat down on each side 
of the cannibal dancers. Then came in / the thunderbird dancers 
and the Qo'los dancers and the war dancers and (10) sat down 
at the left hand side in the rear of the house. Then came/ the fool
dancers and sat down at the right hand side in the rear of the house. 
/ The two fool-dancers followed their friends, / those who had 
come in first. As soon as all were seated, /Squatter, theAssembler, 
spoke and said, / 

(15) "Now welcome, great friends, you have come, you have 
come in and we/ come and sit by you as (posts) defenders in this 
house which has changed on the ground, / this one which has 
been made different by Healing-Woman. Now you will defend / 
us, whatever unfortunate might happen in our going along according 
to the / words of the supernatural one (who told us) the future 
ways of this house," said he as he (20) spoke again. Then said 
Squatter, the /Assembler, / .. 

"Now come, friend Sandy-Eyes (E'g·istolis), and you, friend 
Inviting-Mouth (Le'lExstiila), /you who own the privilege of getting 
the shredded cedar bark for wiping the face / and come and bring 
it into this house of Healing-Woman," (25) said he. / 

Immediately Sandy-Eyes and Inviting-Mouth arose / and In
viting-Mouth spoke and said, / 

"True is your word, friend Sqatter, for we own the privilege / 
of getting the shredded cedar bark for wiping the face, (30) and we 
come and bring it into this supernatural house. Now we / shall 
go and get it," said he. Then he turned around and walked / 
around the fire in the middle of the house. As soon as they came 
to the / doorway they turned around to the right and went out. 
As /soon as they had gone out Squatter called one (35) true Sparrow 
to get a new mat and to spread it / near the left hand side inside the 
doorway of the house. / Immediately the true Sparrow man took 
J;he ready made / mat and spread it out at the left hand side of 
the inside of the doorway/ of the house. As soon as he had spread 
the mat, Sandy-Eyes (40) and Inviting-Mouth came in at the door-
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way of the house, each one carrying / one bundle of shredded 
cedar bark for wiping the face. / They went right on around the 
fire in the middle of the house and stood where was spread out / 
the mat. Then Inviting-Mouth spoke and said, / 

{l) "We have come, friends, we have come, friend Squatter, / 
bringing this supernatural one. There is nothing that cannot be 
removed by this / shredded cedar bark for wiping the face. Now 
friend / Squatter, you will handle it," said he, as Inviting-Mouth 
and (5) Sandy-Eyes put down the shredded cedar bark for wiping 
the face on the / mat which had been spread out. Then they sat 
down. Squatter started/ and stood where the mat had been spread 
out, carrying his round / rattle. He spoke and said, / 

"Thank you for this which was brought in by you, friends (10) 
Inviting-Mouth and Sandy-Eyes, this supernatural means of 
wiping of our / friends, (of wiping off) their secular faces. Now 
I shall sing the sacred song according to the / words given by the 
supernatural spirit to our late grandfather," said he as he swung/ 
his rattle and sang his sacred song with the words as he walked/ 
around the fire in the middle of the house, swinging his rattle;_ 
(15) and these are the words. / 

1. The supernatural power came and put the supernatural 
power into this / one who has been made supernatural by 
you, supernatural power, ho. / 

2. The supernatural power for a long time has been calling 
you, this one who has been made supernatural by you, / 
supernatural power, ho. / 

(20) As soon as the sacred song was at an end he lowered his 
head towards the /cedar bark for wiping the face, then he said, "Ol'p, 
oi'p, oi'p, oi'p." /As soon as he had finished he spoke and said,/ 

"Now the supernatural power has entered into this / long life 
maker, this cedar bark for wiping the face. Now come, {25) friends 
Inviting-Mouth and Sandy-Eyes, and distribute it / among our 
great friends and the Sparrows, that they may wipe off / their 
secular faces. Now come according to your privilege," said he. / 

·Immediately arose Inviting-Mouth and Sandy-Eyes and /they 
took the shredded cedar bark for wiping the face and (30) went and 
distributed it among the dance owners. As soon as they had given 
it to all of them / they distributed it among the Sparrows. As 
soon as they had given it to all of them, /all those assembled wiped 121 
their faces. Now/ they wiped off their secular faces and the diseases 
and their/ bad temper. When they had all wiped their faces (35) 
Squatter spoke and said, / 
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"Now friends, now we have obeyed the orders given t.o our late 
fathers / by the supernatural power, therefore, we do not need 
a supervisor t.o tell us what t.o do / as we go t.o the end marked 
down by the Winter-Ceremonial-Maker. I mean this, now we have 
all / wiped off our secular faces, friends. I mean this, ( 40) now 
come, friend Rising-through-a-Hole { ?) (~tsala) and you, friend 
Many-Thoughts-on-Head, you who own the privilege /of getting 
the tallow. Now come, bring it int.o this house of Healing-Woman," 
said he./ 

122 {I) Immediately arose Rising-through-a-Hole and Many-Thoughts
on-Head. Then / Rising-through-a-Hole spoke and said, / 

"True is your word, friend Squatter, for this is our privilege / 
t.o get the tallow and for us t.o come and bring it int.o this ( 5) 
winter ceremonial house. Now we will go," said he as he /swung 
his round rattle. Then he sang his sacred song and / they went 
around the fire in the middle of the house. As soon as / they came 
t.o the doorway of the house they turned around ! and went out. 
The words of the sacred song are, 1 f 

(IO) It made me discouraged. It made me discouraged. / 
it made me feel that way. / 

They did not stay out long before they came carrying / each 
one dish full of broken tallow, while/ Rising-through-a-Hole was 
still singing his sacred song, and they went around the fire in the 
middle (15) of the house. As soon as they arrived at the mat which 
had been spread on the floor, / he st.opped singing his sacred song 
and st.ood still. Then Rising-through-a-Hole spoke / and said, / 

"Now has come what you referred to, friend Squatter, what/ 
was to be brought by us. Now we have come and brought this 
supernatural (20) tallow, the one of which spoke the super
natural power to our late grandfathers. / I mean this, friends, 
now come, friend Squatter (and handle it," said he and Rising
through-a-Hole and / Many-Thoughts-on-Head put down the 
dishes with the tallow in them on the mat that was spread out. / 
Then Rising-through-a-Hole and Many-Thoughts-on-Head started 
and went to sit down (25) on the left hand side, inside the doorway 
of the house. Then Squatter / arose and went to the place where 
the mat was spread out. He spoke / and said, / 

"Now come, friends, Rising-through-a-Hole and Many-Thoughts
on-Head, /you have come and brought the supernatural one into 
this house of Healing-Woman, (30) this tallow, one part of that 

1 Tune in Boas, Social Organization and Secret Societies of the Kwa
kiutl, p. 720. 
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for which we came in, all of us, into this assembly / house. I mean 
this, now I will sing this sacred song according to the / words of 
Healing-Woman (given) to our late grandfathers and I will just/ 
follow the ways of the advice (given) by my late father to me," / 
said he as he swung his rattle and he sang his sacred song first 
(35) sung by him when he was going around the fire in the middle 
of the house; the one that has / been written on page 123. As 
soon as he arrived at the / mat that had been spread out, he 
said, "Oi'p oi'p oi'p oi'p." Then he spoke / and said, / 

"Now the supernatural power has arrived in this long life maker, 
(40) in this happy maker, this tallow./ Now come, friends Rising
through-a-Hole and Many-Thoughts-on-Head, go (1) and distribute 123 
this tallow to rub on the faces of our friends, /this one who causes 
to pass through (i. e. to be completely initiated), this Winter-Cere
monial-Maker," said he./ Immediately Rising-through-a-Hole and 
Many-Thoughts-on-Head stood up. Then spoke/ Rising-Through
a-Hole and said, / 

(5) "True is your word, friend Squatter, that we / have the 
privilege of distributing the tallow to rub on the faces of those 
assembled. / Now we will distribute this among our friends, / said 
he and they walked and took each one dish / with tallow and dis
tributed it among the dance owners. (10) As soon as they had given 
to all of them they distributed it among the Sparrows / and the 
Sparrow women and the little Sparrows. As soon as / they had 
given to all of them Squatter spoke and said, / 

"Now the supernatural power has been put upon all of you, / 
friends. Now our hearts have become different, for now (15) has 
been put on you the tallow, our grandfather, according tothe words 
(spoken) by the supernatural power / to our late grandfathers. 
Now just take care, friends. / I mean this, friends, I will speak 
again to our / friends Only-Eater (Na'wis) and One-Man-Eater 
(Nax-nEweku), that they may go to / get the supernatural charcoal 
and to come and bring it into (20) this assembly house. Now come, 
friends, it is your privilege /to get it," said he. Immediately Only
Eater ·and / One-Man-Eater stood up and Only-Eater spoke and 
said, / 

"True, true is your word, friend Squatter, it is our / privilege 
to take the charcoal and to come and bring it into this (25) assembly 
house. Now we will go and get the / magic charcoal," said he, 
and they went around the fire in the middle of the house. As / 
soon as they had come to the doorway, they turned around and 
went out / of the doorway of the house. They had not stayed away 
long before they came in / carrying each a dish in which there was 
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powdered (30) charcoal. Then they went around the fire in the 
middle of the house, and as soon as they arrived / at the mat 
which had been spread out they stood still and Only-Eater spoke/ 
and said, I 

"Now this has come, which you referred to, friend Squatter, 
that / should be brought by us. Now we have come in bringing 
the supernatural (35) charcoal, our grandfather, this long life 
maker, this/Healing-Woman, this which has been made aprivilege, 
to be my privilege and that of my / friend here, to carry the charcoal 
into the assembly house./ I mean this," said he and they put down 
together the dishes with the charcoal / on the mat that had been 
spread out. Then he said, / 

(40) "Now come, friend Squatter, and handle this," / said he, 
as Only-Eater and One-Man-Eater sat down. Immediately / 
Squatter arose at the place where the mat was spread out. / He 
spoke and said, / 

124 (1) "Now come, great one! the one brought by you, friends, 
this / charcoal, this which makes people courageous when the face 
is blackened by the / warriors when they go to war. Therefore 
they never hesitate to kill the / first one they meet. But if their 
faces are not blackened they hesitate (5) to kill. Therefore the 
charcoal is used to blacken the face in the /assembly, for we all, 
friends, have one (thing) in mind, /the orders of the Winter-Cere
monial-Maker regarding our ways of acting. I mean this, / now I 
will sing the sacred song of these words of the supernatural power 
given to our late grandfathers," / said he as he swung his rattle 
singing his sacred song with ( 10) words as he walked around the 
fire in the middle of the house, / still swinging his rattle; and 
it is still the sacred song / written down on page 123. As soon 
as he reached the / mat that had been spread out, he stopped 
singing his sacred song. He lowered his head / towards the two 
dishes containing the charcoal and he said, "Oi'p oi'p (15) oi'p 
oi'p." Then he spoke and said, / 

"Now the supernatural power of the Winter-Ceremonial-Maker 
has arrived in this charcoal. / Now come, friends Only-Eater and 
One-Man-Eater,. and pass / around the dishes with the charcoal 
among our friends," /said he. Immediately Only-Eater and One
Man-Eater arose and (20) Only-Eater spoke and said, / 

"Indeed, indeed, this is our privilege given to / our late grand
fathers, this which has come down to us from our / late grand
fathers to our fathers. My father, Only-Eater, / gave over the 
name to me with his privilege of handlingthe charcoalatthe assem
bly. (25) This also happened to this One-Man-Eater. Therefore / 
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we do not hesitate to take charge of the orders of the supernatural 
power," / said he and at the same time they took up the two 
dishes containing the charcoal / and they passed it to all the dance 
owners and the Sparrows and the / Sparrow women and the little 
Sparrows. (30) They helped one another as they ·blackened their 
faces with charcoal. As soon as/ Only-Eater and One-Man-Eater 
had finished they sat down. Then spoke / Squatter and said, / 

0, friends, now the supernatural power has arrived, the charcoal. 
/ This is also the order of the supernatural power (given) to our 
late grandfathers. So (35) it has been put on to you, all you 
friends. Now only/ take care of what we are doing in this house 
of the / supernatural power. I mean this. Now come, friends, 
you Head Shamans. /Now come, friend K·!Ex·s& and Rising
through-a-Hole and K·!E~a / and Walking-through-the-World 
(Ta.'lag·llis), you Head Shamans, you who own the privilege of 
(40) bringing the thick red cedar bark to come and bring it into 
this /house of Healing-Woman," said he. Immediately arose /K·!Ex·
s& and Rising-through-a-Hole and K·!E~a and Walking-through
the-World and / Rising-through-a-Hole spoke and said, / 

(I) "True is your word, friend Squatter. We are / the Head 125 
Shamans, we four own the privilege of getting the thick / red cedar 
bark to come and bring it into this house of Warrior-of-the-World," 
/ said he as he swung his rattle and they went one after another 
and walked (5) while Rising-through-a-Hole sang the sacred song. 
After they had gone four times around the fire in the middle of 
the house, / they went out of the door. The words of his sacred 
song were these, / 

Ya he, ya ha, ya ya he, ya ha. The one worshipped, ya ha./ 
Ya he, ya ha, ya ya he, ya ha. The praised one, ya ha. / 
Ya he, ya ha, ya ya he, ya ha. The respected one, ya ha, / 

(10) ya, ya, ha ya. / 

They had not been out long before they came back while Rising
through-a-Hole was still singing his sacred song / as he came in 
at the doorway of the house. Then he turned around at the / 
inside of the doorway and they went around the fire in the middle 
of the house. ;. As soon as they came to the doorway, he stopped 
walking, holding up the (15) thick ring of red cedar bark. Inside 
of it was standing the /princess of Squatter, whose name was Place
of-Satiation (MEnlo'sE'las), wearing on her head / a broad red 
cedar bark and her neck ring, in this way .1 / As soon as they stood 

t See sketch, p. 128. 
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at the place where the mat was spread out, Rising-through-a
Hole stopped / singing his sacred song. Then Squatter spoke / 
(20) and said, I 

K·E'n~a • 

In center: l\1E'nlosEtlas 

• 

• 

• L8.ts8.'la 

Talag·ilis 

"Now come, great friends, you have brought in our / Lord, 
the one always wished for by us to come into this happy-maker, 
/ the one that made our late grandfathers feel happy, the red 
cedar bark of Healing-Woman,/ this red cedar bark of the Winter
Ceremonial-Maker. Now thank you for bringing (25) in the red 
cedar bark of Warrior-of-the-World into this, into this assembly / 
house. I mean this, now I will call the one who has the privilege 
of / cutting the red cedar bark of Warrior-of-the-World," said 
he as he said, / 

"Now come, friend Defender, you who have the privilege/ of 
cutting the red cedar bark," said he. Immediately Defender, (30) 
who was a grizzly bear dancer, arose. Therefore he was sitting 
among the / seal society. He stared at the red cedar bark holding 
a/ knife. Then he walked towards the red cedar bark. As/ soon 
as he arrived there he turned around and then he aimed with his 
knife / at the red cedar bark and he pretended to cut it. But four 

126 times he (1) did so, then he really cut the red cedar bark. Then/ 
Defender turned his face towards the fire in the middle of the house 
and sat down,/ crying out "ohe'." Then he stood up and sat down 
at the place / where he was first sitting. Now the cut red cedar 
bark was spread open and (5) they put it on the mat that had been 
spread out. Now Rising--through-a-Hole and / K·!Ex-sa and 
K·!E~a and Walking-through-the-World scattered the red cedar 
bark /and as soon as it was all scattered Squatter took up /one 
piece of red cedar bark and spoke and said, / 

"Now this our Lord, the red cedar bark of the maker of super
natural power ( 10) will go to you, great friends, and to you, all you 
Sparrows./ Now come, friendsK·!Ex·sA. and Rising-through-a-Hole 
and K·!Ell(ra and you, Walking-through-the-World, you who own 
the privilege of distributing in the house the red cedar bark / at the 
assembly," said he as he said, "O friend, Great-One-Killer ('na~u
danadze) /now put on, as a head ring, this red cedar bark," said 
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he as he gave it to (15) Rising-through-a-Hole. Then Rising-through 
a-Hole started and put the head ring of red cedar bark/ on Great
One-Killer. As soon as it had been given to all the cannibal dancers, 
they also/ gave it to the seal society. As soon as it had been given 
to all of them / they distributed the red cedar bark among all the 
Sparrows. As/ soon as it had been given to all of them Squatter 
spoke and said, / 

(20) "O friends, now put on the head rings of this red cedar bark. 
This is no / new saying but it is what the supernatural power said 
to our / late grandfathers, and we just imitate this. / I mean this, 
now come, friend Sandy-Eyes, and you, friend Inviting-Mouth, you 
who / own the privilege of getting the eagle down; come and bring 
it into (25) this house of Healing-Woman," said he. Immediately/ 
stood up Sandy-Eyes and Inviting-Mouth, and then spoke / In
viting-Mouth and said, / 

· "True is your word, friend Squatter, that we are really / the 
owners of the privilege of bringing the eagle down of the supernatural 
power, that we bring it (30) into this winter ceremonial house. Now 
we will go," / said he as they went around the fire in the middle 
of the house. As soon as / they arrived at the doorway they turned 
around to the right and went out. / They had not stayed out long 
before they came back, each carrying / one large dish containing 
eagle down. Then they went to the right around (35) the fire in 
the middle of the house. As soon as they arrived at the / mat 
that had been spread out, they put the dishes on it and then spoke / 
Inviting-Mouth and said, / 

"Now this has come, which you referred to, friend Squatter. / 
We have brought this eagle down of the Winter-Ceremonial-Maker, 
this Healing-Woman, (40) this one side of the place to which we 
have come, to be in it, this house which has the name/ Happy-Maker
House, which has two names, also Time-of-Happiness, / thus it is 
named by Warrior-of-the-World. I mean this, now come /friend 
Squatter, and handle this here," said (1) Inviting-Mouth. Then he 127 
sat down with Sandy-Eyes. Now Squatter/ arose and stood near 
the mat that was spread on the floor. Then he spoke /and said not 
speaking loud, for that / eagle down really made them pass through 
the assembly1 in the winter ceremonial, (5) for the eagle down is 
really supernatural. Then Squatter said, / looking at the eagle 
down, / 

"Now come, great supernatural one, you about whom was spoken 
by the / Winter-Ceremonial-Maker to my late grandfather, that 

1 That means, the eagle down sanctified them. 
9 
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you would pass through us /in this assembly house," 1 said he as 
he turned his face ( 10) to the rear of the assembly house. Then 
he said, 

"Now /friends, take care when this eagle down of/ Warrior-of
the-World is put on to you, great friends,''/ said he as he swung his 
rattle, singing his sacred song,/ which is written on page 123. Then 
he went around the fire in the middle (15) of the house. As soon 
as he arrived at the mat spread out on the floor / he stopped singing 
his sacred song. Then he lowered his face over the eagle down / and 
said, "Oi'p oi'p oi'p oi'p." Then he spoke and said, / 

"O friends, now has really come the supernatural power of the 
Winter-Ceremonial-Maker/ into this eagle down. Now come, head 
shamans, {20) you, friend K·!Ex-sa and you, Rising-through-a-Hole 
and you, K·!ED(Ca and you, Walking-through-the-World, /for you 
own the privilege of putting on the eagle down on /those assembled,'' 
said he. Immediately the four men named by Squatter / stood up.· 
Then Rising-through-a-Hole spoke and / said, / 

(25) "True is your word, friend Squatter, that we are the owners 
of the privilege / of putting on the eagle down of the supernatural 
power on those assembled. / Now we will go," said he as they 
started and each / took with the right hand a handful of eagle down 
and they put / the eagle down on the dance owners. As soon as all 
of these had (30) (received) it, they put the eagle down on all the 
Sparrows and the Sparrow women and / the little Sparrows. As 
soon as all of them had been given eagle down, /the four eagle down 
handlers sat down. Now / all the Sparrows were quiet. Squatter / 
remained standing a long time. There was no sound, nobody 
coughed. (35) At last Squatter spoke, but now he was really not/ 
speaking loud and he said, / 

"Great , true friends, now it has arrived, th8!t which causes you 
to pass through,/ the eagle down of the Winter-Ceremonial-Maker. 
Now your minds have changed. / Just take care, great, true friends 
of the things that we are doing (40) in this assembly house. I mean 
this, now come, friend / Only-Eater, you who own the privilege 
of getting the batons and / bring them into this house of Warrior
of-the-World," said he./ Immediately Only-Eater arose and spoke. 
He said, / 

128 (1) "True is your word, friend Squatter, for you did not/ make 
a mistake when you named me Only-Eater, the name of my /grand
father who owned the privilege of getting the batons to bring / into 
this assembly house. Now I will go,'' said he (5) as he swung his 

1 That means, "sanctify us". 
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rattle and sang his sacred song / going around the fire in the middle 
of the house. As soon as he anived at the / doorway, he turned 
around to the right and went out of the doorway. / He had not been 
outside a long time before he came back, carrying in his left hand / 
many batons. He swung his rattle with his right hand (10) and 
continued singing his sacred song, going around the / fire in the 
middle of the house. As soon as he anived at the mat / he stopped 
singing his sacred song. Then he put down the batons on the / mat. 
He spoke and said, / 

"Now these batons have come, friend Squatter, these (15) 
batons of the Winter-Ceremonial-Maker. Now come, Squatter, 
and/ handle these," said he as he sat down. Immediately/ Squatter 
stood up at the edge of the mat. He spoke / and said, / 

"Now friends, now have come into this house these batons, (20) 
these batons of Healing-Woman, this which came long ago,/ which 
was put into the hands of our late grandfathers by Wanior-of-the
World. Now this has come / to us, great, true friends," said he as 
he swung his rattle / over the batons. Then he said, "Oi'p oi'p 
oi'p oi'p. / Now come, friends Only-Eater and Sandy-Eyes, you 
who own the privilege (25) of distributing the batons among those 
assembled," said he. / Immediately Only-Eater and Sandy-Eyes 
stood up. / Only-Eater spoke and said, / 

"Good is your word friend Squatter, true is your word / that 
we are the owners of the privilege of distributing the batons among 
(30) those assembled. Now we shall go," said he as they started/ 
and took up the batons and they went and distributed them among / 
all the Sparrows. As soon as they had been given to all of them, 
Only-Eater/ and Sandy-Eyes sat down. Then Squatter spoke and 
said, I 

"Oh great, true friends now are in front of you these batons, (35) 
great, true friends. Now take care, friends, /when we are going 
through to the end of what was told to us by the supernatural power 
that we should do/ in the assembly. I mean this, now come, friend/ 
One-Man-Eater, you who own the privilege of getting the drum, 
and / bring it into this house of Healing-Woman," said he. (40) 
Immediately One-Man-Eater arose. He spoke /and said, / 

"True is your word, friend Squatter, true is your word that / I 
have this privilege of getting the drum of Wanior-of-the-World, 
that I (1) may bring it into this assembly house. Now I shall/ go,'' 129 
said he as he swung his rattle and sang his sacred song, going / around 
the fire in the middle of the house. The words of his song are 
these, I 
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"I was told to be passed through by the supernatural power," 
(5) I.1 I 

As soon as he arrived at the doorway One-Man-Eater /turned 
around to the right and went out. He had not been staying long 
outside/ before he came back carrying on his left shouldei: /a drum. 
He swung his rattle with his right hand as he (10) brought it into 
the house. He went around the fire in the middle of the / house. 
Then he put down the drum at the right hand rear of the / house. 
Now the drum screeched when it first touched the floor./ As soon 
as this was finished One-Man-Eater sat down. /Theil spoke Squatter 
and said, / 

( 15) "O great, true friends, now it has come in, this drum that / 
was given into the hand of our root by Warrior-of-the-World so 
that it should come to do good in this / assembly. For this reason, 
this our grandfather, the screeching/ drum, makes us glad. I mean 
this, great, true friends, / only take care, great, true friends. I mean 
this, now come (20) friend Grease-Running-down-on-both-Sides( 1) 
(Wa'wana¥"adzo'), you who own the privilege of telling our/ world 
that all this has come upon us," said he. Immediately/ Grease
Running-down-on-both-Sides arose; he went around the fire in 
the middle of the/ house. As soon as he arrived at the doorway, he 
turned around. / Then he went out of the house and stood up in front 
of the house. (25) Then he said aloud, / 

"This has come upon our friends here, World," said he and he / 
came in and sat down. He never said a word. / Then Squatter 
spoke and said, / 

"O great, true friends, now our world knows the reason why we 
have come(30)intothis assembly house. I mean this, nowtake care,/ 
great, true friends. I mean this, now shall come our great 
friend the /Head Shaman, Adviser (Ho'Lelid), to come and set right 
what we come for / to this assembly house," said he as he said, / 

"Now come, friend Thoughts-on-Head and you, Song-Eater, and 
you, Greatest-Striker (35) and you, Defender, you who own the 
privilege of/ calling Adviser, the Head Shaman, to come into this/ 
assembly house," said he. Immediately the four / men stood up. 
Then Song-Eater spoke and / said, / 

(40) "Indeed, true is your word, friend Squatter, you who/ own 
the privilege of assembling (us) and who is the mouthpiece of the 

130 supernatural power of the Winter-:Ceremonial-Maker, (1) you who 
came to be the successor of your late father. That is the way we 
came/to be given the priviliges of our latefathers/that we may go 

1 See tune in Boas, Social Organization and Secret Societies of the 
Kwakiutl, p. 720. 
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and call the Head Shaman, Adviser, to come/ into this assembly 
house. Now we will go," said he as he (5) swung his rattle, singing 
his sacred song, which is written/ on page 121. Now Song-Eater 
was the leader / of his three friends who were going around the fire 
in the middle of the / house, and as soon as they arrived at the door
way they / turned arolind, one at a time. Then they went out of 
the house. (10) They did not stay long before they came back and/ 
Song-Eater was still singing his sacred song. As soon as all the 
four/ Head Sparrows had come in, Song-Eater stopped singing his 
sacred song, / then he spoke and said, / 

"O great, true friends, we have come, we have got our great, true 
friend, (15) our Head Shaman, Adviser. Now you all /take care 
when he comes," said he as they sat down, for now / they heard 
Adviser coming, singing his sacred song in front of the house. / Then 
he came in singing, and the words of his sacred song were these1 : / 

I. Great friend, great friend, ya ya ya ya ha ya (20) ya 
ya ha./ 

2. Ya ya ya ya ha. You are my friend, you are my friend 
ha ya / ya ya ya ha ya ya ya ha. I 

3. Ya ya ya ya ha. The supernatural power of (my) friend, 
the supernatural power of (my) friend, / ha ya ya ya ya 
ha ya ya ya ha. I 

(25) Then he went to the right around the fire in the middle of 
the house and as soon as he arrived / at the rear of the house, he 
struck down with his rattle. / Immediately all the Sparrows beat 
fast time. For a long time / they beat fast time. Then Adviser 
swung his rattle over/ all the Sparrows and immediately all (30) 
the Sparrows stopped beating time. After a while Adviser swung 
/ his rattle again and sang his sacred song with these words: / 

(5) I. A ye he ya ha ha ha, I am the only one in the winter 
ceremonial, ye he ya a ye / he ya ha ha, I am the only 
one in the winter ceremonial, ye he ya. / 

2. A ye he ya ha ha ha, I am the only shaman, ye he ya 
a ye (35) he ya ha ha, I am the only shaman ye he ya. / 

As soon as his sacred song was at an end, he turned around and 
struck down / with his rattle and immediately all the Sparrows beat 
fast time. / For a long time they were beating time. Then Adviser / 
swung his rattle over all the Sparrows. Immediately (40) all the 
Sparrows stopped beating time. It was not (I) long that Adviser 131 

1 Tune see Boas, Social Organization and Secret Societies of the Kwa
kiutl, p. 768. 
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was standing still, then he swung his rattle and struck down. / 
Again the Sparrows all beat time. Now /they beat time a little 
longer and then Adviser swung his/ rattle over all the Sparrows 
and immediately all (5) the Sparrows stopped beating time. Then 
all those who had / sacred songs sang their sacred songs; the 
attendants of the cannibal dancers and the / shaman dancers and 
the war dancers. They all became excited, also / the others, the 
fool-dancers and grizzly bears. Not long after this/ Adviser swung 
his rattle again and struck it down and then (10) all the Sparrows 
beat fast time. Then all the / cannibal dancers became excited 
and all the dance owners. They went / running about. Now they 
barred the door of the assembly/ house. The fool-dancers and the 
bears were told by the/ one for whom the novices are taken out the 
names of those for whom the winter ceremonial is to be given. (15) 
These were now taken by the fool-dancers and bear dancers, the 
children of the /one for whom the novices are taken out, and they 
went and dragged them around the fire in the / middle of the house. 
When they had gone four times around the fire in the middle of the 
floor, /then one of the excited fool-dancers opened the door/ and 
these were the first to go out, the excited cannibal dancers. Now 
the (20) seals were excited. Next they dragged the children who 
had been caught, of the / one for whom the novices are taken out, 
and last all the Sparrows / went out of the assembly house and they 
went into the house of the/ one for whom the novices are taken out, 
who gave the winter ceremonial, where now a fire was built in the 
middle of the floor. / Then all the Sparrows carried their batons 
as they (25) entered the house of the one for whom the novices are 
taken out, and the dance owners / all went first into the supernatural 
house, the house of the one who gives the winter ceremonial. / As 
soon as all were inside, the true Sparrows and the Head Sparrows/ and 
the women Sparrows and the little Sparrows, then / Squatter spoke, 
for the whistles came to sound (30) in the rear of the house in which 
the winter ceremonial was nearly to be given. He said, / 

"O friends, good, good! Now, truly we have been/ made to go 
through by the supernatural power. Now friends, we are/ walking 
with Healing-Woman, that is what said Warrior-of-the-World to 
our / grandfathers. Now it has come, being given to our fathers 
and we just (35) follow the way it was spoken in this which we are / 
doing in this winter ceremonial house. Now friends, /take hold 
of your batons. Keep ready when our great friends,/ the dance owners, 
come into this winter ceremonial house," /said he, when he heard 
the dance owners coming, all walking (40) excited in front of the 
house. First came in / the fool-dancers and grizzly bears dragging 
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those who were caught, the children of / the new winter ceremonial 
giver. Only once they went around/ the fire in the middle of the 
house, then they all went into the curtained room (1) in the left 132 

hand corner of the house. As soon as all had come in, / before 
the cannibal dancers who were excited had come, then spoke / 
Daring (Ne'natsa), who belongs to the numaym La'alax·s'Endayo, 
/ and said, / 

(5) 0 great, true friends, now take notice why we come /into 
this winter ceremonial house. ''Now come friend /Whose-Feet-Are
Seen (Do'doxusi'dzeso'), you who own the privilege of handling 
the / batons in this which we came to do in this winter ceremonial 
house," said he. / Immediately Whose-Feet-Are-Seen arose. He 
spoke (10) and said, / 

"True is your word, friend Daring. I own the privilege of / 
taking care of the batons in what we have come to do in this / house 
of the Winter-Ceremonial-Maker. I mean this, now take hold of 
your/ batons, great, true friends," said he to all the Sparrows who 
were standing in the house, (15) but the Sparrow women and the 
little Sparrows were sitting / on each side of the house. Then came 
the children / of the man who gave the winter ceremonial and they 
were standing on the floor on the left hand side of the / house, 
around them those who were caught by the fool-dancers and hear 
dancers at the / former assembly. Therefore all had their hair 
hanging over their faces as they (20) came and stood there. Now 
Daring stood at one end of them. /He spoke and said,/ 

"Now, shamans, look at our friends, these / taken by the super
natural power, the children of our friend/ Running-along-a-Line 
(DzE'lxiil'End)," said he as all those who were to disappear went 
back and went (25) into the place at the rear that was curtained 
off on the left hand rear side of the /house. Then Whose-Feet
Are-Seen beat fast time and he said aloud / "Ha," with a long 
breath. Then all the Sparrows heat fast time / and they all said 
at the same time with a long breath, / 

Ha ha hiai' hiai' hiai' hiai' hiai' hie. / 

(30) Then Whose-Feet-Are-Seen stopped the time beating with 
his baton. At / the same time the Sparrows said "Ha!" with a long 
breath. Then all / the Sparrows kept quiet and there was only 
much noise of whistles. /That was when they pretended to drive 
away the Sparrows who were beating fast time / and when they 
said "Ha haai' haai"'. Then Daring spoke (35) / and said, / 

"Now your words have missed the supernatural power, friend 
Whose-Feet-Are-Seen,'' / said he. / 
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Then Whose-Feet-Are-Seen beat fast time with all the / Sparrows. 
Then Whose-Feet-Are-Seen began to sing and he said aloud, / 

(40) "Ho ho ho ho ho ho ho ho." 

Then the Sparrows spoke all at the same time. As soon as / they 
ended, Whose-Feet-Are-Seen said, as he stopped beating fast time, 

133 (1) "Ha." Then all the Sparrows said the same together, as they 
also/ stopped beating time, "Ha," with a long breath. Then spoke 
Daring / and said, / 

"Now your words have missed the supernatural power, friend 
Whose-Feet-Are-Seen," (5) said he. / 

Then Whose-Feet-Are-Seen beat fast time with all the Sparrows. 
/Then Whose-Feet-Are-Seen started the song and he said aloud,/ 
"Oi'p k·o~u." Then the Sparrows said all together "Oi'p k·o~u / 
oi'p oi'p oi'p oi'p oi'p." As soon as they ended he said "Ha," (10) 
with a long breath. Then spoke Daring and said, { 

"Now your words have missed the supernatural power, friend 
Whose-:Feet-Are-Seen," / said he. Then Whose-Feet-Are-Seen beat 
fast time again / with all the Sparrows and they said, / 

"Ha.ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma" 

(15) with a long breath. Then spoke Daring and said, / 
"Now your words have missed the supernatural power, friend 

Whose-Feet-Are-Seen," / said he. Now Whose-Feet-Are-Seen had 
missed four times. / Then Whose-Feet-Are-Seen started the song 
which says, I 

Ye he eya ha ana ha ha ye he eya ha ana ha ha ye he e 
ho (20) ho ho ho ho / 

said the slow beating song. As soon / as the song of the Sparrows 
was at an end Daring spoke / and said, / 

"Good, friend Whose-Feet-Are-Seen. Now you have hit the 
supernatural power with (25) your words," said he. Then Whose
Feet-Are-Seen sang again/ what he had sung before. Now he put 
in words, / which words said, / 

Ye he eya ha ana ha ha my world he eya ha ana ha ha, / 
my world he eya ha ana ha ha, ye he e, ho ho ho ho ho. / . 

(30) As soon as this was ended Daring spoke /and said, / 
"Good, friend Whose-Feet-Are-Seen, now you have hit the super

natural power with / your words," said he. Then Whose-Feet-Are-
Seen beat time / and sang with fast beating what said, / 

(35) A a a aya a ai'ya ai'ya, a a really tormenting is what you are 
doing, / ai'ya ai'ya, really tormenting, hoaa oi'p, wa wa / wa wa. /. 
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As soon as this was ended, Daring spoke and / said, / 
(I) "It is well, friend Whose-Feet-Are-Seen, now you have hit 134 

the supernatural power with / your words. Now only take care 
that you may overcome the supernatural power. /Is this our wish 
what we are saying here 1 for / it was told by the supernatural power 

.to our ancestors that we should say this in this (5) winter ceremonial 
house. And now this is only followed by us, / friends," said he. 
Immediately Whose-Feet-Are-Seen / beat fast time and he sang 
again the song which he had sung before. / As soon as it was at an 
end the Sparrows said together, "Hoaa, /hoaa, wa wa." Immediate
ly the whistles stopped sounding. (IO) Then all the children of the 
man who was giving the winter ceremonial disappeared. / Then 
spoke Daring and said, / · 

"O great, true friends, now we are shamans, we have passed 
through everything according to / the word of Warrior-of-the-World, 
according to the word of Healing-Woman, according to the word / 
of Winter-Ceremonial-Maker. Go on, only take care, shamans, that 
we may (15) now pacify our great friends, else we might not be 
united in mind, said he. /Immediately Whose-Feet-Are-Seen sang 
one / of the pacifying songs of the first people for all the dance 
owners when they / get excited, when they upset the kettles at a 
feast of the dance owners. / This is the song, not the means of 
pacifying the cannibal and (20) these are the words of the song,/ 

I. He is wildly excited, ya ha a ha ye ya ha, he is wildly excited 
this/ greatest supernatural one aya ha ha ya ha ham ham 
am hama. / 

2. He is wildly excited, ya ha a ha ye ya ha, he bites (bone and 
flesh) / of men, the great supernatural one, aya ha (25) 
ha ya ha ham ham am hama. / 

3. He is wildly excited, ya ha a a ha ye ya ha, he carries in his 
arms a man, / the great supernatural one, aya ha ha ya 
ha ham / ham am hama. / 

As soon as the pacifying song was ended, spoke ( 30) Daring and 
said, I 

"O great, true friends, now our great friends are pacified. /Now 
we shall eat quickly when we have a feast. However, good/ is the 
time of the arrival of the supernatural power. I mean this, great 
friends, / soaked salmon for you, Great Wonderful Ones (he meant 
the cannibals); and for you, (35) Seals, soaked salmon; andforyou, 
Killer Whales, soaked salmon; for you,/ Black Cods, soaked Salmon; 
for you, Koskimo, soaked salmon; for you/True Whales. Now you 
will sit at the end, Eaters; and / you also (he meant the women); 
soaked salmon for you, Crows; / soa.k"d salmon for you, Chickens; 
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soaked salmon for you, Cows, on behalf of (40) Place-of-Heat (TE'l
ts!aas) the daughter of Running-along-a-Line, tomorrow morning. 
Now you/ will all assemble, Sparrows and you, Sparrow women, and 

135 you (1) little Sparrows according to the namesof yoursocieties. You 
will all assemble / when you go to the feast in the morning," said he. / 

Now here I will stop what I say in talking about the/ Assembler 
of the numaym Real-Kwakiutl of the Gwe'tEla. / (5) Very different 
are the ways of Squatter (K!wa'k!waxsde) and of / Adviser from 
the ways of Myth-Person (Nu'~unemis) the assembler of the / nu
maym Ha'anaxl-e'no of the Q!omoyE1we which were seen by you.1 

/ That is the end. / 

The Lower Form of the Winter Ceremonial. / 

{10) When all the amounts loaned out by the woman / and her 
father have been paid back, the man repays the marriage debt with 
trifles to the / husband of his daughter in all the ways that you 
know of the/ repayment of the marriage debt. As soon as they 
finish repaying the marriage debt, then / the man to whom the 
marriage debt has been paid calls the chiefs to go into his house 
at night. (15) As soon as all come in he bars the door, then / the 
man to whom the marriage debt has been paid speaks and says, / 

"Welcome chiefs, you have come into this my house /to come 
and listen to what I want to say to / you. It would not be well 
if I did not tell (into) you chiefs. (20) I mean this, I wish to give 
a winter-ceremonial-of-this-side (it has two / names, also winter
ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through2) with this last payment of 
the marriage debt received from my father-in-law. /I mean this, 
chiefs, now you know the way/ of my mind. Now one of you will 
speak," he said./ Then one man (replied,) 

"O, brothers, it is well that we know what you are (25) thinking. 
It is good that you pretend to take the advice of the chiefs / so 
that we may be happy when the supernatural power comes to 
your house. /Now go on and ask the young men to go back/ into 
the woods to sound the whistles in the woods / tonight. The 
whistles will only stop sounding at the east end (30) of our village 
site. They will not come into your house / tonight. As soon as 

1 This refers to the Assembly described by F. Boas, Social Organi
zation etc. pp. 544 et seq. 

1 These two terms have reference to the mythical house in which the 
novices are supposed to be initiated. The lax·sa (=going through) cere· 
monial passes through the door of the house and into it; the wix·sa ( = 
not passing through) stays "on this side" of the door, and does not pass 
through the door, into the house . 

• 
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it gets dark in the evening / tomorrow, the young men will go back 
into the woods to go and sound / the whistles and they will not be 
sounding long before they will come / into this house. Then 
immediately our brother (35) will request those who own the 
privilege to go and invite the tribe / that all may come into this 
house," said he. / 

As soon as the chief stopped speaking /the man who gave the 
winter-ceremonial-of-this-side went out of his house and went 
secretly /to call four able-bodied young men. As soon as they (1) 136 
all came into his house he gave to each / a whistle and the four 
young men were advised by the chiefs / to sound the whistles 
at the west end of the / village site and to stop at the east end. 
"Only come out of the woods, (5) for the whistles will give notice 
to our tribe," / said he. As soon as he ended his speaking the 
four / young men went out of the house and they went back of 
the house at the west end / of the village site. Now they blew 
the whistles/ going towards the east end of the village site. As soon 
as they arrived (10) at the place behind the east end of the houses 
they stopped sounding / the whistles. The four whistle-blowing 
young men went home. / This is called notice-giving to the tribes / 
by the supernatural whistles when they are first sounded. As / 
soon as day came in the morning Food-Owner (Ha'mid) arose, 
for that is (15) the name of the one who gave the winter-cere
monial-of-this-side, who belongs to the numaym / La'alax·s'Endayo. 
He cleared out his house so that it was empty. / As soon as the 
house was empty, he went to get firewood and he put / it down 
on each side of the doorway of his house. As soon / as this was 
done he called his numaym and all went (20) into his house. As 
soon as they were all in the house he gave them to eat. / When they 
had finished eating Food-Giver spoke / and said, / 

"Welcome, numaym La'alax·s'Endayo, welcome. / You have 
come into my house that I may tell you again (25) the way of my 
mind, for I will give the winter-ceremonial-of-this-side on account 
of/ your name, numaym La'alax·s'Endayo. Now, it will enter, /the 
supernatural power, (it will enter) my house tonight. I mean this, 
you shall / take care to be ready and to be happy," / said he. / 

(30) Then replied Raised-Over-All (Wixiiq~ame') to his speech. 
He /said, I 

"True is your speech, brother Food-Giver. What is it~ / Are 
not I and our numaym happy on account of what we heard, / 
the sound of the supernatural power, tonight~ Now let it come into 
your (35) house, this house of the supernatural power. I mean 
this, only / take care you, who own the privileges in this I which 
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has been spoken about by our brother, numaym. Thanks for 
this," said he. I 

Now the wrr+: finished this. Hll went / 
was getttng dark, four (40) 

went and bfoY;r the whistk:r 2rnd it not long 
the whistles had been sounding in the woods when they came into 
the house of /Food-Giver. Immediately Food-Giver called Giver 

'lag·ilir) / Spouting-End who the 
187 ezHlling tribe to (1) all the houzjr Food~C:ne.r. 

and Spnuting-Jtnd belong numayn1 ht+:al-Kwvkhltl. 
As soon as the / two inviters had gone into the house of Food
Giver, /Food-Giver spoke and said, / 

"Now will brothers and Spouting-End 
the Hnd the women and children all mak e<HHe 

mto this house, you who own the privilege / of calling, but do not 
call them by their winter names," /said he to them. / 

(10) Right away Giver and Spouting-End went out and/ walked 
end at the end of village Fort 
Then entered house stood the 

and then spoke / Giver and said, / 
(15) "We have come to call you, Great-Kwakiutl, that you go 

and listen to/ the coming of the supernatural power into the house 
tlszod-Givr?' said he, / Sgouting-End followinh 

quichlh of you your w<.rmen and your 
We call only once," / said he to those who were ready to go in. 
(20) Indeed all the men and their women and the/ children all went 

away the of / Giver. Giver 
hJ±outing-Eml esrntinued ;;aying 

As as theg been the / they 
the house of Food-Giver. (25) Then Giver said, "We have been to 
all the houses," /said he. Immediately Food-Giver, whose secular 

is (Jiver, / his """''',+'''" 

fotm1t-Stoner 
children began to for their names / their winter names, 

that night when the whistles entered the (30) house of Place-of
Eating-Burnt-Stones, who had before the name Food-Giver. Then 

/ oJ~Eating~ said, 
1 'Welcome, lnends, come this house/ eorne 

and listen to the words of the supernatural power that has come / 
into this my house, to come and make you happy, (35) friends. 
I mean this, now come, friend Daring (Ne'natsa) take hold / 

end ol haton, privilege own, saw Immediz,uh]ly 
younp split stickc1 fftz+king / As soon as 
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they had finished they distributed the batons / among the men 
who were now all Sparrows, sitting (40) in the rear of the house. 
As soon as they had all been given out, / Daring arose holding by 
the end a baton. He spoke / and said, / 

(1) "O friends, now has come this privilege of which I take 138 

care, this / baton of my late grandfather Daring. / It has come, 
this baton, at the same time with the name Daring to my father,/ 
and my father gave over to me the privilege of looking after the 
batons. (5) Now I have come to use it well," said he, as he lifted 
the baton. / "I mean this, friends. The supernatural power has 
come and told me that he has come / into this house of our friend 
Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones, the / supernatural power of the 
winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. Now we will have 
the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through," / said he as 
he walked to the rear of the house ( 10) and stood in the middle 
of the rear of the house. Then he asked / the Sparrows all to stand· 
up and as soon as all / were standing Daring said, "Now you all 
get ready with your / batons," said he while the whistles were 
still sounding / at the rear of the house. / 

(15) Then Daring turned around and beat fast time and all the 
/ Sparrows beat fast time. Then Daring said aloud, "Wa ha." / 
Then all the Sparrows said after him "Wa ha / haai haai haai haai 
haai haai haai haai haai haai." / 

Then the children of Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones went with 
fast steps around the (20) fire in the middle of the house. As 
soon as the five / daughters had gone into the inner room, all the / 
Sparrows stopped beating time on the four boxes on which time 
was beaten, which had just been / put down; for that was when 
they were taken by the supernatural power, the five/ children of 
Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones, those who walked with fast steps 
around the fire in the middle of the house. (25) This is called, those 
for whom fast time is beaten, for never will the five / children of 
Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones be brought back by dancing, for 
they do not disappear, for/ the supernatural power of the winter
ceremohial-that-does-not-pass-through -only comes into the / 
space curtained off in the left hand rear corner of the house and it 
puts on to them / the dances, at the place where they are sitting 
down in the house. Now they are not allowed to walk about {30) 
in the daytime. As soon as they stopped beating time, Place-of
Eating-Burnt-Stones /spoke and said, / 

"Now your words, friend Daring, have missed the supernatural 
power./ Now, friends, you have seen that the supernatural power 
has come for / my five children. This is the way I am talking 
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in this house. (35) This is my privilege. I mean this, friend Daring. 
Go on, / begin again in the house!" said he. / 

Immediately Daring beat time on the time-beating boxes / 
and said, / "Yehe'e," and then the Sparrows said after him to
gether (40) as they were all beating time on the time-beating boxes, 
"Yehe' / e ho ho ho ho ho ho ho ho ho ho ho ho, yehe'e ho o o." / 

As soon as they stopped, Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones spoke / 
and said, I 

( 1) "Now your speech, friend Daring, has missed the super-
139 natural power," said he. / The five daughters of Place-of-Eating

Burnt-Stones did not come out of the room. / Immediately Daring 
beat time again on the / time-beating boxes. He said Ha ma ma 
ma ma ma ma (5) ma ma ma ha ma ma ha ma', and the Sparrows 
said it after him. /As soon as the time beating on the time-beating 
boxes stopped, / Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones spoke and said, / 

."Now your speech, friend Daring, has missed the supernatural 
power, "said he. / Immediately Daring beat time on the time
beating boxes. (10) He said, "Ho ho ho ho ho ho ho ho ho ho 
ho ho ho ho ho ho ho ho / ha." As soon as Daring and the Sparrows 
all stopped,/ Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones spoke and said again,/ 

"Now your speech, friend Daring, has missed the supernatural 
power," said he. / Immediately Daring beat time on the time
beatingboxes, beating (15)twice,1 and the tune of the song was this,/ 

a'ya ha a na ha, a'ya ha a na ha ha; o good crazy looking one ha ha./ 

As soon as Daring and the Sparrows stopped singing the / first 
real song, Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones spoke and said, (20) 

"Now your speech, friend Daring, has hit the supernatural 
power," said he, / for immediately the sounding of the whistles 
became quieter when / Daring and the Sparrows began to ~ing. 
Again Daring / beat time on the time-beating boxes, with the 
song they had first sung, / only adding the words of the song, 
which said, / 

(25) a'ya ha a na ha, a'ya ha a na ha ha; 0 good crazy looking 
one ha / 

a'ya ha a na ha, a1ya ha a na ha ha; Ogoodcrazy lookingoneha / 
a'ya ha a na ha, a'ya ha a na ha ha, Oh that is what you do, / 

ha ha. / 

As soon as Daring and the Sparrows again stopped (30) singing, 
Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones spoke and said, / 

i That means one strong and one light beat, alternately. 
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"Now your words, friend Daring, have hit the supernatural 
power," said he./ Immediately Daring sang again the first song/ 
and he only added words to the song which said, / 

Ha, 0 crazy looking one ha atya ha a na ha, acya ha a na ha 
ha. (35) This is the way you speak, supernatural power, ha ha. / 

As soon as Daring and the Sparrows stopped singing / Place
of-Eating-Burnt-Stones spoke and said. / 

"Now your speech, friend Daring, has hit the supernatural 
power," said he. I 

Then Daring and the Sparrows sang again the ( 40) first song and 
as soon as Daring stopped/singingthe whistles stopped sounding. Now 
he had four times(l)sungthe one song. As soon as Daring stopped/ 140 
singing he turned his face to the fire in the middle of the house. / 
Then he said, "Waai haai' waai haai'." Then he spoke / and said, / 

(5) "O friends, now the supernatural power has gone home 
to / where he came from, for it is known that he comes from time 
to time to / change our names. Now we all have our / Sparrow 
names according to what is done by the supernatural power. / 
Now we have been made happy by the supernatural power, the 
Happy-Maker, the (10) supernatural power of the winter-cere
monial -that -does -not -pass -through. For the winter - ceremonial
that- does -not -pass -through is different / from the winter
ceremonial -that -does -pass -through. I mean this, it is not my 
saying. /This is the word that the supernatural power spoke to 
our past grandfathers, which is to be spoken / in the winter
ceremonial - that -does -not -pass -through, this which I am ta]Jring 
about / to you, friends. I mean this, now go on, friends, (15) 
bring in the boxes for beating time of our friend here, /Place-of
Eating-Burnt-Stones, for tomorrow you all will bring in the boxes 
for / time-beating for our friend here, Place-of-Eating-Burnt
Stones. / That is what is said by the supernatural power what 
he should do," said he. / · 

Then arose Going-to-Bottom-in-House (La'x~alil) who belongs 
to the numaym (20) Maa'mtag·ila, and he spoke and said,/ 

"True, true is your word, friend Daring, waai haai' waai haai. 
This is / the word of the supernatural power that we are to say 
in this winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. / For I 
own the privilege of speaking after my friend here, / Daring. Now, 
every one of you friends, wash off the secular quality (25) in the 
morning, for my friend Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones / will look 
after the red cedar bark all day tomorrow. Now we shall keep on/ 
feasting for four days until the time when we put on the head 
rings of / red cedar bark, waai' haai' waai' haai'," said he. / 

• 
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As soon as he had ended his speech, went outallthe(30) Sparrows 
from the house and they slept for a short time. As soon as / day 
came in the morning, they all arose from their beds and / all went 
to wash in the river. As soon as they had done so they were all 
called / to go to the feast at the house of Daring. As soon as / 
all the Sparrows were in and the Sparrow women and the (35) 
little Sparrows, they were given to eat by Daring for he has the 
privilege of / calling as the first the tribe and to feed them when 
the one who gives the winter -ceremonial -does - that -not- pass -
through / works making the red cedar bark. Then /Daring just 
gave the first feast and they kept on inviting / all the Sparrows 
for four days beginning from the time when first (40) the magic 

·power came into the house of Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones. Then 
went back / into the woods the song leaders with their assistants 
to the singing ground, / to the singing ground for the songs made 
for the five children of / Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones, in the 

141 afternoon. As soon as evening came (I) Place-of-Eating-Burnt
Stones invited Running-Along-Log (DzE'l~iil'End) and Place
of-Drinking-Drippings (Toxutapas) and Many-on-Bottom-in
House ( Q!ex~lil) / and Place-of-Heat {TE'lts!aas) to go to his 
house. As soon as/ the four men had entered his house, Place-of
Eating-Burnt-Stones /distributed among them red cedar bark for 
their head rings and neck rings of (5) red cedar bark. Then Place
of-Eating-Burnt-Stones took eagle down /and put eagle down on 
the four Sparrow inviters who / had the privilege of inviting the 
tribe for the winter - ceremonial -that- does -not- pass -through. / 
As soon as he finished, they went out of the house and they went 
right along /and went into the house at the west end of (10) Fort 
Rupert here. They stood at the door of the house. Then / said 
aloud Running-Along-Log who belongs to the numaym / Real
Kwakiutl of the Gwe'tEla, "We will go in now, friends,"/ and then 
said Place-of-Drinking-Drippings, "We will beat time, friends," / 
and then Many-on-Bottom-in-House said, "We will look on, 
friends," (15) and then Place-of-Heat said, "Arise quickly, friends," 
said he. / Then the four Sparrow inviters said / all this as they 
went into the doorways of the houses. As soon as they had gone 
to all / the houses they went into the house of Place-of-Eating
Burnt-Stones and / took a rest. / 

(20) Then came the Sparrows bringing in the time-beating · / 
boxes and put them down on the floor at the right hand side 
inside the / door of the house, two time-beating boxes / being 
given by each house; therefore there were forty/-six time-beating 
boxes of the Sparrows; and (25) the men do not say a word when 
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they come and put down the boxes./ Then Place-of-Eating-Burnt
Stones also never spoke. / As soon as all the boxes had been put 
down the four / men, the inviters, went out of the house and· / 
they went back to call all the Sparrows. As soon as they entered 
(30) a house the four inviting Sparrows took turns in speaking. / 
"We have come again to invite you, friends," /and they also said 
this in each house. Now / they had called twice. Then they 
went inviting a third time and said, /"We have come back to call 
you, friends, wo, wo ! (35) Arise and go in!" said they taking 
turns in speaking. /Four times they went inviting, and then they 
said, "We have come to look for a face, / friends," they said, 
although they knew that now had / come in all the Sparrows into 
the house of Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones. Indeed, because / 
they have to go four times inviting. / 

(40) As soon as they had been to all the houses the four/ inviters 
went into the feasting house and / said, "We have tried to look 
for a face, friends and we have all come ( 1) in," they said and they U2 
sat down. Then Daring arose and spoke / and said, / 

"Now welcome, friends, you have come, you have come into this 
winter ceremonial / house made by the supernatural- power for us 
to come in and be happy in it. (5) Now go on, take care, friends, 
when will be put on you / the red cedar bark of the winter-cere
monial-that-does-not-pass-through, friends. I mean this, / now 
come friend Halibut-Face (P!Ewi~Em) you who own the privilege 
of / bringing out of the room the tallow to be put on the faces of 
our friends / according to the words of the supernatural power of 
the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through," said he. (10) 
Immediately Halibut-Face arose and spoke / and said, / 

"Thank you for your words, friend Daring, for you remember/ 
that I really own the privilege of bringing out of the room the / 
tallow for putting on the faces of the Sparrows. You all came 
(15) into this house of our friend Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones. / 
I mean this now. I will bring it out of the room," said he as he / 
went into the room. He did not stay long before/ Halibut-Face 
came carrying a dish full of pieces of tallow. / He went around the 
fire in the middle of the house and put down (20) the dish with 
tallow in it, at the left hand side inside the doorway./ Then Halibut
Face said, "Now this tallow of the supernatural power has come,"/ 
said he and he sat down. Then Daring spoke and / said, / 

"O, friends, now one part of the supernatural spirit has come,, 
(25) Now rub your faces, all of you, friends. Now / come, friends, 
you, Running-Along-Log and you, Place-of-Drinking-Drippings 
and you, / Many-on-Bottom-in-House and you, Place-of-Heat, 

LO 
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all who own the privilege of distributing / the tallow for the first 
time-beating" (for this is /the name of the first going in of all into 
the house), said he. (30) Immediately the four Head Sparrows stood 
up and then / Running-Along-Log spoke and said, / 

"Indeed, true is your word, friend Daring, not newly made is 
this / word of yours, friend Daring, this saying made by the super
natural spirit/ which is the way of talking given to our late grand
fathers, this is (35) only what is followed. I mean this, you, friends, 
come / and let us take care of our privilege, the privilege of dis
tributing the tallow /among our friends," said he as he took out / 
the tallow out of the dish and they distributed it among the grizzly 
bear dancers / and next among the fool-dancers and also the 
thunderbird dancers and the (40) qo'los and the war dancers and 
the wasp dancers and the dog dancers / and the speaker dancers 
and the landotter dancers and the wolves/ and the raven dancers 
and the ho;.uhoku dancers and the seamonster dancers / and the 
healer dancers. As soon as they had given it to all the dance 

143 owners (1) they gave the tallow to the Sparrows. As soon as they 
had also / given it to all of them, the four who had given out the 
tallow sat down. / Then all the dance owners and the Sparrows 
put tallow on their faces. / As soon as they had finished Daring 
spoke and said, / 

(5) "Wai hai, wai hai (this was forgotten by the one who talked 
a.bout the / speaking, for every time they say wai hai, wai hai, 
when / they speak in the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass
through). Then / said Daring, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, now the tallow of the (10) supernatural 
being is on you, friends. Already your minds are different, / friends. 
This is the reason why our late fathers tried to purify themselves / 
in the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. I mean this, 
that we are going tht'ough to the end of/ what is said by the super
natural power that we shall do right along. I mean this, /Now 
come, friend Place-of-Going-to-the-Doorway (Latsto'lsEslas) you 
who own the privilege (15) of bringing out of the room the charcoal 
to put it on our / friends here," said he. Immediately Place-of
Going-to-the-Doorway arose / and spoke and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, true is your word, friend Daring. Indeed 
I / own the privilege of getting the charcoal from the room and of 
(20) bringing it out that they may blacken their faces, our friends. / 
This began long ago in the beginning, when light came into our 
world. I mean this. Now I will / go into the room to bring out 
the charcoal of the / supernatural power," said he as he walked 
into the room. / It was not long before Place-of-Going-to-the-
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Doorway came out of (25) the room and went around the fire in 
the middle of the house. He carried a / dish with charcoal in it 
and he put it down on the left hand side / inside the doorway. 
Then he said, "Here has come the charcoal of the / supernatural 
power," said he as he sat down. Then Daring spoke/ and said, / 

(30) "WA.i hA.i, wA.i hA.i, now this our grandfather has come, the 
charcoal of the / supernatural power. Now, friends, you will 
blacken your faces. /Now come, friends, you who own the privi
lege of / carrying the charcoal in the dishes to our friends. You 
come, friend / Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones and you ~tsA.la and 
you, K·!Ell(ta and you, Place-of-Drinking-Drippings," said he. (35) 
Immediately stood up Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones and ~tsA.la 
and / K·!En11a and Place-of-Drinking-Drippings. Then spoke 
Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones / and said, / 

"True, true are your words, friend Daring, that we are the true/ 
owners of the privilege of carrying the dishes with the charcoal 
to the dance owners and (40) to the Sparrows at the beginning of 
the time-beating in the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass
through. / This is the saying of the supernatural power to our late 
grandfathers. / Our grandfathers have given over their privilege 
to our / fathers and our fathers have given it over to us. (1) I mean 144 
this, now we will go and lift up each one / dish with charcoal in 
it," said he as they went and took up from the floor the / four 
dishes, each one dish, and then they distributed it. /Now the four 
men who look after the charcoal went and first they took (5) the 
charcoal to the grizzly bear dancers, next to the fool-dancers and/ 
then they gave to all the dance owners, and they also blackened 
their faces, / all the Sparrows. As soon as this was done Place
of-Eating-Burnt-Stones / and his three friends came carrying the 
empty dishes / and put them down where they had been before. 
Then Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones said, (10) "Now the charcoal 
of the supernatural power has reached our friends," / said he and 
he sat down. Then Daring spoke / and said, / 

"O friends, now it has come, now has also arrived this charcoal; 
/ it has gone to you, this charcoal of the supernatural power. I 
mean this, (15) take care, friends, that we may not fail to go to 
the end of what has been marked out by / the supernatural power 
for us to do. I mean this, now come, friend / Foot (G·o'giiyo), 
you who own the privilege of bringing out on your arms the / 
red cedar bark and to come and put it down here inside the / 
doorway," said he. Immediately Foot arose, (20) he spoke and 
said, I 

"WA.i ha.i, wA.i hA.i, this is the way my grandfather Foot spoke. / 
10• 
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That is also the way my father Foot spoke. Now I have / taken 
the place of my father and now I also have the name Foot, wai 
hM, wai hai, I therefore your saying is true, friend Daring, I am 
the owner of the privilege of (25) bringing out the red cedar bark 
and I come and put it down / inside the doorway. Now I will 
go and get it," said he as he went/ into the room. He did not stay 
long before he came carrying in his arms / the whole uncut cedar 
bark and he went around the fire in the middle / of the house 
and put it down on the new (30) mat that had been spread out 
and he said, / 

"Now this our Lord has come, our grandfather who was well used 
by our/ late fathers, this red cedar bark of the supernatural power. 
Now go ori /and handle it, friend Daring," said he as he sat down. 
Then spoke / Daring and said, / 

(35) "Wai hai, wai hai, 0 friends, our grandfather has come, / 
this happy maker, the red cedar bark of the supernatural power. 
True, true is your word, /friend Foot. You have from your grand
father the privilege of/ taking this red cedar bark where it has been 
put down by the supernatural power, and you come and / bring it 
here out of the room and you come and put it down on the (40) 
mat which is spread here. We are following the words of the super
natural power and / we are going along that way. I mean this, 
friends, now come, friend / Q!weq!Ulxsi'la~a and you, Halibut
Face and you, K·!E~a and you, K·ii.nEwesoE, /you who own the 

145 privilege of distributing the red cedar bark among our (1) friends,'' 
said he. Immediately stood up / Q!we'q!Ulxsa'la~a and his three 
friends, then / Q!we'q!Ulxsa'laga spoke and said, / 

"Wai hai, wM hai, now it is true, friend Daring, it is true, we (5) 
are the owners of the (privilege of) distributing the red cedar bark 
of the supernatural spirit of the not-passing-through -/winter
ceremonial, beginning from the beginning of daylight in our world. 
/ I mean this, I will go," said he as they walked one behind the 
other, / going around the fire in the middle of the house while 
they were not saying anything, /except as they were taking turns 
in saying wai hM. As soon as (10) they came to the place where 
the red cedar bark was on the floor on the mat, they / took up the 
red cedar bark and dist1ibuted it first among the dance owners. /As 
soon as all of them had it, they distributed it among the Sparrows. / 
As soon as they all had it Q!we'q!Ulxsa'la~a said, "Now/ our Lord 
has reached our friends," said he and he sat down (15) with his 
three friends. Then spoke Daring/ and said while all the Sparrows 
tied around their heads / the cedar bark, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, it is true, friends, true is the way / we are going 
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along with it. Now has reached you the Lord, the red cedar bark 
of the supernatural power, (20) friends. I mean this, now come, 
friend / Closed-up-Backside (K·E'mq!ExsdEls), you who own the 
privilege of getting the eagle down of the / supernatural power, 
come and bring it out of the room and come and /put it on this place 
where this magic mat has been spread out," / said he. Immediately 
Closed-up-Backside arose (25) and spoke. He said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, I am Closed-up-Backside, true is/ your word, 
true is your word, friend Daring, for I own the privilege of getting 

· the eagle down of the /supernatural power of the winter-cel'Elmonial
that-does-not-pass-through. I. will come and bring it out / and 
put it on the mat spread on the floor, this which was(30)put on me 
by my father, Closed-up-Backside. Therefore, I do not /hesitate 
to stand up when you call me, friend Daring. Now/ I will go and 
get the eagle down. Wai hai, wai hai," said he as he /went back 
and went into the room. He did not stay long before / he came 
carrying at the side a middle sized box containing the eagle down. 
He (35) went around the fire in the middle of the house and put it 
down on the/ mat that was spread on the floor. Then Closed-up
Backside said, "Now has come/ this eagle down, our Lord, friend 
Daring," said he. Immediately / Daring spoke and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, now welcome, supernatural one," said he as 
he was looking at the (40) box containing the eagle down. "You 
have come to make happy our/ friends, you happy maker, super
natural one. Now we are happy, supernatural one, on account of 
what you have done. Now you, friend / Closed-up-Backside, it 
has come, this eagle down and supernatural power. (1) You have 14.6 
come ·and brought it out. Now handle it, for it is your privilege/ 
to do so. I mean this, friends, now come,/ friends Wrecked-Canoe 
(Lax-sEala), and you, Container-of-Advice (Ha'nag·ats!e), and you, 
Place-of-Quarrels (Xo'malElas), and you, Liberal-One (Ex·stos), / 
you who own the privilege to put on the eagle down at the first (5) 
time-beating on the boxes of the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not
pass-through," said he. Immediately /Wrecked-Canoe arose and 
his three friends, / and then spoke Wrecked-Canoe and said, / 

"True is your word, friend Daring, we are the real / owners of the 
privilege of putting on the eagle down at the beginning of the (10) 
time- beating of the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through, 
different from the passed-through- / winter-ceremonial which is 
not standing near to it, as it was made by the one who made it 
long ago. /I mean this, now we will go,'' said he and they all went, 
/the four men who attended to the eagle down, and took a handful 
of eagle down with the/ right hand and they went first and put eagle 
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down on the grizzly bear dancers, (15)next on the fool-dancers. As 
soon as down had been put / on all the dance owners, they put the 
down on all the Sparrows. As soon / as all the Sparrows had down 
put on them, Wrecked-Canoe said, "Now /all our friends have down 
put on them." Then he sat down with his / three friends. Then 
spoke Daring and (20) said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, o friends, now has reached you the /eagle down 
of the supernatural power, friends. Now only /take care that we get 
all that has been marked down by the supernatural power that we / 
have to pass through in this house. I mean this, now come, friend 
(25) Long-to-Eat-Food-from (MEdze'nEwesos), you who own the 
privilege of taking to the rear the/ box for time-beating," said he. 
Immediately Long-to-Eat-Food-from/ arose and spoke and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, indeed, true is your word, friend Daring. 
Truly, / I own the privilege of taking the box for time-beating to 
(30) try to get supernatural power and I tilt it at the rear of the / 
house. Now I will go, wai hai, wai hai,'' said he as he turned 
around. / Then he took one of the boxes for time-beating and / 
put it on his shoulder and he walked around the fire of the / house. 
Four times he went around the fire of the house, then he turned 
around (35) at the rear of the house, then he put down the box / 
and turned it on its side and he shook it. Then screeched the super
natural power of the / box for beating time. Then Long-to-Eat
Food-from said, "Now/ it has happened well in the house, friends,'' 
said he and Running-along-Log and Place-of-Drinking-Drippings/ 
and Many-on-Bottom-in-House and Place-of-Heat caITied the 
boxes for time-beating (40) to the rear and put them down on each 
side of the one that had been first put down by / Long-to-Eat-Food
from, in front of the place where the Sparrows were sitting. As soon / 
as all the boxes for time-beating had been put down, Long-to-Eat
Food-from sat down. / Then spoke Daring and said, / 

147 (1) "Wai hai, wai hai, it is nice. Now I begin to believe, 
friends, that we are / doing well on account of what I heard, the 
supernatural power of the boxes for beating time. / Indeed, friend 
Long-to-Eat-Food-from, indeed I know that you always / purify 
yourself so that nothing evil may happen to your privilege. I mean 
the (5) supernatural power of the box for beating time. Now it 
wishes that we should all / hear it. I mean this, now come, friend 
Clover (T!o'xsos), you who /own the privilege of bringing out the 
batons," said he./ Immediately Clover arose and spoke and/ said,/ 

(10) "Wai hai, wai hai, true is your word, friend Daring. I am 
truly / the owner of the privilege of bringing the batons of the 
supernatural power and I come and distribute them / among our 
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friends. Now I will go and get them; that is what was given to me / 
by the supernatural power, wai hai, wai hai," said he as he went 
back / and went into the room. He did not stay long before he 
came ( 15) back carrying in his arms many batons. Then he walked 
and went / around the fire in the middle of the house. As soon as 
he arrived at the/ rear, he gave one baton each to the/ Sparrows. 
He did not give any to the dance owners for / they all were given 
the supernatural power in the house. As soon as he (20) had given 
out all the batons he said, "Now, friend Daring, now they all/ have 
the batons, our friends," said he and he sat down. / Then spoke 
Daring and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, it is nice, friends. Now these batons /have 
gone to you, friends. Now we are approaching the end marked out 
by the (25) supernatural power of what we are to do. I mean this, 
friends, now / your hearts are getting happy for now has come all 
/that has been said by the supernatural power to our late grand
fathers, (all) that/ is to be done in the winter-ceremonial-that-does 
not-pass-through. I mean this, now come, /friends Wrecked-Canoe 
and you, Container-of-Advice and you, Place-of-Quarrels and you, 
Liberal-One, (30) you who own the privilege of calling the Head 
Sparrow, / Only-One ('nE'm~Emod), who owns the privilege of 
coming and trying to put the supernatural power into the floor / 
of this house," said he. Immediately Wrecked-Canoe and his / 
three friends arose and Wrecked-Canoe spoke / and said, / 

(35) "Wai hai, wai hai, truly, friend Daring, we really/ have the 
privilege of calling our friend Only-One to come / into this house 
of the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. Now / we 
will go to him," said he as he turned around. Then turned around 
all / the three friends and they went around the fire in the middle 
of the (40) house and went out of the door. They did not stay out
side for a long time before / they came in again and stood inside 
the doorway. /Then Wrecked-Canoe spoke and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, now we have come, friends, we have come, 
(I) friend Daring, you who are the Head Sparrow. Now only take 14.8 
care / when will come in our Head Sparrow, Only-One." Then 
stopped / his speech as Only-One came in carrying a baton / 
and swinging it, saying while he was walking, "Wai hai, wai 
hai, hai, hai." As soon as (5) he arrived at the rear of the house 
he turned around and beat fast time / op the box for beating 
time that began to screech. Then all the/ Sparrows also beat time 
on the many boxes for beating time. /They said, "Waha waha hai 
hai hai hai hai hai hai hai hai hai. '' / 

As soon as they ended they kept still for a while and then beat 
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time(lO)Only-One; then he said, "Hoc hoc hoc ho' ho' ho£ ho' ho'/ 
hoc ho' ho' ho' wolf." / 

As soon as they ended they kept quiet for a while and then he 
beat time / with all the Sparrows and he said, "Ha ma ma ma ma 
ma ma," with all the / Sparrows, the word of the ghost dancer. 
As soon as this was ended (15) they kept still for a while and then 
he beat time and he said, "Ho ho ho ho /ho ho ho," the voice of 
the healing dancer. Then Only-One went around the/ fire in the 
middle of the house, stooping down and beating on the floor with 
his / baton. As soon as he reached the rear of the house/ the Sparrows 
stopped beating time. Then Only-One (20) just stood still wearing 
around his neck a flat ring of red cedar bark, / and flat was his head 
ring of red cedar bark. Behind his head ring / was one white 
feather from the tail of an / eagle. His face was blackened and 
eagle down was put on him. / He was still standing still and then 
Daring spoke (25) and said, / 

"O friends, now this house has become supernatural. / Thank you, 
friend Only-One, you have come and made supernatural / this 
house. Now is this our word which we are doing~ /This was marked 
out by the supernatural power for our late grandfathers. I mean 
this, (30) friend, you, friend Only-One, for this is the end of my 
privilege /of my being speaker of the house. Now I will go and 
sit down, for I /shall only be a spectator, friend Only-One. It is 
your privilege / to be speaker of the house when time is beaten for I 
the children of our friend Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones to come 
and dance. Now (35) that is the end," said he. Then Only-One 
spoke and I said, I 

"Wai hai, wai hai, indeed, true is your word, friend Daring. 
Indeed, now /is ended the privilege made by the supernatural power 
for your place. Now it is my / privilege made by the supernatural 
power to come into this house (40) to give it supernatural power. 
This is the saying of the supernatural power to our / late grand
fathers, and we shall just try to follow it. I mean that we / do not 
do anything new. I mean this, this has the name of the first / 

14~ beating on boxes, that has come into this house which has ( 1) 
two names; the house of the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass
through / and the house of the winter-ceremonial-of-this-side. 
I mean this, now keep ready / with your batons, song leaders, that 
those may come out / who have been taken by the supernatural 
power, and dance," said he. / 

(5) Immediately the song leaders began to sing the new songs 
made. I Then came the youngest daughter of Place-of-Eating
Burnt-Stones, dancing out of the room and she / danced around 
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the fire in the middle of the house. / As soon as she came to the 
rear of the house she remained there still dancing./ Now her dance 
was the healing-dance. As soon as the song ended (10) she went 
back. Now Halibut-Face and Place-of-Going-to-the-Doorway / 
stood near the dancers. There was one song. / Then the song 
leaders sang again, the song of the elder sister of the one who had 
just / finished dancing. Then she came dancing out of the room 
and / danced around the fire in the middle of the house. As soon 
as she reached the ( 15) rear of the house she was still dancing. When 
/ the song ended she went back and went into the room. / Now her 
dance was turned-into-a-fool and her name was Woman-Turned
into-a-Fool (NOIEme'sta'lidzEm~a). /Then her younger sister who 
had the healing-dance had the name Head-Healer (He'lik·Eme
g·ilis). /Her head ring was just flat red cedar bark and also her neck 
ring (20) (there are two names, also "tied around the neck"). All 
have the same kind of/ cedar bark, and eagle down is put on them. 
They have no sacred room. /Then the song leader sang again and 
she came dancing out of the room,/ the middle sister. She danced 
around the fire in the middle of the house. / As soon as she came 
to the rear of the house she stood there, still dancing. (25) As soon 
as the song was ended she went back and / went into the room. 
Now her dance was the speaker dance. /Her name was Made-to
be-Head-Speaker (Yaq!EntEyig·i'laku). Then the song leaders sang 
also / the wolf dance song (literally, treasute-sounding song). 
Then the wolf-dancer came crawling out of the room. / She crawled 
around the fire in the middle of the house. As soon as she arrived 
(30) at the rear of the house she turned around and lay on her 

_stomach / and only her head was dancing. As soon as the song 
ended / Only-One said, "Yehe'e,'' and then together / said the 
Sparrows, "Yehe e ho ho ho." Then beat time all/ the Sparrows 
on the boxes for time beating and immediately the wolf dancer 
(35) crawled into the room. Only -One never/ spoke according to 
the ways of the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. / 
Her name is Crawling-all-over-the-World (G·tlg·Eyalis). Then the 

·grizzly bear dancer cried, "Oh", / and they tied a rope around her 
waist. It was being held by Halibut-Face and / Place-of-Going
to-the-Doorway, as she was going around the fire in the middle 
of the house. (40) Then the song leaders sang the new song for 
taking care of the grizzly bear of the / eldest of the daughters of 
Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones. As soon as/ she arrived at the rear 
of the house she went back and went into the ( 1) room. When the 150 
song was ended, then at last spoke / Only-One and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, our grandfathers were told by the / 
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supernatural power to say this in the winter-ceremonial-that-does
not-pass-through. Now (5) we have finished, friends. Now we 
have seen / what has been put by the supernatural power into them, 
to be the dancers of the children of our friend, / Place-of-Eating
Burnt-Stones. I mean this, friends, now assemble / according to 
your societies. I mean this, friends, these / are the Wonderful 
Ones (the dance owners) and the Sparrows, the Mallard Ducks, 
and the Sea Parrots (10) and the Stingy Ones, and the Sea Lions; 
and those are the / Sparrow women, the Larks, and the Crows. / 
Now I promise a feast for you," said he. And Only-One said, 
"There will be food / for you, wonderful Ones; there will be food 
for you, Mallard Ducks; there will be food / for you, Sea Parrots; 
there will be food for you, Stingy Ones; there will be food (15) for 
you, Sea Lions; and you also, Ladies. There will be food for you, 
Larks; / there will be food for you, Crows; there will be food for you, 
Vain-Ones; /and you, little Sparrows. There will be food for you, 
little Sparrows. / It is hers, Head-Healer's, the daughter of Place
of Eating-Burnt-Stones. / It will be given quickly while we are 
in this house tonight," (20) said he. Now they were given food. 
As soon as they had finished eating / Only-One spoke and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, now this is the word of the super
natural power to our /late grandfathers, that she shall do this in this 
winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. / This is just followed 
by us. I mean this, come, (25) arise from your seat, Place-of-Giving
enough-to-Eat (MEnlO'sE'las) and dance," said he, as he called the/ 
name of the niece of Rotten-Tail (DzE'lldExsde), the head chief of 
the / numaym Maa'mtag·ila. Now the song leaders sang / her song 
and Place-of-Giving-enough-to-Eat only arose from her seat / and 
went to the rear of the house and danced there. As soon as the 
song was ended (30) she went back and sat where she had been 
sitting before. / Then spoke Rotten-Tail and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, indeed, true is your word, friend Only-One. 
This/ word of the supernatural power what we are to do in this 
winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. / I mean this, it 
seems we are doing this in the right way, (35) friends. I mean this 
which I am going to say. There will be food for you, /Wonderful 
Ones; there will be food for you,'' said he naming all the Sparrows, / 
"tomorrow," said he. Then spoke Only-One / and said, / 

"Waihai, wai hai, indeed, friends, this is the word (said) by the super
natural power (40) to our late grandfathers, this which they were to 
do in this winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. /The prom
ising of the chiefs began from the first chiefs, the heads of / all the 
numaym. I mean what you say, friend Rotten-Tail. / Now you 
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have promised a feast. You are using well your name, indeed, you 151 
have that privilege. (1) Now come, friend Place-of-Feeling-Hungry 
(Po'sq!aas) and dance," said he, as he named the niece of / Con
tainer-of-Advice, the head chief of the numaym Lo''yalala'we. / 
Immediately Place-of-Feeling-Hungry arose and went to the dancing 
place at the/ rear of the house. Now the song leaders began to sing 
her song (5) and Place-of-Feeling-Hungry danced. As soon as the 
song of Place-of-Feeling-Hungry was at an end / she walked and 
sat down again / where she had been sitting before. Then spoke 
Container-of-Advice / and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai,indeed,friends, would it not be in vain to (IO) 
hide from our privileges, for it is said that the supernatural power 
advises us/ and brings us into this house of the winter-ceremonial
that-does-not-pass-through, /that we promise feasts to you, friends. 
Therefore it is a cause of fear, / for many die who do not obey the 
advice of the supernatural power telling / us what to do. I mean 
this, friends, there will be food for you, (15) Wonderful Ones." 
And he promised food for all the Sparrows and / Sparrow women 
and the little Sparrows. "It belongs to Place-of-Feeling-Hungry, 
the daughter / of Container-of-Advice. It will be done quickly," 
said he. Then spoke / Only-One and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, it is nice, it is nice what you say, friend 
(20) Container-of-Advice. This is good, this is good, that we obey 
the advice /of the supernatural power given to our late grandfathers. 
This is the reason why they never became secular / in this which 
has two names; the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass- through 
and / the winter-ceremonial-of-this-side, which is not standing 
together with the winter-ceremonial-that-passes-through, / for it 
is different from this. I mean this, friends, (25) now come, friend 
Inviter (Le''lenoxu) and dance at this dancing place here," / said 
he to the daughter of Speaking-rightly-on-the-Ground (He'ldzaqii
lEls), the head chief / of the numaym Se'nL!Em, he referred to her. 
Immediately / Inviter arose and went to the rear of the house and 
then the/ song leaders sang her song and Inviter danced. (30) As 
soon as her song was at an end she walked and/ sat down in the 
place where she had been sitting before. Then spoke Speaking
rightly-on-the-Ground, / the father of Inviter, and said, / 

"Hai, hai, nice is the dance of our friend, but our friend knows 
well / her dancing. Indeed, I only continue to make dance (35) our 
friend in the winter-ceremonial-that-passes-through and also she 
only continues / dancing in this winter-ceremonial-that-does-not
pass-through. She just continues / to dance with the secular songs. 
I mean this, I really / attend well to the advice given by my late 
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father to me in regard to the advice given by the / supernatural 
power to him. I mean this." Then he said, "There will be food for 

Wonderful Ones." Then he said for 
eoon as had a feast fhem he 

belongs Invitee daughtr>e Speakrng~eightly-nn 

Ground," said he. Then spoke Only-One / and said, / 
152 (1) "Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, true is your word, Speaking-

eihhtly-on-the Ground, what is of which are 
regard to is dorn· you ? 

Speakrng·rightlyon . You are 11tt.imding 
well to your privilege. /You keep well the word of the supernatural 
power to you. I mean this, (5) now come, friend Place-of-Many-

( Q!5'l e::;tatlas) non1e and at yom dancinh 
., said Immedi&.s.tdy Placc:~ol-hlany-MmithE+ arose 

went to the rear of the house and the song leaders / began to sing 
her song. Then Place-of-Many-Mouths danced. /Now her father, 
Whose-Feet-are-Seen (Do'doxsidzesoE), the head chief of the (10) 
nuTKHs.ym LH ·s'Endnnn E+tood nenf his fer / while 

dancing. as soon zi.s Place~of~many-Mouthe ended 
walked and sat down where she had been sitting before. Then / 
spoke Whose-Feet-are-Seen and said, / 

"Hai hai. o friends, this is the secret of my ancestor ( 15) La'lax-s-
for left and to Crooked Beach. 

reason my name 
the one who has the privilege of/ handling the winter-ceremonial
that-passes-through, and this, the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-
p11H1.~through. those that not together two of 

I promiE;c· feast. 
food hou, Wnndrdul Onrr taere wu E food 

Mallard Ducks; (20) there will be food for you, Sea Parrots; there 
will be food for you, Stingy Ones; / there will be food for you, Sea 

; there: be food there 
for you ; there you, ; / there 

feod for Vain ; thert be fond you, 
Sparrows. / It belongs to Place-of-Many-Mouths, the daughter of 
Whose-Feet-are-Seen, wa, wa,'' said he. (25) Then spoke Only-One 

said, I 
hai. hai, hai true is word, Whose .. 

are-hnen, / for he, La'lax·s'Endayo, is the root of all the winter 
ceremonial (songs). / Now your words are finished, friend Whose
Feet-are-Seen. This is / marked down by the supernatural power 

which doing house. I mean now 
.. H.''""·"'u.in Now/ Fttay comfoetH.bly, 
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ful Ones, in this house and watch it," / said he. Immediately all 
the Sparrows went out / and went home to their houses when it 
was nearly daylight in the / morning. They only slept for a short 
time and then they arose. (35) Immediately Rotten-Tail cleared 
out his house. When / it was done he called Da'mis and Many
Faces (Q!eiEmala) and TE'mk-ElsEla and / Goose (NExa'q) to go 
to his house,for these four / Sparrows own the privilege of inviting 
the tribes to go to a feast / to the one who has promised a feast. 
As soon as the four Sparrows came into the house, (40) Rotten-Tail 
told them to dress, I mean this by / dressing up, to put tallow on 
their faces and to blacken their faces with / charcoal and to put on 
broad red cedar bark headrings and neckrings / of red cedar bark 
and always to wear button blankets. ( 1) As soon as this was done 153 
Rotten-Tail spoke and / said to them, / 

"O friends, now you will go, friends, to invite / our friends, 
Place-of Giving-Enough-to-Eat, that all may come in. Indeed (5) 
you are the owners of the privilege of inviting in this winter
ceremonial-t.l;iat-does-not-pass-through. / I mean this, it is different 
from inviting to the winter-ceremonial-that-passes-through. /Now 
go, friends," said he. / 
!~mediately the four Sparrows went out / of the house, all 

carrying the Sparrow canes and (10) they went right to the end 
at the west end of the village site and they went into / the doorway 
of the house. Then Da'mis alone in a loud voice / named the names 
of those who ·were being invited, for he said, "Go to his door." / 
He said so naming the names of everyone living in /each house. 
As soon as all the names had been named, (15) the four Sparrows 
said together, "It is for Place-of-Giving-enough-to-Eat." / Then 
they took turns saying, "Go quickly," said they as they/ went out. 
Now they said the same in all/ the houses. As soon as they had 
been to all the houses they went into/ the house of Rotten-Tail and 
they took a short rest after that. (20) Now I will stop talking about 
the inviting, for you / know that they go back four times, the four / 
inviting Sparrows up to the time when the four / calling Sparrows 
went back to call the Wonderful Ones to the house of /Place-of
Eating-Burnt-Stones. Now came the Wonderful Ones behind the 
four (25) inviting Sparrows. They went into the house and they 
stood /inside the doorway. Then Da'mis said, "O friends, /now 
our friends have come here," said he as they sat down./ Then the 
Wonderful Ones came in and sat down in the /rear of the house. 
As soon as they were seated (30) Only-One spoke and said, / 

"WM hai, wai hai, hai hai, o, friends, now you have all come / 
into your well prepared seats, friends Wonderful Ones. I Now be 
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comfortable, Mallard Ducks; and you, Sea Parrots, and you, Stingy 
Ones; /in your seats; (and yon) Sea Lions. Now be comfortable in 
your (35) seats, Larks; and you, Crows; and you, Vain Ones;/ and 
also you, little Sparrows, be comfortable in your seats, / the seats 
made when first daylight came into our world. I mean this, now / 
sing, friends, and tell our world that we are feasting. / Take the 
batons and distribute them among our (40) friends," said he. Then 
two young men went to get the batons / and the young men dis
tributed the batons among the / song leaders and the Sparrows. As 
soon as they all had them/ Anchor-Line (Mo'gwanacye) arose who 

154 belongs to the numaym Ma.8.'mtag·ila, for (1) Anchor-Line is the 
next man under Rotten-Tail. Then he spoke / and said, for he 
belongs to the Mallard Ducks, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, indeed, friends, it is true, friend Only-One, 
according to the / way it is done in the winter-ceremonial-that
does-not-pass-through that begins from the top downward. (5) 
This Rotten-Tail, he stands at the head of us, and I/ am the next 
one after him, in my seat according to the word of the supernatural 
power that tells us what to do. / Now I obey him. I mean this, 
friends, now / sing the song of Walking-to-Meet ( Qa'qasalas), that 
she may dance," said he. /Immediately the song leaders beg~n to 
sing and Walking-to-Meet arose (10) from her seat and went to the 
rear of the house and danced. / Then Anchor-Line stood close to 
his daughter while she was dancing. / As soon as the dance was 
ended, Walking-to-Meet walked and/ sat down where she had been 
sitting before. Then Anchor-Line invited /Only-One to go to the 
place where he stood in the rear of the house (15) and then Anchor
Line whispered with Only-One. As soon / as they had finished 
whispering Only-One spoke and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, I think the heart of the supernatural 
power is glad, /for we do not disobey all that has been told, that we / 
should do. I mean this which I am going to say. Now sweet food 
(20) for you, Wonderful Ones; sweet food for you, Mallard Ducks;/ 
sweet food for you, Sea Parrots; sweet food for you, / Stingy Ones; 
sweet food for you, Sea Lions; / and for you, Sparrow women; sweet 
food for you, Larks; / sweet food for you, Crows; sweet food for you, 
(25) Vain Ones; sweet food for you, little Sparrows. / It is hers, 
Walking-to-Meet, daughter of Anchor-Line, who is dancing on the 
floor," said he. / Then arose Eater-Face (Ha'mgEm) who belongs 
to the numaym / Lo'cyalalacwe, the man under Container-of
Advise (Hanag·ats!e), the head chief of the / Lo'cyalalacwe. He 
spoke and said, / 

(30) "Wai hai, wai hai, indeed, friends, we are told by the / 
supernatural power to do this, to begin from the first place. / I 
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mean this, come, friend, Mo'mtE'las and dance at this your / 
dancing place,,, said he as he named his daughter. Immediately/ 
Mo'mtE'las arose and went to the rear of the house and her father 
(35) followed her and stood by her side. Immediately the song 
leaders / sang her song and Mo'mtE'las danced. / As soon as her 
song was at an end, Mo'mtE'las walked and / sat down where she 
had been sitting before and Eater-Face/ immediately called Only
One to go to him, as Eater-Face was still standing (40) in the rear 
of the house. As soon as Only-One/ had gone to the place where 
he was standing Eater-Face whispered to him telling him that 
he would promise a feast / for his daughter Mo'mtE1las for her 
dancing. As soon as they had finished / whispering together 
Only-One spoke and said, / 

(1) "Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, indeed, friends, indeed, this is 155 
the way/ of the heart of our friend, Eater-Face. He/ would have 
been ashamed (literally, the skin of his face would be thin) if he 
did not show his privilege of making dance / our friend Mo'mtE'las 
and promise a feast for his friends. (5) I mean this, now come, 
friend Mo'mtE1las, come and dance / at your dancing place," said 
he and immediately Mo'mtE1las / arose and went to the rear of 
the house. Immediately / the song leaders began to sing her song. 
Then Mo'mtE'las danced. / As soon as her song was at an end she 
went and (10) sat down where she had been sitting before. Then 
spoke Only-One/ and said, / 

"Wai h&i, wai hai, hai hai, indeed, friends, indeed, our friend 
here, I Eater-Face, owns the privilege of promising a feast in this I 
winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. He speaks after 
our friend Container-of-Advice according to the (15) words of the 
supernatural power of the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass
through which does not / stand near to the supernatural power of 
the winter-ceremonial-that-passes-through. I mean this, friends, I 
clams for you, Wonderful Ones." Now he said the same to all, /as he 
promised feasts to the Sparrows. As soon as he had / promised 
feasts to the Sparrows, he said, "It is for Mo'mtE1las, the daughter 
of (20)Eater-Face,"saidhe. Assoon asOnly-Onestoppedspeaking / 
Winter-Dancer (Ts!aqElalis) arose, who belongs to the numaym I 
Se'nL!Em. He spoke and said, / 

"Hai, hai, indeed, friends, now you have finished your speech, / 
friend Eater-Face. This is no new saying about your privilege, (25) 
the privilege made by the supernatural power to be the privilege 
of our late grandfathers. / It came to be brought over to my father, 
this privilege and the name / Winter-Dancer. And it came and 
was br0ught over by my father to me. / Now it fits me well, I 
mean this, friends, / now come, friend Place-of-Heat and dance 
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in this your (30) dancing place," said he. Immediately Place-of
Heat arose and / went to the place where her father, Winter
Dancer, was standing in the rear of the house. / Then the song 
leaders sang her song. Now /Place-of-Heat danced. As soon as 
her song was ended/ she went and sat down where she had been 
sitting before. Then (35) Winter-Dancer called Only-One to go to 
the place where he was standing in the rear of the house./ Immediate
ly Only-One went there. Then Winter-Dancer/ said to him, "Go 
on and promise a feast for Place-of-Heat," said he. Immediately/ 
Only-One spoke and said,/ 

"Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, indeed, friend Winter-Dancer, you 
areanexpert(40)intaking care of a child. Place-of-Heat is dancing 
all the time for all the / tribes. I mean this, friends, do not be 
downcast, / just be happy according to the words of the super
natural power that told us / what to do. I mean this which I am 

156 going to say. Now it will be soaked salmon for you, (1) Wonderful 
Ones; soaked salmon for you," said he naming every one / of the 
names of the Sparrow societies. "It belongs to Place-of-Heat, / 
the daughter of Winter-Dancer," said he. Immediately arose / 
Going-up-Stream ('na'lolala) who belongs to the numaym La'a
lax·s'Endayo. (5) He spoke and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai ha.i, indeed, true is the saying of the supernatural 
power, /when it spoke to our late fathers what they should do in 
this winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through / which is 
different from the winter-ceremonial-that-passes-through. Now 
I / have the privilege of speaking after Whose-Feet-are-Seen, for 
he is the first (10) to promise a feast and I promise a feast next. 
Indeed for I stand behind him, for he / stands at the head of my 
numaym, the La'alax·s'Endayo. I mean this, / now come, friend 
Mat-Carrier (Le''wewatElalil:) and dance at this your / dancing 
place," said he. Immediately Mat-Carrier arose / from the place 
where she was sitting and went to the rear of the house to the 
place where was standing her father, (15) Going-up-Stream. Then 
the song leaders sang her song and / Mat-Carrier danced. As soon 
as her song was at and end / she walked and sat down again at the 
place where she had been/ sitting before. Then Going-up-Stream 
asked Only-One to/ promise a feast for Mat-Carrier. Then spoke 
Only-One (20) and saiti, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, indeed, friend Going-up-Stream, 
how is it possible for you not / to stand up and make dance our 
friend Mat-Carrier 1 / This is the reason why I say this. Now 
we are really doing well going through what / has been marked 
down by the supernatural power, what we are to do in this house, 
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{25) friends. It is nice, it is nice, thank you, friends. /I mean this, 
now meat for you, Wonderful Ones;/ meat for you, Mallard Ducks; 
meat for you, / Sea Parrots; meat for you, Stingy Ones; / meat 
for you, Sea Lions; and also for you, (30) Sparrow women; meat 
for you, Larks; / meat for you, Crows; meat for you, / Vain Ones; 
meat for you, little Sparrows. It belongs to/ Mat-Carrier, the 
daughter of Going-up-Stream," said he. Then arose / Place-of
Eating-Burnt-Stones, the one who gave the winter-ceremonial
that-does-not-pass-through. He spoke (35) and said, / 

"Hai, hai, 0 friends, thank you, for now you are treating well 
this /house. Now you respect what the supernatural power said 
to our/ late fathers. I mean this, friends, now you have finished/ 
using your privileges, you, Anchor-Line and you, Eater-Face, 
and you, (40) Winter-Dancer, and you, Going-up-Stream. Thank 
you, friends, /that is what I say, Rotten-Tail," said he. As soon 
as sat down/ Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones, the young men began 
to look after the dishes. The dried salmon was taken /and was 
being scorched on the fire in the middle of the house ( 1) while 157 
other young men poured grease into the grease dishes. / As soon 
as all the scorched salmon was broken into pieces / they put it 
into the dishes. Then they put them in front of the / grizzly 
bear dancers and next in front of the fool-dancers. {5) Next to 
the fool-dancers were the thunderbird dancers and the Qo'los. / 
As soon as all the Wonderful Ones had their dishes they put them 
in front of / all the Sparrows and the Sparrow women. Then / 
all ate the dried salmon, and the grease dishes with / the grease 
in it were put on top of the dried salmon. As soon as they had 
finished eating the ( 10) dried salmon the Mallard Ducks cried out as 
they were eating and said, / "These Mallard Ducks keep on digging, 
La, la, la." Then the Sea Parrots said, / "These Sea Parrots 
keep on diving, Ha ha ha ha." Then said the Greedy Ones, / 
"We will go on having enough to eat." Then said/ the Sea Lions, 
"These Sea Lions go on looking for food, a, a, a," (15) And then 
the women Sparrows also cried out after eating. / The Larks 
said, "These Larks go on pecking, / wa'x&waxUli'dzEle'dzEle', 
wa'xcwaxuli'dzEle'dzEle'. Then said / the Crows, "These Crows 
continue pecking, k·ax, k·ax, / k·ax, mawawoi'." Then the Vain 
Ones said, "It is going to be great." Then (20) the little Sparrows 
said, "The little Sparrows go on pecking," / said they. As soon 
as all the Sparrows had cried out what they said after eating / 
Only-One spoke and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, it is nice, friends, now you / have 
cried out after eating, friends, according to what the supernatural 

11 
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power said we should say (25) in the Winter-ceremonial-that
does-not-pass-through. Now go on and be happy. Now we have 
done rightly / according to the ways of our late fathers. I mean 
this, friends, now / take care, you, song leaders, you, Container
of-Advice /and you, friend Nolt!e&. It is well that you song leaders 
know the songs. / I mean this, friends, go on and sing (30) your 
feast songs," said he. Immediately Logs-Floating-on-Water 
(GayE'mg·iJ:tala), /the head chief of the numaym G·e'xsEm, arose 
and / spoke; he said, / 

"Hai hai, it is nice, you are going on well, friends, now you 
imitate our / late fathers, as I am watching what you are doing, 
(35) friends. Now the heart of the supernatural power of the 
winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through is good. / I mean 
this, this is my privilege to be the last to speak after you/ have 
promised your feasts. I mean this, now come, friend Wrong
Back-in-House (<Ydzeg·a&lilas), / come and dance at this your 
dancing place," said he to his daughter. / Immediately Wrong
Back-in-House arose from the place where she was sitting and went 
(40) to the rear of the house. Immediately the song leaders / 
sang the song with fast beating and Wrong-Back-in-House danced. / 
Then Logs-Floating-on-Water stood next to his daughter while 
she / was dancing, and also Only-One was standing next to his 

158 niece, (1) Wrong-Back-in-House, while she was dancing. As soon 
as the song with fast beating was at an end / the song leaders 
sang a song with slow beating and as/ soon as the song of Wrong
Back-in-House was at an end she walked and went back / and sat 
down at the place where she had been sitting before. Then spoke 
(5) Logs-Floating-on-Water and said, / 

"Hft.i, hft.i, it is nice, how nice is our friend, Wrong-Back-in
House! / She knows her dance, the healing-dance. Now you will 
see again / our friend. That is her dance that is always seen by 
you. I mean this, / friends, now I will promise a feast for you, 
friends. Now fresh fish (10) for the Wonderful Ones; fresh fish 
for the Mallard Ducks; / fresh fish for the Sea PaITots; fresh fish 
for the / Stingy Ones; fresh fish for the Sea Lions; and you, / 
SpaITow women, fresh fish for the Larks; / fresh fish for the Vain 
Ones, and fresh fish for the (15) little SpaITows. It belongs 
to Wrong-Back-in-House, the daughter of Logs-Floating-on
Water," / said he. Immediately Only-One spoke and / said, / 

"Wai hft.i, wft.i hft.i, hai hai, now your speech is finished, friend 
Logs-Floating-on-Water. / Now will again be seen our friend 
Wrong-Back-in-House (20) who is made to be a dancer, Wrong
Back-in-House. Indeed, why should you not do this way, friend 
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Logs-Floating-on-Water, / for Wrong-Back-in-House? I mean 
this, for this was told to our late grandfathers / by the super
natural power that we should be the last to promise a feast, when 
all our friends have finished /promising feasts, therefore we now 
own the privilege / of what we have been doing. I mean this, 
friends, now come, (25) you, friend Woman-Turned-into-a-Fool, 
come and dance at this your / dancing place," said he, naming 
Wrong-Back-in-House, for turning-into-a-fool / was the dance 
of Wrong-Back-in-House from her uncle, Only-One. Immediately/ 
Woman-Turned-into-a-Fool arose and went to the rear of the / 
house and immediately the song leaders sang (30) her song with 
fast beating of batons. Then she danced. As soon as /the song 
with fast beating was at an end the song leaders sang / a song 
with slow beating and she danced again. Then / Logs-Floating
on-Water and his younger brother, Only-One, stood close to the 
dancing / Woman-Turned-into-a-Fool. As soon as her song was 
at an end (35) she sat down where she had been sitting before. 
Then stood in a line / Logs-Floating-on-Water and Only-One, 
and Logs-Floating-on-Water spoke / and said, / 

"Hai, hai, 0 friends, now the supernatural power has obtained 
what he marked down long ago /as the ways of our late grand
fathers. This came to us being told by our (40) late grandfathers 
to our fathers, and that which came being told by our / fathers to 
us. Now we only follow the road made /for us. I mean this, friends. 
It is, nice, this which has the name winter-ceremonial-that-does
not-pass-through /which. does not stand near to the winter-cere
·monial-that-passes-through. (1) This is the reason why I say this 159 
to you, friends, only take care and / do not feel uneasy about the 
words that will be changed by the / supernatural power when we 
are doing this in different ways. I mean this, now I promise a 
feast / for you, friends. Food for you, Wonderful Ones; (5) food 
for you, Mallard Ducks; food for you, Sea Parrots; / food for you, 
Stingy Ones; food for you, Sea Lions; / food for you, Larks; food 
for you, / Crows; food for you, Vain Ones; food for you, / Little 
Sparrows. It belongs to Woman-Turned-into-a-Fool, the daughter 
of Only-One," {10) said he. As soon as he finished they served / 
a second course, crab-apples, after the dried salmon. All the 
crab-apples were put into dishes and / they were put down in front 
of the Wonderful Ones and the Sparrows. Then / were first 
distributed the spoons. Then they all / ate crab-apples. As soon 
as they had finished they (15) all cried out. After they had done 
so Only-One spoke /and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, it is nice, friends, now we have done 
11* 
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well. / I mean this, now this will be the word of the supernatural 
power that we /shall say so. Now go ahead, friends. Now it is well 
(20) placed in front of you, friends. That is what I say, Rotten
Tail, Container-of-Advice. / That is what I say, Speaking-Rightly
on-the-Ground, Whose-Feet-are-Seen," said he. Now/ he finished 
after this. Then all the Wonderful Ones went out / and they went 
together to go into the house of Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones. / 
Then also went out of the house all the Sparrows and they went 
home to their (25) houses. Now they just kept on feasting for four 
days / until the time when they were going to beat time again on 
the boxes when all those /·gave feasts who had promised a feast 
for these four days. As soon as the four days / were past since the 
fir8t beating of time on the boxes, then / Place-of-Eating-Burnt
Stones invited Running-Along-Log and Place-of-Drinking-Drip
pings and Many-on-Bottom-in-House and (30) Place-of-Heat, the 
same four men who had been the first inviters, to go and invite / 
all the Sparrows, for now they were going to beat time again on 
the boxes/ that night. As soon as the four inviters, the/ Sparrows, 
had come into the house of Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones in the 
evening, Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones asked / them to dress up. 
As soon as this was done (35) they went out of the house. Now 
they just did as they had / done before, as they said when they 
went inviting and when Running-Along-Log said, "Now we are / 
going in, friends," then said Place-of-Drinking-Drippings, "Now 
we / will beat time on the boxes, friends," and then said Many
on-Bottom-in-House, "Now we / will look on, friends." And then 
said Place-of-Heat, (40) "Let us go quickly, friends." / 

As soon as they had gone to the end of the village they went 
into the house of / Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones and they took 
a short rest and they only / did the same as they had done before 
when they invited, and when they beat time on the boxes the first 

160 time. As soon as (1) all the Sparrows were in, spoke the one who 
was/ now the speaker of the house, Only-One, and said,/ 

"Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, now come, friends, come and / sit 
down well in your seats in this that is well made. It is not our 
(5) saying, all that we are doing in the winter-ceremonial-that
does-not-pass-through, / which has two names; also the winter
ceremonial-on-this-side. Now this /house has the name receptacle
of-the-winter-ceremonial-on-this-side-house. This is the name 
used / by the supernatural power as it is named. Now we are 
only / trying to follow the words of the supernatural power who 
told us what to do. I mean this, (10) friends, now I will engage 
my friends to dance close to the / children of our friend Place-
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of-Eating-Burnt-Stones. Now I engage you, / friend Place-of
Giving-Enough-to-Eat; now I engage you, friend Mo'mtEElas; / 
now I engage you, friend Inviter; now I engage you, / friend Place
of-Many-Mouths. Now you will dance close to the five children 
(15) of our friend Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones. Now you will 
stand up /at the places where you are sitting, said he. /Immediately 
the four women stood up and went into the room. / Then they 
distributed the batons among the song leaders and the / Sparrows. 
As soon as they stopped, the song leaders sang the (20) newly 
made songs and Place-of-Giving-Enough-to-Eat came out first / 
dancing out of the room and Mo'mtE'las came next to/ the youngest 
of the children of Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones. Inviter came / 
with the middle one behind them, and they danced around the / 
fire in the middle of the house. As soon as they reached the rear 
(25) they stayed there dancing. As soon as her songs were ended/ 
they went back and went into the room while/ Halibut-Face and 
Place-of-Going-to-the-Doorway were standing near the dancing 
women. / They continued doing so with the five daughters / of 
Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones. They did not promise feasts except 
that (30) Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones asked Only-One to speak 
and / to give away kettles to the Wonderful Ones and to the / 
Sparrows who brought them out of the room and / they put them 
down near the door of the house. / As soon as the kettles had been 
put down Only-One spoke (35) and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, it is true, friends, this is, this is the 
word of / the supernatural power telling us what to do. It is nice I 
Now have come and shown themselves the / kettles, these trifles 
which will be caused to disappear by the supernatural power, as 
it / comes rubbing against the children of our friend, Place-of
Eating-Burnt-Stones. (40) I mean this. Now come, Tally-Keeper, 
you, friend Winter-Dancer, and let us give away these kettles to 
our friends," (I) said he. Immediately Winter-Dancer went to 161 
where Only-One was standing. /The first to be called by Winter
Dancer were the grizzly bears; / the next the fool-dancers; next 
after the fool-dancers the / thunderbird dancers. As soon as they 
had been given to all the Wonderful Ones (5) they gave away to 
the Sparrows. As soon as they had been given to all of them, 
spoke /Only-One and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, Oh, nice is what we are doing, / friend 
Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones. Now this is following that which has 
been marked out by our / late grandfathers. I mean this, friends, 
now we have nearly gone to the end (IO) of what was referred to 
by the supernatural power that we should do in this winter-cere-
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monial-that-does-not-pass-through. / I mean this, now you, friends 
Wonderful Ones and you, / all Sparrows, now purify yourselves 
that you may be pure, for / four days beginning with this night, 
until the time when we shall again / beat time on the boxes, for 
only two times more we shall beat on the boxes; then (15) it will 
be done," said he. Then Daring replied to his speech/ and said, I 

"Hai, hai, good is your word, friend Only-One, that you told / 
our friends to purify themselves to be pure, for they do not / know 
the orders of the supernatural power given to us in these four days, 
(20) beginning with this night, until the time when we shall again 
beat time on the boxes. / I mean this, friends, don't let us finally 
have misfortune, / for we have nearly gone to the end of the ways 
of the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. / I mean 
this, friends, now only take care. / These are the kettles, friend 
Only-One, now it is good. (25) This is the word of the supernatural 
power telling us what to do. /Now thank you, friendPlace-of-Eating
Burnt-Stones. Now you have hit the ways of my / late fathers 
in this winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. Now you 
have done it correctly," / said he. Then all the Sparrows went 
out of the house after this. / The Sparrows kept on giving feasts 
to one another for four (30) days, until the time when they were 
again going to beat time on the boxes. As soon as four / days 
had passed beginning from the last beating of time on the boxes, 
Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones / called again Running-Along-Log 
and Place-of-Drinking-Drippings and Many-on-Bottom-in-House 
and / Place-of-Heat to go to his house. As soon as / the four in
viting Sparrows had come into his house, Place-of-Eating-Burnt
Stones (35) spoke and said to them, / 

"Welcome, friends, now come and use your privileges, /for im
portant are your privileges. Now you will call our friends to beat 
time on the boxes, /for this is the time of lying flat on their faces, 
tonight. /As soon as you have called once in the houses, you will 
come (40) and take each a box for beating time / carrying them 
on your shoulders, going into the houses. Now / our friends will 
put into them their dancing masks, / into the time beating boxes. 

162 As soon as they are half full (I) you will come carrying them and 
you will bring them into this house / and you take care of the 
masks and put them down in the / inside room. And you will 
go again carrying on your shoulders the boxes for time beating. / 
You will only stop when all the dancing (5) masks are in this 
house," said he. Immediately the / four inviting Sparrows dressed 
themselves when it was not yet /near evening. As soon as they 
had finished they went out of / the house and they went to the last 
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house at the west end of / Fort Rupert. They went in and stood 
inside the door of the (10) house. Then Running-Along-Log said, 
''Now we will go / into our time beating house, friends.'' Then said / 
Place-of-Drinking-Drippings, "Now we will really beat time on 
the boxes, friends," and then / said Many-on-Bottom-in House, 
"Now we shall look on and see the children of / Place-of-Eating
Burnt-Stones, friends," and then said Place-of-Heat, "Now we 
(15) will put it down flat on the boxes, friends. Go in while it is 
daylight, friends." /Thus they said. They kept on saying this in 
all the houses. / As soon as they had gone to all the houses they 
went into / the house of Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones carrying on 
their shoulders each / a box for time beating and they carried it 
out of the door of the house. (20) They just went to the end to the 
last house and / they carried the box for time beating into the 
house and they put it down in the rear / of the house. Imme
diately the owner of the masks / got his masks from the room and 
put them into the / box for time beating and they never even spoke 
one word (25) to each other and the inviters took up the / box 
containing the supernatural power (for that is the name of the 
time beating / box when the masks are in it) and they took it on 
their shoulders and / carried it into the house of Place-of-Eating
Burnt-Stones. They kept on / doing this in all the houses. As 
soon as they had brought in all the (30) masks of all the men, the 
four / inviting Sparrows went again. But now ·p1ace-of-Eating
Burnt-Stones and the / four Sparrows whom he had engaged put 
up a curtain / one fathom and a half wide, in the rear of the / house. 
It had pulling ropes in three places (35) 
at the upper edge of the curtain in this 
manner, for the / ropes were to be lowered 
down when they were going to show the 
masks behind / the curtain. As soon as 
this was finished they put the masks / in 
place behind the curtain. Then everything/ was ready. Now went 
back four times the inviting (40) Sparrows and all the Sparrows 
came in after this. / Then spoke Only-One and said, I 

(1) "Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, now come, friends, to our/ grand- 163 
fathers, to this house which is now different, for it is the work of 
the supernatural power. / I mean this, friends, now come, friend 
Place-of-Giving-Enough-to-Eat and you, Mo'mtEElas / and you, 
Inviter and you, Place-of-Many-Mouths, go into the room, (5) 
for you are engaged to dance next to the children of our / friend 
Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones," said he. Immediately the four / 
women arose and went into the room. Then / Daring stood up 
and spoke. He said, / 
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"Wai hai, wai hai, now you have finished your speech, friend 
Only-One. (10) It is nice, friends, now you have nearly reached 
the end of the word/ spoken by the supernatural power telling us 
what to do in the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. 
Go on, / just take care, friends. It is very little that will bring bad 
luck / to us. Take care, song leaders, of your batons, that you do 
not / make a mistake, for this always brings bad luck to us as we 
are sitting in this (15) house. I mean this, now go ahead with what 
we have come for/ into this house, wai hai, wai hai," said he. As 
soon as Daring stopped / speaking the song leaders sang the newly 
/ made songs, the songs of the youngest one of the children of 
Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones. / Place-of-Giving-Enough-to-Eat 
came leading. Next came Mo'mtE'las. (20) The next child of 
Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones was Mo'mtE'las. Then came /next 
Inviter and last Place-of-Many-Mouths. They came / dancing 
out of the room and danced around the / fire in the middle of the 
house. As soon as they reached the rear of the house they stopped / 
there and danced until the song was at an end. (25) Then they 
went back into the room. / The song leaders sang again the newly 
made song of the eldest sister of / the youngest one. And then 
again first came out Place-of-Giving-Enough-to-Eat and / Mo'm
tE'las and then came the daughter of Place-of-Eating-Burnt
Stones, then came / Inviter and Place-of-Many-Mouths behind, 
dancing out of the room, and went (30) dancing around the fire in 
the middle of the house. As soon as they reached the / rear of the 
house they stopped there and continued dancing. As soon as / 
the song was at an end they went back and went into the room. / 
They continued doing so for the five children of/ Place-of-Eating
Burnt-Stones. Last danced the eldest daughter, (35) the healing
dancer. As soon as they had finished dancing Only-One spoke I 
and said,/ 

"Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, it is nice, friends, we have done 
well in the house./ Indeed, for indeed we have all purified ourselves. 
We obeyed the /instructions of the supernatural power who told 
us what to do in this winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass
through. (40) I mean this, friends, now I will name you, Sparrow 
women, that you take turns dancing in this / dancing place, 
friends. Now come and give me the cedar bark for the back I 
(which has three names, neck ornament and red cedar bark neck 

164 ring, (1) different from the name in the winter-ceremonial-that
passes-through, for then it has the name, /tied around the neck). 
Now was taken the red cedar bark for the back in this way I and 
was given to Only-One. And he took the/ red cedar bark for the 
neck, two kinds, also the dancing apron and he said, / 
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(5) "Now come, friend Halibut-Face, you who have the privilege 
of / giving the red cedar bark for the back and the dancing apron 
to the / dancers," said he. / 

Then arose Halibut-Face and stood by the side of Only-One. / 
Then Only-One said, / 

(10) "Now come, friend Place-of-Giving-Enough-to-Eat, and 
dance on this your dancing place," / said he and gave the red 
cedar bark for the back and the dancing apron to/ Halibut-Face. 
Then Only-One said to Halibut-Face, / 

''Now go with this red cedar bark for the back and this dancing 
apron to our /friend who is sitting there," said he. / 

(15) Then Halibut-Face took the red cedar bark for the back 
and the dancing apron / and went to the place where Place-of
Giving-Enough-to-Eat was sitting and he put the red cedar bark 
for the back / around her neck; then he gave her the dancing apron. 
Then arose / Place-of-Giving-Enough-to-Eat and put on the 
dancing apron. As soon as she had done so she / followed Halibut
Face and went and they stood in the rear of the (20) house. Then 
the song leaders sang her song / and Place-of-Giving-Enough
to-Eat danced. As soon as her song was at an end / she stood 
still and took off the red cedar bark for the back and the dancing 
apron /and gave it to Only-One who was still standing in the / 
rear of the house. Then Place-of-Giving-Enough-to-Eat went 
and (25) sat down again at the place where she had been sitting. 
Now/ Only-One said, / 

"Nice is the dancing of our friend Place-of-Giving-Enough
to-Eat. I mean this,/ now go and take the red cedar bark for the 
back to our friend Mo'mtEtlas, / now come, friend Halibut-Face 
and take it over to her," said he. / 

(30) Immediately Halibut-Face took the red cedar bark for the 
back / and the dancing apron and went to the place where Mo'mtEt
las was sitting and he / put around her neck the red cedar bark for 
the back and he gave her the dancing apron. / Then Mo'mtEtlas 
arose and put on the dancing apron. As / soon as she had done so 
she followed Halibut-Face and they stood (35) in the rear of the 
house. Now the song leaders sang / her song and Mo'mtEtlas 
danced. As soon as / her song was at an end Mo'mtE1las stood still 
and took off her / red cedar bark for the back and the dancing apron 
and gave it to Only-One. / Mo'mtE1las walked again and sat down 
{40) at the place where she had been sitting before. Then Only-One 
said, "Nice / is the dance of our friend Mo'mtE1las. I mean this, 
now / take the red cedar bark for the back to our friend Inviter 
and let her come and/ dance at her dancing place," said he. Im-
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165 mediately (1) Halibut-Face took the red cedar bark for the back 
and the dancing apron / and went to the place where Inviter was 
sitting, and put on her neck the red cedar bark for the back, / and 
he gave her the dancing apron. Then/ Inviter arose and put on 
the dancing apron. As soon as she had done so (5) she followed 
Halibut-Face and they stood in the rear/ of the house. Then the 
song leaders sang her song /and Inviter danced. As soon as her 
song was at an end / Inviter stood still and took off her red cedar 
bark for the back/ and her dancing apron and gave them to Only
One. (10) Then Inviter walked and sat down again at the place 
where she had been sitting before. /Then Only-One said, "Nice is 
the dance of this /our friend Inviter. I mean this, friends, /now 
go and take the red cedar bark for the hack to our friend Place-of
Many-Mouths that/ she may come and dance at this dancing place. 
Now come, friend (15) Halibut-Face, and take it to her," said he. 
Then Halibut-Face took the / red cedar hark for the back and the 
dancing apron and went to the place where was sitting /Place-of
Many-Mouths and put the red cedar bark for the hack around her 
neck. Then/ he gave her the dancing apron. Then Place-of-Many
Mouths arose and / put on the dancing apron. As soon as she had 
done so she followed (20) Halibut-Face and they stood in the rear 
of the house. /Immediately the song leaders sang her song and/ 
Place-of-Many-Mouths danced. When her song was at an end, 
then / Place-of-Many-Mouths stood still and took off her red 
cedar hark for the hack / and her dancing apron and gave them 

-to Only-One. Then (25) Place-of-Many-Mouths went and sat down 
at the place where she had been sitting before. / Then Only-One 
said, "Nice is the dance of our friend / Place-of-Many-Mouths." 
Now they kept on doing this, each woman / dancing by herself and 
also the men danced./ Almost all the women danced. As (30) soon 
as the women had finished dancing, Only-One spoke /and said, / 

"Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, it is nice, friends, it is nice, now we 
have /followed the ways of our late fathers in the way they were 
using the /Winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. Thank 
you, friends, that you were not (35) unwilling when I asked you to 
come to dance. I mean this, / friends, now we will change. I mean 
this, go on, / friends, take your batons and let us try to call the / 
supernatural power, " said he and he said, "yehee." Then all ./ 
the Sparrows heat time on the boxes for time beating. They said 
following (40) Only-One, all at the same time, "yehee ho ho ho ho 
ho, yehee." / Then Only-One lifted his baton and all the/ Sparrows 
stopped crying ho and they also stopped beating time / on the 
boxes for time heating. Then Only-One spoke and / said, / 
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(I) "Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, take care, friends, / do not let us 166 
fail to get the supernatural power to come and show itself so that 
we / may see it. Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai," said he as he beat time 
on the/ boxes for time beating, and he said, "Yehee." And all the 
(5) Sparrows beat time 011 the boxes for time beating. They/ said 
together after Only-One "Yehee ho ho ho ho / ho ho ho yehee," 
they said and they stopped at the same time beating time on the / 
boxes for time beating. (Oh, I forgot this, the Wonderful Ones/ 
never came and sat down in front of the curtain, for they (IO) were 
sitting down behind it.) After a little while Only-One said, / 
"Woi'p," beating at the same time on the time beating / boxes. 
Then all the Sparrows said after him, "Woi'p k·o~u," / all at the 
same time and they all beat time on the boxes for time beating / 
and they all said together, "Woi'p, k-o~u, woi'p, woi'p, woi'p, woi'p, 
woi'p, (15) woi'p, woi'p." As soon as the Sparrows had said woi'p 
they / lowered the curtain in the rear of the house and / all the masks 
became excited behind it. That was when / the Sparrows cried 
woi'p beating time on the boxes for time beating / before they had 
pulled up the curtain. As (20) soon as they had pulled it up they 
became quiet. They did the same again when / the curtain was 
lowered again, and it was this again / their cry, saying woi'p. As 
soon as the curtain had been lowered twice, / all the Wonderful 
Ones became excited and / they all went out of the house and went 
into all the houses. (25) As soon as all the Wonderful Ones who 
were excited had gone out / Only-One spoke and said, / 

''Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, it is nice, all you friends. We are not/ 
yet secular. I mean this, friends, now we have /seen the super
natural power," (This is what he referred to, the masks.) "wai hai, 
wai (30) hai. Indeed, is it our wish what we are doing in this / 
house, the receptacle of the winter-ceremonial-of-this-side 1 This 
is the wish of the supernatural power /given to our late grandfathers, 
telling them what to do." Here stopped the speech of/ Only-One 
and then Logs-Floating-on-Water interrupted him. Now spoke / 
Logs-Floating-on-Water and said, / 

(35) "Wai hai, wai hai, true is your word, friend Only-One./ Now 
my heart will be good because I have seen the supernatural power 
of our / grandfathers that has shown itself. I mean this, friends, 
this is / my privilege that I am the last one to speak when you all 
have finished / your speeches. I mean this, friend Halibut-Face, 
take the (40) red cedar bark for the back and the dancing apron 
to our friend/ Wrong-Back-in-House that she may come and dance 
at this her dancing place," said he. / Immediately Halibut-Face 
took the red cedar barlc for the back / and the dancing apron and 
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put it around the neck of Wrong-Back-in-House at the place where 
167 she (1) was sitting. Then he gave her the dancing apron. Im

mediately /Wrong-Back-in-House arose and put on the dancing 
apron. / As soon as this was finished she followed Halibut-Face 
and they / stood in the rear of the house. Immediately (5) the 
song leaders sang her song. Then Wrong-Back-in-House danced./ 
As soon as her song was at an end she took off her red cedar bark 
for the back /and she also took off her dancing apron and gave 
them to / Only-One. Then Only-One spoke. / He said, while 
Wrong-Back-in-House went and sat down again, / 

(10) "Wai hai, wai hai, hai hai, it is nice, friends, now we have 
finished. / I mean this, my heart is good, friends. This is called / 
catching the supernatural power, this Wrong-Back-in-House. 0 
friends, now you have / done well, for we have done everything 
according to the instructions of the supernatural power, according 
to / the ways of our late grandfathers in this winter-ceremonial
that-does-not-pass-through. (15) I mean this, my word will be, 
these kettles will be for you tomorrow. They belong to / Untied
in-Middle (Qweqiitlotyo), the daughter of Place-of-Eating-Burnt
Stones. These our friends the / Wonderful Ones, we are not going 
to pacify them. For / four days they will be excited, then we shall 
pacify them at the time of our/ last dance," said he. Then replied 
Daring to the speech of (20) Only-One, he said, / 

"Hai hai, friends, it is nice, friends. Now we have done well 
with/ all you have done. Now we have obeyed the orders of the/ 
supernatural power given to us, that which we are to do in this 
winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. /Thank you, friends. 
I mean this, now really (25) purify yourselves for four days until the 
last dance, / else we might have bad luck, for often bad luck / may 
be had with the last dance. I mean this, friends, all of you / just 
take care in all you are doing. This will be our/ friend Wrong
Back-in-House; now you are kind, friend, for you were not (30) 
unwilling to dance. Indeed, it is your true privilege to catch the / 
supernatural power. Thank you," said he. Now all/ the Sparrows 
went out of the house after this. As soon as they had all gone out, / 
the Wonderful Ones became excited and came into the house / in 
which time was being beaten on the boxes when it was getting 
daylight in the morning. Then (35) the Wonderful Ones went into 
the houses every morning and every evening / being excited. For 
four days they did so. / Then the Sparrows just continued giving 
feasts to one another for four / days until the last dance. As soon 
as four days were passed / beginning from the last time beating 
on the boxes, Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones called (40) Running-
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Along-Log and Place-of-Drinking-Drippings and Many-on-Bottom
in-House and Place-of-Heat/ to go to the houses. As soon as they 
had gone into / the house of Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones they 
sat down in the rear of the house. / Then Place-of-Eating-Burnt
Stones asked the four inviting Sparrows to (1) dress themselves. 168 
He meant by dressing themselves to blacken their faces with / char
coal and to wear button blankets and to / put on a belt and to put 
eagle down on their heads; also that they / all had new red cedar 
bark for the back and had rings (5) of red cedar bark. They carried 
Sparrow canes. / As soon as they had finished they went out of the 
house and they / went on, not going fast, walking, to the one /house 
at the west end. Then they entered and they / stood in the doorway 
of the house and Running-Along-Log said, (10) "Now we will truly 
go into our house for beating time on boxes, / friends," said he. Then 
said Place-of-Drinking-Drippings, "Now we / will dance the last 
dance of those lying flat on their faces, friends," said he. /And then 
said Many-on-Bottom-in-House, "Now we will look on those lying 
flat on their faces, / friends," said he. Then said Place-of-Heat, 
"Now arise quickly, (15) friends, while it is still daylight, friends," 
said he. /Then they said the same in all the houses. And/ they said 
the same as they had said first when they were inviting./ As soon 
as all the Sparrows and the Sparrow women and / the little Spar
rows were in, Only-One arose and spoke, (20) he said, "Wai hai, 
wai hai, hai hai, friends, indeed, / let me say this, all you friends, 
the word made by the / supernatural power said to our late grand
fathers regarding this winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through 
/ hai, hai. Now my heart is very good, friends, /for now we have 
won, friends. Now we have reached the end marked out (25) by• 
the supernatural power, for, when for one night the winter-ceremo
nial will have been on us, /then we are going to finish when it is 
past midnight, / friends, for this has the name 'the last dance'. 
I mean this, / friends, thank you that you were not unwilling in 
your houses / to come into this house, the receptacle of the winter
ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through. (30) I mean this, you, song 
leaders and you, / who sit by their sides, only take good care of 
your batons. That is what I say, / friend Daring; that is what 
I say, Running-Along-Log, hai, hai," said he. Now the / song 
leaders and the Sparrows took up the batons. /Then came out of the 
room the excited grizzly beardancer. (35)Now the song leaders sang 
his song while he did not / go around the fire in the middle of the 
house, for he only showed his face, for he / has no claws and also 
there is no bear mask of the bear dancer / of the winter-ceremonial
that-does-not-pass-through. For his weapon is a knife, for he / 
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holds a baton in his hand when the bear dancer is excited. (40) 
His flat neck ring of red cedar bark is mixed with white. / He wears 
no red cedar bark around his head. There is only m1,lch eagle down 
on his head, /for all the grizzly bear dancers are in this way, and/ 
in this way are also the fool-dancers. They also wear only around 

169 their necks flat (1) red cedar bark and they also have no head rings 
of red cedar bark as they, one at a time, /are pacified. As soon as 
they are all pacified they / repeat what they did when they were 
beating time on boxes as they had done next/ to the end that night. 
As soon as they finish (5) it is nearly daylight in the morning. 
Then Only-One spoke again/ and said, "It is nice, it is nice, tribe, 
now we have reached the end / marked out by the supernatural 
power of the winter-ceremonial-that-does-not-pass-through, telling 
us what to do. / Now we have finished. Now the supernatural 
power takes off our Sparrow names, / TsExt:wi'd," said he as he 
named the secular name of Running-Along-Log, (10) "Great-Whale 
(Q-wEt:yi'mdze)," said he as he named the secular name of Halibut
Face. "I mean this,/ tomorrow it will be the time of giving away 
of Having-Food (Hat:mi'd)," said he, as he named the / secular 
name of Place-of-Eating-Burnt-Stones, "with the trifles and the 
property. / I mean this, now go, tribe, go, go! You have done well," 
/said he. And then said Shoved-up-to-the-Top (Wixt:wuq~Emet:) 
whose Sparrow name (15) is Daring. He said, "Now we have 
really reached the end as it is marked out by the / super
natural power telling us what to do. This will be my word, chiefs. / 
Let our tribe go out and wash these /novices," said he. Immediate
ly they all went out, / all the men and. the women and the children 
•(20) from the house. As soon as they had all gone out, Having
Food and his / wife took white cedar bark tied in a ring and a new / 
mat for rubbed cedar bark and spread it out. Then / she put the 
shredded cedar bark on it and she took five washbasins/ and she put 
them down. Then Having-Food took his (25) wedge bag and put 
it down and put his / stone hammer into it. He took good splitting 
cedar wood and / put it down. Then he put four stones on the / 
fire in the middle of the house. He just followed the way of washing 
/ in the winter-ceremonial-that-passes-through, all the ways of 
which you know. (30) As soon as day came he gave away the kettles 
and / all the porperty and the blankets. That is the / end of it. / 
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(1) The Sun. I 
That is the reason why it is first known by the Indians that the 

Sun is the chief / who made everything in our world, for Mink 
went to visit his father at / Crooked-Beach, for that is where at 
that time the Myth people lived, Crooked-Beach, (5) for they had 
not yet scattered. This is the reason that they believe that Mink 
was really the son / of the Sun on account of what was said by the 
chief, the Sun when / one man went out of the house of the chief / 
Sun. Then the man saw Mink/ sitting in front of the house of the 
one to whom he referred as his father. Then it is said (10) the 
man asked him, "Who are you, little one ? Where do you come 
from?" /said he to him. Then it is said, he said, "I tame to visit 
my father, Waiting-all-over-the-World," / (I came to visit my 
father, Walking-all-over-the-World) said/ Minic Immediately the 
man went into the / house and told his chief what was said by the 
boy to him. (15) Then said Walking-all-over-the-World, the chief, 
"His word is true. / A long time ago I really shone through his 
mother. Go and call him in that / he may come in," said he. 
Immediately the man / called Mink to come into the house. I 
Immediately Mink arose from the ground and followed the (20) 
man and went into the house. Then Walking-all-over-the-World/ 
asked Mink to sit down on the floor at his right side. /Now Mink 
saw the one whom he referred to as father, Walking-all-over-the
World, /who had large ear ornaments of abalone shells and/ abalone 
shells hanging all over his blanket. He also saw that (25) he was 
an old man. As soon as Mink was seated/ his father, Walking-all
over-the-World, spoke and/ said, "Welcome, you have come, child, 
and you will exchange places in walking / with me as I walk back 
and forth. Only take care and / do not sweep roughly your aunts, 
the Cloud Women, else (30) will die of heat the tribes below; /and 
also else you will bum the trees there and so / you will try it in 

· the morning," said he. As soon as / day came in the morning 
Walking-back-and-forth-in-the-World awakened Mink and/ dressed 
him up with the abalone shells. Now he had ear rings of large (35) 
abalone shells. Then it is said Walking-back-and-forth-in-the-

170 
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171 World took his blanlrnt (1) covered also with abalone shells and put 
it on Minic /As soon as he had finished, Walking-hack-and-forth
in-the-World gave advice to /Mink, not to walk too fast and also 
not to/ sweep too roughly his aunts the Cloud Women else (5) he 
would burn up those under us, said Walking-back-forth-in-the
World /to his child Mink. Then Mink started/ and, it is said, he 
was not going fast as he was walking; also he did not / sweep roughly 
with both his hands his aunts, the Cloud Women. / He had not yet 
gone nearly one half of the road on which he was walking (10) 
when Mink became annoyed by his aunts the Cloud Women, 
for the / Cloud Women came and gathered in the place where 
he was walking and / they were staring at Mink, for they thought 
it strange, for the Cloud Women did not recognize / Mink. 
Therefore they gathered at the place where he was walking./ Then 
Mink at that time cleared them away. Now (15) Mink became 
angry at his aunts the Cloud Women. He spoke/ and said, "Ton
found it, tan't you be driven away?" / He said, if he had been 
talking plainly, "Confound it, can't you be driven away?" / This 
is what he tried to say, for Mink only continued / to talk like a child 
when he was talking, although he was a full grown (20) man. He 
just said so when he was running among his aunts, / the Cloud 
Women, to sweep them away. Now they were all running away 
from him, / his aunts the Cloud Women. Now it really became 
warm in our / world and the mountains cracked and burning the / 
trees were, Then also the ocean began to boil. Then (25) his 
father, Walking-back-and-forth-in-the-World, started to overtake 
his son / Mink. Now he overtook him. Then he twisted off/ his 
ear rings of abalone shells and he also took / the abalone covered 
blanket. Then he took hold of his child,/ Mink, and Walking-back
and-forth-in-the-World said, "O wonder! that is (30) good. There 
he goes to the lower world!" said he as he threw him down./ Then 
Mink fell into the water above Crooked-Beach. /Now he was dead. 
Then he was floating about drifting with the tide / which was 
running out, for the tide was running at Crooked-Beach. Then he 
fell among / some kelp. Now it is said Mink was caught in the (35) 
kelp. Then Sawhill-Duck-Woman came with her/ friends paddling 
along as they were going out to sea to get clams. / That was when 
they found Mink drifting on the water dead on the water among/ 
the kelp. Then, it is said, Sawhill-Duck-Woman / was the first 
to see Mink lying dead on the water among the kelp. (40) She said, 
"O poor Mink, he is lyingdead on the water, "said she./lmmediate
ly Mink raised his head and / sputtered. Then he said, "I've 
been a'leep on the water a long time," /said he. He tried to say. 
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"I have been asleep on the water a long time," said he (1) and he 172 

swam ashore. Then he went home to his house / and he told the 
myth people how he had gone to visit his father / the Sun, the Chief 
Walking-back-and-forth-in-the-World and also it is said he has 
oiiher / names, Walking-all-over-the-World and Going-from-End
to-End, and Lord, and The One-Prayed-to, (5) and Prayed-to, and 
Great-Father. All these are names of the / Sun, and also Great
Famous-Father. Now it really /became known on account of Mink 
when long ago he went up. That is the end. / 

Talk about the Conversation of the Kwakiutl/ 
in regard to our Creator. / 

(10) The Kwakiutl went to a feast to quyo'sdedas who/ belongs 
to the numaym Wa'wiiliba'ye of the Great Kwakiutl. /I, George 
Hunt, went, being invited to sit among them. / Now the guests 
finished eating what they were first given to eat. / It was when the 
guests were waiting for a second course, then spoke Giving-Shelter 
(T!a't!Ents!id), (15) who belongs to the numaym Yae'x'a(CEme' of 
the Q!o'moyiiwe. / He said, "Let me ask you, all you guests, / 
who is the great creator of man of our ancestors, / of all our tribes/' 
said he. Then all the men / did not talk together for a little while. 
Then spoke MEle'd, who (20) belongs to the numaym Se'DL!Em of 
the Gwe'tEla. He said, / "It is the Sun, our chief, who created our 
ancestors / of all the tribes," said he. Then he was asked by / 
Wrong-all-Around (O'd.zesstalis) who belongs to the numaym 
Real Kwakiutl of the Gwe'tEla, / "What do you mean MEle'd, 
who was made by the Sun 1 Your (25) ancestors of the Se'DL!Em 1 
He did not make one man," / speaking with an angry sound. 
"Why don't you refer to him who made our /first ancestors, Mink 1" 
That is where stopped / the speech of Wrong-all-Around. Then 
spoke Great-Inviter (La'leliL!adze), who is on one side Nimkish / 
on account of the side of his mother. His numaym are the La'alax·s
'Endayo (30) on his father's side. He said, "Listen, Kwakiutl and 
let me / speak a really true word. I see / it is altogether mistaken 
the word of MEle'd and of /Wrong-all-Around. It was Ma'tag·ila, 
the sea gull. He / took off his seagull mask and he became a man 
and he was (35) La'lax·s'Endayo. Now he took off his seagull mask 
and he /turned into a man. And he, DzE'nx·q!ayo was the Qo'los. / 
He took off his Qo'los mask and he turned into a man. / And he, 
Se'nL!e' was the sun. He took off his sun mask / and he turned 
into a man and Wa'libasye, (40) the grizzly bear, was the ancestor 
of the numaym Wa'liba1ye. He (1) took off his grizzly bear skin 173 

12 
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and he turned into a man. /And he, Kuno'sila, the thunderbird; 
the root of the Ts!ets!Elwal~ame', / my numaym, took off his 
thunderbird mask / and turned into a man. And they are the 
numaym L!a'lamin; he was the (5) Qo'los. He also took off his 
Qo'los mask and/ turned into a man. And the root of the Qwequ
sot!enoxu was the / thunderbird at XEkwe'kEn. He took off his 
thunder bird mask / and also turned into a man. Now he had the 
man's name / Wrong-here-and-there-all-over-the-World (Ao'dzit
lilag·ilis), and Wrong-all-Around. I mean this, what you say, 
Kwakiutl, (10) is that the men of our ancestors created themselves, 
of all our / tribes here," said he. Then spoke Ts!o'~uts!aes, / the 
Newettee, the grandson of Getting-Rich ( Q!o'matna'kiila), the /late 
chief. He said, "O Kwakiutl, you are very much / mistaken in 
what you say. Why don't you ever name (15) Q!a'neqe'laku who 
was the real creator of the ancestors of all the / tribes 1 He who 
is the root of the side of my mother, the NaqE'mg·ilisala woman."/ 
That was the end of his words. Then became really / angry the 
four Kwakiutl tribes on account of the words of Ts!o'~uts!aes, / 
when he said that Q!a'neqe'laku was the creator of the (20) an
cestors of all the tribes. Then Ts!o'~uts!aes was asked, / "Go on! 
name the men who were created by Q !a'neqe'laku," / thus he was 
told. Then Ts!o'~uts!aes said, "He is the creator of the / ancestors 
of the Koskimo at qose', when he revived/ those who were vomited 
up by the sea monster," said he. Then he was asked (25) "What 
next to them 1" Then he said, "There are the four / posts of the 
house of Only-One ('nEmo'gwis) at Whales-between-Points (9we'
pak'a'walis)," said he./ Then he was asked again, "And what after 
that 1" Then nothing /was said again by Ts!o'~uts!aes after this. 
Then Wrong-all-Around said to him, / "Do not say that Q!a' -
neqe'laku was the creator of all the (30) tribes. He just came and 
did mischief to man when he made him into a raccoon/ and land
otter and deer; for he only transformed them into animals. / 
I mean this, don't come and talk about him," said he./ Then they 
all just went out of the feasting house. /Now you see that the In
dians were trying to find out who is the / (35) creator, but only 
lately they have learned that it is God. / 

Reefs. / 

This was also asked by you, why many /places have the name 
Old Man according to the sayings of the Indians. For the / places 
which are named Old Man are the houses of the sea monsters, (40) 
all the places which are called Old Man, for they were seen by the 
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first / hunt.ers and they showed themselves on the sea at these places. 
(I) As soon as the hunters see what they suppose to be a sea monster / 17 4 
at once they call the place Old Man for there are always / strong 
winds at (the places called) Old Man and bad breakers are at Old 
Man. I 

(5) Eclipses. / 

You asked me to try to discover why the Indians say / that the 
sun and moon are swallowed. I tried / to find out from all the 
old men of the Kwakiutl and the/ Newettee and Na'k!wax·da1xu. 
Not one ot them ( 10) knows the owner of the mouth of the great 
mouth staying under the / upper world. Only X ·i'ts!anedEnol, 
who/ is one of the old men of the Na'k!wax·da•xu said that/ it is 
the mouth of heaven, the great face of a / man's mask which is 
looking right down upon our lower world; (15) the mouth of heaven 
at the place where the sun and the moon are walking. /As soon, 
it is said, as the sun comes near the mouth of heaven, / the mouth 
of heaven takes the sun in its mouth and swallows it. / Therefore 
the Indians call it, the sun is swallowed and the / moon, when this 
happens in an eclipse. / 

(20) I tried to find out and to know from the old man, X ·i'ts !a
nedEnol, / about the mouth of heaven and whether there is a myth, 
the reason why he knew about it. / He only said that he heard 
his late fathers / talking about the mouth of heaven, when / the 
old men were talking much about the mouth of heaven, (25) when it 
vomits up the sun, when the eclipse of the sun passes. / Other old 
men only said, that it is said that/ the sun is swallowed by the 
mouth of heaven and therefore all the / men of all the tribes be
ginning from the Gwasila, /Na'k!wax·da'xu, L!a'L!asiqwala, NaqE'm
g·ilisa'la, 9-o'sg·imu~u, (30) G·a'p!enoxu, Gwa'ts!e'noxn, L!a's
q!enoxu, Kwa'g·ul, 'nE'm~es, / DEna'x-da'xu, A'wa'iLEla, Ma'
maleleqala, Qwe'qnsot!enoxu, La'wits!es, / Ma'dilbe', Dza'wadE'
enoxu, Ha~wa'mis, Gwa'wa'enoxu and also the / four tribes of 
Le'pilda1xu, they all go out of their houses / and they all say 
at the same time, singing while they are upward (35) looking at 
the moon when it is eclipsed, / 

"Vomit up, vomit up, vomit up, vomit up, vomit up, 
Else you may be /the younger brother of Ba'wiile, vomit up,"/ 

said they all together singing, all the men and / the women and 
the children of the four Kwakiutl tribes (40) as they assembled 
outside of the house of A'wade. (1) This was seen by me. when 175 
12• 
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I was a child here at Fort Rupert. The reason why / they name 
Ba'wiile is that he is the only one who is really an old / man of the 
numaym La'alax·s'Endayo and of all the four/ tribes of the Kwa
kiutl. All the tribes do the same, {5) for one old man is named to 
be / the younger brother of the mouth of heaven, if it should not 
vomit up the sun or the / moon, if it swallows it. There is only 
one song and the words of the / song. There are many winter 
ceremonial songs of the woman / cannibal-of-the-woods which have 
words about the mouth of heaven. / 

( 10) This is the end of what was found out by me from the old 
men, / what I have written they told about the swallowed sun and 
moon. / That is the end of this. / 

(15) The Birds of Heaven. / 

I will talk about the middle between our / world and the upper 
side of what is seen by us, the blue sky where / the sun and moon 
and the stars stay, that is what I / mean, the names of the various 
birds of the {20) Rivers Inlet tribe, the Crooked-Beak-of-Heaven 
and the Ho~uhoku-of-Heaven and the / Raven-of-Heaven and the 
Screecher-of-Heaven and the Oogwa'xta'ye, and / many others 
whose names I do not know, the various birds / above the clouds. 
The Rivers Inlet people just say/ that they are all the time flying 
about, these large birds above (25) the clouds, for they have no 
country in which to stay to / take a rest. Other Rivers Inlet 
people say that/ the large birds have a house at the upper edge of the 
clouds / and it is only like the shadow of a house at the upper edge 
of the clouds. / The chiefs of the Rivers Inlet people nearly fought, 
for (30) Highest-One (Ai'k·!oqa) said that the birds have a house 
at the upper edge / of the clouds, he who belongs to the numaym 
SE'mxolidExu. /He is the one who owns the mask. Then said Po':i;.as 
that there was no / house of the birds at the upper edge of the 
clouds, and / Po':i;.as is the chief of the No'~iints!idEx. I do not 
know (35) which one of the words of the two chiefs is right. The 
Kwakiutl do not really know / how high up is the house of the 
thunderbird / and his younger brother Qo'los, and whether it 
is above the heavens or/ whether it is also the house at the upper 
edge of the clouds, for almost / really quarrelled Labid who belongs 
to the numaym La'alax·s'Endayo (40) and O'dze'stalis who belongs 
to the numaym Real Kwakiutl / of the GwetEla, for Labid said 
that there was a house of the / thunderbird and of Qo'los and of 
the Eagle-of-the-Sky and of the Raven-of-the-Sky /at the upper 
edge of the clouds and that they came from it when they came to 
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play (1) at Crooked-Beach with the birds of our land, when they / 176 
were throwing the round stones. Then said 0' dze'stalis that / there 
was no house from which the thunder bird and the others came 
at the / upper side of what is seen by us where stay the sun and the 
moon (5) and the stars. It is as though both men were right / 
or mistaken. But many men say that / the word of Labid is right 
and few men are on the side of / 0' dze'stalis. That is the end after 
this. I 

Therefore I say that there are birds at the upper edge of the 
(10) clouds, on account of the meaning of the names of the birds, 
namely Crooked-Beak-of-Heaven /and so I mean that Labid and 
Ai'k·!oqa are right / in what they say. That is the end. / 

Life. I 
Now this "means of life", belongs to the grandmother of a child. 

It is the (15) word (used) when the mother of the grandchild of the 
old woman is dead. / This was seen by me. A woman, whose name 
is K·!a'k·!ogwild'la /who is a DEnax-daxu woman, who came and 
took for her husband, Great-Copper who belongs to the / numaym 
Ha'ayalilcaue' of the Q!o'moyEwe. Then K·!a'k·!ogwik·i'la / had 
a child, a girl whose name was Wa'dzida'la~a, who (20) had for 
her husband Qa'sElas who belonged to the numaym G·e'xsEm of 
the Kwakiutl. /Then Wa'dzida'la~a was with child and now I, / 
George Hunt, was lying in my house that night. Then came / 
running into my house Q!e'q!Ex·Lii.la and / said, "I came to call 
you, Q!e'xetaso', to take pity on Wa'dzida'la~a. (25) For a long 
time she has been trying to give birth, since this morning," said 
she. /Immediately I went and followed Q!e'q!Ex·Lii.la and I saw / 
K·!a'k·!ogwild'la holding in her arms the new born child of her 
daughter, for / now she had died in childbirth, the daughter of 
K·!a'k·!ogwik·i'la, / Wa'dzida'la~a. As soon as Wa'dzida'la~a 
was dead, (30) K·!a'k·!ogwik·i'la took up in her arms the child. 
She said to the child, / "Now come, means of life, now I will live 
after my master (who has gone),/ on account of your future coming, 
means of life,'' f!aid she. This is named / the "means of life," the 
grandchild. 
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Prayers. 

(1) Morning Prayer to the Sun. / 

"Look at me, Chief, that nothing evil may happen to me this 
day, / made by you as you please, Great-Walking-to-and-fro-all
over-the-World, Chief." - "Ha." / 

Prayer of a Working Man to the Sun./ 

(5) "Look down upon me, Walking-all-over-the-World, and have 
mercy on me. /Protect me that nothing wrong may befall me in 
my work, for I / pray that I may succeed easily in what is desired 
by me, Great-Walking-to-and-fro-all-over-the-World, / Chief, 
Father, and have mercy and listen to my prayer to you,/ Great
Praised-One, Chief, Father." - "Ha." Now he will do it that 
way./ 

(10) Prayer of a Sick Man and his/ 
Relatives to the Sun. / 

"Please, look upon me, Chief, Great Father, and have mercy / 
and protect us against our sickness, (me) and my relatives, /and 
pray, make us well, Great-Walking-all-over-the-World, for you 
{15) are making in every way this world that you made, Great
Walking-to-and-fro-all-over-the-World, Father." - "Ha," / 
answers the Sun. / 

Na'q!wax·da 1 x 11 Morning / 
Prayer to the Sun. / 

"O Great Chief, Father, pray look down upon these men made 
by you, (20) that nothing wrong may befall me this day, for you 
do as you please with us,/ Great Chief, Praised-One, Great-Walking
all-over-the-World, Chief." / - "Ha." / 

Kwakiutl Prayer to the I 
Sun at Sunrise. I 

(25) "Welcome, Great Chief, Father, as you come and show 
yourself this morning. / We come and meet alive. 0 protect me 
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that nothing/ evil may befall me this day, Chief, Great Father."
"Ha." Then he himself / answers, the man, in place of Walking
to-and-fro-all-over-the-World, the Sun, / the Chief. / 

(1) Prayer to Chief Sun. / 

"Look down upon these who came from you, Great Father! / 
Look down upon these men made by you, Great Father, and 
protect / those who came from you, Chief, Great Father. " 
"Ha." (5) Now he will do it that way. / 

Prayer to the Sun I 
when a Canoe is Caught in a Gale at Sea./ 

"Press down the sea in your world, Great Chief, Father, that 
it may become good, / that your world may become right on the 
water, Great Father." / 

(10) Song of a DEna'x ·dasx u / 

Woman who Dreamed about the Sun.1 / 

1. Don't let us hesitate to dance with our Lord, / The-One-to
whom- we-Pray, haai' haai' haai'a haai' haai' haai'. / 

2. You to whom we pray, haai' haai' haai' haai' you to whom 
we pray, haai' haai', (15) you to whom we pray, haai' haai' 
haai' haai', our Lord, the One-to-whom-We-Pray. / 

Song given in a Dream by the Sun / 
to L!a' qwael, a Kwakiutl woman. (1865) / 

1. Haai' haai' haai' haai', ahawa. Now we are changed in the 
world when we / shall be bettered by the Chief Above, haai' 
haai' haai' haai', ahawa. / 

2. (20) Haai' haai' haai' haai', ahawa. Nothing will be difficult 
or us / when we are bettered by our Chief Above, / haai' 

haai' haai' haai', ahawa. / 

Prayer when Overtaken at Sea by a Gale. / 

(25) "Stoop down on the sea for me, Summer-Woman, our dung 
on the sea, / Summer-Woman, our bad smell on the sea, Summer
Woman." / - "Ha," the man himself answers. / 

1 See Song on p. 54, and note in Part I, p. 53. 
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_ Prayer of a Man who found a dead Killer Whale. / 

"Oh, it is great, how you lie here on the ground, Great Super
natural One. What has made you unlucky~ (30) Why, great and 
good one, are you lying here on the ground, friend, Great Super
natural One ~ / Why have you been unlycky, friend, for I thought 
you could never be overcome/ by all the Short-Life-Maker-Women. 

179 Now you, great and good one, have been overcome (1) by the 
one who does as he pleases to us, friend. I mean this, that you 
may wish that I / shall inherit your quality of obtaining easily 
all kinds of / game and all kinds of fish, you Great Supernatural 
One, friend, /you, Long-Life-Maker. And also that you protect 
me, (5) that I may not have any trouble, Supernatural One, and 
also that it may not penetrate me, / the evil word of those who 
hate me among my fellow men, and that only may penetrate 
themselves /the curses of those who wish me to die quickly. I 
mean this, friend, only / have mercy on me that nothing evil may 
befall me, Great Supernatural One," /says he. - "Wa, I will do 
this," says the man answering (10) on behalf of the one he found 
dead. / 

Prayer to the Migratory Birds./ 

"Welcome, Supernatural Ones, we have come to meet alive, 
friends, you, / Long-Life-Makers. You have come and I pray 
you again that you have mercy and /take out again this my sickness 
when you go back to the place (15) where you always disappear, 
friends. Now protect me /again during the time when you are 
here in summer in this good / country where I treat you well, 
Long-Life-Makers, Supernatural Ones." / Then the man himself 
replies to his words, on behalf of / the birds. He says, "Ha, I 
will do this." / 

(20) Prayer to the Fish Running in the Rivers. / 

When a man goes paddling along and he sees / a salmon jumping, 
then at once he says, "haya', haya' ! / Come up again, Swimmer, 
that I may say haya', according to your wishes, for you wish us 
to I say so when you jump, Swimmer, as you are speaking kindly 
to me (25) when you jump, Swimmer." / 

"Welcome, friend Swimmer, we have met again in good health." 
(This "we have met again in good health'', means the same / as 
"we have met alive"). "Welcome, Supernatural One, you,/ Long-
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Life-Maker, for you come to set me right again as is always done 
by you./ Now pray take out my sickness and (30) take it back to 
your rich country at the outer side of our world, / Supernatural 
One." Then the man himself answers his speech / and says, "Ha, 
I will do so." I 

Prayer to a Copper. I 
Prayer to an expensive copper when it is first bought by a (35) 

chief when it is offered for sale by another chief. - This is, when/ 
they finish buying a great copper in the day, for generally / they 
just finish buying a great copper late at night. (1) Therefore the 180 
one who obtained the copper by buying it, immediately calls his / 
numaym to go into his house so that all /eat together with the 
great copper when it will be fed by the one who is now its owner / 
according to the way it was done by the early Indians when they 
obtained an expensive copper, (5) for they fed it when it had 
stayed over night in the house; and also / the great coppers of the 
early Indians were in flat boxes and also / well-made, rubbed, 
white cedar bark mixed with the down of the / eagle was there. 
There was a soft layer in the flat box and the copper / lay flat 
on the cedar bark mixed with eagle down. Now the copper was 
lying on its stomach (10) as it lay in the flat box. When the whole 
/ numaym of the owner of the copper was inside, then arose the 
speaker of the / chief and spoke. He said, "Welcome, welcome, 
you / have come, numaym, you have come to eat with this one 
which has a name,/ the copper, for it has not yet been given food 
by our chief. (15) Now I will go and call it. Now take a new 
mat / and spread it in the middle of the rear of the house,'' said 
the / speaker of the chief to the wife of the owner of the copper. / 
Immediately the woman took a newly niade mat which she had 
ready / and spread it in the middle of the rear of the house. As 
soon as (20) this had been done, the speaker of the chief went 
into the bedrom of the/ chief, for that was where the copper was. 
He took it and / came carrying it on his shoulder, as the copper was 
lying on its belly in the flat box. / He came and stood outside 
of the mat that had been spread out. Then / the young men 
took a box and put it down at the rear edge (25) of the mat that 
had been spread out. As soon as this was done the speaker cried 
out, / "Oh, oh, oh I" Then he spoke and said while still / standing 
carrying on his shoulder the copper, "Look at me, numaym. / 
I come carrying on my shoulder this salmon of our chief. It 
came /and went into the salmon trap of our chief. Now we will 
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(30) feed it," said he, as he placed the lower end on the mat that 
had been spread out / close to the place where the box stood on the 
floor. Then he untied the strings. / He took out the copper and 
turned it on its back in the/ flat box. Then he stood between the 
copper and the / fire in the middle of the house. He spoke and said 
to his (35) numaym, "Now, numaym, now I will do as we were told 
/ by our late fathers, for this salmon of our chief, / this great 
copper. Now you have come and put it upright. / Now he will 
pray to it that nothing evil may befall him on account of its / 
coming to our chief," said he as he turned his face to the (40) 
copper. Then he prayed to it and said, / 

"Great one, friend, you have come, now welcome. You have 
come. You have entered / this house of my chief. Now I pray 
you, Great/ Supernatural One, you, Steel-head Salmon, that you 

181 may protect my (1) chief, that nothing wrong may befall him in 
anything he does, / and also that you invite the coppers of your 
size /that they may keep on trying to come to this clever chief, / 
who will take care of your friends when they try to come to my chief. 
(5) I mean this, they have all come in, the numaym of my/ chief, 
to eat with you as you will now be given food / by this one who 
is clever in owning coppers of your size, Steel-head Salmon. / 
I mean this, that you may return this kind treatment given / to 
you, that they may return the kindly feeling to you so that he 
may not (10) be penetrated by the words of the chief spoken 
against him. I mean this in regard to you, / friend Steel-head 
Salmon, for this is not the reason why you came here bought 
by my / chief, that he should kill you or that he should hurt you. 
For good is / the reason why you came, for you will make a name 
to be the name of my chief and of my / numaym," said he. / 

(15) Then he told the wife of the chief to go ahead and to get / 
the food for the copper and for the numaym of the chief. Then / 
the woman took dried salmon and gave them to the young men to / 
scorch them. As soon as the young men had scorched the dried 
salmon, / the woman took grease and poured it into the grease 
dishes. (20) And also the woman wiped out the dishes. Then / 
the woman kept one new dish and a new/ grease dish. That was 
the one from which the great copper was to eat. /As soon as this 
was done and the young men had scorched the dried salmon, 
then the woman / took the fattest, scorched dried salmon and tore 
it (25) in small pieces and she put them into the new dish. / She 
took the new grease dish into which grease had been poured and / 
put it inside of the new dish. This was to be the food of the copper. 
/ That was the time when the young men tore up the scorched, 
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dried salmon and / put them into the dishes. This was to be eaten 
(30) by the numaym of the chief. As soon as they had finished, 
the young men took the / grease dishes into which grease had 
been poured and put / one in each dish. Now all was / ready. Then 
the speaker of the chief arose and spoke / to his numaym and 
said, / 

(35) "Indeed, numaym, indeed, this is the reason why we come, 
for we come, for we / come to sit with this Supernatural One, 
this which will be our name, /this which has a name, the copper, 
this which is not often obtained by / the chiefs of the tribes, this 
Steel-head-Salmon," said he / as he took up the dish with dried 
salmon and he said, / 

(40) "Indeed, friend, great Steel-head Salmon, you have come 
into this house of / my chief. You have come, to come and be 
treated well by this my kind/ chief. Indeed, now I have said it. 
Look at this dish which I am carrying. / Now you will eat, great 
Steel-head Salmon, you who came now that I may (1) be on top 18~ 
of you, (I) and my numaym, you, great mountain, and / defend 
us against the words of the chiefs of the tribes." / Then he said, 
"Now you have this dish, friend, great Steel-head Salmon," / 
said he, as he put down the dish at the foot of the copper. (5) 
Then he turned his face to this numaym and said, "Now / the 
dish of our great friend has gone to him. Now put down before 
us/ ours so that we may eat," said he. Then the young men put 
down / the dishes in front of the numaym of the chief. As soon / 
as all the dishes had been put down the chief stood up at the place 
where he was seated. ( 10) Then he spoke and said, / 

"Welcome, tribe, kindly welcome in this our house, / my house 
built for you, numaym. Welcome, for / you have come to sit 
with this great acropolis, this Steel-head Salmon, / for not only 
I shall have a name from this great copper, for (15) it will be your 
name, for it came to our numaym," /said he. Then he told the 
speaker to go ahead and tell the copper to eat. / Immediately the 
speaker sat down at the right hand side of the copper / and when 
the chief sat down, then the speaker arose again, / took a piece 
of the broken, dried salmon in the (20) dish and dipped it into the 
grease. Then he turned around to the right. / He turned his face 
to the copper and said, / 

"Now you will eat, great, good Supernatural One," said he 
as he / put a piece of dried salmon in the middle of the face of 
the copper. He just / touched it, then the threw it into the fire 
in the middle of the house. (25) Four times he did so and each time 
he said / before he threw the piece of dried salmon into the fire, 
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"O Sitter-on-the-Fire, now you will help /me to come and be the 
stomach of this great copper that has a name," /said he as he sat 
down and ate the dried salmon, the dish that had been given to 
the / copper. As soon as he had eaten, all the members of the 
numaym ate the dried salmon. (30) After they had eaten the dried 
salmon, then all / went out. They did not eat a second course 
for they only made the name to be/ the name of the great copper./ 

This was done by the early Indians when they obtained a great / 
copper. The recent Indians do not do this when they get a (35) 
great copper. That is the end. / 

Killer Whale as Protector. / 

This was asked by you on the 15th day of the /month of October, 
about the people who own as a crest the Grizzly Bear and the 
Black Bear for / there is no story told about the early Indians that 
they were helped by the Grizzly Bears or the Black Bears. (40) It 
is he, the Killer Whale, who often takes pity on the owner of a 
crest. /There is one man whose name is Sitting-on-End (K!wa'-

183 k!wabalas), who (1) belongs to the numaym of the Great Ones of 
the Na'k!wax-da£xu. /The reason why this numaym has the name 
Great Ones is because a great killer whale was / the ancestor of 
the numaym Great Ones at Ba'as. / He, Sitting-on-End, came 
really from the great (5) killer whale. Sitting-on-End truly be
lieved the word of his / late fathers when they said that a great 
killer whale was the first / man whose name was Leading-Spouter
of-the-World (L!a'lbe'g·ilis). For this reason/ Sitting-on-End even 
at the present day takes good care when he sees / many killer 
whales near him as he is paddling along. At that time (10) Sitting
on-End throws tallow of the mountain goat into the water and / 
diorite, for it is said that these are really liked by the killer whales, / 
mountain-goat tallow and diorite. For this is the reason why it is 
known by / Sitting-on-End, for he was dreaming all the time of 
a handsome man / who came to him while he was asleep and it is 
said the man said, (15) he whose name was Leading-Spouter-of
the-World, that he was the first of the / numaym, the great killer 
whale and it was at that place where / Leading-Spouter-of-the
World spoke, that it was really the only thing wanted by the 
killer whales, / mountain goat tallow and diorite. / Sitting-on
End also told him that he wanted to get seals and all (20) kinds 
of game. For this reason / Sitting-on-End was a real hunter 
for he was helped by the killer whale, for always/ Sitting-on-End 
was talked about by his tribe, the Na'k!wax-da'xu, / on account 
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of the way he was doing, for he just went out fo:r a little while 
paddling and he came / home with four big seals lying dead in his 
little canoe. (25) Even when he goes after firewood he gets four 
seals. / Therefore he is being talked about by his tribe, because 
he does not / exceed four seals when he goes seal hunting. / And 
when he goes mountain goat hunting he also does not exceed / 
four mountain goats shot by him in one day. He does also (30) 
the same with all other kinds of game; quadrupeds/ and all kinds 
of birds. Therefore he is very much feared/ by his tribe, for they 
say that Sitting-on-End is not a common man. / He is not a 
shaman. It is only the killer whale / who helps him. That is 
the end. I 

(35) Prayer when a Canoe / 
Meets a Rough Sea at a Steep Point (No'mas). / 

"Look at me, Old Man, that the weather made by you may 
spare me; and,/ pray, protect me that no evil may befall me while 
I am / traveling on this sea, Old Man, that I may arrive at the 
place to which I am going, (40) Great Supernatural One, Old Man." 
- "Ha, it will be that way." 

(1) Prayer when a Canoe / 184 

Passes a Steep Point in Fine Weather. / 

"O Old Man, I pray before you. Have mercy and watch the / 
weather that you are making, that it may remain in this way, 
calm at sea (5) in the weather you are making, great, good Super
natural One; and that you may protect / me, that I may not be 
penetrated by the words of those who hate me, / that it may just 
go into them what they wish to do to me." - "Ha. It will be/ that 
way."/ 

Prayer to a Waterfall at Dza'wade. / 

(10) Now I will talk about all the tribes when they go to/ Dza'
wade in the olachen fishing season. As soon as they arrive at the / 
lower side of the point of the cascade they all take off their / 
blankets and shirts; men and / women and children, and those 
who are very weak, (15) sick men who are lying on boards. /As 
soon as they are all ready, one canoe starts paddling / to go close 
to the falling water of the great cascade that is / nearly eight 
fathoms high where / the great cascade first falls down. There 
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is a strong wind (20) blowing from it, and also there is a spray 
going from it far seaward. / As soon as the canoe reaches the 
foam below the / cascade, the men stop paddling and stand up I 
in the canoe. Then one of them says, "Welcome, Old Man, we 
have come / and meet alive. I have asked you for this, great, 
good Supernatural One, (25) last year when we came. I beg you 
to have mercy and to blow off / all evil from us, this our sickness, 
you / great, good Supernatural One, that we may come to life, 
and also, protect /me that I may see you again, Old Man, you 
great Owner-of-the-World, Supernatural / One and also, please, 
let be fine the weather you are making, great, good, Supernatural 
One, (30) you are not a common person, Old Man." - "HA..'' 

• The Old Man / will do so. I 

Na'k !wax ·da'x u Song for Calling Rain. / 

Great bubble-eyed one, rain owner; haye. / 

Prayer of the Na 'k!wax ·da 1 xu (35) 
to the Waterfall TsEle'snoku q!we'q!waats!enoku. / 

"Go on, Old Man, blow, and blow off from us the / sickness 
of our bodies, TSEle'snoku, in the way you always do to me/ from 
one end of the season to the other, great Supernatural One, for 
I am still alive/ and come this day to see you, Old Man.'' - "Wa' o.'' / 

185 (1) Prayer of a Tally-keeper on behalf of his Son./ 

As soon as he has a son and when / it is four days from the time 
when he was born by the wife of the tally-keeper,/ then the navel 
cord of the child comes off. Immediately (5) the tally-keeper 
takes the navel cord of the child and / washes it. After he has 
washed it he dries it well / in a sunny place. As soon as the navel 
cord it thoroughly dry / the tally-keeper takes well-/rubbed cedar 
bark and gives some of it to his wife. (10) Now the tally-keeper 
asks his wife to / plait the cedar bark in an eight strand rope so 
that it is square, / and one half the thickness of the little finger 
will be its' size. / "It will be three spans long," / says he. Imme
diately his wife splits (15) the cedar bark and plaits it. Then the 
tally-keeper / takes the rubbed cedar bark and spreads it on a 
new / small mat. He takes the dried navel cord of his child / 
and puts it on the cedar bark. It is two of our/ fingers, the length 
by which the cedar bark exceeds (20) the length of the navel cord. 
Then he cuts off the cedar bark. /As soon as this has been done, 
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he waits until is finished what is being plaited by his wife. / When 
she has finished plaiting, the tally-keeper / takes it and lays the 
middle of the plaiting on the navel cord / of his child. / As soon as 
he had done so, (25) the tally-keeper prays to the navel cord of 
his child / and says, I 

"O child, I am a good tally-keeper and I do not forget/ the order 
of the seats of all the tribes according to their / privileges, their 
seats. Now you, my child, (30) will take notice when I am going 
to name the names of all the men,/ beginning from the eagles and 
going down to the one standing at the end / of the numaym. I 
mean this, child, you will be / a tally-keeper when I am dead," 
says he as he takes the cedar bark / and wraps it around the middle 
of the navel cord and wraps it around tight in the (35) plaited 
square cedar bark. / Then he takes a twisted string of / cedar 
bark and ties it around firmly. Then the tally-keeper / puts it 
around his neck as a charm for his child who is to be a / tally
keeper after his father dies. / 

(40) Prayer of the Bear Hunter. / 

When the hunter goes into the woods to hunt quadrupeds / 
and he sees a black bear he shoots it. As soon / as he has killed it, 
then the hunter goes to where (1) the bear that he has shot lies 186 
dead and stands by its side and says, / "Thank you, friend, that 
we met. I did not mean to do you any harm, friend. / Indeed, 
this is the reason why you come, made by our creator, that I may 
come/ to shoot you, that I may eat you, with my wife, friend." -
"Ha," says he as he (5) takes his knife. Then he turns the bear 
on its back and he puts the / blade of his knife on the point of the 
jaw of the bear and he pretends to cut it, / as he lifts up the knife. 
Then he puts down again the blade / of his knife to the point of 
the jaw of the bear. As soon as /he has done so four times he 
really cuts. Now he (10) skins it after this. After he has skinned 
it he takes with his / right hand the back of the head of the skin 
of the bear. / He takes with his left hand the small of the back 
of the skin/ of the bear. Then he says, holding up the skin of the 
/ bear, if it is a female bear, / 

(15) "Now, friend, call your husband to come also / to me," 
says he as he throws down the skin upon the skinned body / of 
the bear. Then he takes up the skin again and holds it up / and 
he says, / 

"Now, friend, call your father that he may also come (20) to 
me," says he as he throws down the skin on the skinned body. / 
Then he takes again the skin and holds it up and he says, / 
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"Now, friend, call your mother that she may also come/ to me,'' 
says he as he throws down the skin on the skinned body. / Then 
he takes up again the skin and holds it up and says, / 

(25) "Now, friend, call your children that they all may come/ also 
to me,'' says he as he throws down the skin upon the skinned 
body. / Then the hunter himself answers to all his words / on 
behalf of the skinned bear. He says, "Wa. It will be that way,'' / 
says he. That is the way it is done by the Kwakiutl. / 

(30) Prayer to the Bear. / 

I will begin at the very beginning with what is said by the 
hunter of black bears, / for there is only one way in which all the 
hunters speak when they / first see all kinds of animals when they 
are hunting. / This is the word even when the bear hunter may 
be alone, (35) and also even when two may be walking together 
for they all say this, / "That black bear." He just says it and 
then he shoots it. As soon as / the bear is dead, he goes to where 
the bear lies dead on the ground. Then stands on the ground / 
the bear hunter at the right hand side of the bear and says, / 
"Welcome, friend, you have come, trying to come to me that 
I may get you, (40) for this is the reason why you came made by 
the one who created you also. Now welcome, / friend, I welcome 
you heartily that you have come and walked in front of me. Now 

187 (1) take care, friend, and call your parents and your/ elder brothers 
and your younger brothers and also your wife that they all may 
come / and try to come to me, friend." - "Wa, that is what I 
will do." Now it is he, / the bear hunter, who answers himself 
the words on behalf of the (5) dead bear, for each hunter of black 
bears and the /hunter of grizzly bears answers his own speech on 
behalf of the dead/ grizzly bear, saying, "Wa, indeed, that is what 
I will do,'' and when he says,/ "Wa, I will tell this to them." The 
grizzly bear hunter also / answers his own words on behalf of the 
dead bear./ 

(10) Now the black bear hunter turns on its back the black bear 
that he has shot. / He lays on the bear the blade of his skinning 
knife, at the lower point of the jaw of the / bear. Then he lifts 
his knife and he again lays down the blade / of his knife at the 
point of the jaw of the bear. Again he lifts /his knife and again 
he lays down his knife. Again (15) he lifts it. He does not act 
quickly with his knife when he brings down/ his hand as he lays 
down his knife at the point of the jaw of the/ bear as he cuts into 
it. Then the man squeaks with closed mouth. / Now the cut 
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reaches right down to the rump / of the bear. Then he takes 
up the right paw and cuts (20) around its joint. When the bear 
hunter is a young man / and if he has no whiskers and if he wishes / 
to have whiskers, he puts his first finger into / the blood that 
always runs out when he cuts into the joint / of the paw of the 
bear. As soon as his first finger is full of blood (25) he smears 
the blood, the means of growing hair, to where he wishes / his 
whiskers to grow. He does so four times with the hair-growing / 
blood. · When he is a Dza'wadEenoxu he always does this with the / 
blood of the right paw of the bear, therefore all the/ young men 
of the Dza'wadEenoxu have whiskers, also the H~wa'mis and the 
(30) Gwa'waenoxu. Then the black bear hunter skins the bear / 
after that. As soon as the skin of the bear is off, the / black 
bear hunter takes hold of the back of the head of the skin 
of the bear / with his right hand. He takes hold with his left 
hand / of the rump of the skin of the bear, now, when stands 
the (35) black bear hunter at the right hand side of the bear he 
says / holding up the skin, "O, friend, now you will call your 
wife / to come to me also," says he as he drops down the skin / on 
the body of the bear. Then he takes it up again and / holds it 
up as he says, "Now call your father to come (40) to me also," 
says he as he drops down the skin on the / body of the bear. Then 
he names its mother and uncle / and its aunt and all the relatives 
of the bear. As soon as he has finished/ he goes home. Now he 
carries the skin of the bear. (1) He does not stretch it quickly for 188 
they do not stretch well, the skins of / all animals when they are 
stretched fresh. / He only stretches them after they have been 
hanging for two days / in the corner of the house, for he wishes 
it to stretch out lengthways. (5) Then he stretches it. Now it 
gets thoroughly dry. / As soon as it begins to be dry he puts it 
away. That is the end. / 

Prayer to the Black Bear. / 

When the black bear is dead, when it has been shot by the hunter, 
/ the man sits down on the ground at the right hand side of the 
(10) bear. Then the man says, praying to it, 

"Thank you, friend, that you did not make me walk about in 
vain. /Now you have come to take mercy on me so that I obtain 
game, that I / may inherit your power of getting easily with your 
hands the salmon that you catch. / Now I will press my right hand 
against your (15) left hand," says the man as he takes hold of the 
/left paw of the bear. He says, "O, friend, now we/ press together 

13 
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our working hands that you may give over to me your / power 
of getting everything easily with your hands, friend," says he. 
Now it is done after this, / for now he only skins the bear after 
this. / 

(20) Prayer to the Grizzly Bear. / 

I will first talk about the grizzly bear hunter, / for he is no 
common man, for he is generally/ the head chief or a chief's child 
or a warrior, for they are / not afraid of anything and they do not 
respect anything, and there is nothing to frighten them (25) among 
all the wild animals, for they cannot / run away from the grizzly 
bear when they meet it. If it should be known by the tribe that 
he / ran away from the grizzly bear, then his tribe would say that 
he had disgraced himself, a disgrace of his/ name and of his children. 
Therefore the grizzly bear hunters say /when they meet a grizzly 
bear, / 

(30) "Be ready, friend, that we may try our strength, you, I 
dreaded one. I am of the same kind, for I am dreaded also," says 
the / hunter. Then he shoots it. / 

Sometimes he will kill the grizzly bear. As soon as the grizzly 
bear is dead, / the man just stands still as he quickly (35) loads 
his gun and the man just continues looking / at the grizzly bear 
if it should still be alive. As soon as he has finished / loading his 
gun, and the man never sees/ that the ears of the grizzly bear 
are moving, for these are the last to die, /the ears of the grizzly 

189 bear when it has been shot, then the man cocks his (1) gun as he 
walks aiming at the head of the grizzly bear. As soon as he/ reaches 
the right hand side, he pokes it with his gun. / Now he really 
believes it is dead. Then the man / speaks and says, "O great, 
good Supernatural One, ( 5) the way you are lying there, now 
you have been overcome by me, friend, for I have struck you first 
with my / death bringer," says he as he puts down his gun. / 

Then he takes hold of the right paw of the grizzly bear and I 
says, "Listen to me, Supernatural One, now I will take by war / 
your power of not respecting anything, of not being afraid, and 
your (10) wildness, great, good Supernatural One," says he as 
he presses his right hand / against the right paw of the grizzly 
bear. Then he says, / "Indeed, now you have been overcome by 
me, friend. Now we have / pressed together our killing hands, 
for now I have inherited your / power of catching easily salmon 
and of doing all your (15) work. Also, that your wild hands 
<iome / to me, that I may be like you, and that there may be 
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nothing that is not massacred. / I mean this, great, good Super
natural One, all this I have inherited / because you were greatly 
feared, friend," says he. Then the man skins / the grizzly bear 
after that. After he has skinned it (20) he cuts open the stomach 
and he takes out the heart and he carries it / when he carries 
on his back the skin as he is going home. / As soon as he enters 
his house he puts at once / the kettle on the fire and he pours 
water into it. / Then he takes the heart and cuts it into pieces 
and he puts them into the water (25) in the kettle. When this 
has been done he sits down waiting / for it to get done. If the 
man has a son /he calls his child to sit down where he is sitting. / 
As soon as the heart is done he takes off / the kettle from the fire 
and puts it down on the floor. Then he takes a (30) small dish 
and puts it alongside the kettle. Then he takes the / tongs and he 
picks out the cut pieces of the heart and / puts them into a small 
dish. As soon as they are all out he / puts it down in front of 
his son, then he speaks / and says, I 

(35) "Now, child, you will eat part of this wildness of the grizzly 
bear,'' / says the man as he cuts off a piece of the /heart. Four 
are the pieces he cuts, then he says to his / son, "Now take care, 
child, of this true Supernatural One, / of these ways of this owner 
of this heart. Now (40) eat this what makes the grizzly bear 
get everything easily, so that you also may get easily / all kinds 
of property," says he as he gives it to his son. / Immediately his 
son takes the piece of the heart and / puts it into his mouth and 
he chews it, then he swallows it. (1) Then his father takes another 190 
piece of the heart and says, / "Now eat this, the receptacle of the 
wildness of the grizzly bear, that you also/ may be wild," says 
he as he gives it to his child. Immediately / his son takes the piece 
of the heart and puts it into his mouth (5) and chews it and then 
he swallows it. Then his father / takes a piece of the heart and 
says, "Now you will eat this, / the grizzly bears' receptacle of 

. having no respect that you also l may have no respect of anything," 
says he as he gives it to his son. / Immediately his son takes it 
and puts it into his mouth and (10) chews it and then he swallows 
it. Then his father takes the / la.st piece of the heart and says, 
"Now you will/ eat this, the grizzly bear's power of killing things 
before he is struck, that you may / also kill things before you are 
struck, for ·indeed, I wish you to be / a warrior, son, as I am a 
warrior,'' says he as he (15) gives it to his son. Immediately his son 
takes the / piece of the heart and puts it into his mouth and chews 
it./ Then he swallows it. Then the man says to his child,/ "Now 
my child, you have in your stomach four things that come from / 
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the heart of the grizzly bear. Now you will for four days (20) 
purify yourself in the pond and rub your body with hemlock 
branches in the morning / and in the evening when our whole 
tribe goes to sleep. Now / wish for a good dream about the grizzly 
bear /when you always think about what you have done when 
you / ate the four pieces of the heart of the grizzly bear; the wild 
(25) animal, for I wish you to be of the same kind, child," says 
the / man to his child. If the child is a good son / he takes notice 
of all the advice given by his father and at once / he dreams a 
good dream. If he is a bad child / he does not take notice of the 
advice of his father and he says that he (30) never dreams once 
and his father just drives him away. /This is the end after this. / 

Black Bear Blood Painted on Upper Lips. / 

When a man first shoots a bear, / as soon as the man hits it he 
at once puts the (35) black bear aboard the little canoe and he tries 
to go home quickly to his/ house before the body of the bear gets 
cold. / As soon as he arrives on the beach of his house, the young 
men of the / Dza'wadEenoxu go to meet the little canoe and look 
at the bear / lying dead in the little canoe. Then the young men 
take ashore (40) the bear from the little canoe and they take it 
into the house of / the bear hunter. Then all the young men (I) 

191 wash their faces. As soon as they finish washing their faces the / 
bear hunter comes into the house. / Immediately the young men 
ask the man to cut the joint / of the palm of the right paw of the 
black bear. Immediately the (5) man takes his butchering knife 
and cuts just into/ the wrist of the right paw of the bear. As soon 
as the blood comes, / the young men put the first fingers of their 
right hands / into the blood and they smear it on their upper lips. 
As soon as they have all/ done this they go home to their houses. 
Then gets dry the (10) means of growing hair, the blood on the 
upper lips of the young men, and really / a moustache grows after 
that on the Dza'wadEenoxu, /for almost all of them have moustaches. 
That is the end. / 

Prayer to a Beaver after it has been killed. / 

"Welcome, friend, Throwing-down-in-One-Day, you Tree-Feller, 
for (15) you have agreed to come to me. The reason why I wished 
to / catch you is that you may give me your ability to work / 
that I may be like you; for nothing is impossible for you to work 
at, / friend, you, Throwing-down-in-One-Day, you Tree-Feller, 
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you Owner-of::-the-Weather. / And also that nothing evil may 
befall me in what I am doing, (20) friend," says he. / 

Use of Beaver Castorium to call Rain. / 

When the weather continues to be dry the man / cuts off the 
castorium of the beaver that he has obtained and he says/ as he 
squeezes with his right hand the castorium of the beaver (25) 
and as he puts his right hand into the water, still squeezing / it. 
Then he says aloud, / 

"O World, now this Weather-Owner of Throwing-down-in-One
Day has gone into the water. /Now this Weather-Owner of Tree
Feller has gone into the water. Now then /rain, rain, rain, flood 
that the rivers may overflow," says he (30) as the man himself 
answers his words and/ says, "Hwa, that is what I will do," says 
he, as he lifts his /hand out of the water still squeezing the castorium 
/of the beaver. Then he just puts it on the stump of a / tree. 
When there is no stump he puts (35) the castorium of the beaver 
on a log on the ground so that it may be eaten by the / birds. That 
is all after this. / 

Beaver Used as a Charm. / 

When a woman is with child and if she has a husband who is 
a hunter / of all kinds of animals then, as soon as the woman gives 
birth (40) to a boy, her husband goes into the woods where he (1) 
knows that there is a beaver dam. As soon as he sees / new 192 

cuttings of the beaver, then at once he sits down on the bank 
where / he guesses that the beaver comes up to breathe in the 
evening. As soon as the beaver comes/ and emerges he shoots it. 
Then the man (5) takes with his right hand the right paw of the 
beaver and /turns it on his back. While he is still holding it and 
while the man is looking / at the beaver he says, / 

"You have come, friend, I have come to catch you, friend, 
Throwing-down-in-One-Day, you / Tree-Feller, that you may 
come and give over to me your power of work for my ( 10) child 
which I have obtained by good luck, that he may be like you. 
For there is / nothing that you do not know in every kind of work. 
Now you will go to my / house that you may press your working 
hand against his hand / that he may be like you, friend. There 
is nothing difficult for you in / all kinds of work," says he as he 
takes up the beaver and he (15) goes home to his house. As soon 
as he enters he puts down on its back/ the beaver on a board that 
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is always lying on the floor, at the place / on which is put down 
the game as soon as he enters his house. Then the / man takes 
his child in his arms and he sits down at the edge of the / board 
on which the beaver is lying on its back. (20) The child is wrapped 
up to the waist in its wrappings. Then the man takes the/ right 
paw of the beaver and presses it against the right hand/ of the child 
and the man says, "O friend, Throwing-down-in-One-Day, /you, 
friend Tree-Feller, you have come, you have reached this our I 
little friend. He will inherit your power of (25) working everything 
easily, and he will be like you, friend / Weather-Owner, you, who 
does everything easily that you wish / to work at, friend. Please, 
give it over to our little friend," / says he as he rubs the face of 
the child/ four times against the face of the beaver. "Now, friend, 
this is the advice (30) given to me by my late fathers, that which 
should be done when I make a charm for my child / from you, 
Throwing-down-in-One-Day," says he as he takes his child hack 
to its mother. / Now the talk about the beaver is at an end. / 

Prayer to the Landotter-Trap. / 

When the trapper finds a good trail of a (35) landotter, then the 
man searches for a clear young hemlock / which is straight, two 
fingers thick. / As soon as he finds it he prays to it / and says, / 

"Thank: you, friend, that I have found you, for I have come 
here to hire you, (40) friend, to work for me that you may be the 
deadfall of my trap / for the landotter who is intelligent when he 

193 is being trapped. Now (1) only take care and call the "landotter 
to come / under you and when you fall, fall behind the shoulder 
blades so / that you kill him," says he. / 

Then he cuts down the young hemlock tree. (5) 
Then he searches for a straight, young hemlock tree, also of the 

same thickness. / As soon as he finds a straight one the man sits 
down on the ground / and, looking at the young hemlock tree he 
prays to it / and says, / 

"Thank you, friend, that I have found you for I come here to 
hire you, (10) friend, to work for me that you may be the killer
on-the-ground of my trap / for the landotter who is intelligent 
when he is being trapped. Now, only take care and help each 
other with the deadfall and/ do not let go the landotter, but only 
kill him, / says he. / 

(15) Then he chops down the young hemlock tree. / 
Then he searches for a straight young hemlock tree of the same / 
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thickness as the deadfull, and as soon as he finds it he sits down 
on the ground / and says, I 

"Thank you, friend, that I have found you, for I come to hire 
you, (20) friend, to work for me that you may be the posts of my 
trap / for the landotter who is intelligent when he is being trapped. 
Now you / will just take care and you will only help one another 
with the deadfall and the killer-on-the-ground; / you who will 
be the two posts," says he as he chops it down. / 

As soon as the man has finished working at his landotter trap 
(25) he sits down at the right hand side of his trap / and, looking 
at the trap he prays to it / and says, / 

"O, Supernatural One, now you are finished on the ground. 
Now only take care and / do not miss what you are planned for 

. and only kill the (30) landotter for I have obtained you by hiring 
you, friend, to come and help / me in my work, trapping all kinds 
of fur bearing animals. Now / go on, take care, for you are a man, 
friend," says he / as he goes home to his house. / 

As soon as he enters his house the man (35) asks his wife to go 
with him into the inner room. /Then the man tells his wife that 
he has made a new landotter trap. / "Now we will cohabit that 
may be made short timed my / trap," says he as they lie down 
and have connection./ As soon as this is done, they arise and go 
to wash in the woods. (40) At the same time they rub their bodies 
with hemlock branches. / As soon as they have done so they go 
home to their house. After / they have entered their house the 
woman gives food to her husband. / Now for four days the man 
never has connection with ( 1) his wife. After four / days, after 194: 
he has made the landotter trap, the man goes to see his / landotter 
trap. As soon as he arrives at it and he sees / that a landotter 
is in his landotter trap (5) the man just sits down at the right 
hand side of the landotter trap / and he prays to his trap first. 
He says, I 

"Thank you for what you have caught, friend, that is what 
I wished for you, what / you are like, for now you have greatly 
helped me. Only / keep on catching the same kind as you have 
now caught," says he (10) as he gets up and takes off the ballast 
on each end of his / landotter trap. As soon as all the ballast 
has been taken off / he lifts up the dead fall and he takes out the 
landotter and he / puts it down. Then he sets up his landotter 
trap. /As soon as he has done so he takes the landotter and goes 
home. (15) As soon as he enters his house he puts the landotter 
on a / mat that has been spread out. He takes his skinning knife 
and / sits down alongside of the mat on which the landotwr is 
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lying, at the / right hand side of the landotter that is lying on its 
back. Then he takes his / skinning knife and takes hold of the 
right foot (20) of the landotter and three times he pretends to cut 
it. /The fourth time he really cuts into the foot of the land otter. / 
The man draws in his breath, squeaking. Then he sb:ins the land
otter / after this. As soon as he has finished, the man takes the / 
back of the neck of the Skin of the landotter with his right hand. 
(25) He takes with his left hand the rump of the skin. / Then he 
holds it up over the skinned landotter and says, / "Now you will 
call your wife to come also," says he / as he drops the skin on the 
skinned landotter. Then again / he takes the skin and holds 
it up, and he also just (30) says the same as he has said first. Those 
are named, its mother, / and its father and its children, and its 
grandchildren and its nieces / and its nephews. Now when this 
has been done the man says to the/ skinned landotter, "Now, my 
friend, you will call those whom I have /named," says he. That 
is the end. / 

(35) Prayer to the Squirrel. / 

When an old man walks in the woods /and he sees-a squirrel, 
then at once the man / stands still on the ground and begins to 
pray to the squirrel; he says, / 

"Great, good one, Healing-Woman, we come and have met, 
you, Long-Life-Maker. (40) Do not let our meeting be bad, Super
natural One, only protect / me that no evil may befall me from 

195 sickness and that (1) the curses of those who hate me may not 
penetrate me, you, Long-Life-Maker, /and that you may, please, 
just give over to me your wealth that I / also may be rich as you 
are, great, good Supernatural One," says he. / 

This is remarkable about the squirrel that it only sits still, (5) 
sitting on the branch of the tree while it is being prayed to, as though 
it really / were listening to the words of the one who prays to it. 
Then the man says to it/ that it is a good sign for his prayer when it 
does not run away. But if/ the squirrel runs away when he begins 
to pray, then the man says /that he will have a short life and he 
is depressed after that. / 

(10) Prayer to a Dead Squirrel. / 

"You, great, good one, you, Healing-Woman, why are you in 
this way, great, good one~ Why/ have you had bad luck, great, 
good one, nimble one in our world ~ I thought you never could 
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have/ bad luck, great, good Supernatural One. What can we do 1 
For now you must become / secular, friend. Now let the super
natural power of your body (15) come over to me that I may inherit 
from you to do easily all kinds / of work, that I may be like you, 
you who easily does / all kinds of work and also, that I may be a 
good walker and / never get tired, like you, you who are a good 
walker, for you / never get tired,'' says he as he takes the dead 
squirrel. (20) Then he says to it, / 

"Now I will bury you, friend, as you might be trampled on by 
the animals / that walk about where you are lying dead, friend," 
says he as he carries the /dead squirrel and looks for a good place 
on really dry ground at the foot of a / cedar tree. When he finds 
it, he plucks off dry moss (25) and wraps it around the squirrel. 
Then he puts the squirrel on the ground, / but he puts a little 
soil on it, burying it. As soon as/ this is done he comes and leaves 
it. That is the end. I 

Prayer to the Squirrel. / 

Now it is this, when a boy has killed by throwing stones, a squirrel, 
then (30) the father of the boy searches for the place where the 
squirrel lies dead. / As soon as he finds it the man sits down and 
prays / to the squirrel and says, / 

"O, you great, good one; great, good Supernatural One, I have 
killed you accidentally, Healing-Woman. /You will only use your 
good name, you Healing-Woman, you (35) great Long-Life-Maker, 
you, great, good Supernatural One. These are your names, / 
friend, and only have mercy on me that no evil may befall me on 
account of /what I have done to you. I killed you accidentally, 
great, good Supernatural One. Now I pray you / to, please, help 
me and, please, protect /me that nothing wrong may happen to 
me in all my work," (1) says he and he takes the dead squirrel and 196 
goes to bury it at the / bottom of a tree as he wraps it in dry / moss. 
That is the end after this. / 

Prayer of a Woman after the Death of her Sister./ 

(5) It is this, when first Made-to-be-a-Cedar (Wilkwi'laku) died 
here at Fort Rupert,/ then her younger sister (Eao''mol) arose from 
the floor and stood outside of / her younger sister. Then spoke 
a:ao''mol looking at her / younger sister and said, turning to the 
right and/ kicking backward her younger sister, "Why do you run 
away, (10) cruel one 1" Then she turned around and faced her 
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younger sister. /Again she turned around and kicked her backward / 
and ~aid, "Go now to where you are going," and again she kicked 
her. / Then she said, "Go only right on to where you are going," 
and again she / kicked her and said, "You will not tum back your 
face to me and always stay (15) where you are going to," said she. / 

Now she sat down after that. She never wailed / on account of 
her younger sister, for she did not wish to be made fun of by those 
who hated her; therefore/ she did this, kicking her younger sister. 
Many /women and also men to this when a child dies (20) when 
they are hated. Now this is the end. / 

Prayer of a Mother for her Dead Child. / 

When it is the first born child of the one who has just / for the 
first time given birth, a young woman, then the woman is really / 
fond of her child. Then she engages a carver (25) to make a little 
canoe and all kinds of playthings for the boy. /And if it is a girl, 
then she engages a doll maker / to· make dolls of alder wood, and 
women are hired / by her to malte little mats and little / dishes and 
little spoons and all kinds of (30) things of this kind, even if the 
child of the woman may be only five months old. / Then her child 
begins to get sick, and not long/ is sick the child when it dies and 
the woman carries in her arms / her child. Then all the relatives 
of the / woman come to see her and all the women wail together. 
(35) As soon as all the women stop crying/ the mother of the child 
speaks aloud, / she says, / 

"Ah, ah, ah, what is the reason, child, that you have done this 
. to me ? I have tried / hard to treat you well when you came to me 
197 to have me for your mother. Look.at (1) all your toys and all the 

kinds of things. / What is the reason that you desert me, child ? 
May it be that I did something, child, to you in the way I / treated 
you, child ~ I will try better when you / come back to me, child. 
Please, only become at once (5) well in the place to which you are 
going. As soon as you are made well, / please, come back to me, 
child. Please, do not stay away there. / Please, only have mercy 
on me who is your mother, child," /says she. Then they put the 
child in the coffin / and they put it up on a hemlock tree. That 
is the end. / 

(10) Prayer of a Man to Twin Children. / 

"O Supernatural Ones, you have come, you have arrived and 
you have come / to be supernatural for us; you who come from 
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the sea, / Rich-Makers, Swimmers. Now, thank you, for / com
ing to us, (to me) and to your mother that she may come (15) 
and treat you well and you also treat us well. / Do not let anything 
evil befall us, you,/ Long-Life-Makers, only protect us, Supernatural 
Ones," said / Property-Body (Ya'qal'Enala), who belongs to 
Newettee. /. 

Prayer to Berries. / 

(20) "I have come, Supernatural Ones, you, Long-Life-Makers, 
that I may take you, / for that is the reason why you have come, 
brought by your creator, that you may come and satisfy/ me; you, 
Supernatural Ones; and this , that you do not / blame me for what 
I do to you when I set fire to you the way it is done / by my root 
(ancestor) who set fire to you in his manner when you (25) get old 
on the ground that you may bear much fruit. Look! / I come 
now dressed with my large basket and my small basket that you / 
may go into it, Healing-Women; you, Supernatural Ones. I mean 
this, that you / may not be evilly disposed towards me, friends. 
That you may only treat me well," / says she. / 

(30) Prayer of a Woman in Charge of Berry Picking/ 
in Knights Inlet. / 

This was forgotten by Place-of-Eating (Ha'mdzas) when Q!e'q!E
~alas (the name of the woman who has the right to pick the first 
Viburnum berries) / arrives at the Viburnum place. Then she 
stands looking at the Viburnum bushes / which have many Vibur
num berries on them. Then she prays to them and says, / 

(35) "I come, One-Prayed-to, I try to come to you, means of 
mercy to me, (1) that I may eat, that I may keep alive for a long 198 

time, you, Chief of-the-Upper- / World; you, Life-Owner. Pray, 
let me come next year / to stand again at the place where I am 
standing to pray to you," says she as she / picks Viburnum berries. 
'That is the end about Q!e'q!E(Calas. / 

(5) Prayer to the Olachen. / 

"Now welcome, fish, you who have come, brought by/ the Chief 
of the World-Above that I see you again, /that I come to exert 
my privilege of being the first to string / you, fish. I mean this, 
that you may have mercy on me that I may see you again (10) 
next year when you come back to this your happy place, /fish," 
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says she, as she takes with her left hand / the round cedar stick 
with a sharp end. She / takes with her right hand an olachen and 
she lifts with her / thumb the left gill of the olachen. That is 
where she pokes in (15) the sharp end of the cedar stick for stringing 
which / passes through the mouth of the olachen and she just does 
this to. all / the others. Now this has the name strung up (fish) 
as it is stretched out after this. / That is the end. / 

Prayers to the Olachen. / 

(20) It is this way when for the first time they get much olachen. 
Then all the olachen fishermen/ of the DEna'x·da'xu and 'a'wali
LEla get ready / to prepare their canoes for catching olachen with 
dipnets, and their dipnets and their / punting poles, so that all 
may be ready. Then all the men / look at K!wa'maxalas who has 
the privilege of being the first to (25) fish with the dipnet for olachen 
at his fishing place, Eagle Nest (Kwe'gwats!e), which begins with 
the myth / at the fishing place of Song-Dancer (Q!a'mtalal), the 
root of K!wa'maxalas. Now/ K!wa'maxalas carries on his shoulder 
the punting pole and the dipnet pole / and he goes aboard his canoe 
for fishing with the dipnet. Then he poles up the river / and he 
goes across to Eagle Nest. As soon as he arrives (30) he takes the 
pa.inter of his canoe and ties the end / of the painter to the tying 
place which sticks out, the/ top of a fallen tree. As soon as he has 
tied it he takes his / dipnet and he prays to his dipnet before he 
dips it into the water. / Now his prayer says, / 

(35) "Go on, friend, on account of the reason why you came, 
placed in the hands of my / late ancestors by our Chief Above, 
our Father, and go and gather in yourself the / fish, that you may 
be full when you come back, friend. Now / go into the water 
where you may stay, .friend," says he as he dips the dipnet into 
the water. /As soon as he reaches the bottom with the lower end 

199 of his dipnet he pulls it four times (1) with the mouth of the dipnet 
down stream, then he hauls it up. /As soon as K!wa'maxalas sees 
the olachen in / his dipnet he takes hold of both sides of the dipnet 
and he says while / he prays looking at the olachen, / 

(5) "Now come, fish, you who come being sent by our / Chief 
Above, our Praised One, and you come trying to come to me. / 
Now call the fish to come and follow your magic power / that they 
may come to me," says he. / 

Then K!wa'maxalas pours the olachen into his olachen fishing 
(10) canoe. Four times he dips in the net for olachen, / then he 
goes home. Now all the tribes who fish for olachen / along the 
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river of Dza'wade begin to fish olachen with their dipnets and / 
they all pray when they first haul up the dipnets when they / see 
many olachen caught by their dipnets and all have (15) different 
ways of praying, said he. 

This is the prayer of a / common man: / 
"Now you have come, grandfather, you fish, that you may not/ 

ill-treat me, that you may only bring good luck by your coming/ 
to me, Supernatural Ones, you Dancers, I pray you, Supernatural 
Ones, (20) that we may meet again next year and, please, protect/ 
me, friends, you fish," says he. / 

"Thank you, grandchildren, that you have come to me to / 
• make me rich as it is done by you, fish, you, / Dancers. You will 

protect me that I may see you again (25) next year, grandchildren. 
Thank you that you do not disdain / trying to come to me, Super-
natural Ones," says he. I · 

Prayers to t~e Sockeye Salmon. / 

It is this, when first Head-of-the-World ('nala~Emalis), who 
belongs to the Ma'dilbec, /caught sockeye salmon at the river of 
Port Nevill (Xa'xEm}, hooking the sockeye salmon with his hook. 
(30) As soon as he caught the sockeye salmon with his hook, then he 
clubbed it once / so that it was not really dead and he put it down 
on the /pebbly beach near the bank of the river. He did not / 
allow the sockeye salmon to lie on the soil at the foot of / trees. 
As soon as nine sockeye salmons had been hooked (35) he broke 
off long withes of young cedar. He twisted them / and as soon as he 
reached the (thick) end of his twisting, he strung it through the 
necks of the / sockeye salmon so that the end of the withe showed 
at the mouth of the sockeye salmon. / Then he tied together the 
ends of the cedar withes. As soon as he had done so / he looked at 
the sockeye salmon that had been strung up on the hoop of cedar 
withes. (40) Then he said praying to them, / 

(1) "O, Swimmers, this is the dream given by you, to be the way 200 
of my/ late grandfathers when they first caught you at your play
ground in this river./ Now you will be in the same way, Swimmers. 
I do not club you twice, / for I do not wish to club to death your 
souls so that (5) you may go home to the place where you come 
from, Supernatural Ones, you, /givers of heavy weight. I mean 
this, Swimmers, why should I not go to the end of / the dream 
given by you~ Now I shall wear you as a neckring going to my 
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house, / Supernatural Ones, you, Swimmers," said he as he took 
the / hoop-shaped string of sockeye salmon and put it around his 
neck. Then he came(lO)home. As soon as he entered his house, 
his wife / took a new mat made of broad strips and spread it out. / 
Now Head-of-the-World took off his neckring of sockeye salmon 
strung up. / Then he took hold of the sides of the ring of the sockeye 
salmon which were strung up and / said, / 

(15) "O Swimmel'S, now I come and take you into my house. 
Now I will/ go and lay you down on this mat which is spread on 
the floor for you, / Swimmers. This is your own saying when you 
came and gave a dream to my/ late grandfathers. Now you will 
go," said he as he turned around and / put down the ring of sockeye 
salmon strung upon (20) the mat that had been spread pout. That 
was all the work of Head-of-the-World, / except the making of · 
roastings tongs. Immediately the wife of / Head-of-the-World, 
Kii'iq:iilao'pa, took her carrying basket and /went to the woods 
to get dead moss. As soon as she found the dead moss she/ put 
it into her basket and came home. She (25) carried the basket 
containing the dead moss and put it down / near the edge of the 
mat which had been spread out, on which the sockeye salmon 
were laid. Then she / took her fish knife and Kii'iq:iilao'pa sat 
down at the edge of the mat. / She took up one of the sockeye 
salmon with her left hand / and holding with her right hand her 
fishknife, (30) Kii'iq:iilao'pa prayed to the sockeye salmon and 
said, I 

"Thank you, Swimmers, you, Supernatural Ones, that you have 
come/ to try to save our lives, (mine) and my husbands, that we 
may not die of hunger, / you, Long-Life-Maker, only protect us 
that /nothing evil may befall us, you, Rich-Maker-Woman; and 
also this, that we (35) may meet again next year, good, great 
Supernatural Ones," says she and / then she cut the sockeye 
salmon. /.· 

You know already all about the ways of the women when they/ 
cut the salmon and as they roast it and dry it. / This is the one 
thing I know, for I walked together with (40) Head-of-the-World 
when he went up the river of Port Nevill. / 

(1) Prayer to the Salmon. / 

And also this when a man goes to spear the sockeye salmon 
which / come gathering at the mouth of the river of Gwa'dze. 
Then the / spearsman stands in the bow of his spearing canoe. 
(5) Generally his wife is the steersman. As soon as / he spears 
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a sockeye salmon and when he hits the sockeye salmon that is 
speared by him, / then the man makes a squeaking sound. And 
when / the man hauls in the sockeye salmon into his little canoe / 
he takes his club and he clubs it once. (10) After he has pulled 
out his spear point from the sockeye salmon, he holds with his 
two hands / the sockeye salmon and the man looks at it and / prays 
to it and says, / 

"We have come to meet alive, Swimmer. Do not feel wrong 
about what I/ have done to you, friend Swimmer, for that is the 
reason why you come that I (15) may spear you, that I may eat 
you, Supernatural One, you, Long-Life-Giver, / you, Swimmer. 
Now protect us, (me) and my /wife, that we may keep well, that 
nothing may be difficult for us / that we wish to get from you, 
Rich-Maker-Woman. Now / call after you your father and your 
mother and uncles and aunts and (20) elder brothers and sisters 
to come to me also, you, / Swimmers, you Satiater," says he. 
Then he puts down his / salmon which he has speared, in his canoe. 
As soon as he has speared many / sockeye salmon he goes home. 
When he arrives / at the beach of his house, the man steps out of 
his canoe, (25) with his wife. Then his wife takes her / carrying 
basket and gives it to her husband. He goes down / the beach 
and puts into it the sockeye salmon which he has speared (which 
has two / names, also sockeye salmon obtained by spearing), into 
the carrying basket. / Then his wife spreads a new mat in her 
house. (30) As soon as she has done so, her husband comes carrying 
the basket containing the sockeye salmon / and pours the sockeye 
salmon obtained by spearing on the mat that has been spread 
out. / Now his wife takes her fishknife and sits down alongside 
the / mat. Then she holds with her left hand one / sockeye salmon 
and holding with her right hand her fishknife (35) she prays to 
the sockeye salmon and says, / 

"Welcome, Supernatural One, you, Swimmer, you have come 
trying to come / to me, you, who always come every year of our 
world, that you come to set us right / that we may be well. Thank 
you,/ thank you sincerely, you, Swimmer. I mean this, that you, 
please, (40) will come next year that we may meet alive, that you, 
please, / protect me that nothing evil may befall me, Supernatural 
One, you, (1) Swimmer. Now I will do what you came here for 202 
that I should do to you,''/ says she and she cuts it. Here is, where 
I shall stop my words, / for you know all the ways of what is done 
with the salmon. / 
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Prayer to the Owl. / 

(5) Now I am going to talk about what was seen by me, the owl, 
the smallest / owl which is hardly larger than a / sparrow. As soon 
as it gets towards evening the owls fly about. / when the sky is 
clear and that is when used to sit in their summer seats / the early 
Kwakiutl. Then often the owl comes ( 10) close to the ground 
outside of the houses next to the place where are sitting down on 
the ground / the men, as though it was looking for something that 
is being looked for by it. It is as though it had / found it when it 
sits down on the head of a man. / Then the man takes hold of the 
owl and the man says to the / owl, / 

(15) "Welcome, Supernatural One, thank you for coming, trying 
to come to me that I /may see you, Long-Life-Maker. Please do 
this often / you who are the owner of my soul, for you are not seen 
when you are inside of me./ Now you are good, when you pretend 
to be a bird, for you come and sit down on my / head, Healing
Woman. I mean this, now I will dress (20) you, Supernatural One," 
says he as the man carries the owl / and goes into his house. He 
takes his hide / paint bag and powders ocher all over the body of 
the / owl. As soon as the owl is covered all over with ocher / the 
man goes out of his house and sits down again (25) where he had 
first been sitting. Then he says to the owl, / 

"Supernatural One, now you are dressed up. Please, do not 
leave me and/ pray, take good care of me that nothing evil may 
befall me, you,/ Long-Life-Maker. Now go," says he and he opens 
his / fingers. Immediately the owl fl,ies away. (30) Many men 
say that owls sit down on top of their heads. / There are more 
women then men on whose heads the / owl sits down. That is 
the end./ 

Prayer for Success in Berry Picking. / 

Now everything was learned by L!i'IE'yeg·ilis after this. (35) 
Not long after this she menstruated for the first time. As soon as 
she had washed four times / her mother told L!i'IE1yeg·llis to take 
her small / berry basket and to go and pick buds of / all kinds of 
fruits, "that you may get them easily when you pick / all kinds 

203 of fruits in summer," said Q!ane'sx·i1Iaku to her (1) daughter 
L!i'IE'yeg·llis. Immediately L!i'IE1yeg·ilis / took her small basket 
and hung it on her back. Now her mother/ did not carry anything 
as they went out of the house to go inland. / As soon as they arrived 
at a patch of salmonberry bushes (5) Q!ane'sx-i1laku asked L!i'IE-
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'yeg·ilis to pick off the buds of the / salm.onberries and to put 
them into her small basket. Immediately / L!a'lE'yeg·ilis pinched 
off the buds quickly and/ put them into her small basket. And 
she had not taken many/ when she stopped and moved to a huckle
berry bush and pinched off the buds (10) and she put them on 
to the buds of the salmonberry bush. / As soon as her small basket 
was half full of buds of salmonberries / and huckleberries L!a'lE'ye
g·ilis moved and went to a crabapple tree / and pinched off its buds 
and put them on to the / buds of the huckleberry bush. As soon as 
her small basket was nearly full (15) she moved and went to an 
elderberry tree and pinched off its buds / and put them on to the 
crabapples and when / her small basket was full L!a'lE'yeg·ilis came 
back home with her/ mother. As soon as they had come into their 
house L!a'lE'yeg·llis /put down on the floor her small basket. Her 
mother asked her to (20) sit down alongside the small basket. 
As soon as she was seated on the floor / her mother sat down by 
her side and then Q!ane'sx·i1laku said to her/ daughter, "Now I will 
pray in your place for the four kinds of things you /have picked, 
child," said she, and she said looking at the / small basket, / 

(25) "O Supernatural Ones, now you have come, picked by my 
daughter and, / please, protect her so that she may grow up well, 
that she may live long / in this world and that she may easily 
pick you, / Supernatural Ones, w'4en you get ripe this summer, 
you, Long-Life-Makers, please,"/ said she. Then Q!ane'sx·Naku 
took the small basket containing the buds (30) and hung it up 
in the corner of the house. Then/ it will stay there hanging until 
the season when all/ the fruits get ripe in summer. Now at last 
is ended the teaching of . / L!a'lE'yeg·ilis. / 

Prayer to Hellebore. / 

(35) When a man first fmds hellebore as he goes looking for it/ 
on the banks of a river, the man sits down on the ground near / 
to the hellebore. He says, "At last I come and find you, great, 
good Supernatural One, /you, Life-Maker, you, Long-Life-Maker. 
I come to pray to you, / friend, that you may make well my wife 
who is troubled with constipation, that you (40) may have mercy 
and scrape away what causes constipation of my poor wife, (1) 
that you may have mercy and set her right. Please, scrape out 204 .::· 

her inside that/ all the badness may come out. This is my prayer 
to your good hand, / great, good, Supernatural One, for whom 
there is nothing that he cannot do to / all kinds of sickness. I pray 
you, Supernatural One, that you (5) do not allow also your bad 

14 
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hand to come / which often causes accidents to secular men," says / 
the man as he digs out the hellebore. He does not pull out / the 
hellebore, for he does not want also to come out the / thin roots, 
for he only cuts them off from the round (10) end of the hellebore, 
for that is which is referred to by the Indians as "bad hand of/ the 
hellebore," the thin roots. Now the hellebore is in this way/ when 
it is taken. This is referred to by the Indians /as "good hand of the 
hellebore," when it is in this way; / the Indians say that its bad 
hand is kept, in the way (15) the hellebore is in the small boxes 
of sea hunters / kept ready against seamonsters in case they should 
emerge, for immediately / the sea hunter takes the hellebore out 
of his box and / plucks off the thin roots and puts them into the 
water on each side / of his small hunting canoe. Immediately the 
seamonster (20) sinks down on account of the bad hand of the 
hellebore, its thin roots. / Sometimes a man makes a mistake and 
takes the whole / hellebore with the thin roots. Then he rubs the / 
hellebore on a flat sandstone which lies in water in a /small dish. 
As soon as the water in the small dish gets milky, (25) the hellebore 
water is strong enough. Then the / man stops rubbing the hellebore 
on the sandstone and he takes / cotton cloth and spreads it over 
the mouth of a cup to strain it into it. / He pours the hellebore 
water on to it and into the strainer. / Three times he strains it 
through. As soon as this is done the man (30) tells his wife to sit 
up. As soon as / the woman sits up the man says to the hellebore 
water, / "Now, go on, great Supernatural One, take mercy on 
our / friend who is in trouble and, please, set her right, you / merciful 
one, Long-Life-Giver," says he as he gives the cup (35) to his wife. 
Then the man says to his wife, "Just / drink it quickly that you 
may not taste it," says he. Then the/ woman takes the cup and 
pours it quickly into her / mouth and swallows it. She has no 
time to lie down when she / vomits and after that she has diarrhoea. 
She just (40) keeps on vomiting. She vomits some time until / 
she begins to vomit pure blood. Now the woman is choked/ and 

205 dies. The man did not know that ( 1) the thin roots of the hellebore 
are bad when they are put into the water to be drunk / by the 
woman. If he is expert in finding it, then first / his knife is taken 
and he cuts off the thin roots. / When he has cut off all the thin 
roots, then (5) it is not bad. That is the end. / 

Prayer to Water Hemlock. / 

When the man arrives at a patch of water hemlock / he sits 
down at the edge of it. He says, praying, / "I have come, Super-
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natural Ones, I have arrived to ask you that you will, please, (10) 
go to save the life of my wife with your water of life, you, Life
Makers, you, / Supernatural Ones, for that is the reason why you 
came to grow on the supernatural ground. / I mean this, you, 
Supernatural-Power-of-the-Ground, now I will dig/you up, friends, 
that you may go and set right my wife, that she/ may get well," 
says he as he digs up the water hemlock. (15) As soon as he has dug 
out many he puts them into / a small basket. Then he goes home. 
As soon as he enters his house/ he says to his wife, "Now the Super
natural One has come here who says that you / may stop being 
sick," says he. Then his wife says, / "I hope I may get well at 
once," says she. Then the man (20) takes a dish and pours water 
into it. He puts into it the / roots of the hellebore and he washes 
them that all the soil/ sticking to them may come off. As soon as he 
has washed them he takes a / kettle and pours the washed water 
hemlock into the kettle. / Then he pours water on it and puts it 
on the fire. (25) It is boiling for a long time. As soon as it gets soft / 
he takes it off the fire. Then the man pours / grease into it. Then 
he places the kettle containing the hemlock water in front of/ his 
wife. He takes a small spoon und gives it to her. /Then his wife 
holds the small spoon, looking at the (30) boiled water hemlock. 
Then she prays and says, / "Come, Supernatural One, and come 
to set me right, and, please, / take out the cause of my trouble, 
you, Long-Life-Maker. Now I/ pray you, Supernatural One, to take 
pity on me that I may get well, you, /Long-Life-Maker," says she. / 

(35) Then the woman eats the hemlock / using a small spoon, 
with the juice and the grease. / After she has eaten all with the 
spoon it does not take long until / she defecates, what is referred 
to by the Indians as going to stool. That is / the purgative of the 
early Indians, the water hemlock. This is the end about the (40) 
boiled water hemlock. / 

( 1) This is also the water hemlock about which I will talk again, 206 

for/ the raw water hemlock is an emetic when it is washed so that/ 
all the soil comes off. Then the man takes a rough / sandstone and 
a small dish and he pours water into it. (5) Then he puts the sand
stone into the water and he takes one water hemlock plant / 
and rubs it on the stone. As soon as much has been rubbed /he 
pours it into a teacup so that it is full, and holding the / cup the 
woman prays, "O, Supernatural One, I come /to ask you to try 
to heal me, that you heal me, you who is asked to heal and, (10) 
please, save me, you, Life-Owner, and do not let me be overcome 
by the / Short-Life-Maker-Woman and by the Killing-Woman; 
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and, please, take me away / from them that I may live a little 
while. Now go on, Supernatural One,/ now you will go into me 
and you will drive away my / diseases that I may vomit," says 
she as she drinks the (15) water hemlock in water. Now the water 
is cold as she drinks it. /Then the man waits until she feels qualmish. 
/ As soon as she vomits what is referred to by the Indians as the 
"green color," as / soon as she has vomited all the green color, 
then afterwards the water hemlock / in water is also vomited by 
her. That is referred to by the Indians as "done well" (20) when it 
is done that way. I 

It is also a purgative, boiled hemlock mixed with grease. / It 
is a means of vomiting when it is rubbed raw on a sandstone and 
she / drinks it with the water. That is the end. / 

Yellow Dock Root, Rumex Occidentalis S. Watson. / 
(25) And also this, when a woman has a swelling in the throat, 

and when for a long time / she has a stomach ache, then the woman 
asks her husband to / go and look for yellow dock and to dig up 
four roots. / "Now take care and do not make a mistake when you 
pray to them," says the /woman to her husband. Immediately 
the man goes into the (30) woods looking for yellow dock plants. 
When he finds them he sits down on the ground. / Now he prays 
and says, "I have come, I have reached / you, Supernatural Ones, 
to come and pray of you to go and, please, heal / my poor wife 
who for a long time has had a stomach ache, / you, merciful ones, 
and please, make her well, you, Supernatural Ones," (35) says he 
as he digs them up and takes the roots. As soon as/ he has ob
tained by digging many roots of the yellow dock, he comes / home. 
As soon as he enters his house the man says / to his sick wife, 
"Here has come this Supernatural One / who says that now you 
will be made well by him," says he. Then says (40) his wife, 
"Thank you for the words of the Supernatural One," says she. / 

207 Now the man takes a small dish and pours ( 1) water into it. He 
puts the yellow dock into it and he washes off the / dirt from it. 
As soon as it is washed off he takes a kettle / and puts the yellow 
dock into it. Then he pours water into it. / He puts the kettle 
on the fire. Then he lets it boil a long time. (5) As soon as the 
boiled yellow dock is boiled to pieces it is done. / Then the man 
takes a small dish and a small spoon. / He pours the boiled yellow 
dock into the small dish and / puts it in front of his wife. He 
gives her the small spoon. / Now the sick woman holds the small 
spoon while she is praying, (10) looking into the small dish. She 
says, "Come, Supernatural One, / I have got you by inviting you 
to come and, please, make we well, / Supernatural One. Now you 
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will go into me that you may drive away this / sickness that 
troubles me, you, pitiful one, Supernatural Ones, / says the sick 
woman./ 

(15) Then she eats the yellow dock using the spoon, with the 
juice. /As soon as she has done so, the man takes the kettle and puts 
it / on the fire, for much of the yellow dock is left over by his wife. / 
Then the man takes a piece of cotton cloth and / spreads it over the 
small dish. As soon as the yellow dock gets hot (~O) he takes it 
off from the fire and he pours the / hot yellow dock on the cotton 
cloth. Then he folds up the / cotton cloth and wraps it around the 
yellow dock and squeezes it/ until all the water comes out. Then 
he puts it on above the /navel of his wife. As soon as he puts it 
on the (25) man prays and says, "O, Supernatural One, now / 
help each other with your other part that has gone inside the 
stomach / of our friend that, please, our friend may get well 
quickly, / Supernatural One, Long-Life-Maker," says he. And it 
is not very /long that the hot yellow dock stays on her stomach 
when her stomach begins to rumble. (30) Then the sick woman 
defecates after that. / Now the pain in her stomach stops. That 
is the end. I 

When there is a swelling on the body of a man, his wife / goes 
into the woods searching for yellow dock and skunk cabbage. As 
soon as/ she finds the yellow dock plants she sits down and prays. 
She (35) says, "I have come and found you, Supernatural One, 
that I may pray you to, please, /make well my husband who has 
a swelling on his body, you, Healing-Woman, /that you may set 
him right, you, Long-Life-Maker, please," says she, looking / at 
the yellow dock. "Now I shall dig you out of the ground, Super

.natural One," / says she as she digs out its root. As soon as she 
has obtained enough (40) by digging, the woman says to the roots 
of the yellow dock/ as she is holding them, "Now take care, Super
natural One, not alone will you / make well my husband, for now 
I shall act according to the (1) dream you gave to my late grand- 208 
fathers long ago when you said you would / help each other with 
our friend the root of the skunk cabbage. / Now we will go and 
look for it," says she as she stands up carrying the roots of the / 
yellow dock and she starts. As soon as she finds the skunk cabbage 
(5) the woman puts down the yellow dock roots which she carries./ 
She prays and says, "Now I have come, now I have reached you, / 
Supernatural One, to ·come and beg you to help each other, /skunk 
cabbage, with your power and the yellow dock that you, please, / 
make well my husband, you, Long-Life-Maker of supernatural 
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power," (10) says the woman as she digs it up. Then she takes all 
the roots of / one skunk cabbage plant. Then she comes home. / 
As soon as she enters her house she puts them down and she takes 
a / dish and pours water into it. Then she takes the two kinds 
of / roots and puts them into the water and she washes off the soil 
on them. (15) As soon as this is done she puts them into a kettle. 
She / pours water into it and she puts the kettle on the fire. Now I 
she lets it boil for a long time. As soon as the two kinds of roots 
are in pieces /the kettle is taken off the fire. Then the woman / 
takes a short board and puts it down. She spreads (20) cotton 
cloth on it and she takes the kettle and pours the / boiled roots 
on the cotton cloth. As soon as all / the water has run off she 
wraps the roots in the cotton cloth. / She puts it on the swelling. 
Then the man prays / and says, "Now you have come on to it, 
Supernatural Ones, on this my sickness. (25) Go on, please, kill 
it, that it may die that you have mercy/ on me and you make me 
well, Supernatural Ones, you,/ Long-Life-Maker," says he. Some
times they put on twice / the mixed yellow dock and skunk cabbage 
roots, then/ the swelling is reduced. That is the end. / 

(30) Hemlock Roots. / 

When there is a sore inside the mouth of a man or a / woman, 
when for a long time a bum does not heal, then the / man goes into 
the woods and digs out the roots of a hemlock tree. /As soon as 

. the roots show on the ground he prays. (35) The man says looking 
at the roots, "I have come, friend, / I have reached you, Super
natural One, that you may go and, please, heal the / old sore on 
the hip of my wife, you, /owner of the Life-Making-Woman, you 
Supernatural One. I mean this, friend, / that I will now take you, 
the cause of your supernatural. power, Supernatural One," says 

209 (40) the man as he takes his knife and scrapes off the rough (1) bark 
of the root. As soon as it is all off he shaves off/ the bark. When 
he has shaved off four pieces he goes home. /As soon as he enters 
his house he takes two / stones and puts down the flatter one. 
He takes the (5) bark of the root of the hemlock tree and lays 
it on the / flat stone. He does not act strongly when he hammers 
with the round/ stone on the thin bark. As soon as it is all hammered 
/ he takes a large shell of a horse clam and he takes the / hammered 
pieces of bark and puts them into the shell. He pours (10) 
water on them and he does not touch them for one night. When / 
day comes in the morning the man looks at the shell. / He sees 
that the water is really red. Then he takes / a washbasin and pours 
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fresh water into it. He goes to the / place where his wife is lying 
sick, carrying the washbasin. Then he (15) washes off the scabs 
over the sore on the hip. /As soon as the scabs of the sore are all 
off he takes the shell which /contains the acrid roots of the hemlock 
tree, for that is / the name "of the medicine. Then the man takes 
white cotton cloth / and dips it into the acrid roots. As soon as the 
cotton cloth is soaked (20) with the acrid roots he presses it on the 
space the size of the sore. /After he has done so the man prays/ 
and says, "Go on, Supernatural One, take pity and heal up this 
great / sickneBB that comes and shows itself on the poor one who / 
has been sick for a long time. Now you will show your power to me 
as you (25) have supernatural power, Long-Life-Maker, you, Life
Maker," says he. / Then the woman also prays and says, "O / 
Supernatural One, you have come to this great sickness, let me/ 
see your power and, please, heal it at once, / please, you, Sore
Healing-Woman, you, Supernatural Power of the Ground, (30) 
go on, take mercy on me," says she. / 

Then the man always washes it with the acrid roots in the/ morning 
and in the evening; the old sore on the hip of his wife. / Often it 
heals up at once. / 

(35)------ I 
These are the acrid roots which are taken by a woman to be / 

taken in the mouth when her child has a sore throat or when the 
gums are sore./ When thewomanhastakentheacridrootsthathave 
been folded up / she sits down in front of her child and she prays 
(40) looking at the acrid roots. She says, "Supernatural One, / 
I wish to find out your power that you may, please, heal the / • 
inside of his mouth, you, Supernatural One, to whom I pray, you, 
Sore-Healing-Woman, / you who are the supernatural power of 
the ground, have mercy on him and make him well," (1) says 2l0 
she. Then the woman puts the acrid roots into the mouth / of her 
child and her child keeps always in his mouth / the acrid roots until 
the inside of his mouth is healed. /This is all about these acrid roots./ 

(5) Medicines for Diarrhoea. / 

When a woman has had for a long time diarrhoea and / it comes 
out of her body like slime of the salmon mixed / with blood, then 
the man takes a small basket and / goes out of the house. He 
starts and goes inland searching for a (10) hemloclr tree. As soon 
as he has found a good hemlock / he sits down and digs out a long 
ways, his digging following the straight / roots and he prays and 
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says, "O, Long-Life-Maker,/ I come to beg you to, please, cure my 
wife who / is troubled with diarrhoea, you, Supernatural One, 
your acrid roots. (15) Now you will go, Long-Life-Maker and make 
alive my wife, / you, Healing-Woman," says he as he takes his 
knife and shaves off / the bark of the root. As soon as much 
has been shaved off/ he finds a juniper bush. He sits down at the 
edge of it and prays / and says, "O Long-Life-Maker, I come and 
pray you to (20) go and, please, help each other with our friend 
acrid roots. Please, /do cure my wife who is troubled with diarrhoea, 
you, Supernatural One, / juniper bush. Now you will go, Life
Maker, to / make alive my wife, you, Healing-Woman," says 
he as he breaks off the /tips of the juniper bush. As soon as he 
has broken of enough (25) of the juniper bush he looks for a fern. 
(Struthiopteris picans, L. J. Underw.) /Then the man sits down 
near it and prays / and says looking at the fern, "O Long-Life
Maker, I come/ to beg you to, please, help our friends/ acrid roots 
and juniper bush and please cure my (30) wife who is troubled 
with diarrhoea, you, Supernatural One, fern. /Now you will go, 
Life-Maker, to save my/ wife, you, Healing-Woman," says he as 
he digs up the Struthiopteris. / Only its root is taken and as soon 
as he has obtained enough / by digging he looks for Polypodium 
glycorrhiza D. C. Then he sits down at its edge (35) and prays 
to it and says, "O, friend, I have come, I reached/ you in this 
manner as you gave the dream to my late grandfathers, for he I 
was told to come to this supernatural ground where you grow / 
and our friends acrid roots of the hemlock / and juniper bush and 
fern and you, Polypodium glycorrhiza, that you may go and, (40) 
please, help one another with your powers to cure my poor wife I 
w~o is very much troubled with diarrhoea, you Supernatural 

211 Ones. (1) Now I pray to you that you try to save my wife, you, I 
Healing-Women, please," says he as he digs it up. Then only I 
the roots of the Polypodium glycorrhiza are taken. As soon as 
he has dug up many, /he puts all into the small basket and (5) 
goes home. As soon as he enters his house he takes a / clean dish 
and pours water into it and then is first / washed the Polypodium 
glycorrhiza and next the Struthiopteris picans. / He does not wash 
the acrid roots and the juniper bush. / Then he takes a large kettle 
and puts into it all the (10) four kinds of medicine. He pours 
water into it so that it is full / and he puts it on the fire. Now it 
is boiling all day long./ As soon as it is evening the kettle/ is taken 
off from the fire. Then is strained the really red / juice and it is 
poured into the kettle. Then the {15) man puts down the medicine 
consistingof allkinds inthewater, infront ofhis wife. /Heputsdown 
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a cup for her to drink with./ Now the sick woman wishes. to drink 
it. She takes / the cup and dips it into the medicine. Then she 
holds the / cup which is full of medicine and she prays and says, 
(20) "O, Supernatural Ones, you have come, you have reached me, 
for you will save / me, you, Long-Life-Makers, you, Healing
Women / and, please, make me well, please, set me right / that 
I may be right inside as I was before when I was strong. / I pray 
you, Supernatural Ones, to, please, make me well (25) for I am to 
be pitied," says she as she drinks the/ medicine of all kinds in the 
water. Four times she drinks it, each time one/ teacup each day. 
Then it is ended with / the medicines of all kinds in the water, 
for that is the name of the medicine for / diarrhoea. Generally the 
one who is sick with diarrhoea (30) gets well when she drinks the 
medicine, for right away the pain stops /in her stomach. / 

Yell ow Cedar and Spruce Root. / 

When a man thinks that there is a swelling of the kidneys of his / 
wife, then the man goes into the woods and when he comes to (35) 
a spruce patch he sits down and digs along the / roots of the spruce 
tree and as soon as the root is uncovered/ the man prays and says, 
"O /Supernatural One, I come to pray to you that you may go, 
please, to my sick wife / to cure her, you, Long-Life-Maker, you 
Life-Maker, that you(40) may please save her, that you go and help 
each other, Supernatural Ones, / with our friend yellow cedar 
leaves, you for whom there is nothing that you cannot (1) do to 212 
all kinds of sickness, Supernatural One. Now I /truly pray you, 
merciful Supernatura lOne," says he as he takes his / knife and 
shaves off the bark of the root of the spruce. /As soon as he has 
enough he puts the acrid roots of the spruce ( 5) into the small basket 
which is carried by him. He starts and goes to a / patch of yellow 
cedar. As soon as he finds a young yellow cedar he / sits down 
under it and prays. He says, "Look / at me, I am to be pitied on 
account of my poor wife who / has been lying down sick for a long 
time with a swelling of the kidney. Please, (10) have mercy on 
her and, please, help each other with your powers, with our friend, / 
acrid roots of the spruce, that my wife may really get well. / Please, 
Supernatural One, you, Healing-Woman, you, Long-Life-Maker," 
says he. / Then he breaks off the soft ends of the leaves of the 
yellow cedar and puts them into / the small basket. As soon as 
they are all inside with the acrid roots (15) of the spruce tree he 
goes home and so he enters / his house. / 

Now he just does the same way as was done to the four kinds 
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of / medicines all in water. As soon as it has been strained he / 
. pours it into another kettle, then the man (20) dips a cup into the 
acrid roots of the spruce and the / cedar tips. Then he gives it to 
his wife. His wife takes / the cup and holds it looking at it as she 
is praying / and says, "You have come, Supernatural One, that 
you may, please, make me well, / you, Source-of-Health, you 
Supernatural One. Now, I pray you, please, (25) ease this pain 
of my sickness, / Supernatural One," says she as she drinks the 
acrid roots of the spruce tree. /Four times she drinks the medicine 
in one day. / That is the end. / 

Bark of Salmon-Berry Vines. / 

(30) When for a long time does not heal up a sore or a /bum, 
then the man goes to a patch of salmon-berry bushes on / the bank 
of the river. As soon as he finds an old salmon-berry bush on the 
ground/ he sees the bark loosely flapping over./ Then he sits down 
and then he prays. (35) He says, "Don't be startled, Supernatural 
One, by my coming / and sitting down to make a request of you, 
Supernatural One. I mean this, :this is the reason why I come / to 
you. I come to you to pray you, please, to (let me) take some of 
your blanket,/ Sore-Healer, that it may heal the bum of my child/ 
(or he might say the sore of my child), that, please, may heal up 
his (40) bum, Supernatural One," says he as he peels off the loose/ 
bark of the salmon-berry bush. As soon as he has peeled off enough 

213 ( 1) the man goes home and as soon as he enters his house / he hangs 
up the small basket, in which the sore-healer is, / right over the 
fire of his house that it may be thoroughly dry. As soon / as it 
is dry he takes out the sore-healer from the small basket (5) and 
puts it on a piece of cotton cloth. Then he wraps it up and / 
hammers it with a stone so that it is broken up. As soon as /it 
is now like flour he stops hammering and takes hot / water and 
washes the sore of his child so that the / scab comes off. When it 
is all off he wipes off the wetness {10) of the sore and after he has 
done so he takes the/ sore-healer. He holds it while he is praying 
and says, / "O, Supernatural One, now I put you on to the sore 
of my child / that you may lick off this great sickness, that you, / 
please, make it heal, you, Supernatural One, that, please, it {15) 
may heal up, please, you, Healing-Woman, you, Long-Life-Maker, 
please, / take pity on me that my mind may be at rest, you, Super
natural One," says he, as he / sprinkles the powdered sore-healer 
on the sore. Now / the sore-healer is put thick on the sore. As 
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soon as it / gets day in the morning he washes off the sore-healer 
and he puts on (20) new sore-healer on the sore. That is the end. / 

And that is also the same, the thin bark on the back of the / 
blackcaps, for it is a ·sore-healer for sores and burns. / That is 
also done in the same way as is done with the sore-healer of the 
salmon-berry bush,/ for there is no difference between them. There
fore I shall not (25) talk about it. / 

Bark of "Pigeon Tree." / 

When a woman is constipated then her husband / takes a small 
basket and his knife and goes out of his / house to go into the woods 
to search for a pigeon tree which is difficult to find. (30) As soon 
as he finds it he sits down under the pigeon tree / and he prays. 
He says, "I have come and found you, Supernatural One, / indeed, 
for this is why you come, sent by the one who made you, that you, 
please, /may make us well when we are sick with constipation, / 
you, Long-Life-Maker, you, Healing-Woman. And so I come now 
to ask you to cure, (35) Supernatural One, that you may go, 
please, and cure my wife, the poor one, /that you, please, save her, 
you, Life-Maker, Supernatural One," /says he as he peels off the 
bark of the pigeon tree. / When he has peeled off much of the bark 
he puts it into the / small basket and goes home. As soon as he 
enters his (1) house he at once takes a large kettle and / washes 214 
it out and when it is clean inside, he puts into it the / bark of the 
pigeon tree and he pours fresh water / on it. When it is full of 
water he puts it on the (5) fire. Now it is boiling for a long time; 
then the man / takes the kettle off the fire. He takes another 
kettle /and pours into it the juice of the cooked bark, into the kettle. 
/ He takes the kettle and puts it down / near where his wife is 
sitting. Then he gives a cup (10) to his wife and his wife dips it 
into the pigeon tree (decoction), for/ that is the name of the laxative 
medicine. She holds the / cup full of the pigeon tree ( decoction) 
and prays and / says, "O, Supernatural One, you have come, 
you have come to save me, / you, Life-Owner, that I may live 
longer, you, Long-Life-Maker, please, (15) you, Healing-Woman, 
that you, please~ may cure me that I may become well, please, / 
Supernatural One. That you, please, make me well as I am to 
be pitied, / you, Merciful-One. Now I truly pray to you that you / 
go inside of me, you, that you may set right my stomach," /says 
she as she drinks the pigeon tree (decoction). Now four cups 
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(20) are drunk~ one day, of the strong /laxative medicine, the 
pigeon tree (decoction). The pigeon tree does not /grow all over 
this country, the only place is the head / of Knights Inlet and the 
lake of Gwi'ne and the lake of Gwa'dze where /the pigeon tree 
is growing. Therefore it is bought from some men (25) who keep 
it. That is the end. / · 

Water Lily. I 
When there is a swelling on the body of a man / or sickness of 

his bones, then the man who has this swelling / sends his father 
to go and find water lily. The {30) man takes a sharp knife and 
goes inland to where there is a /prairie at a lake that never gets 
dry in/ summer, for that is where water lilies grow. As/ soon as 
he finds it the man sits down looking at the water lily / and prays. 
He says, "O, Long-Life-Maker, (35) I come to pray you to go and 
ease the pain because of the trouble, / the sickness of my child, 
for he has sickness of the bones. / That is why I come to call you, 
great Supernatural One, that you may go, please, / and cure with 
your healing power the poor one, you, Long-Life-Maker of/ super
natural power, you, Healing-Woman. Now come," says he .as 
he wades (40) into the water carrying his knife. Then he cuts with 

215 his knife / the thin roots under the thick root. ( 1) When one span 
is / the length of the thick root, he cuts it. / Then he cuts off the 
leaves and the man goes home carrying the / root of the water 
lily. As soon as he enters his (5) house he builds a fire because 
he wishes / the ashes to be very hot. Then the man takes the 
roots / of the water lily and his knife and he puts the / root on the 
flat cover of a box. He measures with his / first finger so that 
it is one finger width thick, and cuts across when he (10) is cutting 
it. He cuts off four pieces. Then he / holds .the four pieces cut 
off from the water lily and looks at them as he / prays and says, 
"0, great Supernatural One, now you will go /and ask the Sitter
on-the-Fire-Spirit-Woman, and you will help each other with your 
power / and hers, that you, please, kill what makes sick the (15) 
bones of the poor one. Now I wish to see your power, / great 
Supernatural Ones," says he as he digs into the ashes and / puts 
into it one piece of the water lily that he has dug out. Then I 
he covers it with hot ashes. When he thinks it / is hot he takes 
the tongs and uncovers the (20) water lily root. He takes off the 
water lily and / puts it down on the place where the pain of the 
sickness is and rubs it on. / As soon as it gets cold he puts down 
what he has used. / Then he takes the piece next to the one that 
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he has used and buries it in the / hot ashes. When it gets hot he 
just (25) does the ·same way he did first. When he has done / 
this with the four pieces cut off from the water lily he finishes it. 
He does this / again when day comes in the morning, (namely) 
with the four pieces of the / hot water lily. That is the end. / 

Elder Roots. / 

(30) And this, when a woman feels qualmish and/ cannot vomit, 
then, for this reason, she sends her husband to / go and dig elder 
root in the woods. So / the man goes carrying the digging stick 
and goes out of the house to / go to an elder patch. As soon as 
he finds a small elder (35) the man sits down under the elder and 
prays. / Then he says looking at the elder, "O, Supernatural 
One, /you who are not ordinary, I come to pray to you that you 
go, please, / and make vomit my poor wife that she may vomit 
the cause / which makes her feel qualmish all the time, you, 
Merciful-One, that you, please, make come out the ( 40) cause of it, 
Supernatural One," says he; then he digs it out. As / soon as he 
gets a piece four fingers long (1) he cuts it off, a piece of the root 216 
of the thickness of his first finger. /Then he goes home. As soon 
as he enters his house / he takes at once a small dish and pours 
water into it. / Then he puts it into the water and washes off the 
dirt from the roots. (5) As soon as all the dirt is off he pours away 
the dirty water. /He pours fresh water into the small dish and he 
takes a / rough stone and the elder root. He dips the / stone into 
the water in the small dish and he rubs the / roots on it. As soon 
as the water is milky he stops. (10) Then he pours out the emetic 
medicine into a cup and he gives it / to his wife. His wife takes 
the cup. She / looks at the cup and prays and says, "The-One
Asked-to-Heal, / Supernatural-One, you have come to take pity 
on me, you who have the name/ Healing-Woman, you who have 
the name Life-Bringer. Please, (15) press out this which causes 
my qualmishness that I, please, / may vomit, please, Supernatural 
One," says she as she drinks it. / Sometimes two cups of medicine 
are drunk by the / woman and it is not long before the woman 
vomits, or the /man who drinks the roots of elder. That is the 
end. I 

(20) Opulaster capitatus (Pursh.) Kuntze. / 

When a man is constipated, or a woman is / in the same way, 
then the man sends his elder brother to go to the / river where 
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there is Opulaster, for it grows near the bank of the / river of • G·Eyo'xu. As soon as he sees a patch of Opulaster (25) he goes 
to it and sits down under a straight one that is seen by him. 
Then / he prays and says, "I have come, I have reached you, / 
Supernatural One, and I come to call you, Clever-Handed-One, 
that you may go, please, / and cure my younger brother who is 
troubled by constipation, that he, please, / may defecate. Please, 
you, Supernatural One, you, Long-Life-Maker, that you, please, 
(30) save him, you, Life-Maker. Now I beg you / that your bad 
hand may not go, Supernatural One, else you bring bad luck / 
to my younger brother. Please, Supernatural One, please," says 
he as he / begins to peel off the bark of the Opulaster. As soon as 
he has enough he / puts it into the small basket. Then he goes 
home. As soon as (35) he enters his house, he at once takes a 
kettle and / washes it out. As soon as he has done so he puts 
into it the bark / of Opulaster. Then he pours fresh water on it 
until it is full/ and he puts it on the fire. Now it is boiling. /When 
it is night he takes it off from the fire and he (40) waits until it 
cools off. Then he takes another kettle / and pours into it the 
juice of the Opulaster. As soon as (1) day comes in the morning 

217 the man takes a cup and / dips it into the Opulaster (decoction) 
and he gives a cup full of the/ Opulaster (decoction) to his younger 
brother. Now the younger brother takes the cup / and looking 
at it he prays and says, "Now come, (5) you, Supernatural One, 
and take pity on me that I may easily / defecate, that you, please, 
break the dry end at / my lower end, Supernatural One, for I am 
truly to be pitied, / being troubled. Now I truly pray you to / 
please, have mercy on me, Supernatural One," says he, as he drinks 
the (10) Opulaster (decoction) which is superior in strength to salts. 
It is not/ long that it is in his stomach when his stomach rumbles. 
Then his bowels move. /The Opulaster (decoction) drunk by him 
is just right. As soon as/ too much Opulaster (decoction) is drunk, 
then he vomits the / Opulaster (decoction) and blood. That is 
called the bad hand (15) of the Opulaster. That is all. / 

Menyanthes trifoliata, L. / 

When the pit of our stomach is sick, / if it is a woman who is sick, 
then the I woman sends her husband to go to a prairie (20) to 
search for Menyanthes, for the only places wh~re Menyanthes 
grows / are ponds on the prairies. Immediately the / man takes 
a small basket and goes out of his house and / goes to the prairie. 
As soon as he arrives and sees / many Menyanthes plants he sits 
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down by the side of the pond (25) and says, "O friend, I have come 
to ask you, Supernatural One, that you may go, / please, and cure 
my poor wife who has been sick for a long time / at the pit of her 
stomach. This is the reason why I come / to call you, Supernatural 
One, you, Long-Life-Maker, that you please save her, /you, Life
Maker, that you may go and cure the inside of her stomach, you, 
(30) Healing-Woman, please, that my mind may be right, for I am 
all the time/ troubled on account of my sick wife. Now take pity 
on her, / Supernatural One," says he as he wades into the pond 
and pulls out the / Menyanthes roots. As soon as he gets many 
of them he coils / the long roots of the Menyanthes into his small 
basket. (35) Then he goes home. As soon as he enters his house 
he / takes a kettle and coils the Menyanthes into the / kettle and 
he pours water on it so that it is full. Then he / puts it on ,the fire. 
It is boiling for a really long time. Then he / takes the kettle 
off the fire and takes the Menyanthes out of the water. (40) As 
soon as they are all out of the water he ta)ces another kettle and / 
pours the juice of the Menyanthes into it. Then he puts it down 
by the side of (1) his wife where she is lying down sick. He takes 218 

the cup and dips it/ into the Menyanthes (decoction). When the 
cup is full /of the Menyanthes (decoction) he gives it to his wife 
and his wife takes the / cup and looks at it while she is praying 
and says, (5) "Come now and take pity on me, you supernatural 
power of the Supernatural-Power-of-the-Ground,/ you, Long-Life
Maker, that you please save me, you, / Life Maker, that you, 
please, make me well, that I may again / be strong as I used to 
be when I was just a / young woman. Please, you, Supernatural 
One, upon whom I rely," says she as she drinks the(lO)Menyanthes 
(decoction}, for that is the name of the medicine. She does not / 
always drink water when she is thirsty for that is what she is 
drinking, the/ Menyanthes (decoction). Generally the woman gets 
well, or / the man who has the sickness of pain in the pit of his / 
stomach. That is the end. / · 

(15) Distegia (Lonicera) involucrata. / 

When there is a swelling on the shoulder of a man or a / woman 
or a swelling on the feet, then the man / sends his wife to go and 
search for Distegia, to take its/ leaves. (When it is winter, she digs 
the roots.) (20) Then the woman takes a small basket and goes 
to where there is much/ Distegia that has many leaves. She sits 
down under it / looking at the Distegia. Then she prays and / 
says, "O, Supernatural One, I have come sent by my poor / hus-
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band to come and beg you to, please, reduce the (25) swelling on 
his shoulder, for he knows that immediately the swelling /will be 
reduced when you are put on the swelling. Now I have come, / 
Supernatural One, to call you that you may go, please, and make 
well my poor/ husband, you, Healing-Woman, you, great Super
natural One, please. / Why should you not take pity on me, for 
I cannot sleep at night when I (30) hear my poor husband groaning 
with pain of his / sickness. Please, listen to my prayer to you, / 
Supernatural One,'' says she as she arises and plucks off the leaves 
of the / Distegia to put them into her small basket. Then she / 
goes home. As soon as she enters her house, immediately (35) the 
woman takes a small kettle anq puts the leaves / of Distegia into 
the small kettle, then she / pours in a little water and she puts 
on the cpver of the small / kettle and she puts it on the fire. Then 
the woman / gets cotton cloth and spreads it over the cover of a box. 

219 (40) As soon as the kettle on the fire is boiling the (1) woman takes 
it off and strains it as she pours off the / juice and she just stops 
straining when all the juice is gone. / Then she pours the boiled 
Distegia leaves on the /cotton cloth that has been spread out on 
the cover of the box. (5) She wraps it up and puts it on the swelling. 
Now it is very/ hot. As soon as the woman has put on the means 
of heating / the medicine, her husband prays and says, / "O Super
natural One, now you have come to this cruel sickness which / 
troubles me. Go on, please, take it off and, (10) please, lick it off, 
you, Supernatural One, and, please, ease the pain, / you, Long
Life-Maker and, please, make me well, you, / Healing-Woman. 
Please, take pity on me and make me strong, / Supernatural One. 

· I should not say this to you, Supernatural One, if I / did not believe 
in you, for I really believe in your power of making me well, (15) 
Supernatural One," says ·he. / 

Now the medicine is heated when it gets cold. /Then also often 
the swelling is reduced. / When it is winter and there are no leaves 
of the Distegia, / the man rugs up the roots of the Distegia plant 
(20) on the bank of the river. As soon as he finds it, he sits down/ 
and prays and says, "I come to pray you, Supernatural One, / 
that you may go and make well my child who has a swelling on 
the hip, / you, Healing-Woman, you, Long-Life-Maker, please, 
listen to my / words which I speak to you, great Supernatural One, 
please," says he as he (25) digs it up. Then the new roots are taken 
by him which are soft. / When he thinks he has dug up enough 
roots he puts the / roots into a small basket and goes home. When 
he enters / his house he takes a small dish and pours / water into it 
and he puts the roots into the water and washes off the (30) dirt. 
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After he has done so he takes two / stones and puts the roots on 
one of the stones. / He hammers the roots with the other stone. / 
When all the roots of the Distegia are broken up / and when he 
thinks he has enough he takes cotton cloth (35)· and puts on to it 
the mashed roots. Then he heats them / by the fire until they 
get warm. As soon as they are very hot / he puts the means of 
heating, the mashed roots of the Distegia, / on the swelling. When 
this has been done the man prays / and says, "O, Supernatural 
One, now you have come to my poor (40) child who has been 
feeling for a long time this swelling on his / hip. Please reduce the 
swelling on my poor / child, you, great Supernatural One, you, 
Healing-Woman and, /please, make my child well, that he may, 
please, become well, you, (1) Long-Life-Maker, you, Doing-Good- 220 
in-the-House. Please, Supernatural Power of the Supernatural
Power-of-the-Ground, / please," says he. / 

The heated mashed roots of the Distegia are just heated / on 
the fire when they get cold, for they are only (5) good when they 
are hot. That is the end. / 

Moneses reticulata, Nutt. and uniflora (L.) A. Gray. / 

When a woman has a pain in her shoulder / she sends her husband 
to go and search for the blistering medicine, / Moneses, which is 
difficult to find, for the only place where it grows is (10) under 
thick patches of bushes were the sun never shines. / The man takes 
a small basket and goes out of the house / to go inland. Sometimes 
he finds it right away./ Then he sits down at the edge of it, where 
there are patches of Moneses where it grows. / Then the man looks 
at the Moneses and prays. (15) He says, "0, Supernatural Ones, 
I have found you at once by good luck, / Supernatural Ones, for 
I have come to beg you to go, please,/ to cure my wife, that I may 
see your power, you, / Long-Life-Maker, that you, please, help each 
other with your power and with /Healing-Woman. Please, save 
my poor wife, (20) you, Life-Maker, please," says he as he plucks 
out the Moneses / and throws them into the small basket. As 
soon as he has enough he / goes home. When he enters his house 
he takes two / stones and puts one on a clean, new / small board 
(shingle). Then he takes the Moneses and puts them on the (25) 
stone. He takes the other stone a'nd pounds / the Moneses. As 
soon as it is all in pieces he tells his wife/ that the Moneses is now 
ready mashed. Then his wife uncovers the / place where it is to 
be put on. The man scrapes the Moneses from the stone and / 
puts it on the sick shoulder of his wife. (30) As soon as he has 

15 
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finished the woman prays and says,/ "O, Supernatural One, please 
try to kill the / sickness that is troubling me and, please, / separate 
me from it, please, take pity on me, you, Long-Life-Maker, /and, 
please, make me well, for I am poor. (35)Please listen to me, I pray 
to you, Healing-Woman," says the woman. /Then the man says 
to his wife, "Don't fear the burning of the /medicine." Then his 
wife says, "It is / beginning to burn," says she. Then her husband 
says, "Only try to endure / the pain for a little while and do not 
take it off, so that it may be blistered (40) as I wish it to be on your 
skin," says he./ Then his wife says, "I cannot bear this burning. 

221 (1) Please wash off the medicine," says she. Then / her husband 
says, "It is a little too early that you cannot bear the / pain," 
says he as he takes water and washes off the blistering / medicine, 
for that is the name of the medicine. As soon as (5) it is all off he 
says that it is now blistered. Then the man / takes a neddle and 
pricks the blister so that the water in it may come out. / As soon 
as he has done so he takes soft cotton cloth / and he takes perch 
oil and pours it on to the cotton cloth / so that it is soaked. He 
spreads it over the blister. Now (10) the pain is killed after that. 
Often /the pain of the blister and of the sickness are eased at the 
same time. That is the end after this. / 

Cedar and Helle bore. / 

When a man is sick in the small of the back he sends his /younger 
brother to go and get hellebore on the bank of the river. Then 
(15) the man starts and walks up the river. As soon as he finds/ 
a hellebore plant he sits down next to the hellebore plant. / He 
prays and says, "I come to call you, you, Supernatural One, that 
you/ may go, please, and cure my poor elder brother for he has 
a backache, / that you may go, please, Supernatural One, and help 
each other with your power, with our (20) friend, Cedar Leaves, 
for you are also a great Supernatural One, the same as he, / you, 
Healing-Woman, please, you, Long-Life-Maker, that you may go/ 
and set right my poor elder brother," says he as he digs up the / 
roots. Then he takes all the big roots and the / thin roots of the 
hellebore. It is only the roots of one hellebore plant (25) that 
are taken by him. He washes·them in the river. As soon as the 
roots have been washed off/ he sees a cedar tree and he sits under 
the / cedar tree, and looking at it he prays and says, / "O, great 
Supernatural One, don't be surprised that I come and sit under 
you, / Supernatural One. This is what I came for to call you that 
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you may, please, go (30) and help each other with your powers, 
with this great Supernatural One, hellebore, / that you may go, 
please, and make well my elder brother who has a backache, 
please, /Long-Life-Maker, you, Healing-Woman. Please, listen to 
my prayer / to you, Supernatural Ones," says he and he stands 
up and breaks off the/ leaves of the cedar. When he thinks that he 
has (35) broken off enough he goes home and enters his house. / 
Then he takes a flat, rough sandstone and lays it down. / He takes 
a cup and dips it into water./ He takes the hellebore and he takes 
the cup and drips a little / water on to the flat, rough sandstone. 
(40) Then he takes the hellebore and rubs it on the stone. /As soon 
as the rubbings of the hellebore are thick he stops. (1) He takes the 222 
cedar leaves and squeezes them. / He takes water in his mouth. 
Then his elder brother uncovers his back and / his younger brother 
blows the water on the back of his elder brother. /Then he rubs 
on the cedar leaves and he does not rub on the cedar leaves very 
long before (5) he takes the thick hellebore which is sticking to 
the flat stone and /presses his hand on the hellebore and rubs it 
on the place which he had rubbed with cedar leaves. It is not / 
long before he stops rubbing. Then he holds his elder brother as 
he / begins moving on account of the pain, for it is a very stinging 
pain. Now the man/ is just as though he were drunk. As soon as 
he gets quiet (10) his younger brother takes perch oil and rubs it 
on to the place rubbed with cedar leaves. / Then the stinging 
pain stops after this. This is referred to by the Indians as / killing 
the sickness by the hellebore. Immediately / the stinging pain 
stops when the perch oil is rubbed on it. That is the end. / 

Menziesia ferruginea Smith. / 

(15) When a woman has pains in her heart/ she sends her husband 
to go and look for Menziesia on the islands, / for that is where it 
grows. As soon as he finds Menziesia plants / he stand looking at 
the Menziesia plants and he prays and says, / "I have come and 
found you, Supernatural One, you, Healing-Woman, that I may 
call you, (20) that you may, please, heal my poor wife who has 
a pain in her / heart. Therefore, I come to beg you, Supernatural 
One, to / go and ease the pain of the sickness, please, / you, Long
Life-Maker, Supernatural One, you, Merciful One, please," says he 
as he / breaks off the Menziesia plant. As soon as he has enough 
(25) he goes home and enters his house. Immediately he / asks 
his wife to uncover her back. Then the man/ chews the Menziesia 
so that the leaves are in small pieces and /he blows it on the sternum 

15* 
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of his wife in which the pain is. / When the Menziesia is thick on 
the sternum he stops. (30) Now his wife lies quietly on her back. 
For a long time she is quiet. / As soon as the Menziesia is dry it 
falls off. /Then it is finished. Now it is ended after this. / 

Gum of Black Balsam. / 

When a man is constipated he sends his (35) elder brother to 
go to a patch of black balsam pine in the woods to get gum / which 
is in the blisters of the bark of the black balsam tree. He goes / 
carrying a small axe. As soon as he finds many blisters on/ a thin 

223 balsam tree he sits down under it and, looking ( 1) at the tree, prays 
and says, "O, Supernatural One, / I come to ask you, please, to 
have mercy on my younger brother who is constipated / and, 
please', cure him, you, Supernatural One, in the way you always 
do, / that you may go, please, and cure my poor younger brother 
with (5) the supernatural power of your body, you, Long-Life
Maker, please, go and help each other / with your powers, (you) 
and perch oil, please, you, Healing-Woman. / I mean this, you, 
Supernatural One, now I truly ask you to have mercy," says he 
as he / goes and chops with his small axe the bark of the balsam 
tree. / Then he peels off the bark which has many blisters (10) 
with thick clear gum in them. It has the same thickness as / 
syrup. As soon as he has peeled off much bark / the man goes home 
carrying on his shoulder the bark. When / he enters his house 
he does not treat it roughly when he puts down / the bark, for 
he does not want the blisters to burst. (15) He takes a clam shell 
and his knife and / sits down where he has put down the bark. 
Then he places one piece / of bark against the side of a box. He 
takes the shell and holds it at / the lower end of the blister. Then 
he pricks with his knife the lower end / of the blister and the gum 
runs into the shell. (20) When the clam shell which is not large 
is half full of/ gum which is called black balsam body, the man takes 
a / small stone and holds it, looking at it when he prays / and says, 
"You arenotanordinary being, Supernatural One, nowyouwillhelp 
each other/ with your powers, (you) and the black balsam body and 
perch oil, you, Healer-of-the-Sea, you, Supernatural-Power-of-the
Sea, (25) you, Tide-Woman, and so I will put you on the/ fire that 
you may get the power of Sitter-on-the-Fire that he may help you./ 
Please, make well my poor younger brother, please, you, Supernatural
Power-of-the-Rocks, / please, take pity on my younger brother that 
he may get well," says he as he/ puts the small stone under the 
fire. Then he takes the (30) perch oil and pours it among the gum 
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in Rhell. / is half 
take;0 tongs with them F+tone 
is not red hot, / for it is only heated on the surface and he quickly 
dips it / into water so that the ashes come off that stick to it. 
He puts it (35) among the black balsam body and the perch oil. 
As as thed rndt / the balsam and 

he nut the stone. it is pure 
oil, the medicine, when it is mixed/ with black balsam body gum. 
Then the man gives it / to his younger brother and the younger 
brother holds the clam shell with the medicine in it. (40) Looking 
at you, /Supernatural you 
con1e for I to be . Plezz.;;e, 
open my bowels, Supernatural Ones, / please, save me, you, Life
Maker (1) please, you, Long-Life-Maker. Now, please, make me 224 
welt, hupernHh1wHl One," he as drinks the 
bode that the name the It is 
hi22 are / ThiR very laxative 
the black balsam body. (5) This is the end. / 

ots of -B shes. 

also, wl1en a woman has a boil and she cannot endure 
pain, she sends her husband to go/ and dig up the roots of a goose
berry bush. Immediately the (10) man goes carrying the digging 
stfok he goe;:; z±nH>ng a/ of gooRe~lH:rry 
he one goose~berry and / at it. 
prays and says, "O, Supernatural One, / I come to ask for your 
cure, that you may ease the pain of the boil / of my wife. Now 
I pray you, Supernatural One. that you (15) go, please. and help 

with your power±±. (dou) \1-nd perch hich is 
supern?:.d.ural / you, you ealing- on.1Hn. PleH.sr. dOU Supu~ 
natural-Power-of-the-Ground, /please, listen to my prayer to you, 
Long-Life-Maker, / please, set right my poor wife, please,'' / says 
he h22 digs and tHkes the thiek root of the (20) goose berry burh. 
When root fingeTs / he off with knife 
root t.he goo:'itA>erny bush. kiter he eu:t it off hoes horn+:. 
As soon as he enters his house / he sits down by the side of the fire 
holding the cut piece of root of the goose-berry bush. (25) Then 
he at th02 and and "O, Supez:rw.1.ural 
you. k'lfe,plea2se. hdp withth122· .......... ...... 
po .. •nn, root goose~berry bush 
to its power that you may, please, / make well my poor wife, 
please. Please, listen (30) to my prayer to you, Healing-Woman, 

from 
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you, Long-Life-Maker, that you, / please, ease the pain of her boil, 
please, / Supernatural Ones," says he as he puts the root of the 
goose-berry bush / on the fire. Then he. takes a clam shell and / 
perch oil and he holds it and puts it down where he is making the 
(35) medicine. He takes the tongs and with them he picks up 
the / burning root and he buries the burning root / in the ashes 
so that the flame may be extinguished. As soon as / the flame is 
extinguished he takes the charcoal of the root and pounds the / 
charcoal of the root in the shell. When the charcoal is ( 40) like 
flour he takes perch oil and pours a little / on the poundeed charcoal 

225 of the root of the goose-berry bush. He ( 1) stirs this with a cedar 
stick so that it is mixed. Now it is thick / like syrup. Then the 
man takes the shell with the charcoal in it / to his wife who is 
lying down and his wife / uncovers the boil, and her husband puts 
his first finger (5) into the root of the goose-berry bush, for that 
is the / name of the medicine, and he paints it on the sides of what 
is now red / around the place where the opening of the boil will be. 
He does not smear /the medicine on the place where the (boil) is 
going to burst open. As soon as this is done / the woman prays; 
she says, "0, Supernatural One, now you (10) have come to this 
cruel, unmerciful / great sickness. Go on, pray, make me well, / 
for I am poor, you, Who-Makes-Well-the-Sick, you, Healing
Woman. / Please, cure me, please, you Asked-to-Make-Well- / 
the-Sick, for these are your names, Supernatural Ones. Please, 
(15) ease the pain of this boil which is on me, /please, you, Long
Life-Maker, please," says she. / 

Then the man always smears the root of the goose-berrybush / 
on the boil every evening and morning. /That is the end after 
that. I 

(20) Carbuncle. / 

And that, when a carbuncle shows itself, then what is first / 
taken by a man are the roots of goose-berry bushes. Then he just / 
does in the same way as before, that he paints around the red place. 
The / reason why he paints on the roots of the goose-berry bushes 
around the boil (25) and the furuncle and the largest carbuncle 
is that may gather / the pus where the carbuncle will burst in the 
middle. This is/ the prayer of the man as he sits down w1der the 
goose-berry bush. / Then he says, "O, great Supernatural One, 
I come to pray you that you/ may go and, please, heal my poor elder 
brother on whom is (30) the great sickness, the carbuncle. Now 
you, great / Supernatural One, you will do a great work to that 
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dread great disease, /you, for there is nothing that you cannot do, 
you, Long-Life-Maker, you,/ Life-Maker, please, try your strength, 
please, save / my elder brother that he, please, may live, you, 
Healing-Woman, you, Merciful One, (35) that you may help each 
other with your powers, (you) and the perch oil which is also a great / 
Supernatural One, and the Sitter-on-the-Fire who is also a great 
Supernatural One. /Now I pray you to try as hard as you can, 
please, to ease the pain / that he, please, may not suffer too much 
pain with the great / sickness, the carbuncle, please, you, great 
Supernatural One," (40) says he as he digs up the root of the goose
berry bush, about which I have written / when I was talking about 
the boils. It is also ( 1) the same that he smears it around the 226 
mouth of the carbuncle as is done / with boils. As soon as a man 
sees distinctly / the carbuncle, he asks a man, the one who cuts the 
swellings / and boils and furuncles and carbuncles, to come and 
(5) look at the great sickness. As soon as he sees it/ he feels with 
his fingers of the surface of the carbuncle. / After he has done so 
the cutter says, / "The carbuncle is not yet ready to be cut, because 
it is still /raw. Now go on and get ready the gum of the fir (10) 
and eagle down and perch oil and soft / cedar bark. All these 
will be taken by you." Then he says to/ the man who is suffering 
from the carbuncle, "Only take care of your ways in the house, 
that you / may be brave and not give in to the pain of that painful / 
carbuncle, for it is nearly lifting itself. As soon (15) as all the skin 
will be lifted off from the cores, / then I will cut it open. Do not 
be afraid, / for you will not feel it much when I handle you," 
says he. / 

Then the man who is sick with the carbuncle says, "I hope I may 
not / feel it much when you cut me," says he. / 

(20) Then the younger brother of the sick man starts and goes 
to a / prairie, for that is where the fir trees grow. / As soon as he 
finds one with much (gum) running down on the body of the / 
fir tree, he sits down under the tree and looking at the gum/ on 
it he prays and says, "Please, look at {25) my poorface, great, good 
Supernatural One, on behalf of my poor / elder brother who has 
the great sickness, carbuncle. / And so I come to pray you, great 
Supernatural One, that you may go and, please, / ease the pain 
of the great sickness, please, you, / Healing-Woman, you, Long
Life-Maker. Now, please, help one another, (you) and the (30) 
supernatural eagle down and the perch oil and cedar bark with 
your powers, / Supernatural Ones, please, you, Life-Makers of 
the Supernatural-Powers-of-the-Ground, please," / says he as he 
stands up and takes the gum and puts it / into the leaf of a skunk 
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cabbage. Then he goes home. As soon as he enters / his house 
he puts down the gum and he takes (35) rubbed cedar bark and 
puts it down where he put down on the floor the gum. /Then he 
takes eagle down and perch oil and puts in on the floor / where 
he put down on the floor the gum. Then he takes the cedar bark 
and puts it / on a new small mat that has been spread out. Then 
he takes the gum / and puts it down near the right hand side of 
the cedar bark. (40) He takes the perch oil and puts it down near 
the / gum. He takes the eagle down and puts it down / near the 
perch oil. As soon as he has assembled all this / the man sits 

227 down by the edge of the small mat and, (1) looking at the four 
kinds of medicine, he prays and says, / "O Supernatural Ones, 
you have all come, you are doing a great work,/ great Super
natural Ones, with this great sickness, the carbuncle. / Now, 
please, help one another with your powers, you four Supernatural 
Ones, (5) and, please, make well my poor elder brother. please, / 
great, good Supernatural Ones, you, for I came and brought you 
by inviting you, Long-Life-Maker, / you, Healing-Woman, that 
you may come and set right my poor /elder brother, for you are 
not willing to let him be taken by the Evil-Making-Woman and 
the / Short-Life-Maker-Woman and the Death-Bringing-Woman, 
all these will be your enemies. (10) I believe that you will over
come them:. Now, please, try hard/ with your powers, please, you, 
great Supernatural Ones, and save my /poor elder brother, you, 
Life-Maker, please. Now I /will put you together, Supernatural 
Ones, in your way, Healing-Woman, please. / Now listen to my 
prayer to you, Supernatural Ones," says he as he takes (15) the 
cedar bark and measures a short span; then / he cuts it off with 
his knife. Four pieces are cut off the same / length, four fingers 
wide, of the cedar bark. / Then he takes a horse clam shell and he 
takes the / gum and puts it into the shell. Then he takes the perch 
oil (20) and pours a little among the gum. He puts the I shell 

n b c d 

with the gum in it on the fire. Then he takes one piece of / cedar 
bark he has cut off and lays it down on the small mat. Then he 
takes the / shell, when the gum has melted, and smears the gum / 
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in the middle of the cedar bark, and the width of the gum on it 
(25) is the width of the cedar bark. The gum is in this way (a). / 
After he has done .so he takes one piece of cedar bark and puts 
it crosswise / on the gummed cedar bark in this manner (b). Then 
he/ smears on the gum. Then he takes one piece of cedar bark and 
/ puts it on the gum in this way (c). Then again he smears (30) 
gum on it. Then he takes the last piece of cedar bark and puts 
it on/ the gum in this manner (d). Then he smears/ much gum 
on the last one. Then the man / presses them together so that the 
four pieces of cedar bark stick together. / As soon as this has been 
done the man takes his knife and (35) cuts those which are stuck 
together with the gum so that they are round, /much wider than 
the carbuncle. As soon as it is round / he takes perch oil and pours 
a little on the gum. / Then he spreads the perch oil over the gum 
and he heats the / gum on the fire. As soon as the gum is melted 
( 4:0) he takes eagle down and spreads it on the gummed / cedar 
bark. Now much down sticks to it. /Then he takes the perch oil 
and smears it on the carbuncle. / As soon as he has done so he takes 
the soft pad for the carbuncle and (I) puts it on the carbuncle. 228 
Now the down is on the lower side. / Then the soft pad for the 
carbuncle is on it, for that is/ its name when it is put on. Now the 
man who cuts the carbuncle / goes to see the sick man in the 
morning and he feels of the (5) carbuncle. For three days stays on 
the / pad for the carbuncle; then the man who cuts the carbuncle 
says, "Now / the skin is lifting itself from the cores. Now I / will 
come in the morning and cut it. Take four / large horse clam shells 
so that they may be ready ( 10) to let the pus run into them and 
also rubbed cedar bark to / wipe off the pus," says he. Immediately 
are taken four / shells so that they are ready to be put down on 
the floor with the cedar bark./ As soon as day comes in the morning 
the man who cuts the boils comes in / and sits down, not near the 
sick (15) man, looking at him. Then the man who is the cutter / 
asks that the soft pad for the carbuncle be taken off and then / 
the perch oil is to be washed off. Immediately the soft pad is 
taken off the / carbuncle. Then the soft cedar bark is taken and / 
dipped into hot water. Then they wipe off with the (20) soft cedar 
bark the perch oil. As soon as this has been done the·/ man who 
does the cutting goes to where the sick man is lying down / and 
sits down by his side. He feels of the place where it is nearly 
bursting in the / middle of the carbuncle. As soon as he feels that 
it is thin / he asks for cold water to be drawn. As soon as (25) the 
cup with the water is given to him he takes a mouthful of water 
and he / quickly blows the cold water on the carbuncle, and / 
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quickly he cuts open the middle of the carbuncle. As soon as the/ 
pus runs out he takes a shell and lets the pus run into it; for / 
sometimes much pus runs out. This is referred to by the (30) 
Indians as good. When there is no pus running out when it is 
first / cut, that is referred to by the Indians as angry and it is / 
very much feared when it is that way. As soon as /the pus has 
run out the man who does the cutting takes a newly / obtained 
root of t!E'ts!e and puts it into the cut. (35) After he has done so 
he takes the soft pad for the carbuncle and / puts it over the car
buncle. Now this is finished for a short time. /Then the younger 
brother of the sick man presses out the pus mornings / and evenings. 
As soon as is eaten off the whole / outside of the carbuncle the 
younger brother of the sick man takes the ( 40) gummed cedar 
bark and washes it. When / this is done he wipes it off with red 
cedar bark. Then he takes/ gum and perch oil and down and puts 
them down / by the side of the fire and the talres the gummed 

229 ( 1) cedar bark and puts the gum on to it. Then he / pours perch 
oil on the gum. Then he heats it on the / fire. As soon as the 
gum is melted together with the perch oil, he / takes the down 
and scatters much down on it. Then (5) he takes the perch oi1 
and pours it over the down so that it is soaked. / Then he puts 
it on the carbuncle. He keeps on doing this / until all the cores 
come out. Now it is quickly/ reduced and it is not very long until 
it is healed. / 

There is another way which is used by some Indians when (10) 
a carbuncle shows itself which has two names, also ~'nse', for / 
as soon as a man finds out that it is a carbuncle which shows itself 
I on his back he aslrs his wife to take Peucedanum seeds, / to chew 
them and to spit them on the carbuncle. / Immediately the woman 
goes to her relatives to ask if they have (15) any Peucedanum 
seeds. When the Peucedanum seeds are given to her she / goes 
home. As soon as she enters her house she puts down the / Peuce
danum seeds. Then she asks her husband, "Who among us will 
pray I to this great Supernatural One," says she to him. Then 
says / her husband, "Let me first spealr a prayer to it and (20) next 
you after me," says he, as the sick man prays/ and says, / 

"O Supernatural One, you have come, please, to heal me, for 
I I am poor on account of this pain, this cruel sickness /that has 
come on to me, for I am poor. Now I (25) pray you, great Super
natural One, that you, please, ease my pain / that it may not, 
please, get angry. For this is the reason why I / sent my wife to 
go and call you, you, Merciful One, / Supernatural One, that you 
may come and, please, heal me, you, / Long-Life-Maker, that 
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you may set me right, you, Healing-Woman; and also, (30) please, 
strengthen my heart that I may not succumb to the / pain of this 
great sickness, please, you, great, good Supernatural One," / says 
he looking at the Peucedanum seeds as he is praying. /Then his 
wife also prays and says, / 

"You have come, Supernatural One, you have come into this 
house of my poor (35) husband that we may take turns in praying 
to you, that you may, please, / ease the pain of this great sickness 
that has come on to him. Go on, / please, deaden the pain that you, 
please, save my poor / husband, you, Life-Maker; and also that 
he may not / for a long time lie sick when you make him well, 
please, you, Healing-Woman, (40) please," says she as she puts 
into her mouth the Peucedanum seeds and / chews them for a long 
time. As soon as they are all in pieces she blows them / on the 
carbuncle of her husband. When she has done so / her husband 
asks her to go to the beach and pick winkles, which have (l)two 230 
names also g·ilayu. Immediately the woman / goes down to the 
beach carrying a clam shell. / She picks up the winkles and puts 
them into the shell. / When the shell is full of winkles she goes 
home. (5) Then she takes a flat stone and a round stone/ and after 
she has gone into the house she puts down the shell / which is 
filled with the winkles. The woman says to her / husband, "Now 
have come the winkles which I have picked," says she to him. / 
Then her husband says, "Give them to me that I may pray to them," 
says he. (10) His wife puts down the shell containing the winkles 
and / gives it to her husband. Then her husband holds the shell / 
and, looking at it, he prays and says, / "Welcome, Supernatural 
Ones, I truly believe you are the ones to make I me well, as I am 
poor, you, Supernatural Ones, you who help (15) each other with 
your powers, (you) and the Peucedanum seeds, to relieve even / 
this pain. Now you will eat it away, great Supernatural One, 
that / it may be quickly eaten away on the surface, this great 
sickness, this carbuncle. / Please, give me strength that I may 
not I succumb to the pain, please, Supernatural One," says he. / 

(20) Then the sick man gives the shell to his / wife and the 
woman takes it and she also / prays. The woman says, I 

"Thank you that you will protect my poor husband, / you who 
come from the Supernatural-Power-of-the-Floor-of-the-House of 
Rich-One. (25) You have come, please, to heal my poor husband/ 
and, please, you will let quickly burst the middle of the carbuncle, / 
Supernatural One, you, Long-Life-Giver, you, Making-Right-of
the-Sea, you, Tide-Woman./ Go on and set right my poor husband, 
please, / you, Supernatural-Power-of-the-Sea, please, that he may 
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not lie sick for a long time, (30) please," says she as she takes the 
winkles and puts them on the / flat stone. Then she takes the 
round stone and hammers / the winkles. As soon as they are like 
wet / flour the woman takes a piece of cotton cloth and puts 
them / on the cotton cloth. It is of the same size as the mashed 
winkles (35) and the width of the carbuncle. Then she puts the 
medicine / on the carbuncle. She does not wipe off the Peucedanum 
seeds. / Now sometimes for three days she does not touch the / 
means of breaking (the carbuncle), the winkles that are spread 
over the carbuncle, if the man does not very much /suffer from 
the pain of the carbuncle. When (40) the man feels the stinging 
pain, then right away / he takes off the winkles which are the 
means of eating off (the carbuncle). Generally it reaches / the 
pus. Now it is almost all eaten away /the (whole) width of the 

231 carbuncle. Immediately the woman (1) takes the gum of the fir 
tree, which she has ready, and / eagle down and perch oil and 
rubbed/ cedar bark. Now she makes a soft pad for the carbuncle, 
about which you / know. As soon as her work is done the woman 
(5) and her poor husband stop worrying if the pus comes out of 
the /carbuncle, for that is what they very much fear, the cutting 
knife of the / man who cuts. As soon as the soft pad for the / 
carbuncle is done, the sick man says to his wife, "I / shall pray 
to these Supernatural Ones," says he as he prays. (10) Then he 
says, / 

"O Supernatural Ones, you, Long-Life-Maker, now it is reached,/ 
the reason why you came, that you, please, may ease the pain 
that I, please, may not too much/ suffer the pains of your enemy, 
this great sickness, / the carbuncle. I mean this, great Supernat~l 
One, do not, please, let me (15) lie in bed for a long time, please, 
for I am poor, you, Healing-Woman, you, / Life-Maker, that I 
may, please, have a long life. Go on, truly, with your /powers 
that I may quickly get well, please, Supernatural Ones,'' says 
he. / Then his wife also prays and says, / · 

"Ogreat Supernatural Ones, now you will come to this mother(20) 
of all diseases and, please, make it disappear / and, please, make 
well my poor husband, that he may, please, /stop being troubled, 
that, please, his mind may become right. How shall I / know 
what is wished by you that I may do in return for your kind actions 
to my / poor husband, you, Healing-Woman, you, (25) Long-Life- · 
Maker. Go on, please, make him well, please, that we, please, / 
may live, I and my poor husband, you, upon whom we rely, / 
Supernatural Ones," says she as she takes the soft pad for the 
carbuncle and / puts it on to the carbuncle. Now the woman 
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always / takes it off evenings and mornings and presses out the 
pus (30) and she washes the carbuncle. As soon as all the cores 
are out / and the pus, then the woman goes into the woods and 
searches for / skunk cabbage. When she has found the skunk 
cabbage she / sits down on the ground and, looking at it, she prays 
and says, / ''O Supernatural One, I come to beg you for mercy 
that you go and try to heal up (35) the carbuncle that is on my 
poor husband, that it may quickly / heal, please. Go on, please, 
take pity on me and, please, /listen to me, for I am poor, you, 
who have the name/ Long-Life-Maker, please, pity my poor hus
band, you, / Healing-Woman, please. Now come, Supernatural 
One," says she as she (40) plucks off four leaves of the skunk 
cabbage. Then she goes home. /As soon as she enters her house 
she puts down the four /leaves of the skunk cabbage. Then she 
takes off the soft pad of the / carbuncle and puts it down on the 
floor. Then she takes rubbed cedar bark (1) and wipes off the 232 
fat that comes out of the empty carbuncle. / She tears in pieces 
the leaves of the skunk cabbage and / heats them on the fire so 
that they are hot. Then she puts them on the / carbuncle. She 
takes rubbed cedar bark and wipes off the (5) fat that sticks to the 
soft pad of the carbuncle. / After she has done so she puts it on 
over the healing skunk cabbage, / for that is its name. As soon 
as she has done so she puts away the leaves / of the skunk cabbage 
for she changes the skunk cabbage repeatedly /evenings and morn
ings and she keeps on spitting Peucedanum seeds (10) on it. That 
is the end. / 

Alder. / 

That also, when a woman spits blood she tells her / husband 
to go to the river of G·Et:yo'xu to chop off bark of the / alder, for 
the Indians say that this is the only true (15) supernatural power, 
the alder growing on the banks of rivers. / Immediately the man 
takes his small axe and goes aboard his / small canoe and he goes 
now to G·E'yo'xu. As soon as / he arrives there he walks up the 
river and when he reaches / an alder patch he sits down under 
the one picked out by him. (20) Then he looks at it and prays. 
He says, "I have come to /ask you to take mercy, Supernatural
Power-of-the-River-Bank, that you may, please, make well with 
your / healing power my poor wife who is spitting blood. Go on, 
please, / pity me for I am troubled and, please, make her well, 
you, / Healing-Woman, you, Supernatural-Power-of-the-River
Bank, and, please, (25) stop up the source of blood, you Causing-to-
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Heal-Woman, / and, please, heal up the cause of trouble of my 
poor / wife, please, you, great Supernatural One," says he as he 
stands up / and chops with his small axe the bark of the alder. / 
As soon as he has four pieces of alder chopped off he takes them 
(30) and goes home. When he enters his house he / puts them 
down. Then the man takes his knife and cuts off the / rough 
outer side of the alder bark. When it is all off he cuts in pieces the / 
alder bark, just the right size for the mouth of his wife. Now / 
he cuts off many. Then he gives them to this wife. As soon as 
(35) his wife takes the cut pieces of alder bark /the woman puts 
the cut pieces of alder bark on the palm of her hand and, looking 
at them, she prays. / She says, "Welcome, Supernatural One, you 
have come to take pity on / me that I, please, may get well. 
Go on, please, try with all your / strength, you, Well-Walking
Woman and, please, make me well (40) as I am poor, spitting 
blood and, please, heal me, you,/ Healing-Woman and, please, save 

233 me, you, Life-Maker (1) and, please, hit this sickness that it may 
die sooner than I, / please," says she as she puts one of the cut 
pieces of alder bark /into her mouth. Then she keeps it in her mouth 
and she swallows the juice. / When all the juice is out of the alder 
she throws away (5) what she has kept in her mouth and takes 
a new cut / of the bark and puts it into her mouth. She continues 
doing /this way. Now generally the woman who spits blood gets 
well when she / uses the medicine of the bark of the alder, for 
that is the name of the medicine. / 

Now all the women and men who spit blood keep (10) in cedar 
bark what is spit out. They take a thin / piece of copper and they 
measure two finger / widths and cut it with a chisel. Then / they 
measure the length of four fingers / and cut it off with a chisel. 
Now there are four ( 15) pieces cut off. Then they bend it in the middle. 
They take a little / of the blood and saliva, spit on the cedar bark / 
and tuck it between the bent flat piece of copper. Then the man / 
presses the two ends of the flat piece of copper so that they are 
close together. / As soon as they are close together he folds up 
its edges (20) and hammers them with a stone. When the saliva 
covered with copper lies flat / on the other stone, and when it is 
tight, /and when he has done so to the tree others, -as there are four 
pieces of/ saliva covered with copper, for that it its name, -then 
it is all / finished. Then the man takes his chisel and stone hammer 
(25) and the four pieces of copper covered saliva of his wife /and 
he goes out of his house and goes inland. When / he arrives at 
a patch of crabapple trees and he sees a /thick crabapple tree he 
sits down unde:r it and looks at it / carrying in his hand the four 
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pieces of copper covered saliva of his (30) blood spitting wife. He 
says, "O, Supernatural One, go on, please, /look at my poor one, 
for I am worried on account of my poor / wife who is spitting blood, 
therefore I come carrying this copper covered saliva i that it may 
now go into you, Healing-Woman, and, please,/ do not allow my 
poor wife to spit blood again during the (35) time of her life; please, 
just take in your mouth this sickness that / comes inside of this 
copper, according to the dream given by you to my ancestors. / 
Now I come and follow this word given to my late fathers/ as to 
what I should do, you, Long-Life-Maker, please," says he, as he / 
arises carrying his chisel and his stone hammer. Then is put 
lengthwise the (40) chisel with the crabapple tree and he drives 
it in (striking) with his stone hammer / on his chisel. As soon as 
it splits he takes a short / wedge and drives it in. When it splits 
open / he pulls out the chisel. He takes the four copper covered 
pieces {l) of saliva and puts them into "the crack. As soon as / 234 
they are all inside the crack he takes a thin / branch of a hemlock 
tree and pushes in the copper covered / saliva. When it is deep 
in it the man (5) looks at it while he is praying and says, / 

"Now sickness, now you are caught by the supernatural power 
and you will not/ look back at my wife for she will now be made 
well by you, Long-Life-Maker, / Supernatural-Power-of-the
Ground, Causing-to-Heal-Woman. I mean this, / good bye, do 
not come back to my wife," says he as he (10) )mocks out the 
wedge. Immediately closes / the crack. Then the man goes home 
and goes into his /house. That is the end after this. / 

Medicine for Swelling of Breasts. I 
And that, when the breasts of a woman swell she sends her (15) 

husband to go and search for a Supernatural-Power-Bush in the 
woods. / Immediately her husband goes out of the house and goes / 
inland to search for it, for it is difficult to be searched for, for not 
many / grow in this place, the Supernatural-Power-Bushes. /As 
soon as he finds them he sits down and looking at them he prays 
(20) and says, / 

"O great, good Supernatural One who has for his name Super
natural-Power-Bush, / I come to beg you to have mercy that 
you, please, heal my / poor wife who has a swelling of the breasts. 
Now I come to call you, you, / Long-Life-Maker, that you may 
go and please reduce the swelling, that you, please, (25) may cure 
her with your healing power, that she may, please, quickly get well, 
my poor /wife, you, Healing-Woman. Please set her right, you, 
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Life-Maker. /Why should you not pity her1 I mean this, please, / 
listen to my prayer to you, Supernatural One, please," says he 
as he / breaks off the tips of the Supernatural-Power-]3ush. As 
soon as he gets enough (30) he goes home. When he enters his 
house he / asks his wife to uncover her breasts and the man / takes 
the Supernatural-Power-Bush and bites off the leaves. Then / 
he chews them into small pieces. He blows them / on the breasts 
of his wife. After he has done so the woman (35) prays and says, / 

"Thank you, great Supernatural One, you have come, you have/ 
reached me, for I am poor, it has come to me, this very painful / 
swelling of the breasts. Now I beg you to have mercy, Super
natural-Power-Bush that you / may, please, lick off the pain 
and that you, please, cure (40) me that I, please, may get well, 
that I, please, may again be strong / beginning this day. Please, 

235 listen to me as I pray to you (1) and, please, save me, you, Life
Ma.ker, and / please, heal me, you, Healing-Woman, that I may, 
please, get well, / great Supernatural One, please," says she. / 

Then the man always chews the Supernatural-Power-Bush (5) 
mornings and evenings and he blows it / on the breasts of his 
wife. Sometimes the man takes / seeds of Peucedanum and mixes 
them with the Supernatural-Power-Bush as he/ chews them and 
blows them on the breasts of his wife. /That is, when the Peuce
danum seeds and the Supernatural-Power-Bush are mixed together 
(10) when the man chews them. He blows them on the /breasts 
of his wife. As soon as he has done so the woman prays/ and says,/ 

"O great, good Supernatural One, you have come into this 
swelling / of my breasts. Please, help each other with your powers, 
(15) great Supernatural Ones, that you may reduce it, please, for 
very great is/ the pain of this swelling. Now show your power/ 
to me and, please, make me well for I/ am poor, you, Long-Life
Maker, you, Healing-Woman, please, you / Life-Maker, please," 
says she./ 

(20) Now generally the swelling is reduced after this. That is / 
the end after this. / 

Devil's Club. / 

And that, when a woman, or a man, has pains in her body, / 
then the woman who has been in bed for a long time with pains 
in her body (25) sends her husband to go to a river where devil's 
club is growing /to get a devil's club plant. At once the man takes / 
his small axe and an old mat and he goes out of his house. / He 
walks up the river and when he arrives at a/ patch of devil's club 
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plants he sits down and, looking at the devil's club plants, (30) 
he prays and says,/ 

"Now look at me, for I come trying to come to you, great Super
natural Ones, / being sent by my poor wife and I come and ask 
you for mercy / that you, please, take out her sickness; that / 
is the reason that she has been lying in bed for a long time sick 
with pains in her body. Now I come (35) to call you, Supernatural 
Ones, that you may go, please, and save /her, you, Life-Giver; 
and you also, Healing-Woman, that you, please, / may set right 
my poor wife, please, that you / wash off her sickness with your 
water of life, that, please, she may live, please," / says he as he 
stands up and takes his small axe and chops down (40) the devil's 
club bush. As E!oon as he has chopped down four / he chops off 
the tops and after he has done so he takes the old mat ( 1) and 236 
spreads it out on the ground. Then he lays the four pieces of 
devil's club down/ on it. He wraps the old mat around them and 
he takes them on his shoulder / as he goes home. As soon as he 
enters his house / he puts down the old mat containing the devil's 
club and puts it down by the side (5) of the fire. Then he builds up 
the fire and as soon as / he has built it up the man takes the tongs 
and with them picks up / one piece of devil's club and puts it on 
the fire so that all /the spikes are scorched off. As soon as they 
are scorched off / he puts it down. He does the same with all 
the others. (10) As soon as he has done so he takes his knife and a 
small mat / and he spreads it on the floor at the place where he 
is sitting where the devil's club is. / Then he takes one piece of 
devil's club and peels off the bark/ and puts it on the small mat. 
When all / the four pieces of devil's club are peeled he takes a 
kettle and (15) puts the bark of the devil's club into it. When it is 
all /in he pours water on until the kettle is full of water. /Then 
he puts it on the fire. Now the whole day long / it is boiling. When 
it is evening he takes it off the / fire, then the man takes a tub 
and he (20) puts it down where his wife is lying down sick. He 
takes the tongs /and with them he takes out the bark of devil's 
club and puts it down on the floor. / As soon as it is all out he takes 
up the kettle and / pours the juice of the devil's club into the tub. 
Then the / man takes a short board and puts it across (25) the tub. 
Then the woman goes to sit on the board. / Her husband takes 
two blankets and puts them over / his wife. The edges hang 
down / around the tub, for he does not want the steam to go 
through. /For a long time the woman is sitting there. Then the 
woman perspires on her face, (30) for it is very hot. When the 
woman cannot stand the / heat she stands up and goes to her 
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place where she lies down. Then / she takes off her wet shirt and she 
changes it for a dry / shirt. Generally the pains in the body of 
the woman get well when she/ does this, steaming with the devil's 
club juice, for that is the name of the (35) medicine. Sometimes 
they put a handful of Peucedanum seeds into the / devil's club 
steam bath, for this is a very strong medicine. / This is the prayer 
of the woman when there are the two kinds, devil's club / and 
Peucedanum seeds. She says, / 

"You have come, great good Supernatural One, and, please, help 
each other with (40) your powers that you, please, make me well, 
for I am poor. Go on, /please, take out this cruel sickness, you, 
Healing Woman,/ you, Long-Life-Maker, please," says she. That 
is the end. I 

(1) Peucedanum. / 

And that, when a man or a woman has a headache, / also a child, 
he takes Peucedanum seeds and / prays to them and says, / 

(5) "You have come, Supernatural-Power-of-the-Ground, and 
this is the reason why I carefully keep you that you may be ready 
for me/ when I have a headache. Now I have a headache,/ and 
now I act according to the dream given by you to my late grand
fathers / when you told them to chew you at once / and to blow 
you on to the place where the sickness appears. Now I (10) will 
do this, Supernatural-Power-of-the-Ground, and, please, ease my 
headache, / you, Source-of-Healing, Supernatural One. Go on, 
please, make me well, / you, Long-Life-Maker, you, Source-of
Life. Please, / save me, please, Supernatural One," says he as 
he puts the Peucedanum seeds / into his mouth and chews them 
for a long time. As soon as it is all (15) in small pieces he blows 
it on the head of the one who has a headache. / As soon as is soaked 
all the hair of the man who has the headache, with the chewed / 
Peucedanum seeds, the man takes a thick cotton cloth / and heats 
it by the fire until it is hot. Then he wraps it around the / head 
of the man who has the headache while it is warm. (20) This is 
the end of one kind of medicine that belongs to the Peucedanum 
seeds. / 

When a man has a stomachache or is sick with backache, or / 
when he has aches in his body, or is constipated, or has swelling 
of the throat, or / when he has a severe cough, or swelling of the 
feet, all these are blown on / with chewed Peucedanum seeds. 
Only there is a different (25) way for a swelling of the throat, for 
the Peucedanum seeds are kept in the mouth / and they are not 
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blown on. That is also the way it is done for a cough,/ for as soon 
as they do not blow the chewed Peucedanum seeds / the seeds are 
put into the mouth and kept in the mouth and the saliva is swal
lowed. / That is the way it is done with Peucedanum seeds when 
they are ·used as medicine. (30) There are somewhat different 
prayers of / all the men and women who use Peucedanum seeds as 
medicine. /Now I will write the prayer of Hae'LElas which he says / 
when he takes Peucedanum seeds as a medicine. / 

"You have come, great Supernatural One, and, please, make me 
well with your means of curing (35) me for I am being made poor 
by this sickness that has come / on to me. Now I pray you, great 
Supernatural One, / that you, please, take mercy on me and take 
out this sickness / that causes me trouble, you, Supernatural
Power-of-the-Supernatural-One, /you, Supernatural-Power-of-the
Supernatural-Power-of-the-Ground; and, please, (40) you, Source
of-Well-Being; you, Source-of-Life, you, Life-Maker; go on, / 
please, listen to me, for I am poor, that I, please, may live long, / 
you, Long-Life-Maker," said he. Now I think that is all the / talk 
about the medicines of the Indians after that. / 

(1) Gall of Black Bear. / 

And that, when the kidneys of a man are sick he / takes the 
dried gall of a black bear and bursts it open. Then / he puts the 
gall into a cup and pours water (5) on so that the cup is full of 
water. Then he stirs it. /When the water and gall are mixed he 
holds the cup / and prays and says, / 

"O Supernatural One, you are the supernatural power of the 
black bear / which is in him. Now come into me, (10) please, set 
my insides right. Go on, please, make me well / for I am poor and, 
please, make me well,/ greatest, good Supernatural Power, please, 
you, Supernatural-Power-that-has-Passed-through, please, you, / 
Long-Life-Maker, and, please, clear out this sickness of my /kid
neys so that it, please, may get well on account of your work, you, 
Supernatural-Power-of-the- (15) Supernatural-Power, please," says 
he, as he drinks the gall of the black bear / mixed with water. 
Generally the pain of the kidneys stops at once. / That is the end. 
This is all that is written about / medicines after that. / · 

Cure of Burns. I 
(20) When a child is burned, immediately / his mother stretches 

out her right foot and / her husband takes his knife and cuts four 
is• 
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cuts / over her kneecap. When it bleeds the / man presses the blood 
with his right hand and (25) presses the blood on the burn of his 
child. / Then quickly heals the burn of his child. / 

I have often seen this done for burns from / hot water or fire, 
for generally the woman / cuts the place above her kneecap so that 
it bleeds (30) and she presses it on the burn of her child. That is 
the end. / 

But the Dza'wad.Eenoxu use as medicine blubber of the seal 
for burns / by the fire. I will talk about what was seen by me / 
when the woman HaEyosde'sElas, a respected Dza'wad.Eenoxu, 
came / into her house when she had been picking salmon berries. 
(35) It had been raining and therefore Ha'yosde'sElas was soaking 
wet. She wore over her shirt / a petticoat and therefore she 
went and t1tood right alongside / the fire of her house, drying her 
shirt. She had not / been standing there a long time when her 
shirt caught fire. Immediately Ha'yosde'sElas / ran towards 

239 the door, her shirt burning right up her back. (1) Then one 
man took off his / blanket and spread it over Ha'yosde'sElas 
and /immediately it stopped burning. Now an old/ man asked 
the hunters of the Dzawad.Eenoxu to (5) go andget quickly a seal. 
Then/ all the hunters at once started. /They had not been away 
long before one came back. They met him coming / poling up 
the river Gwa''ye and a large seal was lying dead in / his canoe. 
As soon as he arrived at the beach of the house (10) the seal was 
carried in. Then the old man / asked the seal skinners to skin it 
quickly/ and to cut through the middle of the blubber. As soon 
as the skinners began to skin, / the old man prayed and /"said, / 

(15) "O Supernatural-Power-of-the-Sea, now I shall place you on 
this great /burn of my child that you, please, do not allow it to become 
bad, / you, who causes to heal up, and just make it heal up right 
away, / you, Sore-Healer, you, Great-Supernatural-Power-of-the
Sea, Tide-Maker-Woman./ Go on, please, lick off the burn from my 
daughter (20) and, please, ease her pain," said he./ Now Ha'yosde'
sElas kept on groaning as she was just /continually being held by two 
men, for she wanted to walk / and she also was talking as though 
she was crazy. As soon as the seal had been skinned / some woman 
took a mat and (25) spread it out on the floor. The skin of the 
seal was spread over / the mat so that the blubber of the seal was 
on the upper side. Then / they put Ha'yosde'sElas down on her 
back which was all blistered / beginning at the nape down to her 
waist and it stopped at the waistline of / her petticoat. Then the 
woman took a blanket so that _(30) it was next to the body of 
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Hacyosde'sElas. After they had done so / she kept on groaning. 
Then the old man spoke / and said, / 

"Go on, only take care and none of you touch her, / except one 
who will stay near her tonight. (35) She will be for four days on 
her back on the seal skin / and all the blisters will come off., And 
this that when it will be / three days the hunters will go out to get 
one / seal which is to be skinned and to be exchanged for the one 
on which now lies on her back / Ha1yosde'sElas," said he. It was 
not yet late in the evening when (40) Ha'yosde'sElas stopped 
groaning. Then Ha1yosde'sElas said / that the bum stopped 
smarting. After/ she had been on her back for three days on the 
blubber skin of the seal/ then the hunters of the Dzi'wadEenoxu 
went paddling to ( 1) get a seal at the mouth of the river of Gwa'1ye. / 240 
Now it was nearly evening when one canoe came home. / They had 
obtained one seal. As soon as / it came to the beach of the house 
they took up the seal (5) and put it down on the floor not far from 
the fire. / Then the old man took a small blanket and. put it next 
to the body of / the seal for he did not want it to get cold. / As 
soon as daylight came in the morning the seal skinners /skinned 
the seal. Theil the old man prayed (10) and said, "O, friend, 
Supernatural-One-of-the-Sea, you have come to go. / Please, go 
and take the place of our friend and truly deaden / the pain of 
the bums of our daughter. Now/ talre care, friend, and make it 
heal up, you, Sore-Healer, /please, you, Supematural-One-of-the
Sea. Go on listen to me as I (15) pray to you, please," said he. / 

Now was taken off the skin of the seal, on which/ Ha1yosde'sElas 
was lying on her back and they spread out the new skin of the / 
seal under her. The old man did not allow / them to wash with 
water the burns of Ha'yosde' sElas, for they only (20) wiped off with 
rubbed cedar bark the fat of the bum. / The reason why the old 
man did not allow them to wet with / water the bum was that 
immediately the bum would become bad if it / were washed with 
water. Right away was healing up /the bum. That is the end./ 
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241 (1) Supernatural Experiences in Dreams. / 

"I was staying at home while my husband was out hunting at 
Q!E'nsdEmis, / for my husband, Ha'mesk·En, said that I should 
not prepare / traveling provisions for him, because he would be 
back in the evening, said he (5) to me," said K·!a'maxalas. "Then 
my husband started in his canoe and he / went to DzaE'nle. Now 
it was evening and I went to lie down where/ I was always sitting 
in our small house, turning my face towards the / door which was 
wide open. That was when I saw a handsome/ man standing on 
the grass at the other end of the village site (10) at Q!E'nsdEm.is. 
The man just kept on looking at me. / I also just was looking at 
him. As soon as it was getting dusk / in the evening I did not see 
the man. / Then I arose and shut the door of our house. / I went 
back and lay down. As soon as I lay down (15) I was getting giddy 
and I lost consciousness. Evidently / I came to again and I saw 
the handsome man who / came and lay down by my side. He 
spoke and said, / 'You will not think it strange, woman, that I am 
coming and lie down by your side, /for you will have good luck, 
for I am the Long-Life-Maker. I mean this, I come (20) to cohabit 
with you so that you may have good luck from me, for you will 
not / expect your husband to come home for a long time, for I / 
will make bad weather for four days at DzaE'nle so that he / 
cannot paddle away,' said the man to me,'' / said K·!a'maxalas 
Then K·!a'maxalas said, "I could not (25) speak to him for my 
tongue stuck to the roof of my / mouth, and also I was truly afraid 
of the man. / I was numb; therefore I just did what he ordered / 
when he cohabited with me. After he had finished the man 
said, / 'O K·!a'maxalas, now you have obtained by good luck the 
increase of (30) property in the house, if you only follow what 
I tell you. / For four days I will come in the evening and we / 
shall cohabit once every time in the evening. And this is what I 
advise you,' / said the man to me as he went out of our / house 
and went back to where I had seen him first standing on (35) the 
grass. That I do not know, whether when he came first into my / 
house, I was asleep or whether I had become senseless for I 

242 (1) know that I had no way of moving my/ body. After he had 
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finished cohabiting with me I / came to my senses and I became 
strong all over my / body. I never came to remember my husband. 
(5) I also never was afraid, for indeed I was livtng alone at/ Q!E'ns
dEmis. As soon as night came I lay down on my / bed. Immedia
tely I went to sleep. Then in my dream the man came / and stood 
at the outside of my bed," said K·!a'maxalas. / "Then the man 
said to me, 'I only came to see you, to (10) give you advice that 
you do not tell your husband that I came to/ lie down with you, 
and only ask him to lie down on the other side so that / each is on 
one side of the fire of the house. And also, for one / year do not 
allow him to cohabit with you. / If your husband should sooner 
cohabit with you (15) then you would be really poor with your 
husband,' said in my dream the/ man to me," said K·!a'maxalas. 
"Then the/ man disappeared in my dream. Now I stopped being 
afraid of the man / after that. For four days he would come in the 
evening and / cohabit with me. After that he gave advice (20) 
to me not to allow my husband to lie down with me/ within a year, 
'else you will have bad luck,' / said the man to me," said K·!a'
maxalas. "Then the / man went out of our house. Now twice 
he had come / and cohabited with me. Then it was evening again 
when the man came (25) into our house. Immediately he just / 
cohabited with me. As soon as he had done so he always repeated / 
what he had said the first time when he gave advice, that I should 
not allow /my husband to cohabit with me, said he to me," said 
K·!a'maxalas. / "Then the man went out of our house and he (30) 
started to go back to the grassy place." When day came / the 
next day, as soon as it was evening the man came and entered / 
the house. He went straight to K·!a'maxalas as she was lying / 
in her bed. "The man lay by my side / and cohabited with me. 
After he had done so he got up. (35) The man spoke to me," 
said/ K·!a'maxalas. "Then he said, 'Now keep this little bundle, / 
your treasure. Now you will put it among your/ property, for it 
will increase it in your box. / Also you will not untie the bundle. 
(40) Also this, do not allow your husband to cohabit with you / 
within one year, for at once /will disappear your treasure and all 
your property if you / disobey what I tell you. Now good bye, 
for now I stop (1) coming to see you,' said he to me," said K·!a'- 243 
maxalas. Now/ the man just disappeared from the place where 
he had been standing in the house. Now came / Ha'cmesk·En, the 
husband of K·!a'maxalas, who arrived on the beach/ of his house. 
He came into his house. (5) "Immediately,'' said K·!a'maxalas, 
"I asked my husband to / sit down on the other side of the fire 
of the house," said I to my / husband. Evidently, my husband 
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must have guessed that I meant something, / therefore he only 
said, 'O great mistress, I will do so,' said he / as he sat down 
at the place I had referred to where he should sit down. Then (10) 
I gave him food. As soon as he had finished, my husband arranged/ 
a place for himself to sleep. As soon as my husband lay down / 
I said to him, 'That is where you will always sleep where / you 
are lying down, master, for it will be one year that you must not 
dare / to come to this side, to come near me,' said I to my (15) 
husband Ha''mesk-En. Then he answered to what I said to him. / 
He said, 'You have said enough, mistress, for I guess / I have 
reached the end of (the meaning of) your words. Now try to be 
strong / that you follow all the advice as to what you are not to 
do," / said my husband HA.''mesk:·En to me." said K·la'maxalas. 
(20) Then K·la'maxalas said to her husband, ''Only take care, / 
Ha''mesk:·En, and try strongly to be good that you may not / 
·do wrong when you cohabit with me, else you will/ make me un
lucky, that we, please, may try to reach one year/ and not cohabit. 
I mean this, you must only try to make strong your heart (25) 
that you do not come near me when I am asleep at night," / said 
K·la'maxalas to her husband Ha''mesk·En. Then said / Ha''
mesk·En to his wife, "Indeed you are a wise woman, you would 
not say this / if you were a foolish woman, mistress. Will I not 
try / to endure this that I do not touch you when you are asleep at 
(30) night, as indeed I might make you unlucky,'' said Ha''mesk'En / 
to his wife K·!a'maxalas. Now they stopped talking,/ for it was 
late at night. Then they slept. / "When day came in the mo~ 
my husband, Ha't:mesk·En, / asked me to get some ·provisions, 
'for I am going to the (35) head of Clay (Lle'qa),' said my husband 
to me,'' said K·!a'maxalas. /"Immediately I took a small basket 
and put into it dry salmon / and a kelp bottle of grease. After 
I had done so my / husband said to me, 'Good bye, mistress, 
I will stay a long time / at Clay,' said he as he went out of our 
house. Then (40) he paddled, going towards Clay and I never 
spoke to him. / He stayed away almost one month / then he came 
home to our house." Immediately/ K·!a'maxalas gave her husband 

244 to eat at the other side of the fire. ( l) After her husband had 
eaten, I "my husband at once arranged his bed and lay down. 
Then he / went to sleep. Now we never spoke, I and my / husband, 
as though we did not know each other, I and he. (5) Now for 
four months we did not speak together, I and my / husband. 
Then his face showed that the heart of my / husband was bad 
towards me, and I was the same with him. Now / in the evening 
my husband lay down on his bed / and immediately he began 
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to snore. I became sleepy and I (10) also lay down on my bed and 
immediately I went to sleep. / Then my husband woke up when 
I was also / snoring and he arose and came and lay down by my 
side. / Immediately evidently he lay on me and cohabited with 
me. / So I felt that he was cohabiting with me and I woke up. 
(15) Immediately I kicked off my husband, for I was very / angry 
on account of :what he had done. I said to him, 'Why did you / 
do this to me since I obtained a great treasure that you / have 
spoiled, you dog,' said I to my husband Ha''mesk"En,'' / said 
K·!a'maxalas. "Then my husband said to me, (20) 'Oh, great is 
your word, mistress, I have really done wrong in what I / have 
done to you. I could not stand that it did not seem as though we / 
knew each other. I was very sick at heart. / Therefore I think 
I gave in and went to you. I mean this; I trust / that you will not 
spoil your treasure for it is four (25) months that we have not 
cohabited. I mean this, I wish that you may not / spoil your 
treasure, mistress,' said my husband to me," /said K·!a'maxalas. 
Then said K·!a'maxalas to her husband,/" 'It is too bad, the bad 
thing you have done to me, for from now on we/ shall begin to be 
poor. That was the word (30) the Supernatural One said to me, 
if I should cohabit with you this side of the meeting of the ends 
of / one year, 'then you will have trouble, you and your / husband.' 
I mean this, your word is vain that you depend upon it / that 
for four months we have not cohabited. Now I /believe in the 
words of the supernatural being that you have been hurt. (35) 
Now only take care what may happen to us,' said I to my/ husband," 
said K·!a'maxalas. "Then my husband said to me, / 'What can 
we do 1 I never supposed that you had a treasure / as great as you 
say, mistress. Will the Supernatural One not pity us 1 /We are 
trying to take care that we do not (40) become really poor,' said 
my husband to me. / I did not reply to the words my husband 
spoke to me for I / came to think of the bundle given to me by 
the supernatural / man. I went to my box and I (1) opened my 245 
box and in vain I searched for the bundle of cedar bark. /I gave 
up searching for it. I thought the man/ must have taken it away. 
Now my heart was really sick after that, / for now I knew that I 
had done wrong. Now I really (5) regretted that I had gone to 
sleep that night, the time when my husband / cohabited with me. 
As soon as night came I lay down / in my bed while my husband 
was still lying down in his bed. / As soon as I had gone to sleep 
the old man came in my dream / and stood by my side as I was 
lying down. (10) Then in my dream he spoke and said, 'Truly you 
yourself /have hurt your great treasure. What made you do this 1 / 
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This has the name, Supernatural-Man-of-the-Ground, who came 
and gave you / the increase of property, which has two names, 
also "swelling up in the house," which is not often obtained /as a 
treasure. Now take care, you and your (15) husband, that you 
may not soon have trouble,' said in my dream the old / man to 
me as he disappeared in my dream. Then I / woke up. Now it 
was getting day in the morning and it/ occurred to me to go with 
my husband to O'yaa, to go and / make our hearts happy. I awake
ned my husband, (20) 'Get up, Ha'cmes,k-En, and let us go to O'yaa,' 
said I to him. / Immediately my husband arose and took his 
things/ and his paddle and carried them down the beach. /I took 
up my basket for traveling provisions and / my two mats and also 
my two blankets, then I (25) also went down the beach. Then 
I went right aboard the small canoe/ and my husband sat in the 
bow and I sat in the stern. / My husband alone was paddling. 
Now it was nearly / evening when we arrived at O'yaa. Then we 
stepped out of the / small canoe and went into our (30) small house. 
Then we tried to plan for something/ so that we might forget the 
treasure which I had had in vain. We /joked each other, I and 
my husband , in vain. It did not make good / our hearts, for we 
had no way of/ forgetting the evil done by us. Now I only {35) 
said I would disobey, and therefore I lay down with my husband 
that / night at O'yaa. As soon as day came in the morning we / 
went aboard the small canoe. We went home to our / house at 
Q!E'nsdEmis. It was nearly evening / when we arrived at the point 
of Q!E'nsdEmis. Then ( 40) we saw that our house was on fire. / 
As soon as we arrived on the beach of our house / it was all burned, 
and. what was saved of our property 1 / In vain we cried, I and 

246 my husband. (1) Now we began to be poor after this from the / 
time on when my husband disobeyed me that night and did not / 
believe in the treasure that was given to me by the supernatural 
man, /wrapped up for me. Now we only kept on (5) being poor 
after this,'' said K·!a'maxalas. That is the end. / 

MElasEmee: and his wife MEle'd were hunting at Herring-Spawn
ing-Place (Wa'yad), / half way up straight the long inlet of the 
Gwasila. /MEle'd always stayed in the house at/Herring-Spawning
Place while her husband went hunting at Birds-in-Cave (Ts!e' -
k!wats!a) for (10) MEla'sEmec stayed a long time (every time) for 
two days, before he came home to his / house at Herring-Spawning
Place. He never exceeded this. Now his wife always / stayed 
alone in their house when her husband went away. Then/ MEii'-
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sEmeE said to his wife in the evening, "Get me some / traveling 
provisions that they may be ready, for I will go to Birds-in-Cave 
in the morning (15) and I will stay away only one night when I will 
come home, for I worry about you / when you stay at home,'' 
said MEla'sEmeE to his wife, MEled. /Then MEle'd replied to what 
her husband said to her. She/ said, "Good are your words to me, 
Lord, that you say / you worry about me. Why should you not 
worry about me for I am just (20) all the time expecting to give 
birth, for it is nine / months since I am with child. I mean this, 
I am glad to see that you /worry about me. Now your word is 
right, Lord. Please, / only stay away one night," said MEle'd to 
her / husband. Then MEla'sEmeE said to his wife, MEle'd, (25) 
"O, mistress, I cannot exceed one/ sleep at night at Birds-in-Cave. 
Then I come home in the morning. / I mean this, expect me in the 
evening," said/ MEla'sEmeE to his wife, MEle'd. Then said MEle'd 
to her/ husband, "Will it be true what you say, for generally you 
say in vain (30) this kind of word to me and in vain I sit on the 
Ground / outside the house watching for you to come / in sight 
around the point. I mean this, don't lie /again about this," said 
MEle'd to her husband. Then MEla'sEmeE said / to his wife, "O 
mistress, never again shall I tell a lie, (35) for I have no way of not 
coming home the next day/ after the time of my starting,'' said he. 
Then MEle'd put dried salmon and/ various kinds of food into the 
small basket containing provisions. Now / it was ready inside 
the door of their house. Then / the married couple lay down in 
their bed. As soon as it (40) was getting daylight in the morning 
MEla'sEmeE arose. He just took/ the small basket with provisions 
and went out of the house. / Then he went down the beach and 
went aboard his small canoe / and paddled. As soon as he arrived 
at Birds-in-Cave, at once (1) MEla'sEmec went to look after his traps 247 
for he wished/ to start early going home next day. Therefore/ he 
hurried looking at his traps. / 

Now I will talk about MEle'd who was alone in the house, (5) 
staying behind in the way she did. When night came / she barred 
the door of her house firmly and went to lie down. After / she had 
done this she lay down in her bed. She had not yet gone to sleep / 
when she heard a sound of the door moving. MEle'd looked/ at 
the door and therefore she saw a man (10) who was coming in. 
He came dressed like a white man. / The man went right to the bed 
of MEle'd and/ stood by her side where she was lying down. Then 
the man spoke / to MEle'd and said to her, "Do not be afraid. 
Not bad is/ the reason why I come to see you if you only follow 
my advice to you. (15) As soon as you disobey my advice to you, 
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you / will be unlucky," said the man as he took off his clothes / 
and put them down outside of her bed. Then he lifted the / blanket 
of MEle'd and lay down by the side of MEle'd. For a long time / 
the man lay still as though he was sorry for what he was doing. 
(20) Now MEle'd thought, "What could I do, for I never/ lay down 
with another man except my husband. I mean this, / I only have 
to give in to his wishes for I do not / know the man, what he will 
do to me." / There stopped the words of MEle' d and the man spoke 
to (25) MEle'd. He said, "Do not let your words be that way, for 
I /heard all the words that you were thinking. For I / do not 
come to hurt you, for I come that you / may have good luck from 
me, the Rich-Making-Woman. I mean this, I will only / stay 
here to give you advice that you may not have bad luck, if you (30) 
observe my advice to you. If you disobey / my wishes and it is 
not done by you, then you will quickly disappear / from this wor~d. 
And this, you will be treated very well if you do not /talk about 
this to your husband, about my coming and lying down with you. / 
And also, for four days do not cohabit with him (35) beginning 
from the time when he comes home. Your husband will be away 
for four days/ on account of my work, for I wish to / lie with you 
for four days, mistress. And this is my word to you, / mistress, 
that you right away wash in the morning when I go out of / your 
house, and evenings," said the man to MEle'd. (40) Then MEle'd 
said to the man, - for MEie' d was not afraid / of the man, - there
fore she said to him, "What will you do if / my husband comes 
home tomorrow evening 1" said MEle'd to the / man. Then the 

248 man said to MEle'd, "For four days (1) your husband will not come 
home, mistress, on account of my work. / For now he dreams of 
you that you urge him for four days not to come / near you. Now 
he will obey you. I mean this , mistress,/ do not in vain expect 
your husband to come home (5) inside of four days," said the man 
to MEie' d. / Then the man never embraced MEie' d and he arose / 
evidently about midnight and put on his clothes. He said to / 
MEle'd, "Take this, mistress, this Rich-Making-Woman. Do not 
just / put it down on the floor, else someone might step over it. 
Put it up high, this your treasure (10) from me," said the man to 
MEle'd. Then MEle'd took / the small bundle and tucked it in 
on the upper side/ of the rafters of her house. Then MEle'd thanked 
him. / The man said to MEie' d, "O mistress, do not under any 
conditions / tell your husband how you obtained it and that I cam" 
(15) and lay down with you, else you will have great bad luck,e 
said the man to / MEie' d as he went out of the door of the house. 
Then MEle'd / was very much surprised on account of the man 
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that he just lay down on his back at the/ right hand side of MEle'd, 
for he never moved in the manner of / men, when they lie down 
with a woman, for he just (20) kept still. This was the cause of 
surprise of MEle'd in regard to him. As soon/ as day came in the 
morning MEle'd arose and took breakfast. /When she had finished 
she lay down and thought about her / husband, that this would 
be the evening of the morning to which he referred as the time 
when he would/ come home. And this is why MEle'd wished to 
prepare (25) food for her husband if he should come home in the 
evening. /And that was what MEle'd did. As soon as it was evening/ 
MEle'd sat down at the door of her house watching for her/ husband 
to come in sight around the point. And / MEle' d just went into 
her house when it got dark. She just (30) entered her house and 
barred the door. Now she just right away / lay' down in her bed. 
It was not a long time that she had beeen lying down / before the 
man came and stood by the side of MEle' d and took off / his clothes 
and put them down on the outer side on the floor. He lifted the / 
blanket of MEle'd. Again he just lay on his back, and (35) ME\e'd 
never said one word. Then the man spoke/ and said, "O mistress, 
now I have come to lie down this / night. Only take care and 
do not talk about this to your / husband about my coming to lie 
down repeatedly with you, else you /might be a woman of short 
life. And this, that you got a treasure from me, (40) for immediately 
it will disappear, if you should tell about my coming/ and lying down 
with you. Why did you for a long time sit down / at the door of 
your house this evening?" said the man/ to MEle'd. Then MEle'd 
said to him, "Indeed, because I expected (1) my husband to come, 249 
to come home this evening, for he told me / that he had no way 
not to come home this evening. / And this is why I was sitting 
watching," said MEle' d to the /man. Then the man said to MEle'd, 
"Why do you (5) not believe what I say that he has no way to come 
inside of / four days ? For immediately your husband dreamed 
of you / that you got good luck from me. He truly believes his 
dream, / therefore he will stay away for four days and will not 
touch you. / I mean this, do not in vain expect him to come," said 
the man to (10) MEle'd. Now MEle'd never answered the man. / 
Then the man arose and put on his clothes. / After he had done so 
he said to MEle'd, "Now we have come twice/ to lie down with you, 
mistress. Twice more I will come again / to lie down. Then I 
have finished coming after that. Good bye, (15) mistress," said 
he to MEle'd. Now MEle'd also said/, to him good bye, then the 
man went out of the house. / MEle'd was thinking about all the 
words the man had said to her / and that the man said that he 
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had given a dream to be the dream of her / husband about her 
treasure. This seemed strange to MEle'd that {20) the man said 
that MEle'd should not tell her husband/ one thing about her con
versation with the man as he came to lie down /with MEle'd, for 
now already the man was as though he / himself had told that he 
was giving good luck to her. "He spoke firmly/ that I should not 
tell my husband when he comes home, else I should (25) have bad 
luck," said the man to me. "This I / think strange about him," 
said MEle'd. As soon as it was dark again/ the man came again 
and lay down with MEle'd. /Again he just said the same as he had 
said first. As soon as / it was past midnight the man just dis
appeared from the place where he was lying. (30) Now he had come 
three times to lie down with MEle'd. /Then night came again when 
the man came and lay down by the side of MEle'd. /Then the man 
said to MEle'd, "I resolved to come early / to lie down with you, 
mistress, for this is the last time that I come / to lie down with you 
this night. For now I have come four times (35) to lie down with 
you. Now you will stop seeing me beginning from past/ midnight. 
I mean this, mistress, do not talk about me / to your husband 
when he comes tomorrow. Do not let / your heart become proud on 
account of the good luck that you got from me. I mean this, 
remember everything / I told you, mistress. If you should weaken 
and {40) talk about what is not wished by me that you tell your/ 
husband when he comes, then you will have trouble, for you will / 
be a woman of short life with your five children. / I mean this, 

250 mistress, only keep all my advice given to you (1) and act well," 
said the man to MEle'd. Then MEle'd said,/ "Good is your word, 
Lord. Now I will try to keep everything / that you said, Lord. 
Let me ask you, what is your name, / Lord, that I may only know 
your name," said MEle'd to (5) the man. Then the man said to 
MEle'd, "Good is your / word, mistress, go on, look at me," said 
the / man and suddenly he disappeared. For sometime he had dis
appeared before / the man showed himself. The man said to / 
MEle'd, "This is my name, what I have done. I am (10) named 
the Invisible-One. I am always walking among all the / tribes, 
but I am not seen. Now you know my/ name, mistress. Good 
bye," said the man as he / disappeared when it was past mid
night. Now / MEle'd was alone after this. As soon as daylight 
came in the morning (15) MEle'd arose and sat down where she 
was always seated. / Then she herself doubted in her heart whether 
she would / not talk about this to her husband, about the man, 
the/ Invisible-One, for she was afraid of him, (that is what) MEle'd 
thought. / Now she made up her mind after this. As soon as it was 
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past (20) noon she prepared food to be eaten by her husband 
when he should / come home. It was not yet evening when / her 
husband came in sight on the beach. He came into / the house 
and as soon as her husband sat down/ he said to his wife MEle'd, 
"Why did you make me stay away so long 1" (25) said her husband. 
For a long time then the woman did not answer / the words her 
husband spoke to her, for MEle'd was really surprised / by his 
words. At last MEle'd said, "Why do you say that, / master! that 
you mean that I made you stay away a long time where you went 
to," /said MEle'd to her husband. Then her husband said, "How 
can I (30) disobey my dream about the man in my dream/ who 
said to me that he gave you good luck. And this is the reason 
why the man ordered / me not to come home for four days to our 
house, /else I should cause bad luck to your treasure, in my dream," 
said the man / to his wife, MEle'd. Then MEle'd did not right away 
(35) speak, for she felt angry against the Invisible-One, /the man 
who had come four times to lie with MEle'd, for/ the reason that 
he had told all to the husband of MEle'd of what had been done by 
MEle'd when she stayed at home. / And for this reason MEle'd 
blamed the Invisible-One. /Therefore MEle'd said to her husband, 
"True (40) is your dream. It is true I was given a treasure by 
a man / who came and said that this name was the Invisible-One. 
The / man forbade me to talk about it to you, 'else you / will bring 
bad luck on yourself and you will have short life with your five (1) 
children.' I mean this, now the man first told you about it, / master. 251 
I tell about it afterward to you," said MEle'd to her / husband. 
Then her husband said, "What can you do now / that you tell about 
it to me, although you were forbidden to tell me about it. (5) Now 
you will have bad luck with our children. Now only/ take care, 
mistress," said the man to his wife /MEle'd. Then MEle'd took the 
food she was cooking and / placed it before her husband. They ate 
when /it was late at night. After they had eaten (10) the husband of 
MEle'd said, "How is your mind, shall we lie down/this night, for I 
am afraid it is our best way not/ to lie down, for there would be no 
way that you would not dream about the / supernatural man this 
night, for he is angry because you/told meabouthim,and in vain he 
gave you the treasure, and you went (15) and told me everything," 
said he. Then MEle'd said, /"Good is your word, Lord, do not let 
us lie down," said MEle'd. /Immediately her husband went to lie 
down close to/ the fire. MEle'd lay down in her bed. /As soon as 
MEle'd had gone to sleep the man came in her dream and stood by 
her side. (20) He said, "What have you done, bad woman, that 
you/ disobeyed me and told everything to your husband, that I in 
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vain / tried to help you well ~ Now you and your children Will 
quickly / become nothing in this world." Then stopped the words 
of the man and/ he disappeared. As soon as day came in the morning 
(25) MEle'd a.rose and awakened her husband. Immediately MEle'd / 
talked about her dream to her husband. As soon as she / had told 
her whole dream to her husband she loaded their / goods in their 
canoe and went home to Whale Beach (9-wek·Elis) where / they 
had left behind their five children. As soon as they arrived at the 
(30) beach of their house at Whale Beach they were met by a man 
who /told MEle'd the news that her five children were lying sick/ 
since the day before, said the man who told the news. / Immediately 
MEle'd and her husband stepped out of their/ canoe and went into 
their house. Then MEle'd (35) saw her five children. They were 
just steaming, for / they were hot. Now they were all unconscious. 
MEle'd/ saw that not good was the way of her children./ They only 
died one after the other that night. / As soon as day came in the 
morning the (40) Gwasila buried the five children of MEle'd all at 
one time. / When they came home after burying them MEle'd 
suddenly/ stopped wailing. Her brother went to see her. /What 
should it be ~ She had died suddenly and they also buried MEle' d, 

252 (1) the princess of Ha'yalldn. MElii.'sEme' was the prince / of 
Ts!o:J:"ts!ae88.(lEme', the head chief of the Q!o'mk·!ut!Es / numaym 
of the Gwasila and Ha'yalldn was the chief / of the numaym the 
First-Ones of the Gwasila. As soon as (5) those came home who 
had buried MEle'd, Ha'yalldn invited / all the Gwasila that all 
should go into his house. /As soon as they had all come in Ha'yalk:in 
spoke and / said, "Come, Gwasila, and listen to me, for I wish / 
to ask my son-in-law why he had such bad luck (10) at the place 
where he has been and why very much at the same time died my / 
princess and her children," said Ha'yalk·in to MEli'sEme', his / 
son-in-law. Immediately MElii.'sEme' replied to / his words. He 
just told everything that was done / by his wife as she in vain got 
a treasure given by the man. (15) "As my wife was staying at home 
my wife was asked / by the man not to tell about it to me, about her 
good luck,/ said the man to her. 'Now if you talk/ about it, then 
you will altogether become nothing in this world.' / As soon as I 
came home my wife immediately (20) told me about this," said 
MEli'SEme'. Now / Ha'yalk'.in said to his tribe, the Gwasila, 
"What can I say, / for, behold, she herself brought bad luck to her 
treasure when /she talked about it," said she. That is the end. / 
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The Owls (DE'x-dEX"Eli'I). / 

(25) Now I will talk about the words of the Indians in regard 
to the / owls, for the old people of the Kwakiutl say that / the 
owls are men, for we all have owl masks,/ all the men and women, 
all around / our world. For the owls of men are not the souls, 
(30) for the owls of men are only one side. /Therefore the Indians 
say that when a man dies / he becomes a real owl when he is dead, 
for now / he will fly about at night. Now the Indians say that / 
all the dead men go towards their owl masks (which are) (35) the 
owls. Others among the hunters are said / that their souls go to 
the wolves. It is said that the souls of the / sea hunters go to the 
killer whales. It is said that the souls of the / twins go to the 
Salmon-Maker. Then, it is said, that those men /turn into pure 
owls who are lazy. That is the word of the early (40) Kwakiutl and 
therefore they say this when they hear the owls (1) hooting at night. 253 

Then at once an old man/ sends out of the house another man to 
go and say aloud, / "Who are you, friend 1" Then the man goes 
out of the house / and stands outside of the house as they are all 
(5) sitting in their houses hearing the sound of the owl as it is 
hooting. / As soon as the man says aloud to the owl, / "Who are 
you, friend 1" then the owl answers him and / the owl says, "The 
late K·!ade." Then all/ the men who are listening hear the man 
saying, (10) "Who are you, friend 1" and they hear how the owl/ 
answers. For this reason the Indians believe that really / all men 
have owl masks and many /men belonging to different tribes / 
ask the owl. Then, it is said, the owl names the (15) name of the 
owner of the owl mask. Therefore all the /Indians believe that 
true is the saying of the Indians about the owls of the / Indians. / 

I was sent by my late father to go to Odza'las to / buy marten 
skins from the trappers of the Nimkish. I (20) started at once in 
the morning with three men / whom I had hired. In the evening 
we /arrived at ~ulku. There were many Nimkish living at ~iilku. / 
All the men said that the river of Gwa''ne was very high. /They 
told us to unload our freight. (25) I obeyed what they told us. 
We/ unloaded our freight. As soon as it was all out of the canoe 
my / crew put up the tent on the ground. As soon as they had 
done so they / put my freight into the tent. As soon as / this was 
done my three hired men were invited by their (30) relatives to 
go and eat there. They stopped there that/ night and I was alone 
that night. It was not yet /late at night when Great-One ('wa'las), 
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the head chief of the / numaym Si'sEnL!e of the Nimkish came 
into my tent. /He said to me, "Will you not hire me to pilot (35) 
you, going up to Odza.'las, for I am always / hired by visitors to 
go and pilot then through the bad / river which is very high. I 
have many poles to pole with / and my long rope to haul ·up against 
the strong current / in this river," said he. Then I asked how 
much I had to pay him. ( 40) He said that he asked one dollar as pay 
for him when/ going up and when he let me drift down. Now I 

254 (1) hired him. Then he said, "Shoot these many/ owls (as the 
owls are called by theNimkish), else you will not/ sleep this night," 
said he. "We will start early in the morning," / said he as he went 
out of my tent, while it was very light that (5) night, fox: it was full 
moon and truly I did not / sleep that night on account of the hooting 
of many owls. / Then I took my gun and shot an owl. / I went 
out of my tent and took the owl / and threw it into the bow of my 
traveling canoe. (10) Then I went into my tent and lay down that 
night. As soon /as day came in the morning I heard great talk 
of many / men outside of the tent. I / heard they were talking 
about the owl. Now an / old man whose name was Place-from
which-One-Thinks-to-Obtain-Property (Yi'qoL!eqElas), who be
longed to the (15) numaym L!a'L!Elamin tried to find out who shot 
the owl. / Then I arose and put on my clothes, for I / heard that 
they were really angry and their words were getting bad. / For that 
reason I put on my clothes. As soon / as I had put on my clothes 
I went out of my (20) tent and stood among the many men who 
were talking. /I saw Great-One, the man whom I had hired, standing 
among/ the men, for he ordered the men to/ stop talking because 
he did not believe that one side of us / is an owl. As soon as the 
old man, Place-from-which-One-Thinks-to-Obtain-Property, (25) 
saw me he asked me and said, "Did you shoot this/ our friend!" 
said he to me. Then I/ confessed that I was the one who had shot 
the owl. Then he said /to me, "Don't you know that it was a 
man that was shot by you, for you / shot the owner of the owl 
whom you now killed," said he. (30) I only looked at him as he 
was scolding me and I / spoke and said, "You have spoken enough 
to me, old man, / for I did not know that we are on one side owls 
when we are/ men. Now I will stop shooting at your tribe/ who, oh 
wonder! are owls," said I to him. Now he was really furious on account 
of my (35) last word to him. He said to me, "O, you little Norther
ner, / get out!" That is where his word stopped, for Great-One 
spoke,/ the Nimkish man whom I had hired and said, "O, /Place
from-which-One-Thinks-to-Obtain-Property, what makes you keep 
on scolding our visitors ! / Scold me, for I told him to shoot it, 
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(40) your relative, the owl, you old liar,'' said he. / Then Place
from-which-One-Thinks-to-Obtain-Property said to him, "I hope 
it may be your owl mask,/ the dead owl,'' said the old man as he (1) 
went home to his house. Then Great-One asked us to / load our 255 
canoe to go to Odza'las in the/ morning. Immediately we loaded 
the canoe with my trade goods. / As soon as we were all aboard 
Great-One came (5) carrying on his shoulder four punting poles 
and a long rope. / He went aboard at the stern and he was going 
to pole in the bow. He / asked for one skilled in punting among 
the three Kwakiutl whom I had hired. / One of them said that 
he was skilful. /Now he sat down in the bow of the canoe. Then 
all took hold of the (10) paddles and paddled going to Clay Beach 
(L!e'~elis). Now he/ turned the stern of the canoe up stream and 
punted with the poles / going up to Ma'smEts!a. As soon as we 
arrived at the lower side of it / Great-One asked us all to step out 
of the canoe. /As soon as we were all out on the east side of the 
river he tied (15) the end of the rope to the steering thwart of the 
canoe / and he threw among us the other end. Then Great-One / 
took hold of the big steering paddle. We hauled on the / rope 
as Great-One was steering outward with his paddle. Now the / 
canoe went to the middle of the rapids. As soon as (20) the canoe 
was hall way up the rapids the rope broke. /Then Great-One was 
wise and just paddled following the current and when he let the 
canoe go down/ the rapids the canoe did not capsize./ If the canoe 
should have gone down crosswise it would have capsized. Now/ 
Great-One came out safely. He came and paddled ashore. He 
was not at all frightened. (25) Then he doubled the rope as he tried 
again. Now/ the canoe passed the rapids. It was not yet/ near 
evening when we arrived at Odza'las. / Now for two nights we 
stayed there and we came drifting down/ the river in the morning. 
Now we just put ashore Great-One at ~filku (30) and we went 
right on going home. It was not yet / nearly evening when we 
arrived at Fort Rupert. / Now it was only nine days since I had 
paddled with / Great-One, when a visitor came who belonged to 
the Nimkish, a man /whose name was LElEndzE'wek·, who brought 
the news that Great-One had capsized at (35) Ma'smEts!a, for 
Great-One never came up in the water which was four / fathoms 
deep, for the same thing happened, that / the rope broke. It is 
said the canoe turned crosswise and therefore / capsized. After 
three days he was found at the lower end / of Crossed-Logs-on
Beach (K·!a'~es) and immediately he was buried. (40) After he had 
been buried Place -from -which - One -Thinks - to - 0 btain -Property 
spoke and / said, "O tribe, Nimkish, don't you believe that we 
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all /have our own owl masks of the owl, for that was the owl mask 
256 of (I) Great-One, the owl shot by George (Dzats)." Here stopped/ 

the words of Place-from-which-One-Thinks-to-Obtain-Property 
when came out of the house the wife of / Great-One. Then the 
woman said, ''You have spoken enough / about my husband, old 
man, else you will die, (5) for you wished that it should be my 
husband's owl mask of the / owl shot by George. Now your mouth 
got what it wished for, / my husband." Then the woman was 
really angry / and she went towards him holding a knife, to the 
place where / Place-from-which-One-Thinks-to-Obtain-Property 
was sitting. It is said two men just (10) took hold of the woman 
and took her into her house. / The Nimkish nearly had a fight 
among themselves on account of the owls. / I have tried to find 
out about the owl masks among all the K wak.iutl speaking tribes / 
and I find that all of them say that they have owl masks. /That 
is the end after this. I 
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Story of the 9-a'yok!wadExu. / 

Th~ chief of the 9-a'yok!wadEx whose name was Hax·~a lived 
at / .A(cEde's. He had a child. It was not known what kind he 
was, /whether a boy or a girl. Some men said that he was (5) 
an hermaphrodite. He grew up quickly and he dressed like a 
woman / for he had the name He'nadEmes, for he always / dressed 
like a woman; in the ways of a woman who wear an apron and / 
who have long hair. He had straps around his ankles / and he 
would not allow the young men to come near him when they 
wished to lie down (10) with the girls. Now she was a young 
woman / and she would lie down with the virgins who had men
struated. /One night He'nadEmes called a/ really pretty woman, 
a virgin, to lie down with him. /Then it is said the woman lay 
down with He'nadEmes. Immediately (15) the woman went 
to sleep and then He'nadEmes committed rape on the / pretty 
woman. Then the pretty woman found out that he was / 
a man. In the morning the woman arose and / went to her house. 
Now the woman did not /talk about what was done to her by 
He'nadEmes. As soon as (20) evening came He'nadEmes called 
another woman / to lie down with him, and so the woman lay 
down with him. / She was hardly fast asleep when He'nadEmes 
committed rape on/ the woman. The woman arose from her bed/ 
and went home to her house. Now she was angry. Then (25) 
the woman said that she would reveal what kind of a person / 
He'nadEmes was and that he was not a woman, for he was a man. / 
He'nadEmes in vain begged the woman not to / talk about what 
he had done to her. When daylight came in the /morning the father 

257 

of the woman called the ancestors of Ga'yok!wadExu. (30) As 
soon as they were all in the house of the father of the woman / 
upon whom He'nadEmes had just committed rape, the tribe were 
given food. / When they had finished eating, the father of the 
woman arose / and said, "You, tribe, this is not really the reason 
why I called you / to come that you may eat what I am giving 
you to eat; for this is my (1) reason for calling you, the great 258 
thing done by He'nadEmes to my / daughter, for my daughter 
went and lay down with He'nadEmes last night. / Then He'nadEmes 
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committed rape on my daughter, for he is a man,"/ said he. Then 
the father of HE'nadEmes was really ashamed on account of what 
(5) He'nadEmes had done and Hax-:i;..a went out of the house and 
went / home to his house. Then he spoke angrily to his son He'na
dEmes, /and Hax-~a said that he would cover his shame and invite 
the / Mats!adExu to come and witness how his child He'nadEmes / 
would be turned into a man, said he. He sent four men (10) 
to tell secretly Ya.'lowa, the chief of theMA'ts!adExu. /After four 
days the four men came back. / Then they reported to Hax·:i;..a 
what Ya.'lowa had said, /for he said that first the property of Hax·:i;..a 
should be given away to the people, the 9a'yok!wadExu, /"so that 
they should first turn He'nadEmes into a man," said he. Then 
(15) this suited the mind of Hax·:i;..a. Now he asked the song leaders 
/to make songs, the words of two verses to be the words of the/ song 
about a woman, so that He'nadEmes / should dance as a woman 
with them. And there should be the words of two verses /to be 
the words of the song of a man, for it was one (20) song, but four 
verses. When / the song was finished Hax-~a invited his tribe 
the 9a'yok!wadExu and / all came into his house. As soon as all 
had gone into his house / the song leaders sang the new song. Then 
He'nadEmes came / dressed as a woman and. danced. As soon 
as the words of the (25) song changed to the words about a man, 
/ then He'nadEmes took off his whole dress and was naked. / Then 
all the tribes saw his penis. /Now he became a man after this. When 
he finished dancing / Hax-:i;..a gave the name DawinaasEm to his 
son. (30) Now he finished having the name He'nadEmes after this. 
Then Hax-:i;..a /gave away all kinds of things, cedar bark blankets 
and sea otters/ and canoes to his tribe. Now DawinaasEm /left, 
being ashamed and went to the Ma'ts!adExu, for that was where 
his mother belonged, / for Ma' ma;wanoyo was the daughter of 
Ts!i';wasap, that is the mother of (35) DawinaasEm. Therefore 
he went to the one side of his body, / to his mother's side, the 
Ma'ts!adExu. Not long after him went Hax·~a / and his wife 
Ma'ma;wanoyo, following their son DawinaasEm. /Now Ts!i'l'.wasap 
had no son, therefore / he was very glad that DawinaasEm had 
come. Now (40) Ts!i'l'.wasap owned the purifying house at a 
lake behind / the houses of the Ma'ts!adExu at Yii'gwad. Ts!i' -
;wasap just / took DawinaasEm at once to his purifying house on 
the / island in the lake behind the houses of the Ma'ts!adExu at 

259 (1) Yii'gwad. NowDawinaasEm entered. He only saw /a common 
house like the houses of human beings. / There was nothing inside 
this except four skulls of / men; and hemlock branches were in 
the purifying house. (5) Now Ts!a.'~wasaptumed over the purifying 
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house to his grandson/ DawinaasEm. DawinaasEm wished to have 
a wife, / for now now he was dressed like a man. Then Ts!ii.'l'.wasap 
/asked in marriage the princess of the chief of the ::E'hats. Immediate
ly/ he married her. When for four days DawinaasEm had been 
married (10) to his wife, DawinaasEm arose with his/ wife and they 
sat down near the fire of the /house of Ts!ii.'l'.wasap. Then Dawi
naasEm arose and looked through / a hole in the front boards of the 
house. He said, "A guest has come," / aloud. Immediately his 
wife arose and also (15) looked through the hole. Then Dawinaa
sEm became angry with his/ wife because she had looked through 
the hole also, for he was jealous of his / wife. He sent his wife 
away to go home to her/ house. Then immediately his wife went 
home to her / house. Four days after he had sent away his wife 
(20) DawinaasEm was married again to the princess of the chief 
of the Yo'IEwesatx". / Again after he had been married for four 
days / DawinaasEm arose from the place where he was sitting 
with his wife and / looked through the hole and again he said, 
"A guest is coming." (This is what is called / by the Kwakiutl 
"The arrival of a guest"). Immediately his wife (25) arose and also 
looked through the hole. Then / the woman did not see a canoe 
paddling along. She spoke / to her husband and said, "Why are 
you telling a lie 1 There is / no guest coming," said the woman 
to her husband. / Then DawinaasEm said, "I only wanted to know 
your mind, (30) for you are expecting your lover to come to see 
you. Therefore you / immediately looked through the hole when 
I told a lie when I said, 'Look at the guest who is coming.' Now 
get out and go to the one whom you are expecting," / said he. 
Immediately the woman went home to her / house. Four times 
DawinaasEm had for his wives the princesses (35) of the chiefs 
of the four tribes. / They all looked through the hole, and that 
was the cause of the anger of DawinaasEm / against his wives. 
Now he wished to marry a common woman, / the daughter of a 
common man. DawinaasEm went/ to the ~'ogwadEx11 • There he 
found a pretty woman, (40) the daughter of a common man. Da
winaasEm married the / woman. Then he came home to Yii'gwad. 
For four / days he stayed, then DawinaasEm arose and looked 
through / the hole. He said, "Guests are coming." But never 
moved(l)his wife. Then he said again, "Guests are coming." Again 260 

/ never moved the woman. As soon as DawinaasEm saw / that his 
wife did not move he came and sat down by the side of his / wife. 
He embraced her and said, "That is what I wish, (5) that which 
you have done, for you showed that you have no lover, for you / 
did not arise to look through the hole when I said a guest was coming. 
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/ Now I know that you really love me," said / DawinaasEm to 
his wife. Now they were well married after this. / Then Dawi
naasEm asked his wife to go walking to ( l O) (a place) not very far 
from Yii'gwad, the name of which is Mowinaes, the village / of 
Ma'IAhas which is called by the Kwakiutl Dzo'noq!wa. Then they 
started. / When they were half way to the place where they were 
going, DawinaasEm /said to his wife that he would take a rest. They 
sat down. They had not/ been sitting down very long when his 
wife asked permission to ease herself (15). DawinaasEm told her 
to go ahead and ease herself. Then his wife/ arose and dug with 
her feet in the sand near / the feet of her husband. Then the woman 
sat down and /passed a wind. Immediately DawinaasEm spoke 
and/ said, "Now I just believe that you love me, for you are not 
(20) ashamed of my hearing you passing wind. Thank you for your 
mind," / said he to his wife. As soon as his wife had finished 
easing herself / she arose and was going to cover with sand her 
excrement. /Then DawinaasEm forbade his wife, "Do not cover 
it up," / said he and he went to look at the four, round, hard 
pieces (25) like stones, his wife's excrement. Then his wife sat 
down / to see what her husband meant, why he would not allow 
her / to cover up her excrement. Then her husband arose / and 
took small cedar sticks and he poked into the four pieces, / just 
like black stones, the excrement of his wife. After (30) he had poked 
into them he took with his right / hand the four pieces of ex
crement. Then he said to his wife, / "O mistress, now go home to our 
house and I shall take these / four supernatural pieces of excrement 
to my purifying house /at the lake," said DawinaasEm. Then his 
wife went back (35) to their house and her husband went back 
into the woods to go / to the lake and he put the four pieces of 
excrement in the / right hand rear comer of the purifying house. 
As soon as he had done so he / went back to his house. Then said 
DawinaasEm to his wife, / "Now your excrements have gone to 
my purifying house. (40) Now we will wait for the result," said he. 
For now he was a shaman, / DawinaasEm. He was feared by the 
ancestors of the Ma'ts!adExu, for they said / that he was able to 
throw disease. Now night came and he went to lie down with 
his wife/ and immediately he went to sleep. Then he dreamed of 

261 four men (1) who came into the house and in his dream one/ of 
the four men spoke. He said, "We are the / excrement of your 
wife, friend DawinaasEm. Now you have done well that you were 
not / disgusted when you carried us in your hands and when you put 
us (5) into your purifying house. I mean this, now get up early/ 
in the morning and you will see four whales which we/ have towed 
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here this night," said in his dream the men. / Then in his dream 
they disappeared. Immediately DawinaasEm awoke. /What should 
it be~ It was getting daylight. Immediately he woke up (10) 
his wife and told his dream to her. Then / they arose and 
went into the sea water at the beach / of the village. As soon 
as they had done so they went up the beach / and went right to the 
seaside of the village site at Yii'gwad. / Then he saw four whales 
lying dead on the beach. (15) Now DawinaasEm sang his sacred 
song. /It was heard by the ancestors of the Ma'ts!ad.Exu. All the 
men /arose and went to see why he was singing his sacred song. 
Then/ all the men saw the four whales/ lying dead on the beach. 
Then DawinaasEm gave a feast of the four (20) whales to his tribe, 
the Ma'ts!adExu. Now he finished/ having the name DawinaasEm 
after this. Now his name was Ts!ii/:~wasap, the / former name 
of his grandfather. Now the one who had the name Ts!ii,'~wasap / 
wished to add to what he had put into his purifying house. / When 
evening came he started and went into (25) every house of the 
ancestors of the Ma'ts!ad.Exu and he just stood in the house, he 
never/ spoke and went out. Not one of the men /dared to ask 
him why he was doing this. As soon as he had gone into all / the 
houses he went home to his house and lay down on his back. / 
Late in the night he asked his wife to lie down, "for I (30) will 
stay here for a while, where I am now/' said he. "Do not expect 
me /if I do not lie down early. You will not talk /about it that 
I did not come to lie down with you this night, when daylight 
comes in the /morning," said he to his wife. Then his wife went 
to sleep. /When it was late at night he, who had now the name 
Ts!ii,'~wasap, arose (35) and went out of his house and went to 
look at the houses of the / Ma'ts!adExu. Then he found that all 
were sound asleep. / He went into the house and stole a cradle 
in which lay / a child newly born by its mother and he carried 
it out of the / house and put it down outside of his house. Then 
(40) he went back and stole a cradle in which lay newly/ born by 
its mother a boy, and he caITied it out of the house / and put it 
down outside of his house. When / he had ten cradles in all 
of which lay, newly born (1) by their mothers, boys, then he carried 262 
them back into the woods / and went to his purifying house and 
he placed upright the cradles / in which the children were lying, 
around the inside of his purifying / house. Then three of the 
children cried. (5) Immediately Ts!a'~wasap said, "That is what 
I wish, that/ you may cry, supernatural ones, for the whales when 
they come drifting ashore / when they are dead," said he. Then 
he went home to his house and lay down / with his wife, when it 
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was not yet nearly daylight. Now / he slept for a short time. 
As soon as day came Ts!a.'~wasap (10) arose and went into the 
water in the sea on the beach of the / village. When he had finished 
he went up the beach and / went near to the outside of the village 
site at Yii'gwad. Then / he saw three whales lying dead on the 
beach. / He sang his sacred song and as soon as the Ma'ts!adEx" 
heard the ( 15) sound of the sacred song they all awoke and went 
to look for it. Now / they saw three whales lying dead on the 
beach./ Then Ts!a'~wasap feasted again his tribe, the Ma'ts!adEx". / 
Now the ten lost babies were looked for by their fathers. /As soon 
as all the men gave up looking for them they said that the (20) 
wolves had devoured the children. They never / guessed that 
Ts!a'~wasap had stolen them. He did not allow / a single man to 
go near the purifying house / after this, for he told his tribe, the 
Mats!adEx", that/ if anyone should go near "to look at my purifying 
house, then I shall (25) throw (sickness) into him so that he will 
die, for I shall nothave anypity, even if my father, /Hari;.a., should 
go, I should kill him," said he. Therefore nobody / dared to 
go near his purifying house. Now the Ma'ts!adEx" / were really 
afraid of Ts!a.'~wasap after this. Not a single / man dared to go 
to the lake. Now Ts!a'~wasap (30) was searching for graves and 
he took the skulls of some men who had been dead a long time / 
and he put them into his purifying house. / When one hundred 
skulls had been put into his purifying / house and two corpses 
he stopped for a little while. / Then he laid down on the floor forty 
skulls, on the right hand side in the rear (35) of the house where the 
skulls were placed close together, the top of the head upward. / 
He also took forty skulls and laid them down on the floor on the / 
left hand side in the rear of the house and he took much moss / 
and put it on the skulls as a bedding. Now/ is was his bed, 
in the way they were. Then he split (40) cedar wood, ten pieces, 
each one fathom long / and he took a skull and put it on top of 
it. He set it upright / at the right hand side inside the door of 
the house . He put / eight skulls on top of cedar sticks which stood 

263 on the floor on the (1) right hand side of the house. Then he also 
put eight skulls / on top of cedar sticks which stood at the left hand 
side of the / house. Then he took four skulls and put them on top 
of / four cedar sticks. He placed two of them upright on the ground 
at the (5) right hand side outside the doorway of the house and he 
also / put upright two on the left hand side of the doorway of the 
house. / These were referred to by Ts!a'~wasap as watchmen 
against those who are secular who might come / near the house. 
Then Ts!a.'~wasap searched for a grave/ and as soon as he found 
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a grave he took ten whole (10) bodies of the people, really dry 
bodies, / and he put them upright, beginning in the rear of the / 
house and coming towards the door of the house, and there were 
two rows of them/ in this manner. Now they all leaned 
against/ poles, for all the ten (15) corpses stood up 
on the floor facing the door of the purifying house. / 
After he had done so it occurred to him to go again / 
and to steal some new-born children of the / women of 
the tribe of theMA.'ts!adExu. As soon as/ nightcameTs!i' -

• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 

~wasap went to the village site of the MA.'tsladExu tribe (20) and 
sat down behind his house. He never / went into his house. When 
it was late at night he wished / all to be sound asleep, all the men 
and women / and children. Then he started and went into all the / 
houses and stole many children in the cradles (25) and went with 
them to the purifying house. Then Ts!i'~wasap / stood them 
up around the inside of the purifying house and when / he had 
done so he went to his house when it was not yet daylight / and 
he lay down with his wife. As soon as daylight came in the morning 
/ Ts!i':Jwasap heard his tribe talking to one another when they 
(30) found out about their children, that there were no more 
cradles on the floor and / no children newly born by their mothers. 
Again /all the men ran about in vain and also the women /searching 
for their children. But not one of them dared to go / near the lake. 
Then all the men gave up (35) searching for them. They never 
charged the disappearance of the children/ to Ts!i~wasap. Now 
he felt happy, for/ the cradles in which the children were, standing 
close together, went/ all around the purifying house. Now Ts!i'
:JWasap said / that he dreamed he was asked by the wolf to do this 
(40) as he was doing in his purifying house. Therefore he had 
done this with the / one hundred and twenty children and twelve 
corpses / which he put into his purifying house. Now / Tsli' -
:JWasap asked his wife to go and lie down in the ( l) purifying house 264 
with him. His wife did not dare to disobey / the order of her 
husband. When night came / Ts!i'~wasap asked his wife to go 
out of the house / and they went out. His wife just followed him 
(5) as Ts!a/~wasap was leading towards his / purifying house. 
As soon as they arrived there, Tsli'~wasap / asked his wife to lie 
down on the left hand side of the house. / Ts!i'~wasap lay down 
on the right hand side of the house. /Now both lay down, each 
on forty skulls. (10) His wife did not see the twelve / corpses 
standing on the floor between her and her husband, / for it was 
very dark that night when they went into the house. / A soon 
as daylight came in the morning Tsli':Jwasap awakened his wife/ 
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and they went to bathe in the lake. When they had done so, 
(15) Ts!a.'~wasap spoke and said to his wife, "O woman! Now you/ 
have seen our purifying house, don't talk /to my tribe about what 
was seen by you inside of it when we go home / to our house," 
said he to her. Then his wife replied / and said to him, "What 
would be the result if I should go and talk (20) about it 1 You 
know that I do not talk with them although / they are my relatives 
and your relatives," said she. Then / they went home to their 
house at Yii'gwad. Now the only time when they went was /the 
night when they lay down in the purifying house. Now always 
/ whales came and lay dead on the sea side of the village site of 
the (25) Ma'ts!adExu at Yii'gwad. Then Ts!a.'~wasap said to his 
wife that he / had been dreaming of the wolf who came and asked 
him to rub his body with hemlock / with four branches, and also 
his wife, in the evening and in the morning, when first / daylight 
came, and they went to bathe in the lake, and they / should go 
every fourth day and stay in the purifying house, (he) and his 
(30) wife. As soon as four days had passed, he went home /to 
his house at Yii'gwad. Every time for four/ days they went to 
watch for whales which came and lay dead on the beach. / 
After they had done so for four days he went back to his purifying 
/house with his wife. Now they continued doing this. (35) Ts!a'
~wasap became really a chief of the ancestors of the /Ma'ts!adExu, 
for he continued giving feasts of the whales to them. / Therefore he 
was called a good chief by his tribe, /the Ma'ts!adExu. The Ma'
ts!adExu did not allow him to go back/ to this father's side to the 
ga'yok!wadExu. Then Ts!a'~wasap did not want (40) to go back 
to them for he was ashamed of what he had done when he com
mitted rape on the / woman at A~Ede's, in the village of the 9a' -
yok!wadExu. / Now Ts!a'~wasap had a son with his wife / and 

265 HaX'i;.a, the father of Ts!a~wasap, went home to A~Ede's. (1) Now 
he finished having for his wife the mother of Ts!a'~wasap after 
this, for sick was the / heart of HaX' i;.a on account of his son 
Ts!a'~wasap who also did not /go home. Now HaX'i;.a took for 
his wife one coming from the / 9a'yok!wadExu tribe. Ts!a'~wasap 
and his wife (5) continually rubbed their bodies with hemlock 
branches in the lake. / Now Ts!a'~wasap was always happy with 
his wife, / for they were trated well by his tribe, the Ma'ts!adExu. 
As soon as / the son of Ts!a'~wasap was strong enough, he gave 
over to him his / purifying house and the name Ts!a':~.wasap. 
Now he had the name, (10) the son of Ts!a'~wasap, after that. 
Then the new Ts!a'~wasap / had a son, and as soon as the boy 
was strong enough/ Ts!a'~wasap, his father, gave over the purifying 
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house / and his name Ts!ii.'~wasap. Now all were rotted, / the 
cradles in which the children were, and also the corpses, for he 
could not (15) get children and corpses, the new Ts!ii.'~wasap. / 
He just took cedarwood and carved it, / imitating the children 
and the corpses. As soon as / all this work was done he took up 
the cradles with the / children in them and the twelve corpses 
and put them down {20) outside of the purifying house. When 
this was all done / he took the carved children and stood them 
up at the / place where the real children had been standing. When 
this was all done / he put up twelve carved men / in the places 
where the corpses had been standing. When this was done he 
went out (25) of the purifying house and he hid all the rotten / 
cradles and what was in them and the corpses behind his / purifying 
house. He did not touch (1) and (2) and/ all the skulls. Now his 
work was finished after this./ It is said thatTs!ii.'~wasap is eight 
generations beginning from the last (30) Ts!ii.'~wasap who changed 
the carved cedarwood children and the / carved cedarwood men for 
the corpses. / That is the end. / 
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Addenda. 

Shamans. I 
For there are many kinds of shamans of the various tribes, / the 

passed through shamans who are referred to as thrower shamans, 
and those who heal the / sick and those who only feel of the sick
ness of a sick (5) man. They do not suck out the sickness, but 
they / only blow the sickness of which they feel; and also those 
who dream about the/ supernatural power./ 

Now this is the great shaman Made-to-be-Fool, (No'li'laku) for 
he was the shaman of the / late chief Trying-to-Invite (L8.leli.L!a) 
of the numaym Chiefs (G·e'xsEm) of the Na'k!wax·da'xu, (10) for 
when Trying-to-Invite wished a person to die/ who had disobeyed 
the words of Trying-to-Invite, he asked his /shaman, Made-to-be
Fool, to throw (sickness) into him quickly, for / Made-to-be-Fool 
was the son of the late great shaman whose name was Fool (NE
no'lo ). / And immediately Made-to-be-Fool asked PE'nped, who 
belongs to the (15) numaym Chiefs, to look for the place where/ the 
man who is to die is always sitting. Then PE'nped goes to look, / 
for sometimes PE'nped goes to look for four days. /As soon as 
PE'nped sees the man still always lying down on his back / where 
he always lies on his back at night, he tells Made-to-be-Fool, 
the (20) shaman. As soon as it is late at night Made-to-be-Fool and/ 
PE'nped start, and Made-to-be-Fool goes not / near the house 
where the man is who is to die. Then PE'nped / alone looks 
through a knot hole in the side boards of the / house. When PE'n
ped sees the man (25) still lying on his back he goes and calls 
Made-to-be-Fool to go / and look through the knot hole. When 
Made-to-be-Fool sees the/ man then the shaman asks PE'nped to 
leave him. / Then PE'nped starts, and that is when he throws 
the / means of throwing through the knot hole, so that the means 
of throwing enters the body (30) of the man. As soon as this is 
done Made-to-be-Fool goes home /to his house and lies down on 
his bed. The reason why he /lies down on his bed is that if the 
man should die quickly/ then at once the relatives of the dead man 
might come to see/ Made-to-be-Fool. When they find him lying 
in his bed (35) they do not guess that he has killed the man. / 

267 Now I will talk about Made-to-be-Fool, the son of (1) Fool, the 
great shaman of Trying-to-Invite, the Head Chief of the / numaym 
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Chiefs of the Na'k!wax-da£xu, for Fool was really an old / man. 
He was hardly strong enough to walk. /Therefore Fool said to his 
son, Made-to-be-Fool, "Go on, (5) child, and think about purifying 
yourself for four days that you / may become a great shaman, 
child," said he to him. Then replied/ Made-to-be-Fool to what his 
father had said to him and said, "That is / wished by me, what you 
say to me, father, that I may purify myself/ beginning tomorrow," 
said Made-to-be-Fool to his father. Now (10) were finished their 
words after that. Then Made-to-be-Fool started and went / to 
a pond behind Tegiixste£. As soon as he arrived at the/ pond he 
took hemlock branches and sat down in the water and / rubbed 
his body with hemlock branches that morning. After he had done 
so he started and / went inland. When it was nearly evening he 
came back (15) to the pond and again rubbed his body with hem
lock branches. When he had done so / he went home to his house 
when it was night and lay down / in his bed. For three days he 
did so. / When the fourth day came Fool arose in the / morning and 
followed his son, Made-to-be-Fool, and they went (20) to the pond. 
Immediately Made-to-be-Fool went into the water of the pond/ and 
rubbed his body with hemlock branches. When he had done so 
Fool / asked him to lie on his back close to the shore of the pond. 
Then/ Fool vomited up blood mixed with a quartz crystal. Then/ 
he washed it so that the blood came off and he threw it (25) into 
the lower end of the breastbone of Made-to-be-Fool. Now Fool / 
gave over the magic power in his body to his son. Then said / 
Made-to-be-Fool that his whole body felt weak after that. / Now 
Fool stopped being a shaman after this. After this Made-to-be-Fool 
was the great passed/ shaman of the chief Trying-to-Invite, for (30) 
Made-to-be-Fool had obtained the whole power to throw so that 
a man was dead, and to obtain / sickness when he sucked it out, 
and to get the (disease) thrown by other / shamans that was now 
in a sick person. Now / Made-to-be-Fool had the name of a great 
passed shaman after that. Now Made-to-be-Fool / secretly hired 
PE'~ed to help him secretly when (35) all the passed shamans 
of the Na'k!wax-daExu were curing and when they were playing to / 
overcome one another in the house, namely Qa'snomalas, and 
Making-Alive (Q!weq!ii.Elagila) and/ Ts!Ela'xel and also the woman 
whose name is Woman-Bringing-Life-from-the-Beach (Q!iJ.E
lEnts!esEmae;a). /All these are great passed shamans of the Na'
k!wax·daExu who / have been named by me. There is for each one 
young man, only(40)an active man whobelongsto the greatpassed 
shamans to help them when / they do the great work of healing 
sick persons and when they play with the/ shamanistic power, (a 
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young man) who does not enter the house when the shamans are 
playing, / for he only walks about at the side of the house listening 

268 to the (1) shaman when he sings his sacred song, which is a means 
of speaking /to his secret helper, the text of the sacred song of the 
shaman with which / he calls his secret helper to come close to the / 
house, the place where they are playing; / 

(5) "Come supernatural power, come near, have mercy and / 
help me, Supernatural One, o o o. / 

Come supernatural power of the supernatural power, come 
near me / and set it right, for the supernatural power is 
unlucky in the house/ o o o." / 

(10) As soon as the secret helper of the shaman hears the/ words 
of the sacred song of the shaman he stands at once next to the / 
house and listens to the words of the shaman when he says ·that 
he will / throw up a small round stone of the same kind as one 
carried by his/ secret helper. Then the shaman says aloud when 
he (15) throws up the stone, "Now the means of throwing goes up," 
says he. /Now the secret helper hears the words of the/ shaman. 
Then the man throws up the stone so that it comes and / falls on 
the roof boards of the house. Then all the/ spectators believe that 
he is a throwing shaman after this. All the (20) four shamans of 
the Na'k!wax-dat:xu have secret helpers, /each one man, for doing 
so, for they always / try to overcome one another, healing the sick 
or playing against one another. / The shamans of the Gwasila and 
Dza'wadEenoxu / and Koskimo do the same as the shamans of the 
Na'k!wax-da1xu (25) when they play and when they suck out the 
sickness and /throw it away. Four times they suck on the sick 
man /when they cure him. After they have sucked four times/ 
and after they finish they blow on the place where they have 
sucked and they have not / blown a long time before it is ended. 
That is the end. / 

(30) A different kind of shamans are the many shamans of the 
Kwakiutl, /for there is only one, Good-Looking-One (Aix·'ag·ida'
lag·llis) who belongs to the Named-Ones (~e'~E4fed) / who sucks out 
sickness of a sick man. As soon as he / stops sucking, he blows on the 
place where he has sucked./ It is also said that he is a thrower. I do 
not believe that he is a thrower, (35) for they do not openly talk 
about it. / 

Now I will talk about other shamans of the / Kwakiutl and 
Ma'maleleqala and Nimkish and La'wits!es / and Ma'dilbe', for 
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different are their ways from the ways of the / shamans of the 
Na'k!wax·da'xu, the ways of the Kwakiutl. / 

(40) It is this, when a man has been sick for a long time, or (1) 
a woman, the shaman is asked to cure, to come and feel for/ his 269 

sickness. This one has the name feeler-shaman, who does not / suck 
out and does not cure the sick, for he only feels of the / sickness and 
the supernatural power as it stays in the stomach of the sick (5) 
person. As soon as the feeler-shaman comes and sits down / at 
the right hand side of the sick woman he / puts down a basin with 
water. The/ shaman washes his hands. As soon as he has finished 
he feels / of the crown of the head of the sick person. He feels of 
his chest. (10) He also feels of his stomach. Now it is a long time 
before he / feels of the place above the navel. Then speaks / the 
feeler-shaman and says, "I have found it, for it is not/ the sickness 
that is in your stomach, it is this magic power." / Then the feeler
shaman says to the father of the sick person, (15) "Go on, build on 
the ground a small house, inland, that she may be in it / for four 
days, lying down in it that she may add supernatural power to 
the/ supernatural power that is in the stomach of your daughter," 
says he to him./ "Now you will wash her body before she tries to go 
into the house of the sick," /says the feeler-shaman. Immediately 
the man (20) goes to build a little house on the ground, inland. 
When / the house the man is making is finished, then the mother of 
the sick one / washes her body. After she has washed her the sick 
one goes / into the house of the sick. Now her bedding are super
natural tips of the spruce/ tree. They spread over it a new mat. (25) 
On this the sick person lies and all / her bed covers and her clothing 
are new. Then she is/ alone in the night as she goes to sleep. As 
soon as day comes in the /morning the feeler-shaman goes to see 
her, for l;ie carries a little / food to be eaten by her. Often he does 
not carry anything. (30) As soon as he arrives at the house of the 
sick, the feeler-shaman / sits down at the door of the house of the 
sick and asks the sick / person about her dream that night. Then 
the sick person/ says that she dreamed about the loon who came 
and circled around the place where she was lying down. / "He did 
not touch me before he left me," says she. Then says (35) the 
feeler-shaman, "That is what was wished for by me, that he might 
come near you, /for the loon is a great, good Supernatural One, for 
he often/ takes pity and cures the sick and he makes them shamans./ 
Now only take care that you may be made well by him," says the/ 
feeler-shaman. Then he starts and goes home. (40) After two days 
the sick person sings a sacred song at/ night. Now the supernatural 
power has gone into her. After four days / a fire is built in the 
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middle of the house of her father. Then her father invites / his 
270 tribe to come into the house. As soon as ( 1) all the men and women 

are inside /the feeler-shaman arises. He speaks and /says, / 
"Go on, get ready with your batons, friends, that I may go (5) 

and call our friend to come into this house,"/ says he as he goes out 
of the door at night while / the sick person is singing her sacred 
song. Now the sick person comes walking behind the / feeler
shaman. They come into the / house while the sick person is still 
singing the sacred song. (10) The song leaders just listen to the 
words of the new /shaman, the person who has been sick, which 
says, / 

1. I shall cure; it will cure, thissupematuralpower, waai', waai'. / 
2. I shall sputter with sputtering water of the supematural 

power, waai' / waai'. / 

(15) As soon as the sacred song is ended the / feeler-shaman 
speaks and says, I 

"Have you all, friends, heard the words of /the sacred song of 
the new shaman which said 'I shall cure.' /Now she tells us that 
she is a passed shaman," says he. "Go on! sing following her, (20) 
friends, that our friend may dance," says he./ Then again she sings 
her sacred song. Then the song leaders sing after her / and she 
dances. Now for four nights she dances. / Then she is a passed 
shaman after this and her name is great supernatural power 
(Nau'ala~udze). / Now she begins to cure a sick woman, and she 
just (25) feels of the stomach of the sick woman. As soon as she/ 
has done feeling of her stomach she asks to be given perch oil. / 
Then she is given perch oil. She smears her hand and presses it / 
on to the upper end of the stomach of the sick woman and goes 
down /reaching the lower side of the navel. For a long time she (30) 
presses backward and forward roughly her intestines. As soon 
as she has done so she blows on / each side of the neck of the sick 
woman going downward towards the stomach and reaching / below 
the navel. Four times she goes back/ blowing along each side of 
the neck and reaching down to the lower end of the stomach. / 
Now she does so four times in the moming before (35) the sick 
woman has eaten, then she stops. Now after this she bas the name 
passed / shaman. There is no trick in what is being done by her 
and therefore / there is no secret helper in the way of the Na' -
k!wax·datxu. / That is the end. / 

Now for a little while I will talk about the dreamer (40) shaman, 
who does not cure sick persons, for there is only / a little beating 
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of the magic power above his navel. (1) He has no sacred song, for 271 
the only reason why he is a shaman is that he dreams / good dreams 
about the woman, for he now tells his dream, that he saw / her 
come out of the coffin and that she was laughing as she was going 
home/ to her house. This is called by the Indians a good dream. (5) 
And now the dreamer-shaman tells his dream to the woman, about 
his / good dream about her. / 

If he dreams about a child or a man who falls into the / water 
and sinks down, that is referred to by the Indians as a bad / dream. 
Then the passed shaman is called to feel ( l 0) of the crown of his 
head. After the passed shaman has finished / feeling of the crown 
of his head he says, "This one has no soul," says he. /Now agree • the word of the passed shaman and the word of the / dreamer-sha-
man, if he says that he has seen something bad when he was 
dreaming that (the child) fell/ into the water and went down and 
never emerged. Now (15) the parents of the child beg the passed 
shaman to / try and get the soul of the child, says he. Immediately / 
the father of the child builds a fire in the middle of the house. 
When he has finished / he calls his tribe, and all come into his 
house. /When they are all in, the mother of the child spreads (20) 
a new mat in the rear of the house./ The child sits down on the mat. 
Then the passed shaman / stands up and sings his sacred song as he 
goes out of the door. / As soon as he is out of the door the song 
leaders beat time with fast/ beating. They do not beat time long 
before they stop. (25) After a little while they beat time again, and 
again they do not beat time for a long while / before they stop. 
Then they beat time again and again they stop. /Now they beat 
fast time three times. Then the passed shaman comes into /the 
house singing his sacred song and the song leaders beat fast time. / 
Now the passed shaman holds in his hand the soul of the (30) child 
as he goes around the fire in the middle of the house. He / goes right 
on to the child which is sitting on the mat and he / puts the soul on 
the crown of its head. He presses / on the crown of its head. When 
he stops pressing on the / crown of its head he blows on the crown of 
its head. Now he (35) blows for a long time and then he stops. 
Then the father of the child takes / one pair of blankets and pays it 
to the passed shaman. / Generally the child gets well when they 
put the soul on / it. / 

Generally also a grown up man does not live long, (40) for he 
thoroughly believes in the bad dream of the dreamer-shaman / and 
when other shamans say that the soul is not put on right / when it 
is put on by the shaman on its owner. Then say / other shamans 
that the shaman made a mistake when he caught the soul ( l) of 272 
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another person, and therefore lives a short time / the one who now 
has the soul. Now that also is ended./ 

Good-Looking-One (Aix·'ag·ida'lag·ilis), he is the only one who 
sucks out / sickness and the means of throwing and who gets the 
souls and (5) puts them into those who have no soul. He is referred 
to / by the Kwakiutl as passed shaman, for there is no trick in 
what he is doing. / Therefore he has no secret man, and he / is a man 
who belongs to the Having-Names (~e'~E~ed). / 

Feeler-passed-through-shaman and the shaman who tries to get 
souls. (10). He does not suck out sickness for they are almost all/ 
women, the feeler-passed-through.!l!:ihamans, for they feel of the / 
head of a sick man if he should have no soul. / Then she feels of 
his chest going down to the lower end of his stomach. / After she has 
finished feeling of him she rubs on perch oil all over (15) his 
stomach and she blows on both sides of the neck reaching / down 
to below the navel. She gets the soul./ That is the end./ 

Dreamer-shaman, for the only reason why he is a shaman is that 
he dreams a / good dream about a man, or he dreams a bad dream 
(20) about a man who is going to be sick, for he has no other way / 
but dreaming. That is the end. / 

The seer, for he sees the man who will be sick,/ although he does 
not yet feel the sickness. Truly, / not long after this the man 
falls sick. He (25) sees that he will die, for he says that he sees that 
the man is being / buried while he is still alive and he is still walking 
about. / Really not long after this he falls sick and dies. / As soon 
as he sees that a man will get sick and he does not / see that he 
will die, then he tells the man about what is seen by him (30) about 
him. He says to him, "Take care, Lord, for I see that you will 
be very /sick. You will get well again. I mean this, /that you 
should not be afraid if you should get sick," he says to him, for / 
the man is not yet sick. Truly,/ not long after that the man becomes 
very sick. (35) And so he gets well again. 

Once all the Kwakiutl went into / the house of the late Ten
Fathom-Face (NEqa'p!Enk'Em), and the late ~liiyo'IElasEme' / sat 
down in a feast, he who belongs to the numaym La'alax·s'Endayo, / 
9uyo'IElasEmec who is a seer. (He said) "O tribe, listen /to me. 

273 I see a paddle swinging, I think far away, (1) for I hardly see the 
paddle. Now I think / in the evening it will arrive," said he. 
Then I, George Hunt, / was sitting in the feast among them. It 
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was not yet evening when/ the Nimkish arrived on the beach. Now 
it was again right the saying of the seer (5) man. / 

Also many times I heard him come into the /store, which was 
cared for by my late father. Then {liiyo'lElasEmet / said to my late 
father, "I see a steamer, for it is / swinging in front of my eyes 
with paddle wheels," said he. It was not yet (10) evening when 
the steamer came and blew its whistle. As soon as she / anchored, 
my late father paid four leaves of tobacco / to the seer ~liiyo'lE
lasEmet. I have often seen him /talk this way to my late father 
and his saying was always right. / He is not a shaman, for he is 
only an ordinary man. (15) I never found another seer/ among all 
the tribes among whom I went, for he always talked against / the 
shamans. That is the end. / 

Ha'daho. / 

Now I will again talk about Ha'daho who was referred to by the 
(20) Koskimo as a passed shaman for they all believed in his ways/ 
with the squirrel which was on his neckring, tied to it, which was/ 
only the skin of a squirrel stuffed with eagle down, /for Ha'daho 
said that it was of light weight for his tricks. / As soon as he wished 
to play with the squirrel he untied it from (25) the place where it 
was tied to the neckring of red cedar bark and he made the squirrel 
move, / to go and crawl about beginning at the right hand, and it 
came /crawling around his chest and crawled along to his left hand. / 
When he had done so he looked at his secret man who was sitting 
down/ near the door of the house. Ha'daho took hold of the (30) 
head of the squirrel. That was as though he was saying to his 
secret /man, "Now go out and go up on the roof of this /house," 
said he when he did this to the squirrel. Therefore the/ secret man 
at once secretly went out of the door of the / house and he went up 
to the roof at night. Then the secret (35) man of Ha'daho was 
carrying a string and he put / one end of the string through a hole 
in the roof boards. That/ was taken by Ha'daho and tied around 
the squirrel. /Then the secret man pulled up the squirrel so that it 
went through / the hole in the roof boards of the house. For a long 
time (40) the squirrel did not come back. Then Ha'daho spoke and/ 
said, "What may be the matter with my supernatural power that 
it does not come back? (1) Let me try and call it," said he as he 274 

sang his sacred song. /The words were, / 
"Come supernatural power of the Supernatural One, come and 

help /poor me, o friend, Supernatural One, wo wo wo." / 
(5) Now Ha'daho looked up and he saw the squirrel coming 
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through the roof boards of the house. Therefore he saw at once /the 
squirrel which came head downward through (the hole). / Imme
diately Ha'daho took hold of the squirrel and moved it/ and tied 
it on his red cedar bark neckring. Now all (10) the men of the 
Koskimo were surprised at what was done with the squirrel. / 

Then some men did not believe and the reason why they / did 
not believe the way that was seen what was done by Ha'daho was 
that he was standing in one place/ as he was playing, for he did not 
move to another place where he stood right under the / hole in the 
roof boards of the house. Therefore (15) one man secretly went up 
to the roof boards of the house / and searched for the hole through 
which the squirrel had gone./ He found the hole in the roof boards 
over which a thin shingle was laid. / Thus he found out the ways of 
Ha'da~o. Now / all the men made fun of Ha'daho after this. (20) 
Therefore he was no more a shaman, as he was really ashamed 
because his tricks had been found out / in everything he was doing. 
He never walked about, / he who had been called by the Koskimo 
a passed shaman, for / he sucked out sickness and the means of 
throwing and he said he / knew how to throw disease and he said 
he could catch souls. Now all (25) the men did not believe what 
he said. It was not long before/ he got sick and he had not been 
lying down in bed long before he died./ He died of shame. Ha'daho 
could not / stand it when all the men made fun of him on account 
of his lies, / for even his near relative, the elder brother of Ha' daho 
did not (30) talk to him, for they were all ashamed of him and 
therefore / they were only glad when he died. Now many others / 
who said that they were passed shamans of the Koskimo stopped 
being shamans for / they were ashamed of what had been done 
by Ha'daho. That is the end. / 

Witchcraft./ 

(35) Among these Kwakiutl tribes there is no one who obtained/ 
the (power of the) throwing shaman, for the only one to whom 
they refer as / thrower is Good-Looking-One (Aix-'ag·ida'lag·ilis) 
who belongs to the Named-Ones (:i;.e'~Ee;ed). / Many men do not 
believe that he does this, and I know/ that the Ma'maleleqala and 
the Nimkish and La'wits!es and the ( 40) Madilbe' and the Le' -
e;wilda1xu, not one of them has a thrower / shaman. / 

275 (1) For this reason the chiefs wish those who belong to / their nu
maym to learn witchcraft that a person may die. This / is the 
reason that there are two men expert in witchcraft in each / numaym 
of the Kwakiutl tribes. The expert in witchcraft (5) does not 
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allow one who belongs to those expert in witchcraft of another 
numaym / to know this means of witchcraft, for the methods of / 
those expert in witchcraft are not the same, for they do not wish / 
their means of witchcraft to be imitated, for there are many diffe
rent means of witchcraft of others/ among the number of means of 
withchcraft of other sorcerers. (10) These are the names of the 
sorcerers (who have two names, or sorcerer/ of each numaym), and 
secret/ man who takes away hair or saliva or/ excrement or urine 
of one to whom they refer as the man who is to die, / for this one, 
the secret man, searches for a long time for a dead, dried(l5)body 
of a man with a whole skin which is easily / skinned. As soon as he 
finds one that is in this way he takes it and / hides it under a cedar 
tree where it is dry. /That will be the work of the sorcerer. Now 
all/ the work of the secret man who takes away on behalf of (the 
sorcerer) is finished when (20) he gives what he has obtained by 
taking away to the sorcerer. / 

You know all that was done by ta/wade and/ Ha'£madzalas with 
the three large toads when he pushed into their mouths / cedar 
bark which had been breathed into by Ten-Fathom-Face, and his 
hair/ and his urine and his saliva. These were mixed with the (25) 
cedar bark which was pushed in by the late 'a'wade, while Ha' 'ma
dzalas / worked at what was something like tongs and at cedar 
withes which he twisted. / As soon as he had finished, he tied one 
cedar withe around / the lower end of the tongs. Then was tight 
the tied cedar withe. / Then he took one toad and put its head into 
(30) the split of the tongs. He took one /cedar withe and tied it 
around close to the toad and / he did the same with the there 
(other) toads. When / this was done 'a'wade prayed / to the 
toads what you know, for it is written in your (35) papers. Then 
Ten-Fathom-Face was to die suddenly, the way this is done. / 

Now I will talk also about the two / sorcerers, Copper-Dancer 
(L!a'qwalal) who belongs to the numaym Wawiilibacye, /and Inviter 
(Le''lenoxu) who belongs to the numaym Wawiilibacye. / Now 
LElelk·in who also belongs to the numaym Wawiilibatye takes away 
things for them. ( 40) Now LElelk·in took away things from Great
Mountain (NEg·a'dze), the/ head chief of the numaym First-Ones 
(G·i'g:il~am) of the Great Kwakiutl. /As soon as he had obtained 
his game (i. e. the objects taken) he gave it to Copper-Dancer. 

(1) Then Copper-Dancer asked LElelk-in to go and search for a 276 
whole / body of a dead man. "As soon as you find it go to the 
witchcraft place which is known to you, /in the woods," said he to 
him. Immediately LElelk!in went/ to the graves on the trees and 
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when he found a whole body (5) he took it and went to the witch
craft place in the woods where / LElelk·in cut off the head of the 
dead man. As soon as he arrived / at the witchcraft place he 
broke off hemlock branches and covered with them the / body of 
the beheaded man. Then LElelk·in came/ home, for he had finished 
his work. Now evidently (10) he told Copper-Dancer and Inviter, 
for nothing was taken by them when they / went into the woods, 
except what was obtained by them (their game), for/ four knives 
were always on the witchcraft place. As soon as they arrived there / 
they washed their bodies at the same time in a small stream. / 
Then they rubbed their bodies with hemlock branches./ 

(15) I only guess as to what I am going to say, for I did not/ see 
it, for I saw the beheaded dead man /which was skinned on the 
right hand side when I found them in the / woods where I was 
hunting deer. I had lost my way when I /saw smoke, I walked 
among the bushes as I went towards it and I went (20) to a big 
cedar tree which was lying on the ground and I hid on one side 
of it, / for the sorcerers had built a fire on the ground on the other 
side of the/ cedar that was lying down. The faces of Copper-Dancer 
and Inviter were blackened with charcoal. / Now Inviter had by 
his side a gun. / He was wailing while Copper-Dancer tended the 
fire. (25) Then he said, "Go on and wail, for now Great-Mountain 
is dead," / said he. Immediately Inviter said as he was / wailing, 
"Ha ha ha, our chief has overdone it," as he was/ closing his eyes. 
Young trees were growing on the cedar and I was hiding on one 
side of it. / There I looked through and again said (30) Copper
Dancer, "Go on and wail for him. Now /this Great-Mountain is 
dead," said he. Immediately Inviter said / as he was wailing, "Ha 
ha ha, our chief has overdone it." / Then I jumped over the log 
that was lying on the ground and I took the / gun and threw it 
into the small pond. I stepped back (35) and I was ready with my 
gun. After a little while Copper-Dancer spoke / and said, "You 
have done well. Come and sit down /and learn what we are doing," 
said he. Then / Inviter said, "He is not right, for he is always 
laughing," said he. / I asked him, "Who is that who is being be
witched by you," said I to him. (40) Then Copper-Dancer said, 
"This is Great-Mountain," said he. Then I laughed./ That was the 
reason why Copper-Dancer and Inviter became angry and there
fore/ they scolded me. I told them that Great-Mountain had died 
/in the morning, "at the time when I found your witchcraft place." 

277 Then said (1) Copper-Dancer, "Oh oh oh oh, may never ill luck 
befall me," said he as he / scattered the fire on the ground and 
dug up four elder sticks / and laid them down. Then he arose from 
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the ground and took (some) cedar bark / and eagle down which 
was wrapped up and he put down the (5) cedar bark and the 
down at the place where the four elder sticks were, / his means of 
witchcraft. Then Copper-Dancer took one /elder stick and laid it on 
the cedar bark. He took his/ lmife and cut the tying a,t the end of 
the elder stick used for witchcraft. /Then came apart the split elder 
stick. Then I {IO) saw the skin of a dead man wrapped around the 
game (the objekts taken) / from Great-Mountain, and a sinew of 
the dead man / was the tying of what was put into the hollowed out 
elder stick / which was put together tight. Then it was buried in 
the ground and / a fire was built on it. Therefore it was very hot 
when (15) Copper-Dancer untied it and put it on the cedar bark. 
/ Then he put down on it and after he had done so he took up the / 
cedar bark and placed it upon two wedges / driven into a cedar 
tree. When he sat down on the ground, /Copper-Dancer said to 
me, "Take care and do not talk about (20) us. I will pay you fifty 
blankets / and I will give you my daughter to be your wife, /if you 
wish," said he. Then I left him. That is the / end. / 

Now I will talk also about the sorcerer of the (25) Great 
Kwakiutl, two men and one secret/ man who takes the game that 
belongs to the one whom they want / to die, Place-of-Going-to 
((Jwemalas) and Trying-to-Invite (u'leliL!a), both of whom belong 
to the / numaym DzE'ndzEnx·q!aEyu. They are the sorcerers / 
and their secret man is Meeting-with-Property (Yaqawid), who also 
belongs to the (30) numaym DzE'ndzEnX'q!aEyu. He is the secret 
man / who takes things for the two sorcerers. Now / Meeting
with-Property secretly takes excrement and urine and /saliva and 
hair and a bitten place on a cedar stick./ As soon as Meeting-with
Property had gotten the game (all these things) he gave them (35) 
to Place-of-Going-to. Meeting-with-Property was asked by Place
of-Going-to /to searchfortheskull of adead man andforarightthigh 
/bone. As soon as he had found them he took them to the witchcraft 
place. Then /Meeting-with-Property told Place-of-Going-to that the 
two /bones were now on the ground at the witchcraft place. Now 
all the work of Meeting-with-Property was finished (40) after this. 
Then Place-of-Going-to and Trying-to-Invite went to the / witch
craft place. I only guess that immediately Place-of-Going-to tied 
up,/ the game (the things taken) and put some of them into the 
skull of the man. (I) Trying-to-Invite broke the thigh bone of the 278 
man / and tucked into it the several (things) kinds of game. As 
soon as / the bone was full they stuck together the ends of the 
broken bone / so that it fitted and they tied them together well. 
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As soon as this was done (5) Place-of-Going-to tucked them also 
into the hole at the side of the skull. / Now Trying-to-Invite dug 
a hole in the ground. As soon as he had done so/ Place-of-Going-to 
prayed to his means of witchcraft what has already been written 
by me / for you, as he put it into the thigh bone in the box. / 
Now he put it into the place dug out, together with the skull. Then 
(lO)he covered dirt over it and built a fire on it. When/ he wishes 
the man to die quickly he keeps/ the fire burning on the means of 
witchcraft day and night. When he wishes him / to be sick for 
a long time, he does not make a really large fire over it. / Trying
to-Invite wailed and Place-of-Going-to tended the fire (15) This 
is the wail of Trying-to-Invite, / 

"Ha ha ha, now the great chief had bad luck," / 
were the words of the wail of the witchcraft against He'nak·!alasc31 , / 

the chief of the numaym Chiefs (G·e'xsEm) and Se'nL!Em. This is 
the reason why I know about these ways, for I came and got the 
means of witchcraft. (20) I looked at them as the tying of the game 
(things taken) that was inside the/ skull and inside the thigh bone 
were untied. Now / He'nak-!alasc31 was alive. That is the end. / 

Now I will talk again about the sorcerer of the Northerners / 
(GwetEla) about whom I do not know very definitely. Many times 
I have heard him (25) talk about it and about his being proud of 
his witchcraft, for he often / talks to me about what he does. 
I asked him and / said to him, "Are you the only sorcerer 1" said 
I to him. Then he said, / "That foolish man Made-to-Give-Advice 
(K!we'xElag·i1laku) is my/ companion in witchcraft." Now LEbi'd 
belongs to the numaym (30) La'8.lax-s1Endayo. Made-to-Give
Advice belongs to the numaym / Real Kwakiutl. "This is the 
secret man, 1amax-ag·ila / who also belongs to the numaym 
La'alax·s1Endayo, and / he takes things for me," said he. Then 
I asked him and said to him, / "What do you do when you practice 
witchcraft r said I to him. Then he said, ( 35) "I do differently from 
the way it is worked by other sorcerers, / for they build a fire over 
their means of witchcraft. There is no fire on the ground of my / 
means of witchcraft and there is also no wailing in my witch
craft,'' said he as he/ said, ''Let me begin at the beginning the way 
I do. When / 1amax-8.g·ila gives me the game (things taken) 
we start (40) with Made-to-Give-Advice and we go to a newJy 
buried / man who just died. Then we lift off the cover of the / 

279 coffin. As soon as the cover of the coffin is off (1) I take off the 
wrapping around the dead man. When / he is naked then I pray 
and say to him, I 
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'I have come, Supernatural One, you, Short-Life-Giver, that you, 
please, take hold / of the chief (I mention the name of the one 
I wish to die quickly) (5) that he may go quickly to where you are 
staying, Supernatural One, / you, Death-Making-Woman. Now 
this / clothing of this chief will go and stay with you, Supernatural 
One/" said he. / 

"Then I cut open a small hole above the /navel and I put the 
game (things taken) into the (10) cut and I stir up the game (things 
taken) among the intestines of the dead / man. As soon as I .have 
done so I spread the wrapping / blanket over the body. I put on 
the cover of the / coffin, for I just want to hide it so that it is not 
evident that it / has been touched by man." As soon as it gets 
daylight in the morning (15) LEbi'd goes again and prays to the 
dead man. / After he has prayed four times he stops. Then he only 
/expects the man to get sick. Then he stopped / talking about 
this. I 

I asked him who taught him this sorcery. He said, (20) "Nobody 
taught it to me, I dreamed about it,"/ said he. Now it is ended, fo.r 
he just left me as though he regretted/ that he had told me about it. / 

Treatment of Girl who is to be a Dancer. / 

It is that, when she has given birth to a child, (25) as soon as its 
father finds out that it is a girl, then the man / asks the midwife, 
another woman, to wrap up / the child in a warm blanket. Then 
the man/ takes eagle down and takes the child in his arms/ and goes 
inland. When he reaches a patch of salal berry bushes (30) he takes 
the down and breaks it up. Then he / puts the down over the salal 
leaves, while he is still carrying the child in his arms./ When he has 
done so he prays to the down and to the / salal bushes and says, 
"Go on, Supernatural Ones, please, look at / me and my child 
which I got by good luck and, please, give over your (35) power 
of success to her and your (power of) containing wealth to her that 
she / may be rich in every way like you, Supernatural Ones; and 
also, protect /her that she may not have bad luck in her work / 
when she is grown up, and also that she may be a real dancer, 
Supernatural One,/ please," says he and he goes home to his house. 
For four (40) days he is doing so to his daughter. Then he stops. / 

(1) Treatment of First-born Girl, DEna'x·da'xu. / 280 

When a girl is born by her mother / it is washed by the midwife 
who takes care of the woman who has given birth. / After she has 
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washed her, she wraps her in warm covers. (5) Now the mother 
of the child takes a little mountain goat wool / and she takes a 
narrow strip of cotton cloth. She / takes a little wool and puts 
it on the narrow strip of cotton cloth. / Then she prays to it and 
says, / "Now great supernatural power of the Supernatural
One-of-the-Rocks, look at what I am doing to you, for (10) I pray 
you that you, please, have mercy on my child and that you give 
her / success in picking all kinds of berries on the mountain; / 
and t,P.is, that she may have success in obtaining property and be 
rich like you, / great Supernatural One; and this, that you protect 
her that/ nothing evil may happen to her when she goes up (the 
mountain) picking berries (15) on the mountain; and this, (against) 
sickness. Go on, please, listen to my / prayer to you, supernatural 
power of the Supernatural-One-of-the-Rocks," says she. / 

As soon as she stops praying she wraps the narrow strip of / 
cotton cloth around the four strings of wool. She puts them into 
a / small basket in which the clothes of her child are. Now (20) 
she waits for the navel cord of her child to come off. As soon 
as it /is off she ties it around the right hand of her child. / Now 
it stays on her hand, and until the time when the child is nine 
months old /it will not be taken off. As soon as the child is nine 
months old her mother / takes the remains of the wool and she 
takes the four (25) strings and wraps around them the cotton 
cloth that has been washed, around the four / strings of wool. 
Then she ties it around the right hand of her / child and she also 
takes one piece of wool and / cuts it up so that it is like flour. 
She puts a little / water with it so that it becomes pasty. Then 
she prays to the finely cut wool (30) and says, / 

"O, supernatural power of the Supernatural-One-of-the-Rocks, 
go on, look at what I am /doing to you, for I pray you to take 
mercy on my child / and, please, let her be successful in getting 
property and / let nothing evil happen to her when she goes up 
the mountain picking (35) all kinds of berries; and please, protect 
her, / Supernatural One," says she as she puts her first finger 
into what is /like milk, the wool mixed with water, and she puts 
it on the tongue of the / child. Four times she does so. When / 
she has finished she suckles her child. Now for four days (40) 
she does this in the morning, then she stops after this./ 

Now this woman who has been treated grows up and she really / 
gets much when she picks all kinds of berries on the berry picking 

281 places on the ( 1) mountains of Knights Inlet and therefore she has 
many berry cakes and / crabapples and Viburnum. She is rich 
in property, for / the woman is industrious. That is the end. I 
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Treatment of Boy who is to be a Hunter, Dena'x·da 1 xu / 

(5) "It is that, as soon as a boy is born by his mother," /said 
Made-to-be-Blanket-Giver (x·i'x·Elq!a'yugwi'laku) who belongs to 
the numaym / Chiefs (G·e'xsEm) of the DEna'x·da1xu, "Let me 
treat with medicine my child / so that he may become a great 
mountain goat hunter and that he may have no / misfortune 
on the mountain, for he will be washed four times," said he (10) 
to his wife. Then his wife answered. She said, / "Good is what 
you say. Go on and do thus to him, for you are / a mountain goat 
hunter; that he may be like you, "/ said she. When the child was 
four days old/ Made-to-be-Blanket-Giver took tallow of the moun
tain goat and (15) put it down near the cradle of his child. He 
took a / knife and sat down. Then he took a thin piece of tallow / 
and spread it over his left hand. Then he prayed to the / tallow 
and said, I 

"I pray to you, Supernatural One, that you take mercy on my 
son, (20) that he may be li)t:e you, not afraid to walk even on / 
steep mountains when he goes hunting mountain goats. Please, 
protect him / that he may not be unlucky, Supernatural One," 
said Made-to-be-Blanket-Giver. / "Also, that he may be rich in 
property, for this is done by you, Supernatural One," / said he. 
When the boy was a full grown man (25) his name was Smoke
all-around(Kwax·se'stila). Then he was a great hunter/ of moun
tain goats and he was not afraid of grizzly bears, for he just / 
shot them at once with his flintlock gun when he saw them. And 
also / he was not afraid to walk on the mountains even when they 
were steep. / He never hurt his feet although he walked among 
devil's club. (30) And he also got many black bears and all kinds 
of animals, for he / was the only true hunter among this tribe. 
Also he did not / once wear shoes, therefore his feet were very 
large. / He always washed his body / every morning. For four 
days when it got night (35) he cohabited with his wife. When this 
was done / they arose and they washed in the river. That is the 
end. I 

Story of a Twin Woman. / 

The ancestors of the Up-River-Tribe (Ne'nElk!enoxu) lived at 
Up-River (Ne'nElg·as). / They had for their chief Great-Copper 
(L!i'qwadze), whose wife was Invincible-Woman ('ya'kayupa). 
It (1) was she, Invincible-Woman, who gave birth to two girls. / 282 
Invincible-Woman was the mother of twins. It was not four 
days before / one of the twins died. Then, it is said, / Invincible
Woman dreamed about the one daughter who was alive who said 
to her (5) mother, Invincible-Woman, "O mother, call me by the 
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name which I had where I came from among the / salmon. I am 
Not-Caught-in-House ( ? ) (Wits!~alil). Do not call me any other / 
name, else I shall leave you," said the twin child in her dream. / 
As soon aslnvincible-Woman awoke she told/ her husband, Great
Copper, about her dream. Then (10) Invincible-Woman stopped 
speaking about her dream to her husband and / Great-Copper 
at once took the child in his arms and spoke to her. /He said, / 

"Thank you, child, you Not-Caught-in-House, for trying to come 
/to us, (to me) and to your mother, that we may treat you well, 
child. (15) Thank you, Not-Caught-in-House, you Supernatural One, 
you who / come with wealth to us that you may make us rich,/ 
you Supernatural One, you Wealth-Maker of supernatural power. 
And this, that / nothing evil may befall us through your co~ng 
to us, Supernatural One," said / Great-Copper to his child. I 

(20) Now the child was growing up well after this and never I 
cried. As soon as the girl was four years old / she asked her father 
Great-Copper to try to get / white tail feathers of the eagle and 
red ocher for her. / At once Great-Copper asked among his tribe 
who might (25) have white tail feathers of the eagle and red ocher. / 
Then Great-Copper was given white tail feathers of the I eagle 
and red ocher. Great-Copper gave it to his/ daughter, Not-Caught
in-House. As soon as Not-Caught-inHouse took the / white tail 
feathers of the eagle and the red ocher (30) she said, "Welcome, 
Supernatural Ones, for you have come to add your/ power to my 
power that no evil may befall my/ parents." And she gave back 
the white tail feathers / of the eagle to her father. Then Not
Caught-in-House said, "Go on / and pull out singly these white 
feathers and give one after another (35) to me," said she to him. 
At once Great-Copper / pulled out the white feathers one by one 
and gave them/ to his daughter. When Great-Copper had given/ 
all the feathers which he pulled out to his daughter, / Not-Caught
in-House took the tail end of the eagle from which (40) the feathers 
grow and put it away, for she wanted the large amount of/ down 
that is on it. Then Not-Caught-in-House requested her father to / 
dye red cedar bark for a headring, and (she asked) for four small/ 
abalone shells, said she. Immediately Great-Copper dyed red / 

283 cedar bark. When this was done Not-Caught-in-House (l) re
quested Great-Copper to take the four abalone shells. / At once 
Great-Copper took the four abalone shells and/ gave them to his 
daughter, Not-Caught-in-House. Now that was all that was / 
requested by Not-Caught-in-House. Immediately Not-Caught-in
House made her bed (5) like a small house. When she had done so/ 
she took the red cedar bar;k: and split off four narrow strips. / She 
hung on these four feathers. And now there were four pieces of 
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red cedar bark / from each of which four feathers were hanging. 
As soon as she had done so / she stretched them along the inner 
wall of her bedroom. When (10) this was done it was in this way.1 

When this was done she plucked off the / down from the tail end 
of the eagle on which / the feathers grow and she put the down 
on the feathers which / were hanging in her bedroom. When this 
was done she took the / red cedar bark and made a headring. She 
took four (15) abalone shells and put one right on the forehead 
of her / headring of red cedar bark. She put another one at the 
back (of the headring). / She put one on each side of it. /Then she 
took two feathers and made them stand up in the nape of the 
neck on her / headring. When this was done she put down (20) 
on it. When this was done it was this way.2 Now she J wore 
the headring of red cedar bark. She took tallow and rubbed it 
on her face. / She took red ocher and daubed it on her / face. Then 
she took eagle down and put it on her / headring. Now it was done 
after this. Then Not-Caught-in-House was happy (25) after this. 
She always painted her face with red ocher / in the rooming when 
she got up and she wore her headring of / red cedar bark until 
she became an old woman. / 

Finally her ways became different after that, for/ when it was 
autumn, the time when the dog salmon jump at the (30) mouth 
of the river Gwa'ne, Not-Caught-in-House sat down outside of 
her / house and prayed to the dog salmon as they were jumping 
about./ Now the teeth of Not-Caught-in-House began to disappear 
after this. /For four days she did this, then all her teeth had dis
appeared / and all her teeth changed to teeth of dog salmon, 
instead of her past teeth. (35) Now the teeth of dog salmon were 
growing on her, and they all / had bent tips. As soon as all the 
dog salmon had gone up the river / and all had been spawning, 
then, when all the / dog salmon were dead all the salmon teeth of 
Not-Caught-in-House dropped off / and the woman's teeth of 
Not-Caught-in-House grew again. (40) Now this continued in the 
autumn when her teeth were changing. Then / Not-Caught-in
House called her father, Great-Copper and his wife, / Invincible
Woman to sit down outside of her bed. As soon as / they had come 
they sat down. Then Not-Caught-in-House spoke to them and 
said, / "This is the reason why I called you to come and listen to 
what I am going to tell (1) you that you will not allow the men 284 

1 They were attached in rows on the wall about IO cm apart, so that 
the tassels in the single rows which were also about IO cm apart, formed 
diagonals. 

2 The abalone shells in front, behind, and on each side; the feathers 
tied on behind, slanting outward. 
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and the women / and the young women and the young men to 
come near to my bedroom, / else I shall not stay with you for a 
long time for I mean this, that the young women are menstruating 
/ and cohabit and also all the men. (5) That is wrong for me, for 
I have never menstruated./ I had no husband where I came from, 
for I / was told by my parents not to come home to our / place 
until I should be really an old woman," said Not-Caught-in-House / 
to her parents. "Now I am really weak. When (10) I die bury 
me on a hemlock tree / at the upper end of our house that my 
parents may have no trouble/ when they come to take me. Also 
this that I may not be / (away) a long time, before I come back 
to Q!umx'Elag·ilis. /I shall be a man when I come back again," 
for this Q!umx·Elag·ilis was the younger brother (15) of Great
Copper, the father of Not-Caught-in-House. Then Not-Caught-in
House said / to her mother, Invincible-Woman, "O mother, look 
at this scar / on the back of my hand, for it will remain thus when 
I/ come back to Q!U.mx·Elag·ilis who will be my father, that you/ 
may recognize me," said she. It was not long before Not-Caught
in-House died. (20) Then she was buried on a hemlock tree./ After 
they had buried Not-Caught-in-House / many dog salmon came 
jumping about, in numbers never seen before. / Now it was one 
year since ~ ot-Caught-in-House had died / when Copper-Receptacle
Woman (L!a' qwaa'ts!e~as), the wife of Q!umx·Elag·ilis, was with 
child. (25) Then she gave birth to a boy. Immediately/ Invincible
Woman looked at the right hand of the child / and she saw the 
scar on the back of the hand of the / child. At once Invincible
Woman said to him, "_Ah, welcome, / Not-Caught-in-House, my 
child, now you have come back, Supernatural One, to (30) come 
and protect us, great good child," said she to him. / Then a man 
came who had the name Lincod (Na'lEm), who was a twin child 
of his late mother. /He sat down and took the child in his arms. / 
Lincod looked at the child and said to him, "Ah ah ah, it is you / 
who has come, friend Weight-Giver (9-wa'~untee:), you have come 
to be treated always well by your (35) parents. Go on now, and 
be always happy, friend,"/ said Lincod to him. Now he was a 
single child of his mother. He was / half salmon child, Weight
Giver. Now he was growing up well as he was growing up./ When 
he was a young man he would say now and then in the / fall, "There 
will be many dog salmon this fishing season," or (40) he would 
also say, "There will be no dog salmon this fishing season."/ And 
he never once erred in what he said. / This is the reason the Indians . 
believe that twins come from / different kinds of salmon. And 
Weight-Giver also did not die until/ he was an old man. That is 
the end. / 
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